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Abstract 
 

This thesis is an examination of kinaesthetic play from the lived experience of the 

player. The aim of this work is to show that the value of play runs much deeper than 

its applications and that play should be understood in itself, and not as an outcome or 

part of a game or sport. Play, as investigated in this study, calls into question certain 

philosophical themes, most specifically the concept of self as discovered ‘within’ the 

horizon of a historically conditioned world. 

The level of embodied engagement in play collapses the dichotomies of subject and 

object, and indeed the self and world. In committing oneself to play one actively 

joins play and in doing so the player experiences a unity, a unique oneness that 

grounds and determines the felt experience of play. This significant experience is 

described in this thesis as ‘selfless play.’ It happens when the players are no longer 

concerned for themselves and their own individual goals. The totality of the situation 

leads to an autotelic experience brought on by a mixture of challenge and focus, 

regardless of the form of the game or activity. There is no self-reflection in selfless 

play; when we think or examine the way we are playing we are no longer in play. 

The constitutional horizon of ‘being-in-the-world’, which is so important to everyday 

life, is not fundamental to play. The only fundamental horizon in play is play itself. 

In abandoning the horizon of being-in-the-world, play necessarily leads to the 

renunciation of other important concepts like selfhood, authenticity and freedom. 

While all these categories are necessary to enter into selfless play, once in it we 

forfeit our agency and command in order to embrace an exceptional lived experience. 

In play, meaning is not measured by rational understanding but by the intensity of 

existence. In play everything is ubiquitous; all things are one under the constitution 

of play. 
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Introduction 
 

Play fulfils its purpose only if the player loses himself in play. 

      Hans-Georg Gadamer
1
  

 

 

0.1 Introduction 

 

Play… It can be found in every corner of society. If we look hard enough, we 

can find play everywhere we turn. It is so close to us that we do not need to turn to 

see it. Play is in us; it is fundamental to all animals including human beings. While 

play is clearly associated with fun, games, and sport, these things should not be seen 

as a mandate for play; play is much more than these things, as this thesis will 

demonstrate. Play has a fundamental role in life and its ontological significance to 

human beings should not go unnoticed. This significance however, has nothing to do 

with human development or education, nor has it anything to do with the benefits 

play brings to society, culture and our daily lives. The uniqueness and significance of 

play, as this thesis reveals, is the fact that play provides a deeper ontological 

understanding of what it means to be human. Play offers an insight into our 

primordial existence. Play, as this work will demonstrate, is an event that returns us 

to our most elemental nature; as such, play itself predates all those things we have 

come to associate with play, like games and sport. Play resides in the deepest aspects 

of the human condition, and it is this reason that play has a fundamental ontological 

significance.  

This thesis is an investigation in to the subjective experience of play, as 

opposed to the objective, empirical aspects of play. This thesis is concerned with the 

‘felt’ as opposed to the ‘observed’ elements of play, and at all times play is 

approached from the lived experience of the player. Play in this study relates to all 

those activities that are commonly regarded as playful: from children playing blocks 

to adult computer games and everything in between. However, while these activities 

                                                 
1
 Gadamer, Hans-Georg, Truth and Method, Trans Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, 

Continuum, 2006, p103. 
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provide an insight into play, this thesis goes way beyond the mere activity in each 

case and examines the unique moment where play itself begins to take hold of the 

player. It is unique because that moment itself is never guaranteed by playful 

activities. It is possible, though somewhat unlikely, for someone to play an entire 

league of soccer and never experience the kind of unique moment this study 

investigates. It is something that happens on rare occasions, but not rare enough that 

this kind of moment is reserved for the expert player; it is not. The child playing with 

blocks is as likely to experience this moment as an adult does when playing Grand 

Theft Auto. Some players that have experienced the moment often refer to it as 

‘flow’, ‘in the zone’, ‘on fire’ and it is often, and rightly, seen as a transient state 

where the player seems to excel or surpass mere participation and enters into an 

almost hyper-level of activity. In this study this state of play, termed ‘selfless play’, 

is our main focus; everything in this thesis revolves around this phenomenon. This 

unique moment of play provides a window of opportunity to investigate a human 

state of being that is prior to the self; in some respects, it allows us to catch a glimpse 

of our own animality. The state of selfless play is ontologically profound, as it 

resides in a pre-reflective existence that seems to challenge ideas about what makes 

us human, like freedom, authenticity and ethics. 

The idea of a lack of self-reflective awareness in play has not gone unnoticed 

by play theorists and the claim that it is a feature of play is evident in a multitude of 

different play studies across a number of different disciplines.
2
 For philosophical 

reasons, which shall be made more apparent later, I have chosen to describe this 

common feature of play as selflessness. Although the term ‘selflessness’ may not  

appear in other writings on play, the phenomenon which I am indicating is often 

referred to, but rarely thematised by play theorists.In order for this study to 

philosophically ground Johan Huizinga’s claim that we are indeed Homo Ludens 

(Playing Man) it is necessary to work through the ubiquitous and ambiguous 

                                                 
2
 Cf. Gadamer, Truth and Method, Continuum, 2006.  Csikszentmihalyi,  Beyong 

Boredom and Anxiety, Jossey-Jones, 1982. Csikszentmihalyi, Flow: The psychology 

of optimal experience. Harper Perernial edition. 1991. Brown. Play: How It Shapes 

the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul. NY Penguin Group. 

2009. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992. Zimmerman, Rules of Play: 

Game Design Fundamentals, MIT Press, 2014.   
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character of play. In doing so, this work will engage directly with everyday play. 

Play has a level of familiarity that supersedes so many aspects of our lives, and it is 

this universal familiarity that this work will draw on. In doing so, this thesis will be 

focusing on one of the oldest forms of human interaction. Play is older than culture, 

and it is not exclusive to humans: ethological studies have shown other animals also 

play. However, within human culture there is evidence of play in the hieroglyphs in 

Egypt, in Vedic Sanskrit, as well as most well-known mythologies and histories. In 

Greece, evidence has been found of a special ball game called Episkyros that was 

played as early as 2,500 BC, whereas the longest ball game in existence, Ulama, was 

played by the Aztecs as early as 1600 BC and continues to be played today. A recent 

discovery in Geißenklösterle cave, in Germany, found a bone flute that is 

approximately 40,000 years old and is now regarded as the oldest known musical 

instrument, suggesting that the playful nature of humanity goes back as far as Cro-

Magnon man. While none of this empirical evidence suggests that the players in 

question experienced the state of play this thesis wishes to investigate, it does 

demonstrate that our ancestors were just as familiar with play as we are today.  

While this kind of familiarity is deeply subjective, playful activities remain 

universal and objective, and in some cases, as with the well-known game of 

hopscotch, its objective character and structure has lasted from early antiquity to the 

present day. In the time since hopscotch began there have been messiahs, prophets, 

and ‘gods’ who have entered and left the world. There have been crusades and 

World Wars; landmasses have been occupied and unoccupied, social movements 

have come and gone, institutions have risen and fallen, technology and science have 

placed man on the moon, and yet no matter what happens there are still children and 

perhaps adults who still play the simple game of hopscotch.
3
  

While play has the power to unite people – as during World War I, when 

Allied troops played a game of soccer against German troops during a rare cease-fire 

over Christmas 1914
4
 – it also had the power to be divisive, as is evident in many 

derby games played today, these aspects of play are secondary to this thesis. 

Whether one is playing hopscotch in the schoolyard, or football during WWI, it is 

                                                 
3
 Cf Chapter 2 for detailed account of hopscotch. 

4
 ‘Britons Started WWI Christmas Football Match with Ball Kicked from Trench’, The Telegraph, 23 

December 2012. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/9763539/Britons-started-WW1-Christmas-

football-match-with-ball-kicked-from-trench.html 
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the lived experience of play and not the activity itself that remains primary to this 

thesis. Nonetheless, it is the objective side of play which is most familiar to people 

and it is also this objective side of play that opens up the line of investigation. As 

such, the thesis will necessarily draw on the objective side of play and use practical 

and illustrative examples from a wide variety of play activities, but it only does so to 

open up the subjective side, where selfless play can be investigated.   
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0.2 Aims and Significance of the Thesis 

 

The overall aim of this thesis is to phenomenologically examine the most elemental 

and necessary features of play. This thesis is quite distinct from other studies of play 

that we find in the history of western philosophy because this thesis examines play in 

a literal everyday sense. The play that concerns this work is not a metaphor for 

something else, neither is it allegorical. The kind of play that this thesis focuses on is 

the kind of play that one intuitively thinks of when one thinks of play. Actions like 

running, jumping, catching, throwing, hitting, swinging and so forth are the hallmark 

of the kind of play this thesis is concerned with. So much of what has been written 

about play, traditionally in philosophy, seems to fail to address the everyday kind of 

play that his work addresses. Play in this study relates to all those activities that are 

commonly regarded as playful, however, this thesis goes way beyond the mere 

activity in each case and examines the unique moment where play itself begins to 

take hold of the player.  

 This thesis adopts the lived perspective of the player. The felt experience of 

play remains crucial in this work. This thesis is concerned with the ‘felt’ as opposed 

to the ‘observed’ elements of play, and at all times play is approached from the lived 

experience of the player when engaged in play, that is engaged in an activity for its 

own sake. While in other instances the felt experience may be similar to that of play, 

the absence of orientation beyond the play itself moulds the lived experience in the 

sense that the player can lose him or herself in the play for no other purpose than 

playing. The uniqueness and significance of play, in this thesis, is the fact that play 

provides a deeper ontological understanding of what it means to be human. Play 

offers an insight into our primordial existence but this is only revealed by examining 

the lived experience. In fact, this study’s adherence to the lived experience of the 

player makes it stand out from other play studies.  

 The initial thrust of this study was to distinguish the empirical side of play 

from the more difficult, but more important, eidetic side of play. The eidetic side of 

play is more important because it is this side of play that remains fundamentally 

unaltered over history; it is also the side where our experiences of play can be 

revealed. While the empirical aspects of play change from day to day, the essence of 

play, most notably with selfless play, holds universally. In transcending the 
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empirical, this study will start in a place where play’s most fundamental and 

necessary elements can be examined. Researching play, in the opposite manner, 

through empirical data gathered from the four corners of the world, has been 

underway for some time now, revealing a multitude of play attributes. However, this 

has led to a partial definition of play that neglects its essential nature, which is 

subjective. While an empirical account of play can point to many aspects and 

attributes of play, it will never be able to grasp play’s subjective nature. Inductive 

science by its own principles aims at the particular, whereas the eidetic approach 

aims at the universal a priori essence of our experience of play. Since the aim of this 

research is to understand the lived experience of play, the eidetic approach will prove 

more beneficial than the empirical alternative.   

While this thesis will obviously have to examine the objective elements of 

play that help establish the kind of selfless experience sought after, it should be 

noted that the experience in question relates not only to play, but also to the human 

condition. As such, a phenomenological approach will be taken in this study and as I 

said before, the lived experience of the player will be paramount. In fact, this study’s 

adherence to the lived experience of the player makes it stand out from other play 

studies.
5
 Since the aim is to understand the subjective side of play, this research will 

not concern itself too much with any particular kind of playful activity; however, it 

will have to draw on a variety of activities in order to uncover the essential elements 

of play. 

Through a process of eidetic variation, this research will necessarily draw 

examples from activities such as football, tennis, golf, rock-climbing, etc., but it 

should be noted that these exemplary activities are not being studied in their own 

right. A fundamental thesis of this work is that games do not guarantee play; at most, 

they make play possible. In adopting a phenomenological approach and examining 

play within a presuppositionless approach, this thesis shows that play runs much 

deeper than its empirical manifestations. More importantly, it shows that play itself 

is the same universal experience, regardless of whether one is playing ice hockey or 

a game of snooker. It is the self-orientation of games that make play possible, but in 

doing so they disclose a fundamental existential condition of being human. 

                                                 
5
 Examples shall be given in the Literature Review section below.  
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Another consequence of our focus on the lived experience of the player is 

that I shall have little to say regarding the relationship of the onlooker or spectator 

with regard to play. As such, the aesthetic theories that raise the concept of play are 

beyond the scope of this work.
6
 This thesis is an examination of the relationship and 

interaction of the player and play. In trying to gain a better understanding of this 

relationship this study will examine the player, the interaction and play itself; these 

three elements become the foundation blocks for most of the chapters in this work. 

Play, in its purest form, as this works describes, has no concern whether the player is 

a child, an adult, and professional or an amateur. Play has no concern for education, 

learning, politics, ethics or any other aspects within society. Pure play is only ever 

play and nothing else. This is not to say that play does not relate to these things. It 

does and will continue to relate to these, however it is not contingent on these things 

- they are contingent on play.  

Play in this work relates to all those common activities we regard as playful, 

from the kind of activities we find on sports fields, schoolyards to playgrounds. 

However, it also brings other activities into the realm of play, most notably art. 

Throughout this research, play is always associated with some kind of kinaesthetic 

experience. This association with physical exercise keeps this study within the 

standard idea and concept of play, and also helps the reader to understand that this 

thesis is not discussing a rarefied kind of play that only the elite experience. I could 

draw on examples from a large variety of different kinds of playful activities, but in 

doing so the subject matter would become confused and diversified to the extent that 

the deeper message behind this thesis would become lost.
7
    

What this thesis refers to as ‘play’ does not allow any kind of distinction 

between mind and body – not that this distinction is appropriate or even possible. 

The kind of play referred to throughout this study not only entails some kind of 

physical exercise, but it also involves at a minimum some basic structure, rules or 

rudimentary skills. In most cases, it will be a combination of both. Play in this work 

involves both physical and cognitive capabilities, however as I said previously, there 

is no hierarchy between the two capacities. More importantly, as the research 

                                                 
6
 This point will be raised again in a later section of this Introduction.   

7
 I shall draw the majority of my analysis from games and sport as they are de facto the most 

recognisable forms of play. However, it must be made clear that by doing so I am not claiming that 

they are the only way into play, or that games and sport in some way guarantee play; they do not.  
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progresses the line or distinction between the physical and cognitive will become 

very blurred, indeed, as the work progresses it will be shown that even the most 

cognitive forms of play are underpinned by the body. That said, the play that most 

concnerns this work is is common everyday play
8
 that tends to involve pushing and 

shoving, jumping and ducking, running and turning, climbing and falling, moving in 

all directions and involving all muscles.  

Sports and games account for the vast majority of play in this thesis, as they 

tend to be commonly accepted examples of play; however it shall be argued that this 

does not in any way mean that play is somehow defined or limited to sport or games. 

It does mean that certain aspects of play, as encountered in sport and games, must be 

addressed, for example competitiveness, rules and structure, even though it will be 

argued that all these are secondary to the lived moment of play. Skills and techniques 

need to be addressed as they make up a large portion of the kind of interaction that 

occurs in these activities, even though mastering a skill is not necessarily a condition 

of play. Quite often, as this study shall argue, one can find play with the most basic 

of techniques and very little skill. This is an examination of practical play that is 

most easily recognised in sports and games, but this recognition does not exclude 

other practical forms of play, like art, which will also be examined in this study.     

Where play exists it is usually dependent in some form on rules and 

structures as witnessed in sports; however it is not limited to the rules of a sport. For 

example, pretend play at first seems to have little rules, however once a child has 

decided to play at being a ‘baddy’ it would be outside the norm of the activity to 

adopt the persona of the ‘goody.’ Likewise skimming a stone across the surface of 

the water seems to have no rules, however the technique involved and possible 

competitiveness bring a certain structure to the play; even if it is only alternating 

throws, there seems to be some structure of normative behaviour. Trying to find a 

playful activity that has no structure seems impossible. Even a child who makes up 

                                                 
8
 Throughout this work I use the phrase ‘kind of play’ which may suggest that there are lots of 

different kinds of play. While there are many empirical kinds, i.e. water polo to race cars, the 

argument this thesis is making is that the one true play is universal. It is necessary to delineate the 

type of play this thesis is examining from the kind of rational or conceptual play that one comes 

across in the aesthetic writing of German Idealism and later in Gadamer’s work. From an aesthetical 

perspective, I can agree that the onlooker participates in a playful contemplative exercise; however, it 

is not the kind of play recognised by billions of people throughout the world and, as such, it lies 

outside the scope of this thesis.  
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the rules as they go along still abides by their rules. In the same way that fire needs 

fuel, play needs structure.
9
  

 One of the reasons that the approach taken in this thesis is distinct from other 

works on play is that most of the other works relating to play are didactic in nature. 

They focus on moral virtues and character, from Classical Greek philosophy, right 

up to modern-day philosophies and pedagogies, however so many of them fail to 

fully investigate play. In the perusal of play literature, play is often brought in to 

augment and support the central themes of the great thinkers; rarely do any of these 

thinkers actually start with play itself. A large part of the scholarly work on play 

focuses on the end goal or consequence of such activity, for not only the individual 

involved, but also on society and in some cases culture. While it is true that in some 

cases character may be built, games may be won and hearts broken, play runs much 

deeper than this. There is also a large body of scholarly work that investigates 

different aspects of play, from childhood play to play in adulthood, from axiological 

accounts of outdoor play to computer play. These avenues or interests with respect to 

play rarely deal with play itself. Throughout the annals of philosophy one rarely 

finds a written work whose raison d'être is the lived experience of play. 

Many ideas relating to play as contained in the history of Western philosophy 

do not originate from play itself, which is contrary to what this thesis aims to do. 

Play in the history of Western philosophy usually emerges from the study of other 

areas, for example education or aesthetics. As such while these ideas and texts are 

important within philosophy, they remain outside the scope of this work. In this 

study I wish to do nothing more than investigate play from the inside out, allowing 

play itself to direct the study. This work presents a philosophical account of practical 

embodied play which happens to be the kind of play that makes up a large part of our 

everyday lives, from childhood right up to adulthood.   

                                                 
9
 Even within ‘Unstructured free play’ which is important with regard to the cognitive and social 

development of young children, there is still structure. What paediatrics and child psychologists refer 

to as free play is simply play activities that are not formally organised or restricted in some way. For 

example free play may simply mean letting children play without constant adult supervision or 

allowing the children to create their own play activities. While they are unstructured there is still a 

play structure within the activities themselves. When children are playing in the back garden, largely 

unsupervised, the kinds of games they play, even if they have just made them up, will have structure 

and rules. From a child development perspective the unstructured/ unorganised play means that the 

child’s imagination and creativity, along with social skills are greatly increased.    
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This thesis argues that play is a simple moment where every part seems to 

come together in a complete unity. When there is no such unity one can say that the 

player participated, but they did not play in the truest sense of the term. One may 

argue that play is multifaceted and that the unity this thesis refers to is simply one 

aspect of play; however, unity is actually play’s most defining characteristic. It is 

this unity that makes play so exciting and at the same time so important, because as 

this study will demonstrate it is this unity that not only positively changes our lives, 

but goes further by actually changing the way in which we understand our lives.  

It will be argued that this unity occurs in its most extreme form when the 

player enters into a selfless state of being. When the player is so engrossed with the 

activity that they are no longer concerned about themselves, in that state, the ‘I’ is no 

longer the master of the situation. This is similar in some ways to what psychologists 

refer to as ‘flow’ or ‘optimal’ experience, but in other ways it goes much further than 

‘flow’ experience. In all the accounts of the player’s experiences there seems to be a 

point where the player becomes constituted by play itself. At some point the player 

submits to the flow of play. This submission to play is what this thesis refers to as 

‘selfless play’ and it will become one of the fundamental aspects of this thesis. It will 

be shown that in play there is absolutely no self-referential awareness; the self is of 

no concern. While there is certainly awareness and deliberate decisions being made 

none of the decisions are related to a self-referring agent. As such there is no ‘I’ in 

play and whenever the player begins to think in reference to the self or the ‘I’ play 

disappears. In the act of playing, the player becomes constituted by play to such an 

extent that this thesis will call into question dominant philosophical themes like 

‘being-in-the-world’, ‘authenticity’ and ‘freedom’. Indeed, the findings will show 

that the player is neither ‘in the world,’ ‘authentic,’ or ‘free.’  

In essence, when selfless play is discussed it is in relation to a small fraction 

of time, and it is something that can be quite rare, even in activities that are regarded 

as playful. In a game of soccer, which normally lasts for ninety minutes, some 

players may never actually experience the kind of play that this study investigates 

and describes. There are very few activities, and even fewer players, that can find the 

kind of play discussed in this study for a sustained period of time, because selfless 

play is something that is hard to attain and even harder to retain. Play isn’t just a 

physical exercise, nor is it simply an organised event with certain rules; play in this 
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work is deeply subjective and can only be experienced by the players themselves. 

For example, our focus is the footballer, the dancer and the artist as opposed to 

football, ballet or art. The activities, organised under various categories, are of 

secondary importance to the experience of play within these activities. Play here is 

the process, the relationship and the interaction; it is never the outcome, the product 

or even a thing. 

The kind of selfless play dealt with in this work is common to many 

activities, from tribal rituals to Monopoly and from wrestling to painting. Selfless 

play lies hidden beneath the structures and appearances of the playful activity. It 

cannot be seen; it is entirely invisible which brings an array of difficulties regarding 

the type of method used in this thesis. One cannot point to it, nor can one capture it 

on video, it can neither be measured nor broken down into parts. This thesis clarifies 

and investigates the lived experience of play that is found not only in sport but also 

in artistic creation and other areas in life. It will be shown that there is absolutely no 

difference between playful experiences found in the arts to those found in games, 

precisely because play transcends physical form. One of the significant claims made 

in this thesis is that play, in its truest nature, can only be investigated through the 

subjective experience of the player. The spectator or observer may speculate that 

play exists on the court or field but they do not know, and cannot feel it, unless they 

themselves decide to play. Given the claim that play can only be investigated through 

the lived experience of the player, this study will not only use a phenomenological 

method but it will also draw directly from philosophers who have been greatly 

influenced by Edmund Husserl, for example Heidegger, Levinas, Sartre, and 

Merleau-Ponty.
10

 In these works there is not only an ample amount of investigation 

into the nature of subjective experience to get this thesis underway, but there is also 

an aspect of their works that critique and develop the phenomenological method. 

This inquiry into play resonates with their critical observations on a number of 

                                                 
10

 In nearly every circumstance I will be drawing directly from these philosophers’ major works. All 

have at some point struggled with Husserl’s phenomenology; moreover they all reject certain 

elements of it in ways almost particular to each philosopher. For example, Sartre endorses the 

Husserlian concept of intentionality, whereas Levinas criticises it. The idea of the body in Husserl’s 

work is central to Merleau-Ponty’s work, however it only comes up sporadically in Heidegger. If one 

compared each individual philosopher against one another, one would quickly end up with a disparate 

analysis. However, play seems to avoid these incongruences and manages to bring some aspects of 

their work closer together. 
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different levels, especially with respect to the subject/object dichotomy in Husserl’s 

static phenomenology.  

 

0.3 Literature Review 

 

Given the prevalence of play in society, the texts and sources this study relies on are 

diverse and varied. For the main part it draws from phenomenological analysis, 

however, it will also draw from non-philosophical texts like autobiographies. These 

texts from sports players, adventurers and artists as well as personal blogs will be 

incorporated into this study. All the players referred to in this study were at one time, 

and indeed may still be, highly influential in their own field. As such, they bring a 

vast amount of first hand experience to this study. The author will also rely on his 

own experience of playing in a variety of field sports and adventure sports, both as 

amateur and competitor.    

Reviewing and analysing all the literature that deals with play in some shape 

or form is an impossible task, given play’s ubiquitous nature. For example, play can 

be found in Vedic Sanskrit and Egyptian hieroglyphs, from the Old Testament to 

various mythologies from around the world. Nonetheless, once the focus remains on 

texts that actually deal exclusively with play, the literature becomes much narrower, 

though still quite sizable. What is left can be divided into two broad categories: on 

one hand there are social science texts that are often supported by biological, 

psychological and sociological findings, and on the other hand there are 

philosophical texts. It is the latter types of text that this research is predominantly 

concerned with, however there is still a gap in the literature with respect to the 

philosophical texts.  

Within the history of philosophy there have been very few texts that deal 

exclusively with play, and those that do seem to use play in an analogous or 

metaphorical way. Those that deal directly with play tend to start after Huizinga’s 

Humo Ludens and lead right up to the present day texts like the recently published 

The Philosophy of Play.
11

 Nonetheless, the very first person to write explicitly about 

                                                 
11

 Huizinga, Johan, Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992 ;The Philosophy of Play, Emily Ryall, Wendy 

Russell, Malcom Maclean, (eds), Routledge, 2013 
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play’s importance in society was Plato.
12

 For Plato, play served as way of preparing 

young people for life. He tells us in Laws (803C) that humans should play their part 

in life, engaging in the best past-times.
13

 For Plato, a child should play at various 

roles, soldier, builder, etc., to see which role suits them for later life. Even though, 

we do not get a definition of play, it seems clear enough that play in Plato’s eyes is 

mimetic. Aristotle does not seem to offer much on the matter; however, he does 

seem to equate play with fun and work with seriousness. This dichotomy is still 

retained in the world today. There is very little written on play between the classic 

Greek period and the Enlightenment period.
14

 What does exist is in much the same 

vein as Plato’s work, with thinkers like Locke and Rousseau both putting forward an 

educational theory of play.
15

   

The two prominent thinkers in the history of Western philosophy who deal 

with play are Immanuel Kant (Critiques) and Friedrich Schiller (On the Aesthetic 

Education of Man), both of whom related play to aesthetic judgement. While Kant 

claims that the ‘free play’ of understanding and imagination is at the heart of 

aesthetic judgements,
16

 Schiller goes further and uses Kant’s concept of free play to 

develop what could be viewed as bio-psychological play theory, which involves a 

harmonization of two distinct human drives.
17

 In the end, play in Kant’s theory is 

central to the aesthetic judgment whereas play in Schiller’s work seems to be central 

to a better society.
18

 Kant and Schiller were not writing about the everyday kind of 
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 I’ll discuss Plato further in the following chapter. Plato wasn’t the first to discuss play, Heraclitus F 

52 already makes reference to play in a somewhat cryptic fashion. However, Plato’s remarks on play 

are much more detailed.   
13

 Plato, ‘Laws’, Complete Works, trans Cooper, Hackett Publishing Company, 1997, p1471 
14

 St Augustine of Hippo writes about play in his Confessions (Book 1). However, even though he 

says he delights in play, it is viewed as a wasteful activity. His view was that time should be spent on 

learning from books. Play is often equated to pleasure and the senses, and as such the church 

historically does not value it.   
15

 Cf Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1797) and Jean-Jacque Rousseau, Emile – On 

Education, Allan Bloom (trans), Basic Books, 1979.   
16

 Cf Kant, Immanuel, Critique of the Power of Judgement, Paul Guyer (ed) Cambridge University 

Press, 2002. Play permeates this entire text, however it is first referred to in the First Introduction here 

Kant is speaking about aesthetic reflection involving the free play of imagination and understanding. 

(20: 224) p26   
17

 Cf Friedrich Schiller, On the Aesthetic Education of Man, Dover Press, 2004. Schiller claimed that 

each person has two innate drives: sense drive and form drive. The only way to proceed is through a 

reciprocal relation where both drives set equal limits on each other. When both drives operate in 

harmony, Schiller claims a third drive originates: the play drive. The play drive signifies a fusion, a 

synchronicity and above all a synergy between the two conflicting drives. It is through play that 

humans really find freedom and it is the play drive (from sense drive and form drive) which denotes 

all aesthetic qualities of phenomena that we term beauty. 
18

 Schiller, On the Aesthetic Education of Man, 2004, Letters pp10-18. 
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play that this thesis is concerned with, and while some aspects of their work relate to 

everyday play, the majority of it is outside the scope and aim of this research. 

Indeed, when Kant refers to the kind of play that this thesis is concerned with, he 

tells us that play is appropriate for relaxation of the powers drained during the day, 

suggesting that play should be done at night while business should be done during 

the day.
19

  

On the subject of aesthetics, it is worth noting that Hans-Georg Gadamer is 

also someone who writes about play in Truth and Method, but like Kant and Schiller, 

it is seen as something that helps support the aesthetic experience. Gadamer comes 

very close to the kind of analysis that this work seeks. For example, he says in play 

that, “the real subject of the game is not the player but instead the game itself. What 

holds the player in its spell, draws him into play, and keeps him there is the game 

itself.”
20

 He also provides leading clues to the selflessness of play when he claims 

that the spectator, who is part of the play of art, experiences a self-forgetfulness, to 

such an extent that the experience is hardly subjective anymore.
21

 Gadamer raises the 

question of play to a much deeper level than others because he approaches it from a 

phenomenological perspective; in the end however, it is the perspective of the 

onlooker and not the player that informs his work. Play for Gadamer becomes 

analogous to the aesthetic experience where the artwork and the onlooker end up in a 

kind of dialogical play in which neither owns the other.
22

  

This analogous tendency can also be found in other philosopher’s works, like 

Friedrich Nietzsche
23

 and more recently Eugene Fink whose work claims play is a 

symbol of the world. He tells us that “an ekstasis of human existence eventuates in 
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 Kant Anthropology From a Pragmatic Point of View, Cambridge, 2006, p74, cited in The 

Philosophy of Play, Emily Ryall et al, Routledge, 2013, p4 
20

 Gadamer, Truth and Method, Continuum, 2006, p106 
21

 Gadamer, Truth and Method, 2006, p122 
22

 The omission of Gadamer’s work from this research was not taken lightly; however it was felt that 

his account of play was too mimetic and too entangled with the aesthetic experience. On top of this, 

Gadamer only deals with play in one section of Truth and Method, which is a large text. While he also 

deals with play in The Relevance of the Beautiful (Cambridge, 1987), it is used to understand ritual 

and art as opposed to being a study of play itself. This thesis will examine art, but not traditional 

aesthetics. Cf James Hans The Play of the World,  University of Massachusetts Press, 1981 This text 

makes much use of Gadamer’s idea of play, alongside Derrida’s account of play.  
23

 While Nietzsche falls into the same analogous category as others he does at least point to the 

autotelic and anti-rational aspects of play. Cf Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy and Other Writings, 

Geuss and Speirs (eds), Cambridge University Press, 2007; “The child's play does not in any 

significant sense follow 'rational' principles and has no purpose beyond itself”, Geuss, Introduction, 

pXXIV.   
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human play” and that man can play only because man is worldly.
24

 Play in Fink’s 

Spiel als Weltsymbol is seen as a symbol for the cosmos, which brings him in line 

with Nietzsche, a philosopher who greatly influenced his work. That said both Fink 

and Nietzsche seem to draw a lot from the Ionian philosopher, Heraclitus, who tell us 

that time is a child at play and that kingly powers is theirs (F B52).
25

 These three 

philosophers seem to be using play for something else, and as such, what one gets is 

only a glimpse.  

Running almost parallel to the philosophical texts of Nietzsche were the 

writings of Herbert Spencer including the Principles of Psychology (1855). Spencer 

reiterates the biological argument first put forward by Schiller, which claims that 

play is a way of venting surplus energy and often animals use this surplus energy to 

imitate serious activities.
26

 Another writer around this period who dealt with play is 

the German philosopher Karl Groos. He is perhaps the first thinker to dedicate an 

entire study explicitly to play – as a frivolous activity – and in two texts entitled The 

Play of Animals (1898) and The Play of Man (1899) he puts forward an evolutionary 

theory of play. Groos sees play as a natural instinct and he believes that it is like 

other skills that are developed over time. While Groos adopts an evolutionary stance, 

he ends up claiming, as Plato and others have claimed, that play prepares us for later 

life. However, unlike others, Groos does seem to move away from the idea that play 

is simply surplus energy.
27

  

It is really in the 20
th

 century where one finds more works dedicated 

exclusively to play, and it is these works that act as the background for this research. 

One of the best known texts on play in the 20
th

 century is Johan Huizinga’s Homo 

Ludens.
28

 What makes this text stand out from the others mentioned is that Huizinga, 

unlike Schiller, Spencer and Groos is not concerned with biological and evolutionary 

accounts of play, rather his goal is to show how play is an aspect of culture.
29

 Play, 
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 David Farrel Krell, ‘Toward an Ontology of Play: Eugen Fink notion of Spiel.’ Research in 

Phenomenology, vol 2, 1972, pp.63-93. While man may be worldly, I will argue that this worldliness 

is of little importance to play. 
25

 Charles Kahn, The Art and Thought of Heraclitus, Cambridge University Press, 2001 
26

 Schiller, On the Aesthetic Education of Man, 2004,  Letter 27. Spencer does mention Schiller once 

in his Principles of Psychology.  
27

 Groos, The Play of Animals, Appleton and Company, 1898. Groos also points toward a more open 

imaginative kind of play that isn’t necessarily mimetic.   
28

 Huizinga, Johan, Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992 
29

 To be fair to Schiller, he did see how play, with respect to aesthetics, could have a big impact on 

society, as well as seeing play as a biological human drive.  
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according to Huizinga, can help shape culture just as much as culture helps shape 

play. Huizinga’s text has become a guiding light and reference point for most 

contemporary studies on play and this research is no different. Huizinga’s work 

outlines a number of basic conditions of play which this thesis regard as important 

however it will implicitly argue that what Huizinga presents are only the conditions 

of play and not play itself. Whether these conditions are taken together or separately 

they do not guarantee the kind of selfless play that this research is most concerned 

with. 

While Huizinga’s account directs us in the end away from play and more 

toward culture, he does show that play is inherent in so many common activities as 

well as the extraordinary activities and practises that only seem to make sense when 

they are in fact played. Huizinga finds play in the heart of ritual practises, laws, 

religions, sport, poetry, art, love, language and philosophy; in fact according to 

another play theorist, Bernard Suits, Huizinga seems to be able to find play under 

every rock in the social landscape.
30

 Nonetheless, Huizinga’s book went on to inspire 

other sociologists and play theorists but like so many they too wished to defend or 

reject Huizinga’s work where play was seen as a function of human civilisation.  

Perhaps the outstanding credit of Huizinga’s work, above and beyond that of 

his contemporaries, is the humbleness and reverence he has for the subject of play. 

This thesis in many ways rests upon the knowledge already contained in Huizinga’s 

work, but goes in an entirely different direction as the aim is to dip below the surface 

of Huizinga’s work, away from culture but deeper into play. Accepting or rejecting 

Huizinga’s conditions of play does not impact on my own work, because Huizinga 

mainly tells us what one needs in order to set play in motion. While Huizinga does 

show that play is related to more than just games and sport, the conditions of what he 

calls play are in fact mainly conditions of games, for example contest, representation 

and so forth.  

From the publication of Huizinga’s work to the present day there has been a 

huge rise in the amount of work devoted entirely to play. While some have been 

written as a response to Huizinga’s work, other texts have popped up independently. 

It is also becoming clear that there are a number of different approaches when it 

comes to understanding play. For example, Stuart Brown in Play: How It Shapes the 
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Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul (2009) draws from his 

training as a doctor and psychiatrist and examines over 6,000 life histories in order to 

figure out the central role of play within our lives. In the end he claims that play is 

integral to life and that ‘playlessness’ in one’s life is a very negative thing.
31

 Even 

with so many life histories supporting Brown’s research, he found himself 

approaching play from another angle and ended up researching alongside the 

eminent ethologist Robert Fagen whose work focuses on animal play. Fagen’s book 

entitled Animal Play Behaviour (1981) is an often cited text and provides some 

interesting insights into play. Fagen tells us that “play taunts us with its 

inaccessibility. We feel that something is behind it all, but we do not know, or have 

forgotten how to see it.”
32

 One of the main aims of this thesis is to address Fagen’s 

challenge and that is to get at that ‘thing behind it all’ by remembering how to see it.  

The psychological approach is another common angle in play studies, and 

there have been a number of seminal texts like Susanna Millar’s The Psychology of 

Play (1968), Michael Ellis’s Why People Play (1973), and Joseph Levy’s Play 

Behaviour (1978). However, like the criticisms levelled at the philosophers above, 

these books tend to describe play’s function, development and role within humanity 

and society. Play also comes up in positive psychology, often arising from studies of 

‘flow’ or ‘optimal’ experiences. This thesis will refer to the work of one such 

psychologist, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, to help us understand the difference between 

play and flow as it pertains to this thesis.
33

  

A book that was published around the same time as the above-mentioned 

psychological texts is Grasshopper, Games Life and Utopia (1978) by Bernard Suits. 

This text has become quite important in the philosophy of play and sport, as are his 

published essays on play. The book immediately stands out due to its style and the 

way the book is written. Suits uses a mix of Platonic-styled dialogues between a 

variety of characters including the Grasshopper, Skepticus and Prudence, to mention 
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University Press, 2001 
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 Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Flow : The Psychology of Optimal Experience, Harper and Row, 1990. 
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a few, to help him do what Wittgenstein said was impossible, and that is to define 

games. Suits offers a definition which his Platonic characters in the book try to tear 

apart. That definition succinctly claims that “playing a game is the voluntary attempt 

to overcome unnecessary obstacles.”
34

 While this is an important text within play 

literature the reason it receives little attention in this thesis is that he ends up defining 

games more than play. In fact Suits’ definition of games is very good; it is a very 

simple, clever and accurate description.       

With regard to modern texts there have been a number of books published in 

the last decade or so that deal with philosophical aspects of play, like Randolph 

Feezell’s Sport, Play and Ethical reflection (2004), Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht’s In 

Praise of Athletic Beauty (2006), and Daniel Dombrowski’s Contemporary Athletics 

and Ancient Greek Ideals (2009).
35

 These texts, while interesting and relevant to the 

subject of sport and athletics, do not seem to make enough of a substantial claim 

regarding play to be included in this thesis.
36

 These texts deal with play from the 

perspective of sport – which I will argue is only one avenue of play – and as such 

they are limited with respect to universal play, even though they draw off people like 

Huizinga and others who deal exclusively with play. There have also been a number 

of collective works on play like The Philosophy of Play edited by Emily Ryall
37

 that 

deal with a number of issues surrounding play, including ethics and the Other, and 

while the diversity of essays are impressive, their aims mainly go in a different 

direction to this thesis.  

With respect to the phenomenology there was a special phenomenological 

edition of Sport, Ethics and Philosophy in 2011 that provided some useful insights 

into various playful activities. However, at times, these articles seemed to be more 

concerned with the phenomenological method as opposed to getting on with 

phenomenological analyses. The recent publication by Scott Kretchmer entitled The 
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Phenomenology of Competition
38

 sums up the kind approach predominantly taken 

within the philosophy of sport with respect to phenomenology and that is to firstly 

test or justify phenomenology, i.e. Husserlian, Heideggerian or even Merleau-

Pontian phenomenology, over against other methods of inquiry. Unfortunately, 

phenomenology is not a rigid doctrine as Kretchmer and others seem to imply it is. 

The above outline provides a brief summary of some of the play-related texts this 

thesis will cite from time to time, however there are other texts that, in many ways, 

are more pivotal and informative than those mentioned above. The texts in question 

are by 20
th 

century phenomenologists and they provide many of the insights 

underlying this work with respect to methodology, as well as one of the key 

components of this thesis which is consciousness. Since this thesis is based on the 

subjective experience of play these texts are absolutely crucial. Throughout this 

study the works of Edmund Husserl will be cited from Logical Investigations right 

up to his posthumous works including Ideas II. These texts are in some ways only a 

starting point into the most often-cited texts in this work, which include Martin 

Heidegger’s Being and Time, Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception and 

Emmanuel Levinas’ Totality and Infinity.   

While certain comparisons may be made between this thesis and certain 

aspects of the articles and books referred to above, that have been published in the 

area of philosophy of sport, this thesis goes further than those texts because it does 

not allow any particular philosopher to dictate the work. This thesis stands out from 

other phenomenological studies in play because it sees an inherent weakness in any 

examination of play that explicitly adheres to one overriding phenomenological 

approach. The nature of play is such that any one approach, i.e. Husserlian, Sartrean, 

and Heideggerian would not be true to the phenomenon of play.  In the words of 

Heidegger “there is no such thing as the one phenomenology, and if there could be 

such a thing it would never become anything like a philosophical technique” because 

true and genuine inquiry always orders itself toward that which it discloses.
39
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0.4 Structure of Thesis 

 

The study begins with the question of what ‘play’ is, and follows a trajectory from 

there that brings the investigation right into the essence of play, which, for this study, 

is selflessness. In order to get to the selfless state, this study has had to dig beyond 

the tangible aspects of play and enter into the more subjective aspects. Once the 

meaning of ‘play’ is established, the thesis turns toward an examination of play 

interaction within the player’s lived experience. In doing so the early part of the 

thesis is very much an investigation into movement and embodied actions, not just in 

play but in other aspects of one’s life as well.  

What unfolds from this analysis of embodied interaction is that subject and 

object seem to disintegrate in the experience of play. In play, the objects one uses to 

play with actually become a subjective appendage and the entire experience becomes 

a totality where there are no individual parts. It is at this point in the play relationship 

that the player enters the cusp of selfless play. Selfless play, while an obvious 

experience to those who play, challenges many philosophical themes. Indeed this 

section of the thesis is not so much about how one understands play as it is how 

understanding play can help our philosophical understanding of ourselves. Selfless 

play is a totality that is best thought of as a kind of singular plurality, where object 

and subject melt into and mix with play. In this way, selfless play creates a number 

of philosophical issues. What this thesis does, in contrast to other studies of play, is 

that it takes the idea of a diminishing sense of self, i.e. selflessness, to a level rarely 

investigated. This thesis examines the ground that supports the claims by players that 

they lose themselves in play, indeed it takes their claims quite literally.  

In the final chapters of the thesis the idea of selfless play is brought into the 

realm of art and it is shown that the analysis in previous chapters seems fitting with 

respect to artistic creation. In this way, the study claims that play is often at the root 

of artistic creation. The final chapter deals with the one thing that seems to disrupt 

play from occurring and that is self-concern. Rather than dealing with self-concern in 

an abstract manner I will draw on an activity that often grows from play itself to 

show that introspective or self-reflected thought are alien to selfless play. The 

activities drawn to demonstrate this are adventure sports which often start off as play 

but can often and quite quickly give way to reflective philosophical discourse. 
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Adventure is seen as the paradigmatic opposite to play. From an empirical study the 

two seem very similar; however from an eidetic analysis it will become obvious that 

different forces are at work in each activity.   

 

0.5 Outline of Chapters 

 

While the above summary goes some way toward providing an overview of 

the work, there are many key elements within the chapters that contribute to our 

knowledge of play. Progression is made by building on issues raised in each chapter 

and rejecting issues that seem irrelevant to the aim of the thesis. The first chapter 

examines the etymology and history of play and will show that the way the term play 

is used in modern times only partially relates to the history of the term. Most notably 

the first chapter demonstrates that the idea of fun and the contrasting of play with 

seriousness is mainly a modern addition which betrays the level of seriousness that is 

inherent in play. In the latter half of the chapter phenomenology is established as the 

best method of inquiry since it is an inquiry into the lived experience of play. A 

cursory review of the phenomenological methods is provided, as well as a brief 

introduction to Edmund Husserl’s work.  

The second chapter outlines the kinaesthetic process involved in play through 

the idea of skills acquisition and development. It shows that in relation to the actions 

of habit or automatic responses the mind seems to lag behind the body which 

suggests that the kind of theory of mind developed by Descartes is of little use in 

understanding play’s true nature. The chapter progresses through an examination of 

different levels of play skills, from the novice player right up to the advanced player. 

Within these play levels the study purposefully digresses into the other areas like 

conditioning, habit and instinct. This chapter mainly focuses on two French 

philosophers writing a century apart. The first is Felix Ravaisson whose doctoral 

thesis entitled On Habit (1838) is brought into this analysis, which runs alongside 

20
th

 century phenomenology through the work of Merleau-Ponty. Toward the end of 

the chapter bodily intelligence is examined with respect to the aforementioned 

philosophers, and it will be shown that traditional dualistic concepts, most notably 

from Descartes onwards, are hindering the reality of situated embodied intelligence.    
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The third chapter continues looking at issues regarding the way we interact 

and engage with play, however it focuses mainly on the work of Heidegger and 

Merleau-Ponty. Through both philosophers, this thesis examines our everyday mode 

of engaging with the world and shows that this mode is a practical kind of 

engagement, similar to the kind of engagement discussed in the previous chapter. 

The notion of intentionality which was referred to in the last chapter is once again 

taken up in the middle section of this chapter. Where possible the early work of 

Heidegger is juxtaposed with Merleau-Ponty’s work to help illustrate the player’s 

relationship and interaction with equipment. The last section of the chapter provides 

a phenomenological account of play, shedding light on the problem of the 

subject/object dichotomy. One of the most important aspects of this chapter is that in 

play there is no object that necessarily leads this work to question the role of the 

subject who plays.  

The fourth chapter takes up the issues raised in the previous chapter around 

the notion of subject and object. It argues that in play there is quite a unique moment 

which this thesis has coined ‘selflessness’. For many sports player and play-theorists 

this experience, best described as autotelic, is not only the motivator of play but also 

a defining aspect of play. The chapter will develop the idea of the autotelic 

experience as well as providing various accounts of autotelic experiences in sports 

players own accounts. The autotelic embodied engagement in play is what leads the 

player into experiencing a loss of self. The chapter further argues that self-concerned 

thinking is never a part of play and actually disrupts play from taking place. This 

chapter shows that the player leaves the world when they enter into selfless play. The 

fundamental horizon of being-in-the-world is called into question through an 

examination of the lived experience of play alongside an examination of the early 

writing of the French phenomenologist Emmanuel Levinas who positively claims we 

can and do leave the world during play.  

The fifth chapter takes on board the findings of previous chapters and applies 

them to the area of art. This chapter’s focus on art has nothing to do with the artistic 

product, with respect to how beautiful it is, or how it is upheld as a ‘work of art’, 

instead the focus is on artistic creation. The chapter is concerned with the way artists 

engage their subject matter and the way they create their work. In many ways the 

themes of embodiment referred to in previous chapters come to the fore once one 
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considers, as the chapter argues, that art itself is action and that to try and think of art 

without action would be futile. Using excerpts and comments from artists as well as 

Merleau-Ponty’s later work the chapter will show that the kind of embodied 

engagement so important to play is evident in artistic creation. The chapter also 

shows how selflessness can be found in artistic creation while raising the issues of 

nature and instinct once more. The middle section of the chapter digresses to address 

the issue of play and being and the relation between the two. This section of the 

chapter examines the notion of the ‘flesh’ in Merleau-Ponty’s later work, before 

returning to less metaphysical ground where it will be asking if art creation can truly 

be considered play – which is answered affirmatively.    

The final chapter leads into a discourse not common in philosophical works 

and as such this chapter should also be seen as offering an original contribution to 

our knowledge of play. This chapter is an examination of what this thesis claims is 

the opposite of play. While many activities are not considered play, they all seem to 

be able to be played, for example given a set of guidelines and a time limit typing a 

Word Document can quickly turn into a challenge that may lead into play. The 

opposite of play however can never lead into play, in this case, self-concerned 

thinking brought on by adventure, can never be part of play. The chapter starts by 

showing the difference between play and adventure. It then goes on to examine a 

wide variety of autobiographical sources that describe the heart of the adventure 

experience. It will be made clear that the lived experience of adventure is very close 

to the kind of existential angst usually discussed in existential philosophy. The work 

of Jean-Paul Sartre in relation to freedom and authenticity will be examined. 

Crucially, this chapter shows that while authenticity and freedom are inherent 

aspects of the adventure experience, they are in no way part of the selfless play that 

this thesis is concerned with. Play as seen comparatively, against adventure, does not 

allow for any kind of self-concern, fear or anxiety. Play constitutes the player to such 

an extent that all these existential pillars necessarily collapse. 

The Conclusion presents the main findings of this thesis. It also engages with 

a theme identified in the first chapter, which is the question of how best to approach 

the phenomenon of play. As Heraclitus tells us ‘nature loves to hide’ and this is 

something that this thesis has experienced first-hand with respect to play. Play’s 

ability to subsume everything around it into a unified totality means that certain 
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kinds of inquiry are useless in its presence, or, to be more accurate, language fails to 

fully articulate in a reasoned way what play is. The concluding chapter will raise 

questions relating to freedom, ethics, and time in light of what has been said hitherto; 

for example if there is no self how can there be any kind of ethics in play? It also 

shows that all the phenomenologists mentioned in this work wander into a place 

where method is called into question, not by the inquirer, but by the subject matter.    

To conclude, and to direct the reader’s thoughts to the same space that 

occupied the author’s thoughts over years of research, I would like to finish on a 

personal note. When asked what this thesis was about, the reply that was always 

given was simply ‘play’. Within seconds the interlocutors would ask something like 

“play in education?” or “play in therapy?”, or “play… as in sport?” at which point I 

would answer “no, just play.” In seeing their confused faces I would often say, quite 

sincerely, that “my work doesn’t assume play is educational, therapeutic or even part 

of sport, if it assumes anything it is that we know nothing about play and it is from 

there that my analysis starts.” When this fails to offer comfort or understanding I 

extrapolate by saying that “my work is a philosophical study of the way the player 

feels when they allow themselves to be played by play itself.” The vast majority of 

people I say this to intuitively know what I’m referring to, which offered comfort to 

both myself and the interlocutor.  
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Chapter 1: Play as Engagement 
 

 

Nature loves to hide. 

       Heraclitus (F123)
1
 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

The primary emphasis of this chapter is to establish some kind of setting for 

this work to take place; in doing so this chapter will identify the characteristics of 

play that are most relevant to this study. Through an examination of these 

characteristics, together with the etymology of the word ‘play’, it will be shown that 

the modern understanding of play only partially relates to the original term. In 

particular it will be demonstrated that the idea of fun in play coupled with the 

contrast of play with seriousness is mainly a modern addition and as such, betrays 

the seriousness that is inherent in play.  

The two-fold aim of the etymological analysis is to show that the recurring 

themes of activity and engagement remain consistent throughout the history of the 

term. But it also demonstrates play’s contemporary allegiance to games and sports, 

which blindsides and hinders the true nature of play. It is therefore important that 

this hindrance is explored so as to highlight the problems with play’s etymology and 

define what the author means when using the term ‘play’. Moreover, it will be shown 

that the author’s understanding and approach to the subject of play is markedly 

different from other philosophical investigations as well as studies of play 

undertaken in social science.
2
 Throughout the chapter, the issue of the invisible or 

interior forces at work in play will be raised, as it is these inner forces that will make 

the process of discovery both difficult and worthwhile.  

The reason behind the phenomenological methodology used in this research 

will be validated toward the end of the chapter. I will show that the strongest and 

                                                 
1
 Charles H Kahn, , The Art and Thought of Heraclitus, Cambridge University Press, 2001 

2
 Cf Jay Coakley, Sports in Society: Issues and Controversies, McGraw-Hill Humanities, 2008.  

Eitzen, D.S, Sport in Contemporary Society: An Anthology, Oxford University Press, 2011. 

Giulianotti Richard, Sport: A Critical Sociology. Polity Press, 2005 
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best approach to studying play is not through some kind of removed third person 

perspective, but rather through a first person perspective; from the perspective of the 

player. It will be argued that at the root of play lies an extremely subjective 

experience and any approach that does not go through this subjective realm will not 

grasp the real essence of play. The complexities of this approach will be considered, 

throughout the thesis, and it will be shown that the subjective approach is the only 

one that offers real insight and understanding into play.    

 

1.2 Establishing a Play-ground 

 

Providing a brief summary of play is inherently difficult due to play’s prevalence 

and importance in society, and to list all the various elements and characteristics of 

play would likely confuse more than clarify. Play’s diversity, breadth and depth 

make it difficult to pinpoint such characteristics; however play is recognisable 

regardless of what it looks like. This section will clear away certain aspects of play 

that do not concern this study; aspects that remain important to some disciplines like 

structure, pedagogy and utility seem insignificant in this study. This will provide a 

space to allow play to appear in its purest form. In order to clear a path for this 

investigation, it will be necessary to cast away some things that are no longer of any 

use, whilst at the same time making note of those things that are.  

This research performs a reduction of sorts whereby, following Husserl’s 

phenomenological method, it will place the generalities affiliated with play in 

parenthesis in order to leave the naive space of the natural attitude and begin to look 

beyond the empirical or factual world. Phenomenology is an eidetic inquiry and “not 

a factual inquiry; it is not concerned to describe all the properties of some particular 

thing but to uncover what belongs to it essentially as a thing of that kind.”
3
 With 

regard to play it seems obvious that a particular instrument, i.e. ball, bat, goal cannot 

be taken as belonging essentially to play precisely because play can be played 

without these particular objects.
4
 

                                                 
3
 Steven Crowell, ‘Husserlian Phenomenology’, A Companion to Phenomenology and Existentialism, 

Dreyfus and Vrathall (eds), Blackwell – Wiley 2009, p10. 
4
 This is a claim that will be argued throughout the work.  
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The customary starting point for most research is to provide a working 

definition of the matter at hand; however this is the last thing I wish to do at such an 

early stage. This work wants to leave intact, play’s diversity and depth; as well as 

showing that a definition of such a term is somewhat futile. To define something is 

to end speculation and determine once and for all what that something is; definitions 

can smother and finalise a meaning.
5
 In effect they curtail or condition the meaning 

and understanding of the thing itself. In his Philosophical Investigations 

Wittgenstein claims that a term like ‘game’ cannot be specifically defined hence 

there is no absolute definition for such a term.
6
 What one can do is look at the ways 

in which the words can be used in different contexts; this context is what 

Wittgenstein refers to as family resemblance and while families have similar 

characteristics they can also be very diverse.  

Play is one of those words whose meaning does not seem to be limited by its 

definition. Even in everyday language the ‘modern definition’ of the term which 

usually goes along the lines of an ‘exercise done for the sake of enjoyment’
7
 is often 

betrayed when one uses the term poetically to describe, for example, the way leaves 

play in the wind. What this suggests is that language is constantly evolving; it is 

dynamic and will always add new meanings to old words and sometimes an old 

meaning to new words. Since the aim of this research is to understand the term 

‘play’, and eventually play itself, it needs to understand the kind of context from 

which the word itself is used; not just in modern times but also in the past. What this 

opening chapter is looking for is the meaning of the term ‘play’. However, the 

meaning and the use of the word in this study will often break with its ‘modern 

                                                 
5
 Many play theorists have provided definitions of play, some broad, i.e. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, 

Beacon Press, 1992, and some are more narrow definitions, like Bernard Suits, ‘Words on Play’, 

Journal of Philosophy of Sport, 4:1, 1977, p117-131. Others, like Feezell, offer a pluralist account of 

play where he retains elements from a number of different definitions. Feezel’s pluralist approach 

does have the positive aspect of embracing a number of important definitions and characteristics that 

seem paramount to play. Cf Joseph Feezel ‘A Pluralist approach to Play,’ Journal of the Philosophy 

of Sport, 37, (2), 2010,  p147-165. 
6
 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Blackwell Publishing, 1997, pp21-33 (Aphorism 

65-69) It is worth pointing out that the words play and games in German are not distinguished; the 

German word Spiel is used for both terms. This makes the separation of the two terms, which this 

thesis is aiming to do here, rather difficult when I refer to German texts, i.e. Wittgenstiens’s 

Philosophische Untersuchungen and Gadamer’s Wahrheit und Methode. It should also be noted that 

the French word Jeu is also used to describe both play and games.  
7
 These definitions are textbook dictionary entries, however as we shall see, the “for the sake of 

enjoyment” in many philosophical texts might as well read “for the sake of itself”, in that play is both 

viewed as intrinsic and autotelic – a point which will be further examined later. 
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definition’, because the modern definition is based on the factual elements of play as 

opposed to the essentialities of play itself. 

In adopting an eidetic inquiry this research accepts and adheres to the main 

themes in Husserl’s phenomenological method as well as accepting his critique of 

naturalism and empirical science.
8
 Naturalism presupposes that ‘everything is nature’ 

and as such can be understood using the laws of the natural sciences. As Husserl tells 

us in his Logos article entitled ‘Philosophy as a Rigorous Science’ “the 

naturalist…sees nothing but nature and first and foremost physical nature.”
9
 While 

the natural scientist can readily determine the power and trajectory needed in order 

for a golfer to get a hole-in-one on a golf course, the natural scientist will invariable 

fail to fully understand the non-objective, non-mechanistic aspects of the event. The 

objective aspects of play like rules and parameters are essential when it comes to 

actually playing. However these objective rules, or conditions if you like, are so 

changeable and diverse that an empirical study into these aspects of play would be 

endless. What remains constant is a rule of some kind, what kind of rule it is, is not 

our primary concern. Here then is the first important point worth noting: the rules 

and the form of the exercise that invites play is secondary to play itself. Play is much 

more than the conditioned exercise often ascribed to it. For many theorists,
10

 play 

and games are synonymous, however this thesis will show that they are two distinct 

and independent entities. In this regard, I agree with Bernard Suits’ initial comments 

in his seminal essay ‘Words on Play’ (1977) that it is not at all wrong to suggest that 

there is no logical relation between play and games.
11

 The initial difference I see 

with regard to games and play is that games are tangible, observable phenomenon, 

whereas play is an invisible force that lies deep within the experience of what is 

usually defined as playing – performing some kind of exercise which has no 

orientation beyond itself, i.e., is done for its own sake. Games are by their nature 

objectively conditioned; however while games make play possible, nothing in the 

objective make-up of a game guarantees play. Play, as such, is not objective rather it 

                                                 
8
 The most consistent themes within Husserl works remain paramount to this study, i.e. eidetic 

inquiry, first-person perspective, intentionality as the essential structure of consciousness.  
9
 Husserl, Edmund, ‘Philosophy as a Rigorous Science,’ trans. M. Brainard, New Yearbook for 

Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy II: Acumen Publishing. 2002. pp249–295; p253/ 

294. 
10

 Roger Caillois, Man, Play and Games, The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc (Macmillan Pub.) 1961.  
11

 Bernard Suits, ‘Words on Play’,  Journal of Philosophy of Sport 4:1, 1977, p117-131 
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resides only on subjective grounds. Husserl’s phenomenology is an inquiry into 

subjectivity, a subjectivity that ultimately brings about the objective validity of play; 

subjectivity lies at the heart of the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ and it is subjectivity “which 

naively pregives the being of the world and then rationalises or objectifies it.”
12

 

What Husserl is claiming is that all knowledge of the objective world must be based 

on an understanding of the world which is subjectively perceived and experienced 

prior to any theory of such a world. It is here, at the heart of subjective experience, 

that Husserl grounds his philosophy. It is also here in this primary subjective 

experience that this research wishes to ground play.  

Through, and indeed out of, his critique of naturalism Husserl situates his 

phenomenology of consciousness before all the sciences. One might expect an 

allowance for the science of psychology since it too studies subjectivity via 

consciousness, but Husserl states quite clearly (he even italicises the point) that 

psychology is a natural science of consciousness,
13

 as such, it deals with the 

empirical side of consciousness and precisely because of this it misses the essential 

structures of consciousness itself. He goes on to explain that psychologists must 

invariably relate all psychic elements back to the realm of the physical since the 

naturalist sees nature as objective and as strictly determined “in accordance with firm 

laws.”
14

 Husserl explains that phenomenology’s concern is with the pure generality 

of the essence of experiences as they are intuitively grasped and analysed as opposed 

to “experiences empirically perceived and treated as real facts.”
15

 

Since the aim of this thesis is to gain knowledge of the essential elements of 

play, as opposed to the various properties and aspects of play already studied by 

various empirical researchers, it makes absolute sense to adopt a phenomenological 

approach. What this means is that the subjective lived experience must hold rank in 

this inquiry at the cost of the ‘scientific’ third-person perspective. It must therefore 

adopt the perspective of the player as opposed to the analysed, the creator as opposed 

to the onlooker, but most importantly it must aim to understand the invisible forces 
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 Edmund Husserl, Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, 

Northwestern University Press, 1978. Part II, § 14, p. 69 
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inherent in play as opposed to the visible empirical forces of play, i.e. the game. The 

concern then is not with the materialistic aspects of play like the stadium, or even the 

goalpost for that matter, rather it is the underlying relationship between the player 

and play itself, which for the most part is absent to the natural sciences.  

 

1.3 Etymology of Play 

 

This section will provide an etymological analysis of the origins of the word play 

which will demonstrate the various nuances of the term over its varied history. One 

will see quite clearly by the end of this section that the modern day use of the term is 

only one such usage and in the end this research will show that the modern definition 

goes against the term’s historical usage. 

On the grand scale of things, the word ‘play’ which is recognised in today’s 

world is quite a recent word coming into use sometime after the 16
th 

century. The 

English word ‘play’ came from an Old English word plegan which originated 

sometime after the 6
th

 century. According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 

there is no connection between plegan and other non-English words. Nonetheless, 

this lack of connection in the OED runs contrary to other scholarly evidence which 

suggest a formal correspondence to the Old High German word pflegan and the Old 

Frisian word plega.
16

 Since Old English and indeed Early Middle English developed 

from Germanic language, the German word would have had some influence on the 

English word. The Old English term plegan means to “move rapidly, occupy oneself, 

exercise; frolic; perform music,”
17

 all of which are retained in today’s use of the 

word. The Germanic word Plfegan has two meanings, the oldest of which is to 

vouch or expose oneself and the next development of the word is to bind or engage 

oneself, to attend to or take care. Neither of these two meanings correspond to 

today’s use of the word ‘play’; however it does correspond in part to the Old English 

word plegan. The Germanic word pflegan also, according to Huizinga, refers to a 

                                                 
16

 Cf Johan Huizinga, ‘Play Concept as Expressed in Language’ Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992. 

Huizinga accepts a formal correspondence between play and pflegan but does acknowledge that this 

correspondence for some is etymologically homonymous.    
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 Etymology Online, 
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performance of a sacred act or ritual which again is lost in the modern use of the 

word, even though we often say one performs a ritual, which must involve some 

kind of exercise or movement.
18

 

The Latin word for play, ludere, has a striking difference to the meanings 

already portrayed in the Old English and Germanic words for play, and that is ludere 

doesn’t imply any kind of movement instead it lies within the sphere of non-

seriousness, semblance and illusion. The word ludere according to Huizinga was 

supplanted by the derivative jocus, which may have led to the meaning that play is 

enjoyable or fun. One only needs to utter the common English word ludicrous to see 

how the non-seriousness in play has clearly turned to jesting. The idea of fun 

contained in some later developments of the term is something I will consider again, 

but for now I shall turn toward the Greek use of the word. The Greek word for play, 

paidia, is trickier to decipher as, unlike the Latin or English term, the Greeks had a 

variety of terms depending on the context of the situation. Notably the words for 

‘play’, ‘children’ and ‘education’ in Ancient Greek are all related; in fact only one 

letter changes in each case to reveal one of the three ancient words.  

The way Plato uses the word is telling, because it is usually raised in 

connection to children, mockery or jest, and to a divine and spiritual level. However, 

Plato never seems to fully allow the use of jesting or mockery to become a defining 

characteristic of play. Grammatically, Plato often uses play in connection to jesting 

or mockery. For example in the Republic Plato says of the Muses that we should 

“imagine them in solemn mockery, to play and jest with us.”
 19

  In another passage 

within the Republic Socrates apologies for being too serious when he was meant to 

be playing.
20

 However, in the Laws Plato could not be further from jesting when he 

asks “What then will be the right way to live? A man should spend his whole life at 

‘play’ so that he can win the favour of the gods and protect himself from his enemies 

and conquer them in battle.”
21

 Aristotle on the other hand seems to have established 
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 Huizinga mentions ritual practice on a number of occasions in Homo Ludens, however he fails to 
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a demarcation between seriousness and play
22

 which reverberates, not only in the 

Latin word ludere, but also in today’s use of the word ‘play’. Interestingly the term 

paidia (play) is used in Aristotle’s work to describe not only play but also 

amusement,
23

 which seems to run against previous Greek philosophical texts 

including texts which predate Plato’s work, most notable is Heraclitus’ B52 

Fragment which claims that ‘eternity’ is a child playing draughts, the kingly power is 

a child’s.
24

    

Before concluding this etymological analysis of play, I will dig a bit further 

into the grounds of play and go a step beyond Huizinga’s wonderful analysis by 

turning to one of the earliest forms of language: Proto-Indo-European language. 

Philologists have been trying to reconstruct this language ever since Sir William 

Jones (1746-1794) declared that the Sanskrit, Greek and Latin had a common 

ancestor. In fact he went so far as to suggest that “that no philologer could examine 

them all three, without believing them to have sprung from some common source, 

which, perhaps, no longer exists.”
25

 Today there is even more evidence to suggest 

this truly is the case. Proto-Indo-European (PIE) language is now estimated to be 

about 5,000 years old. Germanic (origins of English), Celtic (origins of Gaelic), 

Italic (origin of Latin), Hellenic (origins of Greek) to name a few branches of PIE are 

all genetically related.
26

  

Plegan, the Old English word for play which derived from the Old High 

German word pflegan can be traced back to the PIE root dlegh which means “to 

engage oneself”. The notion of engagement is quite a powerful aspect of play and in 

no development of the word’s history is this engaging aspect lost.
27

  To engage 

means to bind oneself through some kind of undertaking or pledge. This meaning 

does not convey jesting in any manner whatsoever. The idea of a pledge brings one 

down a completely different route than the modern use of the word, which is defined 

as an exercise done for the sake of enjoyment. What is also of note is that contained 
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within the root dlegh is leg, commonly associated with law, religion and the notion 

of sovereignty.
28

 While Huizinga never made a formal etymological connection 

between ‘play’ and ‘law’ as this research has done, he does show that law, especially 

a court of law, resembles play at its best.
29

 One of the basic elements of play that 

Huizinga talks about is play’s removal from the sphere of our ordinary lives. When 

we step into the courts, the church yards or the playgrounds we automatically enter a 

realm that is ‘outside of’ normal everyday business. When we enter play we must 

necessarily exit the prosaic life; even though play itself is an ordinary aspect of the 

world.
30

 

Given that play was held in such high regard by the ancient writers it is odd 

that ideas of jest and fun become conjoined to it, however there is a logical reason 

for this which has to do with what people generally play, which is games. Games are 

synonymous with play and one actually finds play being defined as any kind of 

activity involved in a game in some English dictionaries.
31

 Knowing that the word 

‘game’, from Old English gamen, relates directly to enjoyment and fun, one can state 

that playing a game would therefore imply fun. It is through play’s association with 

games that we eventually end up with a fun aspect being cast on all types of play, 

especially considering the prevalence of games in modern times. If play is viewed as 

fun, thanks to its association with games, then play itself has nothing to do with the 

fun elements often ascribed to it. If fun is found in play it has more to do with the 

game rather than play itself. The term gamen is also found in the Gothic language 

which predates Germanic; the term in Gothic means participation. It was these two 

ideas of participation and fun that led to Pierre de Coubertin using the term ‘games’ 

in the modern day Olympics rather than the more correct translation from Archaic 
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Greek as Olympic Contests.
32

 The term ‘participation’ directs us back to the idea of 

engagement found in the etymology of play; however these two terms differ. 

‘Participate’ has Latin origins and it means to share in or to partake in something. 

There is an almost light-heartedness about the word ‘participate’ when compared to 

‘engage’ (dlegh). Even the modern phrase ‘to get engaged’ implies an absolute 

commitment and a seriousness not portrayed in an act of participation. It is possible 

to ‘play to our deaths’ as they did in ancient time, as much as it is possible to have 

fun playing a game of Backgammon, but it would be wrong to suggest that the game 

of backgammon could not turn into a serious affair.   

I will now conclude this etymological analysis but before I go too far into the 

realm of speculation – if I’m not there already, I will pick out the main points this 

research wishes to carry into further chapters. If we take on board the connections, 

both etymologically and logically, between ‘play’ and ‘law’, it seems clear that play 

in its early development was not contrasted against seriousness, rather ‘play’ and 

‘seriousness’ were correctly correlated. Like law and ritual practice when we enter 

into play we leave behind our normal lives even though they may be very affected by 

what happens once we return to them. Huizinga rightly asserts that while play may 

be viewed as non-serious once we enter into play, be it a game, a court or a church, 

we can often end up engaging with something in a serious manner. Play’s historical 

meanings which have evolved over a vast period of time manages to keep one 

fundamental aspect intact and that is engagement; when we enter into play we 

engage ourselves, we become engrossed and bound to play itself. This sense of 

binding is lost in the modern use of the term, mainly due to play’s association with 

games, however we need to resurrect it as it is crucial to the fundamental nature of 

play.  

This idea of a bond or engagement will be a major theme that will have to be 

worked out further. Play’s seriousness, for now, must be viewed with an open mind. 

The claim that seriousness is an essential structure of play does not actually inform 

us as to how play itself is serious. For example, ‘serious’ may end up implying that 

the play is important and significant, as opposed to solemn, earnest or indeed grave. 

Moreover, the fact that play can be fun and played in jest, in itself, may be why play 
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should be considered as being seriously important to our humanity,
33

 in much the 

same way that law and ritual are also considered serious affairs.   

When Huizinga undertook his analysis of play he realised that definitions 

would be of little use. From his etymological study he created what he called the 

‘play-concept’ which can be viewed as a broad working definition that encompasses 

the many characteristics of play we have come across. From this he discusses two 

higher elements of play which are contest and representation; for Huizinga play falls 

under one or both of these two categories and it is these two categories that allow 

play to be a function of culture. His work gave way to other texts like Roger 

Caillois’s Man, Play and Games which adds two further ‘higher elements of play’ 

which are chance and vertigo. Both books deal with play as it relates to culture and 

while both books extrapolate some very interesting things, in the end they both turn 

toward play’s functionality in culture and away from play as a thing in itself that has 

its own significance. This research goes in the opposite direction to Huizinga in that 

it does not wish to provide a functionalistic account of play and its relationship with 

culture.  

This thesis is not denying that certain playful activities can be grouped into 

‘higher elements’ like contest and representation for the purpose of sociological 

clarification; however from the players lived experience these demarcations seem 

futile and misleading. One of the primary aims of this work is to show that play is 

never a contest nor is it a representation: these things are merely that which we play 

with, they are the hallmarks of the game and performance but play remains 

indifferent to these things. When one acts in a theatrical play it is not play that 

becomes theatrical it is the actor who becomes theatrical within play, when we play 

in a contest it is not play itself that becomes a contest it is the contestant within play. 

Huizinga uses the phrase ‘elements of play’ which doesn’t imply that representation 

is actually play itself, however as one reads further into Homo Ludens, it seems that 

his two elements begin to define and chisel away at play to the point where play is 

representation or contest. The point I wish to make is that the rules which may be 

common or uncommon to play have no bearing on play itself. They may help us 

understand play but only in an indirect way. I will progress, and defend, this point 
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further as I continue to demarcate what, for now can be called the ‘inner’ or 

‘subjective’ experience of play from the mechanistic aspects of play. What this 

research is aiming toward is an understanding of play that transcends its mechanistic 

or external forms. This work is aimed at an understanding of the play experience that 

underwrites all the various forms and shapes of play that are so abundant in this 

world. It is the commonality between the various types of play and not the 

differences that will unearth the true nature of play. The ‘inner experience’ of play 

remains constant regardless of whether one plays hurling or polo; the instruments 

and mechanisms are different but the feelings, sensation and sense of complete 

engagement, the bond or fusion referred to above, remain the same.    

This etymological analysis was undertaken to see if there is a common theme 

throughout play’s written history. In the end it raised the idea of engagement as well 

as casting aside the idea that play is somehow the opposite of seriousness. More 

importantly it also showed that play is not a thing or an object; it is a relationship or 

perhaps better an engagement. An engagement that remains constant over time even 

though the representation of this engagement can change depending on what type of 

game or contest is undertaken. The fact that play is not a thing or an object means 

play for the most part remains hidden to the spectator unless the spectator themselves 

enter into play because all the spectator sees is the shape and form of the game. On a 

similar par to the point I made in the last paragraph I am claiming that playing tennis 

and playing soccer are identical with regard to play itself. The rules of a game may 

provide a context and establish some kind of parameters that help us to perform play, 

but these rules, by themselves, cannot become the defining character of play.  

In a related point, it was noted previously that play’s modern definition is 

usually defined as an activity that involves games. The context of games in the 

modern usage is more than misleading; it has meant that play has come to be seen, in 

many regard, as an offset of games. Play’s association with games – certainly within 

the Anglosphere at least – is so strong that play has become an element or a mere 

particle of games in general. It betrays the very nature of play outlined above, not to 

mention the fact, that play is more universal than games. Strangely, but also 

tellingly, games for Huizinga are little mentioned in Homo Ludens compared to 
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mythology, rituals, war, poetry and art. For Huizinga these realms of play come 

before the origin of games – taken as a formally structured activity.
34

  

What this work goes on to demonstrate in subsequent chapters is that all of 

these things, i.e. war, art etc, reside in the neighbourhood of play and not the other 

way around. This work is not claiming that all rituals, arts and games are de facto 

within the realm of play but rather play is de facto never within the realm of any of 

the aforementioned activities because play transcends these activities. In play we are 

no longer overtly aware of the ritual or the game. Paradoxically, play’s presence 

involves the disappearance of the parameters that allow us to experience it. It may 

well be the case, and this is something that will have to be worked out, that the 

essentialities of play are themselves the bedrock on which all the aforementioned 

activities are actually based on. For example, the ‘inner forces’ in play could be the 

very forces that allow rituals, games, sport and art to happen. These finer points will 

be worked out in more detail in later chapters, but for now I shall focus on the 

difficulties in the way play is recognised.   

 

 

1.4 The Difficulty with Recognising Play 

 

While the last section revealed that play’s dominant feature is an engagement, not 

merely physical or mental, but an embodied engagement that stands up to the 

scrutiny of the word play; it also reiterated the subjective nature of play. Play is an 

interior force that differs from normal life even though it is related to exterior forces 

which take various shapes and forms. This section will examine the phenomenon of 

play and ask how it is that one recognises play and in doing so it will adopt at times 

the view of the spectator. By asking how it is one recognises play it might be 

possible to raise further clues regarding play’s true nature through a kind of eidetic 

variation. I shall draw on the distinction between the way the word play is used with 

regard to the arts (musical arts) as opposed to the way the word play is used in 

association  with games and sport. In the end of this section I will bring to the fore 
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the limits of analysing and indeed recognising play from the perspective of the 

spectator. Instead, this work will show that the best perspective to study play is that 

of the player themselves.
35

  

Recognition implies that we go back to something already encountered. 

When we see someone participating in a game of soccer we recognise the game as 

soccer, but there is also an implicit awareness whether rightly or wrongly that the 

participant is playing soccer. The reason for this is down to the modern use and 

definition of the word ‘play’. In today’s world ‘play’ has such a strong association 

with games that it is more often than not seen as an activity within a game; as an 

exercise pertaining to recreational enjoyment. This is truly unfortunate as it degrades 

play to an act within a game rather than the game being part of play. The fact 

remains that play has been around long before games were ever created. According 

to Huizinga play is older than civilisation
36

 and it may well be the case that play is 

older than man himself.
37

 Musical instruments like flutes and drums have been found 

to date back 35,000 years; the most notable is a flute found in a cave in Hohle Fels 

Cave in Germany that has similar harmonics to modern day flutes.
38

 What this tells 

us is that humans have had a relationship with play for tens of thousands of years; 

long before the earliest ball games or boards games came into existence.
39

   

Play however is not solely associated with games it is also recognised in 

other areas of our lives like nature and the arts. We often use play to articulate 

certain artistic expressions like the play of light in Caravaggio’s The Taking of 

Christ, or one might say that Laurence Olivier played Hamlet really well or we could 
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decide to play a Bob Dylan album on a CD player which hardly involves any kind of 

actions that we would rightly call playful. Suits makes a similar point when he says 

that ‘play’ is used as an equivalent to words like ‘perform’, ‘operate’ or ‘participate 

in’, none of which imply playing – in a deeper sense of the term – actually occurs.
40

 

The use of ‘play’ as a transitive verb, in the way I have illustrated and the way Suits 

warns against, is quite modern. There is no evidence that ‘play’ was used as a 

transitive verb before the 1800s,
41

 at least in relation to music. Even Shakespeare 

with all his poetic creativity left it as an intransitive verb; in a Midsummer’s Night’s 

Dream we come across the sentence “Playing on pipes of corn and versing love.”
42

 

In this work I will try to minimalize the use of the word ‘play’ as a transitive verb, 

however at times it will be almost impossible. I shall use terms like ‘real play’, 

‘proper play’ or ‘selfless play’ to indicate when the discussion is examining the 

deeper more subjective play that this work is concerned with.  

The use of the preposition ‘on’ is the most common way of describing how 

one plays an instrument before the 1800s and well into the 1800s as well. One would 

play on the harp rather than play the harp. The use of this little preposition is telling, 

as it suggests that playing was an activity in its own right or at least it did not get 

subsumed into the object as a transitive verb does. When we talk about play with 

regard to music or other forms of art we tend to use it outside of its association with 

games. Often, though not exclusively, the fun element pertaining to games is 

dropped when play is associated with the arts; a performance of Sophocles’ Antigone 

is hardly a laughing matter and even the funniest of sketches like Monty Python’s 

‘dead parrot’ sketch only works when it is performed with total seriousness.   

The question this thesis needs to answer is what do we actually recognise 

within these events that leads us to claim that play is a part of the event proper? 

When one recognises play in the examples given above it is delineated by 

movement, which necessarily implies some kind of engagement. Along with this 

engaging movement the person who recognises play must take into account a point 
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mentioned earlier with regard to play’s removal from normal life. What we recognise 

is that what we are watching is something that is not directly related to our normal 

lives; we actively distinguish between the everyday and the play that confronts us. 

These two aspects of play, movement and removal, demarcate the main way in 

which play is recognised. There are of course other ways to recognise play like 

uniforms and costumes, rules and timelines and the play area in which the movement 

occurs,
43

 however in reality even if all these aspects were dropped and we would 

probably still recognise play by virtue of the type of movement it entails and the fact 

that the movement in question is contextually different from normal everyday 

movements.  

In answering the question of how one recognises play this research adopts the 

position of the spectator and as such it examines play from within the natural attitude 

mainly discussing the “factually existent actuality”
44

 of play. It points to certain 

features that are recognisable as play but of course this recognition does not 

guarantee that play actually occurs. Factually, we can only naively assume, for 

example that the dancer or sports player is actually in play due to the nature of the 

movement that seems removed from every day movements. Notwithstanding this 

fact the two points of recognition in play are important not only for the spectator 

who recognises play but also for the player who experiences it. The player must 

necessarily enter play via movement and they must also partake in play’s tendencies 

to remove the player from the everyday world that surrounds them. Again, this 

study’s aim is not to reject the rules or conditions of play, but rather to seek the 

underlying essentiality of play.  

Taking the recognisable features of play and comparing them to the main 

themes found in the etymology of play one can clearly see similarities. Particular 

movements and actions that are a recognisable feature of play entails an engagement 

with one’s body and one’s surroundings including other bodies. Moreover, this 

engagement is one of a binding sort which therefore means that when we play we are 

engaged to such a level that it excludes everything outside the confines of this bond. 
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The most recognisable feature of play, as noted above, outside of the movement 

proper to it, is the fact that the game itself or the performance is a removal from the 

norm.
45

 When we see a player on a stage or on a basketball court we infer play, 

however what guarantee do we have that play is actually underway? What many 

social scientists have failed to examine is that the game in no way guarantees play. 

Play is not a formal consequence of a game, regardless of the shape or form; moving 

the pieces on a Monopoly board does not guarantee that the person moving the pieces 

is actually in play. Likewise, kicking a football into a goal does not necessarily mean 

that the person is in play; the person in question may be training or learning a new 

skill. This obvious point is one of the main reasons this work adopted 

phenomenology as its primary method of inquiry. Phenomenology holds the key to 

understanding the subjective, and thus, the true nature of play.   

The point this chapter is making is that games and performances most 

associated with play are a poor semblance of the interior forces at work in play itself. 

Play has its own identity and its own essence outside of these associated forms. 

When we recognise play what we actually recognise is our own familiar projection 

of what we think play is, i.e. exercise done for the sake of enjoyment or recreation. If 

ostension is taken as the only method by which to recognise play, then traditional 

inquiry has never really got to grips with play itself; rather they have leaned towards 

the things they can point at and name, as opposed to something which lies hidden. I 

have been talking about play’s recognition from the perspective of the onlooker but 

it seems that this perspective may be of little value to understanding the proper 

nature of play. It seems that the removed perspective of the onlooker can yield some 

interesting findings however, it seems to achieve findings similar to the social 

scientist who investigates play via an empirical inductive inquiry. The phenomenon 

of play studied from the outside does not seem to grasp the originary givenness and 

modalities proper to the subjective experience of play.  

Traditionally the philosophical nature of play, from Descartes onward, has 

predominantly been disclosed through aesthetics. Kant and Schiller largely discussed 

play in relation to the one who judges beauty in art and nature. Often, though not 

exclusively, these philosophers were more concerned with the ‘free play’ of our 
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cognitive faculties. In more recent times, the 20
th

-century phenomenologist Hans-

Georg Gadamer brings play into his work on hermeneutic aesthetics by aligning it 

with the playful dialogical nature of the contemplative spectator.
46

 It is certainly true 

that one can spend an age contemplating and playfully engaging with modern art, it 

is also the case that one can lose oneself in a book or a fascinating game of football, 

but intuitively there seems to be a difference between reading a poem and actually 

writing a poem, between watching a game of football and playing it. The one who 

judges something as beautiful may throw their cognitive faculties into playful 

dialogue, but we have to ask if this really is play in its essential nature? My cat may 

not understand what beautiful even means, but it still plays with a ball of string. It 

may be trite, but the majority of onlookers would give their right arm to paint or play 

or express themselves as well as those artist or players they admire and respect. It 

seems that the perspective of the onlooker is very limited with respect to this works 

analysis. While the onlooker recognises the factual given phenomenon, and they may 

even begin to play with this spectacle in an aesthetical use of the term, their overall 

involvement with respect to the kind of play this thesis is discussing seems 

somewhat removed.     

A continuing aim of this study is to show that there is a much deeper 

immersion into play itself, when one actually plays in an embodied way, as opposed 

to when one stands at a distance to watch or look. The aim is not to rule out the 

playful nature of the onlooker but to claim that at the heart of the creation, albeit an 

artwork or the perfectly timed pass of a ball, there is something much richer 

occurring. This study falls on the side of the concrete embodied play as opposed to 

an abstract form of play; for example it is not concerned with ‘playing with an idea’ 

or ‘the play of shadows’ in Rembrandt’s The Night Watch.
47

 What this work is 

concerned with is the invisible forces behind the concrete everyday form of play. 

While one can playfully contemplate an art work or game, what I’m saying is that 
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this kind of playful contemplation is, to use a Platonic expression, a third removed 

from the original actions and goals that created the spectacle that the onlooker now 

sees. Many philosophers who write about the ‘lived experience’ with regard to play 

do so from the onlooker’s perspective and in doing so they adopt a stance that is 

already removed from the more concrete or perhaps grounded act of play. In this 

thesis I want to work through play not walk around it; given that each one of us has 

played and perhaps continues to play it is frustrating that attention is usually turned 

toward the onlooker and not the players themselves.  

Taking on board all the claims this chapter has made so far from the 

etymology right through to the last sentence it seems that the best way to understand 

play is by playing; talking about play from the perspective of the onlooker is futile if 

we do not also have a trace of play within our own experiences. This sounds 

obvious, however in reality a lot of research takes the opposite approach, for 

example criminologists do not take up crime in order to understand it. There are also 

fields of research whereby the object of study denies any real lived experience, like 

the study of ancient history where one must imaginatively relive it. This research has 

an opportunity to capitalize on a real experience which we have all partaken in at 

some point and perhaps still do; but more importantly this analysis will fail 

spectacularly if it tries to investigate play in any other way than from inside play 

itself. 

    

1.5 The Difficulty of Approaching Play 

 

Play is one of those subject matters that come with such diversity and depth that the 

thought of trying to capture everything it entails would remain too great a task for 

this work. Play is armoured with its own history, its own place, and its own time; not 

to mention its own nature. Yet, despite all these features we are all well capable of 

recognising it in all its forms. From the simplest expressions of play in a young 

child’s actions to the most complex of field sports we intuitively recognise play; we 

know it because play has left a mark on each and every one of us. A trace of play is 

left in us every time we play. Every time we find ourselves released from those 

prosaic aspects of life through the magic of play, an excess or residue is left behind. 
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The ability to recognise play comes from the fact that play resides in us as much as it 

resides in itself. While play is easily recognisable in its factual givenness, its true 

nature is something that often remains hidden. It is the subjective nature of play that 

mainly concerns this work; however getting to that is going to involve a necessary 

analysis of the traditionally recognised physical and objective attributes of play even 

if they are from the perspective of the player.  

The physical or kinaesthetic aspects of play which make play so recognisable 

have been explored by play theorists, sport scientists and governing sports bodies for 

centuries; they have analysed the structures and forms of play and they have grouped 

certain types of play into categories along with establishing the basic foundations for 

play to occur. They have analysed the physical attributes of play but they have failed 

to see the true nature of the subject matter they investigate; the level they have been 

working on is merely a façade as far as this study is concerned. As Merleau-Ponty 

aptly says in the opening line of ‘Eye and Mind’: “science manipulates things and 

gives up living in them.”
48

 In adopting the object they adopt a façade. The 

kinaesthetic, tangible and physical aspects of play, as important as they may be to 

society and culture, are only a semblance of something much more interior. This 

interiority whose semblance dwells in the appearance of play is also hidden by the 

very thing that signifies it. A summation of the typical kinds of inquiry into play thus 

far by social scientists and certain philosophers has been either utilitarian or 

axiological. The inquiries by contemporary physiologists and psychologists have 

actually encumbered our understanding of the true nature of play by approaching 

play objectively via a preconceived idea of play. These inquirers as a rule end up 

leaving the primary quality of play virtually untouched.
49

 

Through an objective scientific approach many social scientists have 

remained at a distance to play; they have observed and taken notes from the side-

lines and they have noted particular patterns and rules of play. They have noted the 

pedagogical elements of play but again, always from outside play and never from 

within it. There is no doubt that science has increased play performances and 

allowed us to better understand particular bodily movement but what about the 

understanding of play itself? Science and technology has paved the way for a fairer 
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and more balanced aspect to certain games and is a major part of the policing of drug 

enhanced performance and other kinds of corruption that can affect certain kinds of 

play. What the natural science of play, or more neatly the science of sport, produce is 

not an account of play but rather an account of games and sports and while the latter 

can originate from play, play itself need not be a constant element in games or 

sports. Indeed as this work progresses it will become obvious that rarely will a player 

be in play for the full duration of the game in question.
50

  

The distance that lies between play theory and play itself may be down to the 

fact that we recognise play through the shape it takes on the sports fields and 

playgrounds along with the various objects we perceive like the uniform, the hockey 

stick, the golf club. Quite often it is only through the recognition of objects and 

performances that we come to think of play. However, we cannot simply take it that 

play exists every time someone swings a hurley or kicks a football. It may also be 

the case that someone who breaks the rules of the game may not actually disturb play 

itself.
51

 In fact they may have only just entered play by virtue of breaking the games 

rules.  

The fact that an onlooker can, whether rightly or wrongly, infer that play is 

occurring, is down to the onlooker’s ability to recognise the rules and structures of 

the activity. These play ‘elements’ as Huizinga calls them are essentially what 

creates and shapes the playful experience. They do not guarantee that real play 

actually occurs, but if it does it will occur within the context of these ‘elements’ of 

play. In many ways these ‘elements’ are a necessary condition of the play activity. In 

Homo Ludens Huizinga outlines the most basic elements needed for play to occur 

before then going on to examine what he calls the higher elements. The basic 

elements suggest that play remains free and voluntary while standing outside of 

ordinary life and at the same time absorbs the player intensely and utterly. Play has 

its own significant purpose, outside of any profit gained by it. It proceeds within its 

own time and space in an orderly fashion, within its own fixed rules. Finally, for 

Huizinga, it promotes the formation of play community and social grouping.
52

 These 
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basic elements provide the context if you like for play to occur, however the actual 

rules and structures of play are provided by what Huizinga calls the higher elements 

of play. These higher elements include contest and representation and when added to 

Roger Caillios’ list of higher elements one ends up with four elements. Caillios’ 

explains that one “plays football, billiards, or chess (agôn); roulette or a lottery 

(alea); pirate, Nero, or Hamlet (mimicry); or one produces in oneself, by rapid 

whirling or falling movement, a state of dizziness and disorder (ilinx).”
53

 All these 

elements actually give the play activity its shape and form; they are what makes play 

distinct from other activities.  

Ideally, if Huizinga and Caillios are correct, these elements can help us 

distinguish play from other activities, for example, distinguish running after a bus 

from running after a football. While both actions involve a contest to catch 

something, the former does not fall within the basic elements of play. Running after 

a bus certainly is not done for its own sake; unless it is actually incorporated into a 

play activity. While these elements offer some clarity as to which kind of activities 

fall within the play-sphere and which do not, they also mask an issue that this thesis 

shall address. The issue is that while the structures of contest and representation, for 

example, adds a particular flavour to the playful activity, the experience itself, as this 

thesis will show, actually transcends these very structures. What I mean is that when 

one is really in play none of these elements has any more immediacy over the next; 

in fact, this thesis will argue that the demarcation of contest, for example, over 

representation or chance is of little importance to the actual experience of being 

played.  

While these kinds of demarcations with respect to play are useful indicators 

and most definitely tell us that play is a possibility, nonetheless they do not 

guarantee play will ever occur. Keeping in mind all that has been said with respect to 

both basic and higher elements, it is still possible to retain all of them and still have a 

player who for any number of reasons will not find play. A player may be over 

thinking their role, they may be worried that they do not have the right skill level 

required or they may just be day dreaming about something else, even though in 

many cases the elemental criteria is actually met. One of the purposes of this thesis is 

break away from the structural confines that traditional play theorists seem so set on 
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establishing. It is not the case that these structures are not important, they clearly are, 

but that in the lived experience of play these structures fade to the background.  

Structures and rules, or ‘play elements’ as Huizinga calls them, determine the 

normative behaviour of the player and performances can be adjusted if one bends 

and changes the structure or rules, however these play elements cannot determine 

that play actually occurs. Performance may improve, the player skills may improve 

but at no stage will these structures guarantee play from occurring. All the advanced 

sports labs in the world with their modern technology which tracks every fibre of our 

muscles cannot improve play. These machines designed to give runners better starts 

and golfers a better swing never touch play; all they do is increase performance. Play 

is not a skill or a technique and no machine in the world can measure it; it is not 

something that has to be learned or for that matter improved on. Play is not the 

contest nor is it the representation of the players themselves. Play is not the giddiness 

or the luck of the player. Play is not the goal that is scored or the cup that is won and 

even though all these things reside in the neighbourhood of play they remain 

symbols that in no way guarantee play. It will be shown that play would survive as it 

did for millennia without the cup or the goalposts because play does not reside in 

these things; rather these things reside in play.  

If one were to rely on the more mundane definitions of play as an ‘activity 

that is done for the purpose of enjoyment or recreation’ or ‘an act or manoeuvre in a 

game’ then play must, especially in light of the second definition, be seen as an 

outcome of games or recreational activities. Nonetheless, none of these definitions 

provides any concrete argument as to what play actually is. Even Huizinga’s 

definition of play equates more with a definition of a game than play. He tells us that 

play is:  

 

is a voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed 

limits of time and place according to rules freely accepted but 

absolutely binding, having its aim in itself and accompanied by a 

feeling of tension, joy and the consciousness that it is “different” from 

“ordinary life.”
54
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However, if one were to place ‘game’ before this definition it would also work. 

While Huizinga’s work offers a lot of insight into the nature of play and will forever 

remain a seminal text, his definition of play falls short of the mark. Play is 

independent from the structures and conditions that are so often erroneously ascribed 

to it, however, even in Huizinga’s definition one can find play itself. Loosely stated, 

play can be found within the sphere of consciousness that Huizinga indicates in his 

definition. Play is more related to that state of consciousness which is different from 

ordinary life than it is to the structural aspects like fixed rules. Referring to play’s 

more metaphysical nature, Heidegger tells us that play is play.
55

 While this tautology 

does not help us understand what play is, it at least points us toward play itself. The 

goal then is to find the true nature of play without projecting any preconceived 

notions or ideas onto play. Play must be allowed to disclose itself to us; to show 

itself in a way that allows its true nature to be revealed. The purpose of the thesis is 

to understand play itself; whatever utility that may be gained from play does not 

concern this work.  

Play is not a tangible object and, as such, play cannot be touched. It cannot be 

picked up in one’s hand and analysed as if it were a tree; play itself is formless. This 

overriding characteristic of play makes it almost impenetrable to study and it is one 

reason why empirical science has failed in their attempts to understand play. They 

have failed to unearth play’s essence because they do not live in the object they 

study; in order to understand play this work will approach it from within itself, that 

is through the subjective experience of play. The lived experience of play can be the 

only method of inquiry, and the best method available for this lived experience to be 

fully explored is phenomenology as I shall now discuss. 
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1.6 Play’s Phenomenological Concerns 

 

This inquiry wishes to analyse the lived experience of play which inevitably calls for 

an examination of the player’s own experience of play. While the lived experience of 

the onlooker may be useful in certain parts of this work, the overall aim of the thesis 

is to get to the heart of the creative and expressive elements of play. This necessarily 

entails an examination of the constitutive aspects within play itself. One of the 

complexities that this works faces is that creativity and expression in play seem to 

manifest themselves from an underlying propensity or what sports pundits refer to as 

a ‘natural talent’. Underlying all the skills and kinaesthetic ability, which the player 

has, is an invisible and mysterious force that remains, for the most part, unaccounted 

for in previous studies of play.   

The main  focus of this thesis rests on the invisible or non-tangible nature of 

play. The inner experience of play is what this work wishes to examine and the best 

method to gain an insight into this kind of subjective inner experience is 

phenomenology. Note that this ‘inner experience’ isn’t some kind of individualistic 

opinion or doxa, rather this inner experience is entirely epistemic and is an essential 

element of the phenomenological method. Phenomenology is the study of the 

essential structures of consciousness as experienced from the first person point of 

view. This is the first, and perhaps most adhered to aspect of the phenomenological 

method in this research. Phenomenology, in this regard, promises something that the 

other sciences cannot offer and that is the ability to investigate play from a 

perspective within play itself. The phenomenological perspective is not one of a 

removed observer; rather it is a perspective that is lived and experienced by the one 

doing the inquiring. With phenomenology one has the opportunity to study play from 

the inside out, as opposed from the outside in. 

 Husserl opening sentence in Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology is 

“natural cognition begins in experience and remains within experience.”
56

 All 

knowledge is underpinned by experience, or rather a particular kind of experience 

which Husserl calls Erlebnis. This term has been translated into both ‘mental 

process’ as well as ‘lived experience’ and Husserl’s phenomenology which is 
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“concerned with structures of intentionality: in perception, imagination, judgment, 

emotion, evaluation, volition, consciousness of time and space”
57

 are all examined 

within this ‘lived experience.’ It is within this experience that we find the universal a 

priori truths that help shape and determine the very experience itself. The focus on 

the ‘lived experience’ allows this thesis to address, not so much the play object, but 

rather how the play object is perceived and grasped by the players themselves. The 

lived experience is essential if this thesis is to investigate the eidetic nature of being 

played.   

 There is another aspect to the ‘lived experience’ in Husserl’s work that is 

very significant to this thesis and that is Husserl’s insistence that the body is always 

involved in any experience.
58

 In Husserl’s posthumously published second book of 

Ideas pertaining to a pure phenomenology and to a phenomenological philosophy he 

tell us very clearly that the body is involved in all conscious functions and that the 

intentional functions, which for Husserl are the most important, are also bound to 

this bodily stratum.
59

 Husserl’s point, which Merleau-Ponty will later elaborate and 

develop, is that one cannot go anywhere, or do anything without having a body. 

Indeed the body is so pivotal to his later work that Husserl tries to establish a new 

science of somatology as well as adopting the term phenomenological-kinetic 

method.
60

 As a work of phenomenology this thesis will take into consideration the 

role and importance of the body when it comes to understanding play; whether the 

play in question is physical or non-physical does not change the claim this thesis is 

making which is the body is a necessary condition of all kinds of play.  

One outcome of approaching play from the lived perspective of the player is 

that the moment of real play is never guaranteed by the playful activities one takes 

up. The thesis argues that play is the same universal experience regardless of 

activity. Play is not an outcome of games or sport; in fact games and sport are an 

outcome of play which his much older. While play is usually grounded to rules and 

structures, the shape and form of play activities are secondary to the lived 

experience. The child colouring or scribbling on a page and the professional rugby 
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player can all play – a point that seems to run against certain thinkers like Huizinga 

and Caillois who deny professionals from the play-sphere.  

At some point the player becomes constituted by play, they submit to the 

flow and unity of play, and when this happens the player enters into what this thesis 

refers to as selfless play. When this happens the ‘I’ disappears, along with the world, 

and it is perhaps the most difficult aspect of the work presented because it is so 

difficult to account for it. When the player becomes constituted by play all things 

become unified in the totality of play. The kind of operative engagement with the 

world, that both Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger suggest in their work, is a necessary 

transitional element of play. The thesis argues that it is this highly involved manner 

(not necessarily highly skilled), that allows play to create an intensity of meaning 

where the difference between subject and object breaks down. The kind of bodily 

interaction we get in play implies that the body doesn’t simply shape and inform the 

mind, but rather mind and body are one; the body thinks.  

The kind of dividing lines, which I shall discuss in greater detail, that we get 

in classic phenomenology between the subject and object collapse in play. The 

distinctions in Merleau-Ponty’s work early work, between tactile and visual 

perception, along with Gallagher’s distinction between ownership and agency also 

seem to collapse when one examines the true nature of play. In accounting for plays 

true nature this thesis has had to move beyond the confines of Husserlian 

phenomenology which centres on the classic subject/object dichotomy, objective 

language, the ego pole and so forth, and enter into discourse with what Dominique 

Janicaud famously called the ‘New Phenomenologists.’
61

In trying to understand 

play’s true nature this thesis has had to move beyond the confines of Husserl’s 

original work and engage with the work of Emmanuel Levinas, as well as the later 

work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Martin Heidegger. The kind of play that this 

work examines cannot be explained by traditional dualistic paradigms of inquiry 

precisely because in the moment of play there are no binary oppositions or 

dichotomies.   
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This chapter has already noted that play involves some kind of engaged 

activity. At the heart of play is an experience that grows out of some kind of context, 

or an experience that is framed within some kind of context whether this context is a 

contest or a representation there seems to be some kind of underlying structure to the 

way we interact based on the ‘horizonal’ aspect of experience. Every perception, 

albeit in play or not, has an “infinite, indeterminately general horizon” comprising of 

what is itself “not strictly perceived.”
62

 The horizonal aspect of experience involves 

an infinite process of possibilities and expectations, yet these expectations are 

themselves not perceived as such. The ball stands out from the game; however, it is 

the relationship with the game that give rise to further perceptions of the ball. Of 

course all this is played out through directional acts of consciousness which are 

essential in Husserl’s work. These ‘intentional acts’ are so fundamental to the 

structure of consciousness that one of the central pillars of phenomenology is that 

consciousness is always aware of something.
63

 The theory of intentionality suggests 

that consciousness is always directed at some object whether real or unreal. What 

comes across very clearly in Husserl’s work regarding intentionality is that he is not 

concerned about the object perceived rather he is concerned about the object ‘as’ 

perceived.   

Since phenomenology is an eidetic science its first concern is the way in 

which evidence, in general, appears to our consciousness. Importantly the way in 

which we are directed toward the object, the act if you like, may be the same for 

everyone but how we understand the object or the meaning behind the act, may be 

entirely different. This is important to our study because it implies that the act of 

seeing the ball coming towards you may be the same for the defender as it is for the 

striker but the meaning and understanding of the ball coming towards one or the 

other may be entirely different based on the horizon of possibilities ‘not strictly 

perceived’ by each player.  

An example of what Husserl is getting at can be explained if we picture for a 

moment a football derby where two local sides are playing each other. In the crowd 

you have supporters from both sides watching the same game of football, yet the 
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meaning attached to the game will be different for each of the team’s supporters. 

Even though the act of perceiving the game will be roughly the same, the meaning of 

the act, based on the open possibility of horizons, will vary.  

This point relates back to the subjective foundations of phenomenology in 

general and if anything only helps to support the claim that in order to understand 

play one has to return to the subjective structures of consciousness and 

understanding. While the noetic act of consciousness remains objective and universal 

the noematic act remains entirely subjective. Intentionality, which is the overriding 

theme within Husserl’s phenomenology, demonstrates how the object appears to 

one’s consciousness and also gives credibility to the subjective aspect of all inquiry. 

What play reveals, from the very outset, is that we are actively engaged in a way that 

is best described as a meaningful act. However, where this meaning comes from and 

indeed how this meaning is manifested in the act of play is something that this work 

will have to examine in much greater detail.  

There is no denying that consciousness plays a fundamental role with regard 

to play and in order to understand the subjectivity of play consciousness must be 

examined, however Husserl’s discovery, or rather elaboration and development of 

Brentano’s work regarding intentionality, bring some serious complexities. It is clear 

that from the lived experience of play that every act of intentionality is apprehended 

within a horizon of “co-givenness which is not givenness proper.”
64

 In order to 

understand play one must understand this murky givenness and in order to get to 

that, one must begin to see intentionality as an operative function just as Husserl did. 

However in play we know, from our own lived experiences, that this murky 

givenness comes in many guises. For example habit and reflex are important in 

boxing while cognitive expectations are important to chess and yet it seems unfair to 

even separate these things out, as I have just done, when clearly boxing involves as 

much strategy as chess and chess may involve having to understand your opponent 

more than boxing.  

There is also something more important to point out before this chapter ends 

and that is the absolute constituting aspect of play seems to challenge certain themes 

like horizons and even intentionality. The constituting aspect of play, which has 
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shown to be essential to play, seems to upset a number of Husserlian themes like the 

theme of intersubjectivity and passive and active constitution which are both 

important to the understanding of play. Play is not a static object akin to a cube or a 

tree. Play, even in the ordinary sense of the term, implies a dynamic event which 

leads us away from anything static. More importantly play’s ability to only appear 

within a stream of consciousness which itself resides in a lived experience of play 

suggests that an inquiry into play must take into account the coming-to-be or genesis 

of play itself. Within play there is undoubtedly some kind of passive synthesis 

(sedimented knowledge) as well as an active (articulated or combined knowledge) 

synthesis which needs to be addressed as this thesis progresses. In Husserl’s paper 

entitled ‘Static and Genetic Phenomenological Method’, he tells us that any kind of 

static inquiry will naturally provide the ‘leading clues’ for a genetic analysis that 

may follow. These ‘leading clues’ bring the inquirer back into the realm of genesis, 

either passive or active.
65

 On first glance it would seem that the most fruitful 

approach for this research would involve a genetic analysis, however, by claiming 

one particular method of inquiry (genetic phenomenology) over another (static 

phenomenology) presupposes and determines the very nature of the subject matter 

being inquired, which is something this study is trying to avoid.   

Husserl’s demarcation of different kinds of phenomenological inquiry would 

suggest as Heidegger explicitly states in Basic Problems of Phenomenology that 

there is no such thing as one phenomenology; the method then must order itself 

toward the very thing the inquiry wishes to disclose.
66

 Interestingly, in this case, the 

very thing this inquiry wishes to disclose remains problematic given its non-
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disclosed nature. Heidegger’s suggestion in Being and Time that “phenomenology 

means: to let what shows itself be seen from itself, just as it shows itself from 

itself”
67

 is somewhat unnerving given the invisible nature of this inquiry however he 

somewhat reassuringly suggests, in a further passage of text, that what the 

phenomenologist aims to see “is something that does not show itself initially and for 

the most part, something that is concealed, in contrast to what initially and for the 

most part does show itself.”
68

  While one can always examine that which factually 

shows itself, phenomenology has the capability of examining that which is initially 

concealed to us. Phenomenology offers the grounds of support needed in this study 

because play is something that remains hidden, for the most part, behind the façade 

of playful activities.  

One final and important point remains to be discussed with respect to the 

phenomenological method employed in this thesis and that is the role of the body. In 

The World as Will and Representation, Schopenhauer tells that “every true act of 

willing is immediately and inevitably a movement of the body as well,” he goes on 

to say that one “cannot truly will an act without simultaneously perceiving it as a 

motion of the body.”
69

 Approximately one hundred years after Schopenhauer wrote 

this Husserl was working on the his second book of Ideas pertaining to a pure 

phenomenology where he establishes the constitutional role of the body and the 

importance it plays with respect to understanding and everyday interaction. In this 

text Husserl tells us that “a human being's total consciousness is in a certain sense, 

by means of its hyletic substrate, bound to the Body.”
70

 Hence phenomenology, as 

the study of consciousness from the first person perspective, is predicated on the 

notion that Cartesian substance dualism is an absurdity that rests on centuries of 

prejudice.
71

 The very fact we are capable for performing a phenomenological 

reduction and investigation rests upon the bodily intelligence that underpins it.  

The role of the body concerns this thesis in two important ways, both of 

which are interconnected and difficult to separate. The first concern is a 
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phenomenological one which states that the body plays a constitutive role in our 

understanding and hence to understand, at all, we must take the body into 

consideration. As the ‘zero point of orientation’ the body is fundamental to 

everything we do, regardless of how active that body actually is. This brings up the 

second concern that in play one is actively engaged. The idea of play as an active 

engagement was already addressed in the etymological analysis of the term, and 

throughout the history of the term the idea of rapid movement and action seems to 

take precedence. The second concern then, for this thesis, will be an examination of 

the constitutive role of the body while in play. The finer points of which will be 

worked out in the next two chapter. Interestingly, Husserl’s phenomenology implies 

that even in more cerebral forms of play the body still acts as a constitutive stratum. 

In this way the game of chess is already conditioned by the body. In all experiences, 

whether it’s playing chess or day dreaming, the body acts as a substrate on which all 

meaning and understanding is built. One cannot play without a body, even games 

like puzzles and riddles need a bodily orientation; in all cases of concrete perception 

the body acts as a sort of unity of apprehension.
72

 

Games like chess or crosswords puzzles, which are less physical than 

football, cannot be played without a body. While this may seem like a trite 

statement, it is in fact fundamental to this thesis and phenomenology in general. In 

thinking through the complexities of the body, with respect to understanding, 

Husserl uses the term ‘I can’ to emphasise that even in phantasy our thinking is still 

orientated by the potentiality of ‘I can’ which amounts to an special kind of 

motility.
73

 His point is that in order for us to will any kind of act or movement, 

regardless of whether or not the movement is actually carried out, one must first 

have a body. When one plays chess and is considering the options available to them, 

what one is implicitly doing is considering a multitude of different moves and 

actions all of which orientate from, and are engaged, by the body. Even in something 

as simple as a crossword puzzle one performs a kind of internal act whereby they 
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write the word out with their mind before committing to the word itself. The 

crossword player could simply write the word and erase it afterwards, if they like, 

but it is unnecessary considering the player can actually perform the deed in their 

mind. As stated in the Introduction, this thesis will concentrate more on kinaesthetic 

forms of play that involve a lot of bodily awareness, however this doesn’t mean that 

bodily awareness is somehow lost when it comes to a game like Sudoku. While there 

is a difference between writing a number in a Sudoku puzzle and, for example, 

hitting a baseball, the body is a necessary condition of both acts. This thesis is not 

claiming that physical play is more significant or important to less physical forms of 

play, nor is it claiming that there are inherent differences between the two. This 

thesis has chosen to examine more physical forms of play because they are 

phenomenally richer in that they tend to be more complex and diverse. They are also 

chosen because they seem to illustrate, more forcibly, that the kind of dualism that 

has burdened philosophy since Descartes is, as Husserl rightly tells us, absurd.
74

  

 

1.7 Concluding Remarks 

 

This chapter has provided a number of themes which are important from this point 

onwards; themes that will help structure and shape the investigation. It has shown 

that play is an engagement; in all its history this idea of engagement seems to be one 

of the most consistent themes. This engagement can be physical, emotional and 

intellectual depending on the type of game we are playing. In order to gain a deeper 

understanding of play this thesis must not allow the demarcation of different kinds of 

engagement to becomes its raison d'être. Engagement does not discriminate between 

single-person games like solitaire or multiplayer games like rugby. One can engage 

oneself regardless of the game in question; hence it is possible to encounter play in a 

solitary walk through the woods right up to a frantic game of ice hockey. This ‘lived’ 

element of play is one that this work will have to examine in greater detail. It seems 

that it is possible to find play anywhere from a ritual to a conversation as long as the 

person in question submit themselves to the rhythm of play. Play does not happen by 
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accident we must personally enter into it and give ourselves over to play which is 

another theme this work will examine in subsequent chapters. 

This chapter has shown that play should not be subsumed into any categories 

albeit games, sport or art. The play this thesis wishes to investigate does not have a 

shape or a form. At this juncture it is best considered a relationship between the 

player and the playground. Play does not seem to be a necessary consequence of any 

particular kind of activity even though certain kinds of activities lend themselves to 

play. In this sense play retains a certain element of sovereignty which will be dealt 

with in later chapters. The thesis also claims that the best method available, in order 

to pursue this investigation by way of the lived experience, is phenomenology. One 

could forgo the lived experience and turn to the great philosophers of the past who 

have on occasions discussed play in their own work. Philosophers like Plato, 

Aristotle, Kant, Schiller and Nietzsche to more recent philosophers like Fink and 

Gadamer have all raised the issue of play in their work; however, play emerges from 

these philosophers as an aspect of their work rather than the totality of their work.
75

 

Once play has been put in its place it serves as a function to everything from 

pedagogy in Plato, to leisure in Aristotle, to aesthetic judgement in Kant and Schiller 

and finally to the hermeneutical aspect of play in Gadamer’s work. These works 

undoubtedly provide an insight into various aspects of play however play quickly 

becomes a signpost serving as a directional aid to further inquiry outside of play 

itself.
76

  

While all the philosophers mentioned above develop a credible account of 

play, in the end it is only ever a means to explaining something else. In Kant and 

Schiller, play provides us with a disinterested aesthetic experience, and in Gadamer 

it provides a structure to the way we understand the world of art and truth as the one 

who judges, but at no point do these philosophers fully analyse play before it is 

proffered into their work. This thesis would like to reverse this tendency by 

beginning and ending with play. It is for this reason that the above-mentioned 
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philosophers will remain silent for the most part of this work, certainly in relation to 

their thinking on play. 

If play really is an embodied engagement, as this opening chapter has argued, 

then it is the lived experience of play that will inform this work of the nature of play. 

Nothing else will count; only play itself will suffice. This thesis will use 

phenomenology to gain knowledge of this lived experience and if it reroutes along 

the way to various phenomenologists and philosophers it will be because the ‘lived 

experience’ demands it. The next chapter will deal with a number of themes raised in 

this chapter. It will examine the idea of engagement from a practical perspective of 

skill acquisition and development. It will look at the role of the body, not only in 

play, but the way our bodies are used in general everyday use. The notion of habit 

and instinct will become prominent themes along with the idea of operative 

intentionality.   
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Chapter 2: Play and the Body 
 

 

The things that are seen, heard, and learned from experience are what I prize the 

most. 

      (Heraclitus F55)
1
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The last chapter established that this work is concerned with play as an 

engaging subjective activity, irrespective of the rules and structure the activity takes. 

In order to get beyond the factual elements of play, phenomenology was proposed. It 

was shown that the factual elements of play are of secondary importance as these 

elements seem to be underwritten by some kind of primary inner forces. In order to 

get near these ‘inner forces’ this research must deal with a number of aspects of play, 

however, the most obvious aspect this thesis needs to consider is the role of the body 

with regard to play, and it is precisely this role that this chapter will investigate.  

Bodily actions and movements are essential to all kinds of play and in this 

study it is the body that seems to provide a crucial key to understanding the inner 

forces at work in play. As noted in the last chapter, when one ascribes play to some 

exercise it is more often than not based on the movement and actions of the body 

within a context that is somewhat removed from the norm. It is the motion of the 

body within a certain milieu that informs us of the very notion of play itself. When 

we think about play, bodily movement is never too far from our thoughts, and in 

most respects it may be at the forefront of our thoughts. The main purpose of this 

chapter and the following chapter is to show not what play is, as such, but rather to 

examine the importance of the body with regard to play. Examining how the body 

itself understands will bring this study closer to the inner forces of play.  

                                                 
1
 Charles H Kahn, The Art and Thought of Heraclitus, Cambridge University Press, 2001 
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The role of the body with regard to understanding in general is a big aspect of 

Western philosophy, from the classic Greeks right up to contemporary 

phenomenology. Embodiment, within philosophy and cognitive science, relates to 

the examination of how the body shapes or informs the mind. It can be presented in a 

number of different ways, from the weaker form as in Husserl’s Ideas II where he 

says that the body as a material thing is ‘inserted’ between the material world and the 

inner subjective world,
2
 to a much stronger form, as in the work of Merleau-Ponty, 

where the body is not just ‘inserted’ between the subjective and material world, but 

rather it is the base layer on which the subjective and the material rest.
 
 

The interaction of the ‘objective world’ and the ‘subjective world’, regardless 

of the action itself, has to involve the body on some level. Whether this level is 

foundational or intermediary there is no doubt that the body plays an important role. 

The question for those concerned with embodiment is whether this role actually 

informs or even constitutes the mind, which traditionally has been understood as the 

force which wills or moves the body. While some aspects of our everyday life may 

seem somewhat removed from embodied actions the same cannot be said for play, 

which seems to encompass embodied action par excellence. When we play our 

bodies are always involved, regardless of the degree of physicality in the activity. In 

many forms of play we must jump and move our bodies in a coordinated effort: we 

slide, skid, bump and roll, but we may also wave, express and gesticulate. We owe 

so much to our bodies that if during play we find we can no longer run, due to a 

cramp or fatigue, play itself collapses. Once our bodies become uncoordinated and 

fatigue sets in, play becomes extremely difficult regardless of the best will in the 

world. Our bodies, as Merleau-Ponty tells us, are not only our anchorage to the 

world
3
 but it would seem that our bodies are also what guarantees the kind of play 

this work is concerned with.  

The fact that contemporary continental philosophy is concerned with 

embodiment should not imply that this concern is a recent occurrence. The idea of 

movement, action and habit has always had a place in Western philosophy, from 

                                                 
2
 Edmund Husserl, Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological 

Philosophy, Second Book. Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1982, p168, p161(hereafter referred to as 

Ideas II). Husserl uses two words when it comes to the body: ‘Körper’ and ‘Leib’. ‘Körper’ is used to 

describe the physical naturalistic body whereas ‘Leib’ is used to describe the more personalistic body 

as the living or felt body. It is the latter notion of body that draws more attention in Husserl’s work.  
3
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans Colin Smith, Routledge, 2005, p167 
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Aristotle to Descartes and right up to today. Within this vastness of philosophical 

discourse there have been a number of people who have put forward an embodied 

theory long before the establishment of phenomenology and cognitive science. 

Thinkers like Maine de Biran, Thomas Reid, Felix Ravaisson and others including 

the eminent physicist Schrödinger, have all added to our knowledge of how the body 

operates by examining bodily movements i.e. habit and reflex.
4
 The commonality 

between these thinkers is that they feel habit is a force that seems to underscore 

many of our daily operations. Indeed, the force of habit, which they discuss, is as 

close to Merleau-Ponty’s idea of operative intentionality as one is likely to find. The 

question of what drives or informs habit is what separates these thinkers, but it is 

clear that for all the aforementioned philosophers once action becomes habitual the 

input of an explicit will or thematic consciousness seems to fade.
5
 Regardless of 

whether habit is merely mechanistic or the work of a bodily intelligence, it seems 

clear that the will, as understood in a traditional sense, is no longer primary.  

The ground this chapter hopes to cover is complex and difficult due to the 

often hidden nature of bodily intelligence. Descartes himself, in the Passion of the 

Soul, almost warns us that we “have no conception of the body as some-how 

thinking”,
6
 and Merleau-Ponty, citing one of Descartes’ letters to Elizabeth (28th 

June 1643), claims that Descartes also acknowledges that the body we are aware of 

in living is different from the body we are aware of in understanding, as hard as this 

understanding of the body may be.
7
 Heidegger also tells us: “bodily nature hides a 

                                                 
4
 Maine de Biran, The Influence of Habit on the Faculty of Thinking, Psychology Classics, 1970. 

Thomas Reid, Essays on the Active Power of Man, Knud Haakonssen and James A. Harris (eds) 

Edinburgh University Press, 2010. Felix Ravaisson, Of Habit, trans Clare Carlisle and Mark Sinclair, 

Continuum, 2008. Erwin Schrödinger, Mind and Matter, Cambridge University Press, 1992 

While Schrödinger’s text does not come up too often in Western philosophy his examples and 

observation of movement and habit in relation to consciousness are comparable to sections of 

Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception. 
5
 The terms ‘thematic’ and ‘representational’ consciousness are used in this thesis indicate when an 

agent is thinking conceptually or within an overtly theoretical frame of mind. As we shall see, 

thematic consciousness seems to give way to an unreflective kind of consciousness (akin to the 

unreflective in Sartre’s philosophy).  
6
 René Descartes, The Passions of the Soul, trans Johnathon Benet, 2010. Section 4. 

http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdfs/descartes1649.pdf Accessed 2012.  
7
 Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p231. The letter itself, which Merleau-Ponty 

refers to, suggests that the mind is distinct from the body and yet it is in union with the body. The 

mind cannot grasp this contradiction. However, as Merleau-Ponty points out, the body seems quite 

capable of doing so. After 15 years of performing an Eskimo roll in a kayak, I still struggle to pass on 

the skill. The actions involved seem beyond my intellectual prowess. I can only teach it by way of 

demonstration.  
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whole problematic of its own”
8
 and Thomas Reid tells us that the only satisfactory 

way to understand instinct or habit is by assigning their cause to “the Will of him 

who made us.”
9
  

Given that our bodies underpin every aspect of play it is very difficult to 

systematically work through, in a linear fashion, all the various aspects of how the 

body relates to play; for example the body’s relationship with movement, rules, 

understanding and so forth. Nonetheless, a coherent account of the bodies’ role with 

regard to play will be presented. This chapter will first examine the role of the body 

with regard to understanding in general. It will then deal with skills acquisition while 

digressing at times to pursue ‘leading clues’ that will lead this work into an 

examination of more difficult aspects of bodily movement like conditioning, habit 

and instinct. Alongside these aspects this chapter will examine operative 

intentionality which this study argues is fundamentally important when it comes to 

understanding bodily intentionality or ‘praktognosia’, but equally important when it 

comes to understanding play. The chapter will show that the body supporting the 

will or conversely the will supporting the body makes no sense to the realm of play. 

For the sake of analysis these paradigms may be helpful but they remove us from the 

reality of play. Bodily intelligence is a form of knowing that necessarily entails some 

kind of decision making and judgement; the only way to account for this is by 

showing that consciousness and the body are one and the same when it comes to the 

practicalities of play and everyday living.  

 

2.2 Embodiment 

 

The body is our anchorage to the world and if one wishes to understand how it 

anchors our world one needs to examine bodily engagement or interaction. What is 

clear from the outset is that bodily interaction is not just something one comes across 

in play but something that permeates all existential modes of being. Every aspect of 

                                                 
8
 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans John Macquarrie, Basel Blackwell, 1985. p143/108 Sec 23. 

For some reason Joan Stambaugh has left it out completely in the Suny Press edition of Being and 

Time – – possibly due to the fact that it is in brackets.  
9
 Thomas Reid, ‘Of the Principles of Action’, Essays on the Active Powers of Man, Knud Haakonssen 

and James A. Harris (eds) Edinburgh University Press, 2010,  p90 (original document p120/Paragraph 

20). 
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our lives seems to be related to our bodily engagement with the world. Even when it 

is time to sleep, all one can do is curl up in bed and wait for the body to shut down; 

all the will in the world cannot make sleep happen.
10

  

One cannot play without our bodies interacting with something: every 

player’s body must interact with the play objects or the play space presented to them 

to such an extent that even using the term ‘player’s body’ seems redundant. The term 

‘player’ must imply a body as well as a mind, but more importantly it implies a 

complete unity between the two. When we play we interact with things in the world 

in much the same way as I am interacting with the keyboard to type these very 

words. The way one runs after a bus and the way one runs after a ball involve the 

same bodily action. Training to type proficiently and training to run proficiently for 

the sake of a field sport have more commonalities than differences. Both rely on 

executing and mastering a type of skilful interaction which is necessary for the end 

goal to be achieved. While the type of interaction may be similar, i.e. running after a 

bus and running after a ball, the reasons and motivating factors which led to the 

interaction are different. In each case the intentional act is different because in each 

case the horizon of understanding is completely different. Nonetheless, the bodily 

interaction remains largely similar.  

One fundamental characteristic of play which Huizinga raises time and time 

again is the free or voluntary aspect of play. It is this aspect more so than any other 

that seems to demarcate play from ordinary life. While the actions of our ordinary 

lives may be comparable at times to the actions of play, the voluntary aspect of play 

may be one of the stronger impetuses for why it is one plays in the first place.
11

 All 

action, in life or play, must have a motivating factor from which the act originates 

along with an intended meaning that co-exists throughout the act itself. There may 

also be some kind of spatio-temporal awareness of the surroundings which implies 

some kind of situated cognition. Each player who enters their play space, like each 

worker who enters a factory, is going to experience the situation in their own 

meaningful way based on the goals and intent of their actions; both the player and 

the worker are consciously aware of these goals which motivate them in a particular 

                                                 
10

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, Routledge, 2005, p189 
11

 In Homo Ludens, 1992, p7, Huizinga says that play must be a voluntary activity However, it is 

argued here that while we must approach play in a voluntary way, once we are in selfless play the idea 

of voluntary and free action is very questionable.  
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way. The actions of the worker or the player necessarily involve the body; Heidegger 

aptly describes this bodily engagement as “bodying forth”.
12

  

For Heidegger our everyday interaction is not a “perceptual cognition, but, 

rather, a handling, using, and taking care of things which has its own kind of 

knowledge.”
13

 It is this kind of knowledge, with respect to play, that I shall examine 

presently. Our normal mode of existence in the world according to Heidegger is one 

of practical encounters; however, these practical encounters with things need not be 

“atheoretical.”
14

 Both Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger agree that we can never rid 

ourselves of this being-in-the-world,
15

 but more importantly, they both agree that our 

everyday interaction must involve some kind of practical or bodily understanding. 

While both philosophers wish to show that our engagement with the world need not 

be tied to cognate faculties and judgements they both go about it in their own distinct 

ways. For Merleau-Ponty the experience of the body and the senses “forces us to 

acknowledge an imposition of meaning which is not the work of a universal 

constituting consciousness”
16

 instead it is the work of the body. It is through our 

bodies that we find ourselves anchored to the world; our bodies help us understand 

the world and it is by way of our bodies that we make sense of the world around us. 

No matter what it is that we find ourselves doing, we cannot escape our bodies; the 

body is our anchorage to the world.
17

  

Like ‘Dasein’, this body-subject must be understood in terms of its 

situatedness in the world; we can only understand ourselves through our involvement 

with the world around us.
18

 For Merleau-Ponty, the way we interact with the things 

in the world discloses a special type of relationship with regard to our body-subject. 

Unlike Descartes and Kant, consciousness for Merleau-Ponty is not housed in the 

mind but in our body; one cannot separate mind and body in the classical sense. 

Merleau-Ponty does claim, as does Husserl, that the body is the intermediary 

                                                 
12

 Cf Martin Heidegger, Zollikon Seminars, Medard Boss (ed), Northwestern University Press, 2001.  
13

 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans Joan Stambaugh, Suny Press, 1996. p63/68, Sec 15. 
14

 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, 1996, p55/59. Sec 12 
15

 Heidegger, Being and Time, 1996, Sec 12.  
16

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p170. This point kind of implies that the body 

is not consciously constituting, which is somewhat misleading.  
17

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p167. I use the term body-subject to help 

reinforce the fact that at the body makes subjectivity possible. It is not a term that Merleau-Ponty uses 

in the Phenomenology of Perception.  
18

 Cf Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans Joan Stambaugh, Suny Press, 1996. Division One, Part 

II.  
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between consciousness and things in the world. However, for Merleau-Ponty the 

body is capable of understanding independently of any cognitive awareness or 

representation.
19

 Movement is not a slave to some kind of thematic consciousness; 

when we play we do not have a mental representation before every movement. We 

simply interact with the objects and environment around us. A basketball player is 

not cognisant of the fact that their hand is bouncing a ball repeatedly; they simply 

dribble the ball in order to get from one part of the court to another. The basketball 

player has learned to incorporate it into their body and it becomes a habit. It is thanks 

to the body that they are capable of having a ‘non-representational’ or ‘non-thematic’ 

involvement with the world around them and it is the body that allows one to 

perform with such skill and refinement. 

Merleau-Ponty draws our attention to a paradigm of intentionality that seems 

more coherent with the way we interact in play but it also brings a more 

sophisticated model of intentionality. He claims that intentionality must be seen “as a 

unity of the senses, of intelligence, of sensibility and motility.”
20

 In order to capture 

all these facets of intentionality Merleau-Ponty borrows a term from Fischer called 

the ‘intentional arc’. This unity of intellect and perception, which occurs in the 

intentional arc, is not akin to association or memory like we get in empiricist 

philosophy, rather it is more like the unity realised in Gestalt theory.
21

The intentional 

arc is what helps us understand the world around us. It helps us integrate into the 

world and it is always there for us regardless of whether we find ourselves in an 

unfamiliar or familiar setting. Merleau-Ponty tells us that:  

 

The life of consciousness is subtended by an ‘intentional arc’ which projects 

round about us our past, our future, our human setting, our physical, 

ideological and moral situation, or rather which results in our being situated 

in all these respects.
22

  

 

                                                 
19

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p160. While Husserl may explicitly deny any 

kind of representational thinking in his work, the language he uses implicitly raises a representational 

form of thinking.  
20

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p157. 
21

 Primozic, Daniel, On Merleau-Ponty. Wadsworth. 2001, p16. Merleau-Ponty often leans heavily on 

Gestalt theory to describe the way in which we can grasp the unity of things as a meaningful whole. 
22

 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2005, p157. 
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While the intentional arc is a hybrid of Husserl’s account of intentionality, it 

makes the processes involved in play more understandable because of the unifying 

aspect inherent in the arc. For example, the split-second decision to tackle an 

opponent, to the kind of dexterity that even afterwards leaves the agent lost for 

words, can now be thought about in a more realistic way through the notion of the 

intentional arc.  

The above account shows that the body is not only fundamental to play, but 

all aspects of our lives, and Merleau-Ponty’s work in particular has pointed to this 

kind of kinaesthetic understanding that is built upon an embodied operative 

intentionality. In effect, the body grounds us to the world and it also helps us 

understand the situations in which we find ourselves. If this research is to understand 

the inner forces at work in play it must take on board Merleau-Ponty’s account of the 

antecedence of bodily understanding in everything we do. While acknowledging that 

the body is fundamental to understanding in general it is now time to examine the 

kind of movements inherent in common forms of play, i.e. games. In order to do this 

I will examine play from the perspective of skill acquisition from the early stages of 

a novice learning a particular game, right up to the expert or master stage. The goal 

is not to show that the novice and expert experience play in a different way – since 

they do not – but rather to show that the skills involved in these stages disclose the 

importance of bodily understanding and some kind of operative intentionality at 

work in play.  
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2.3 Learning to Play 

 

The two things that stand out as being prerequisites for any kind of play are rules
23

 

and skills. Without some kind of governance play becomes structurally unsound and 

is likely to fall into disarray, while without some kind of basic skill – and I do mean 

basic – there would be no challenge, and it would be hard to find the engagement 

referred to in the previous chapter. Play must have some kind of rule orientation, 

however that is not to suggest that play encompasses the kind of strict rules that are 

evident in organised sport, nor is it suggesting that play must have the same skill 

level as organised sport. Even in children’s play there is always some kind of 

governing set of rules. For example, in ‘play-pretend’ activities the child in question 

must pretend to be, say, an animal. If they pretend to be a car, the play aspect 

becomes confused and it is hard to see how it might work out. Even something as 

simple as building a tower with blocks is governed by the blocks not toppling over 

along with the skill needed to place one block on top of another block. Again, I am 

not saying that a game must pre-exist or have some kind of history but even a new 

game which is made up on the spot needs to have rules or structures laid out in 

advance in order to play it; the point is that play is never aimless, there is always 

some kind of orientation that directs it.
24

 

The skills involved in any game are directly related to the game’s rules. 

However, skills and rules are mutually exclusive with regard to the development of 

games in general; skills are changing and dynamic whereas rules are for the most 

                                                 
23

 It should be noted that not all kinds of play have strict rules, in fact some kinds of play seem to 

have very little rules, but they do have some kind of structure. In this thesis rules and structure tend to 

be somewhat synonymous. When the French psychologist Jean Piaget discusses play he does so with 

regard to three main types: games of exercise, symbolic play and play with rules. The first of these 

types is clearly without rules; however he does suggest there are regularities that structure the play. 

Infants play, but they hardly have an awareness of rules, rather they are aware of some kind of 

structure or context that regularises their play. Cf Jean Piaget, Play, dreams, and imitation in 

childhood. London: Heine-mann, 1951. Roger Caillois also hints to this obvious point when he claims 

to use the term paidia to describe play that is free or improvised to play that is controlled and strict 

which he terms Ludus. Caillois, Roger Man, Play and Games, The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc 

(Macmillan Pub.) 1961, p13. 
24

 The last chapter states that the rules and structure of play are secondary to play itself. Even though I 

have just said above that they are a prerequisite of play, I do not mean to suggest that they are primary 

aspects of the lived experience of play. What I am claiming is that when play is underway, and by 

play here I mean selfless engaged play, rules and structures fade and give way to the kind of pure 

engagement spoken of in the last chapter. It will become evident in this chapter that an overt 

awareness of the rules and structures of a game or sport fade and give way to a much deeper 

understanding that transcends the rules.  
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part static. This means that someone learning the game can start off with the basic 

skills before progressing onto the more advanced skills while all the time the rules 

remain in place. Such is the openness of the rule system that novices to expert 

players can compete or join forces within the parameters of the game as long as each 

player is cognisant of their surroundings as well as comprehending the most 

fundamental rules of the game.  

The complexity of skill development and the grasping of rules vary for every 

game. Some children’s games like ‘dressing-up’ or ‘play-pretend’ at first seem to 

have very few rules, however on closer inspection it is the representational aspects of 

these games that give form and rule to the game itself. The same can be said of 

games played in the great outdoors whose playgrounds were not invented but created 

by nature; for example mountaineering and sailing also have rules, although they 

differ in their shape and form. Nature creates the rules of conduct, and it is often 

nature that changes these rules.  

The evolution and development of rules of a game can range from safety 

issues in modern day games to societal changes. For example, the game of hopscotch 

– where a child throws a stone into a number of sequential grids and then follows by 

way of hopping to each square grid, – originally started off as a labyrinth in which 

the participants had to get the stone to the exit. The stone was a symbol of the soul, 

which carries the player to the next world. With Christianity’s influence, the 

labyrinth was replaced by the shape of a basilica. However, the stone retains its 

symbolic form. Here, however the soul had to find its way to the high alter of the 

basilica, thus attaining glory, paradise, or heaven.
25

 This shows the complexity of 

what otherwise appears to be a very simple form of playing. Through various social 

and cultural changes the symbolic representation of the stone and court has 

disappeared, yet the rules of the game remain intact.  

While the rules of a game remain constant, our attitudes towards the game 

and our abilities to play change dramatically over the length of time the player 

performs the game. Accordingly, for the sake of clarity, I am proposing three 

distinguishable stages in skill development of any game: novice stage, capable stage 

and the expert stage. These stages distinguish the nature of the movement and 

                                                 
25

 ‘History of Hopscotch’. http://www.sportsknowhow.com/hopscotch/history/hopscotch-

history.shtml. Accessed 10/5/2010.  

http://www.sportsknowhow.com/hopscotch/history/hopscotch-history.shtml
http://www.sportsknowhow.com/hopscotch/history/hopscotch-history.shtml
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actions within the game or activity; of themselves they do not distinguish whether 

play is actually occurring. Roughly speaking, the stages of skill development as 

proposed in this work delineates a shift from what we could class as an overtly 

cognitive stage to a habitual or indeed instinctual stage, where the body seems to 

take over. The player’s increasing ability to facilitate movement coincides with the 

diminution of will and consciousness.
26

  

As previously noted I am not claiming that there is a formal sequence from 

one stage of play to another but that players in general find themselves in any one of 

these stages. For example, it is entirely plausible that someone may find themselves 

at the expert stage when it comes to the first couple of levels of Super Mario Bros. 

but then fail to fully grasp the complex nature of the advanced levels.
27

 Likewise 

someone may be able to play ‘Blowing in the Wind’ by Bob Dylan on guitar but 

may struggle to play the introduction to Led Zeppelin’s ‘Stairway to Heaven’. The 

stages are dynamic and it is quite possible to go from advanced all the way back to 

capable, or even sub-capable, as is evident in world-ranking tables. It is also worth 

keeping in mind that these stages generalise in a huge way, and they perhaps have 

more in common with sports than more informal play activities. One thing that 

should be pointed out is that as this work continues, play will becomes more defined 

by its ephemeral nature, no matter what stage of skill development a player may be 

at, play in the sense of absolute unifying engagement between the player and their 

play-ground, can be, and usually is, short lived.  
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 Felix Ravaisson, Of Habit, trans Clare Carlisle and Mark Sinclair, Continuum, 2008, p55. 
27

 A true gamer may suggest that one cannot be an expert until they advance to later stages, however 

that is quite an objective outlook and runs contrary to this thesis. From a subjective approach, I 

believe that it is possible to master the skills involved in a lower level and to become an expert at that 

level. Mountaineering is often seen as a logical progression from hillwalking however, I think it is fair 

to call someone with 15 years’ hillwalking experience an expert, even though they lack the more 

advanced skills of a mountaineer.  
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2.4 The Novice Stage 

 

The first stage that will be examined is the novice stage and this is where the player 

begins to come to terms with not only the skills of the game but also the rules.
28

 

Skills development in this stage usually amounts to certain skills being practised in a 

somewhat abstract form. Abstract skills are often the first kind of skills that someone 

learns, for example in surfing one is often taught on land how to ‘pop up’ on the 

board before entering the water. When being taught a particular sport it is quite 

common that the trainer or coach will break the skill down into basic parts to help 

the player understand the various movements and actions contained within the skill. 

In this way, a complex skill is made simple by a process of abstraction.
29

 

At this point of skill development each player must understand the 

significance of each skill under the horizon of the rules. There is often a rational or 

thematic process involving some kind of calculated thinking whereby the skill must 

be contextualised, and at times visualised through some kind of representational 

thinking in order for it to mean anything. The entire event may involve perceiving 

what the coach is doing or listening to what they are saying. It is at these early stages 

that the players will quite often begin to compute information like a data sheet in 

order to proceed to the next level. As players progress, they begin to internalise this 

information and develop sediments of knowledge that come to underpin their 

actions. Players finally begin to amalgamate basic skills and basic rules into a 

cohesive structure which is enough to give the game a certain form that may allow 

play to occur. This is very much an experiential process of trying something over 

and over again until eventually with the right kind of reflection and awareness the 
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 Hubert Dreyfus’s paper entitled ‘A Phenomenology of Skill Acquisition as the basis for a Merleau-

Pontian Non-representationalist Cognitive Science’ outlines 5 stages of skill acquisition the first of 

which is the Novice stage and the last is the expert stage. In this thesis I have retained the first and last 

titles and this study generally agrees with Dreyfus for the most part, where we disagree, it will be 

made apparent in the main text. It should be noted that Dreyfus’s main aim is skill and not play. For 

the sake of clarity and to bring play to the fore I have condensed the skill stages to three. Cf  Hubert 

Dreyfus, ‘A Phenomenology of Skill Acquisition as the basis for a Merleau-Pontian Non-

representationalist Cognitive Science’ Unpublished. 

http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~hdreyfus/pdf/MerleauPontySkillCogSci.pdf Accessed on 7/9/2006 
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 The kind of movement involved in abstracted skills will be revisited when I discuss the next stage 

of skill acquisition. It should also be noted that abstract movement, as Merleau-Ponty discusses, is a 

somewhat different concept than that of abstraction, this will be dealt with in due course.  
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player grasps the skills in their contextual totality and the whole becomes greater 

than the sum of its parts.  

When it comes to actually playing the game, rather than practising a skill, the 

novice player must start anew, once again calculating the appropriate skills or 

movements in relation to any given situation. It is at this early stage that the players 

are forced to rethink the rules or skills involved in the game, particularly when 

conformity breaks down. For example, in a game of chess an opponent might do 

something that the novice player has never witnessed before like Castling their King 

or perhaps the opponent makes a series of moves that the novice had not anticipated 

like a Queen’s Gambit. In either case, the novice player is forced to think back or 

rather rethink through the rules again. What is important here is that the player is 

playing the game using a series of calculated steps. Nevertheless, every time a player 

plays a game they are moving one step closer to a more advanced stage. They are 

also through every action they make, whether it is positive or negative, adding to the 

sediments of knowledge that will form a basis for their actions in the later stages of 

play.  

The novice stage centres around coming to terms with both rules and skills, 

however depending on the kind of play, one aspect may take up more time than the 

other. Games like chess and poker do not require a high level of kinaesthetic skill, 

yet they require a high level of cognitive understanding – understood in a traditional 

way of course. The opposite could be said of a game like table tennis that has a 

minimal amount of rules, but that requires a high degree of kinaesthetic skills. 

Nonetheless, while one game may involve more physical activity than mental 

activity, I am not suggesting that the relationship between the player and the object is 

actually different in each game. Just because card games do not require the same 

level of complex kinaesthetic skills as floor gymnastics, it does not mean that the 

‘inner forces’ behind the interaction are different or somehow less gripping. The 

difference between card games and ball games relate to the factual or empirical 

perspective of play which, as already noted, hides the real process of play that occurs 

underneath these varied forms.  

The above account is a generalisation and merely acts as a doorway into the 

complexities involved in skill development. There are a number of fundamental 

issues that this thesis needs to address before going onto the next stage. One such 
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issue is the nature in which the players acquire their skills through the use of 

repetition, which leads one into the complexity of conditioning theories. There is 

also a mechanistic element to the early stage of skill development which also needs 

to be addressed before moving to next stage.  

Regarding the first issue of learning or acquiring a particular skill what is 

often witnessed in practice sessions and training exercises is the almost endless 

repetition of rudimentary skills in an attempt to condition and reinforce the 

competence of the player’s basic skill level. From a psychological perspective this 

kind of skill acquisition is based on early conditioning theories like those proposed 

by Pavlov and Thorndike. At the heart of their theory is associationism, a theory put 

forward by Aristotle
30

 long before modern psychologists began to fully extrapolate 

and empirically verify the theory. It basically states that there is a repeatable and 

often predictable association between a particular stimulus and the response to that 

stimulus. Distilling their theories to a level applicable to this research, their claim is 

that the “behavioural responses that were most closely followed by a satisfying result 

were most likely to become established patterns and to occur again in response to the 

same stimulus.”
31

 Over a period of time the response becomes more and more 

predictable until one ends up knowing the response before the stimulus is even 

presented; as in the case of Watson’s ‘Little Albert’ experiment.
32

  

Merleau-Ponty’s early work The Structure of Behaviour offers a good insight 

and critique of some of the ideas mentioned above with respect to associationist 

theories like stimulus-response and classical conditioning. He does this, not through 

an account of associationism but through a critique of both psychological 

behaviourism (Pavlov, Watson) and functionalist psychology (reflex-arc theory – 

Sherrington). Research by Pavlov showed that animals could be conditioned to 

respond to certain stimuli in a predictable way (conditioning reflex), while 

Sherrington showed that neural pathways are responsible for carrying a message 

from receptors to muscles in a determined manner (Somatic Reflexes). What is 
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important to this thesis is that in both cases reflexes are portrayed as a predetermined 

correspondence between the excitation and the reaction. This implies a fixed 

mechanistic view of bodily movement that does not seem to fit within the actions of 

the player, especially as their skill level and understanding progresses.  

While conditioning is widespread in the development and training of sports 

players,
33

 the actions and reactions involved, in the sport itself, are rarely the exact 

actions and reactions that were conditioned in the training sessions. For example, 

basketball players often rehearse certain defensive movements to help muscle 

memory and speed up reflexes; however this kind of conditioning only helps aid the 

players total skill level. What it does not do is make the player act in the exact same 

manner every time they respond to a particular stimulus. At the early stages of play, 

skills are often repeated so that they become automated in a general sense of the 

term, not in a mechanistic or determined sense; if play is predetermined then it is not, 

in the strict sense, play.
34

 

In Phenomenology of Perception Merleau-Ponty draws a similar example of 

an organ player to show that both the intellectualist and physicalist interpretations of 

movement are completely invalid when one takes on board the ability for the player 

in question to instantaneously change and adapt without recourse to anything other 

than the totality of the situation. In either case, the experienced organist does not 

have to think through the art of playing the organ all over again, nor do they have to 

relearn to play the C chord just because the keys are slightly smaller. The posture 

that one assumes when playing piano, or even fitting a light bulb for that matter, is 

not determined by “some circuitry in the central nervous system” and the 

“equilibrating and dis-equilibrating movements are not guided by a mental 

representation of the bodies actual position.”
35

 Movement is guided by the body’s 

situated awareness. Reactions, or more specifically, reflexes, according to Merleau-

Ponty are a response to complex situations and not some kind of isolated stimulus; 

moreover the kind of reactions that conform to these classical theories “that is to say, 

constant for a given excitant” usually do so in a limited sense.
36

 However, it is 
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interesting to note that this ‘limited sense’ of reactions seems to sum up the kind of 

movement and response in the early stages of skill development.  

When one starts to learn a particular game the response to certain stimuli is 

almost predicable due to repetitive conditioning and a limited understanding or 

knowledge of the other ways in which one could react. As the player continues to 

progress the variety of choices available to any given stimulus also progresses. For 

example, someone learning the skills involved in mountain biking will often react to 

medium-sized obstacles by going around them as this is the only satisfactory 

response they are aware of. In this case, the response-stimulus theory in psychology 

seems both accurate and practical. However, as the player progresses other responses 

open up, like simply riding over the obstacle or doing a ‘bunny hop’.
37

 In effect, the  

analysis of play presented here shows that the behavioural theories of Pavlov, 

Watson and Thorndike in certain respects, seem to account for the way the novice 

learns the rudimentary skills of the game. However, in the next stage these simple 

mechanistic skills becomes more ingrained in the player’s memory, so the player’s 

focus shifts from a reaction to a particular stimulus to a reaction to a particular 

situation, which may encompass a multitude of different and diverse stimuli.  

Before moving on it is also worth mentioning that the conditioning theory 

mentioned above is a necessary requirement of habitual action. Ravaisson explains 

that as “prolonged or repeated movement becomes gradually easier, quicker and 

more assured. Perception, which is linked to movement, similarly becomes clearer, 

swifter and more certain.”
38

 These rudimentary skills become a part of the player’s 

‘second nature’ however as this second nature becomes conditioned it eventually 

begins to condition the player themselves. In play second nature often assumes the 

role of first nature; this second nature also allows the player the space and time 

needed to encompass more advanced skills. As we begin to learn certain skills we 

have to be consciously aware of what we are doing but as these skills become 

habitual, thematic consciousness seems to step away from the process.  
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2.5 Capable Movements 

 

When the player incorporates the basic skills and understanding of rules needed to 

play they begin to progress to what this thesis call the “capable stage.” It too requires 

skill acquisitions as in the previous stage. However, in this stage the rules are now 

clear to each player. The skill acquisition part becomes more intense; new skills are 

learned and old skills are refined. The player is now able to comprehend the game 

and its movements. What is important at this stage is the player’s ability to feel the 

game, to get to know it. At this stage, players must incorporate compound and 

complex movements in order to outwit their opponents, and yet none of this can 

happen without incorporating or ingraining the skills of the game into their bodies. 

Whilst a certain level of explicit rational decision-making skills are still required, the 

effort needed in making the decision greatly decreases. As the player progresses 

though this stage the sediments of knowledge that informed the novice player are 

slowly being incorporated into the movements and habits of the player. Ravaisson is 

right to say that through the incorporation or sedimentation of rudimentary skills, 

effort in movement fades away and actions become freer and swifter; actions 

becomes more of a tendency or inclination that no longer awaits the commandment 

of the will but rather anticipates it.
39

 

The early part of the capable stage is liberating; the player is not only 

learning all the time and the rudimentary skills that were once difficult become much 

easier through conditioning to the point where tendency of habit takes over. The 

basketball player, for example, no longer needs to constantly look at the ball whilst 

they dribble it; through repetition they begin to get a feel for the movement and 

incorporate the ball into their own space. The player no longer has to rethink through 

certain aspects of the game. They enter a stage where thematic comprehension – for 

want of a better term – remains trivial, whereas before it was crucial; once 

movement become habitual their direction and force is such that these movements 

seem beyond the grasp of the will or consciousness.
40
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Unlike the novice stage, the capable stage is more reliant on a kind of passive 

or pre-reflective awareness which adds more fluency to the performance. This stage 

differs from the last in that actions are faster and more accurate. The novice player 

tends to use basic actions as often as permitted in order to progress, e.g. in soccer the 

novice player who is defending will simply kick the ball as far forward and hope that 

one of their team mates gets to it before their opponents. In the capable stage there is 

more purpose to every action. The player begins to play more tactically; they become 

more aware of the flow of the game. In the novice stage the soccer player, for 

example, may still be trying to understand the off-side rule, however the capable 

player, rather than just accepting the off-side rule can now, as a defender, initiate an 

off-side trap. The increased variety of responses provides more of challenge to all 

players involved which itself brings play about.  

At the novice stage skills and rules hampered the player’s ability to get on 

with the game. In the capable stage skills have become second nature, as have the 

rules. As noted already, one of the most important aspects of capable play is actually 

lessening the grip of comprehension, which accompanied the early development of 

skills. However, in this capable stage this lessening of comprehension never seems 

sustained. When the subject begins to break free from the chains of comprehension 

they are often jolted back by yet another skill or technique to learn. In this way the 

capable stage is repetitive, arduous and may last a long time. It’s not the case that 

previous experience or knowledge is cast aside rather it is amalgamated into new 

skills. Once the player has built up a solid base of knowledge and actually 

incorporates the skills into their ‘hands and legs’ they begin to form a kind of 

symbiosis between themselves and the game. However, new skills arise or new 

situations occur that break down the symbiotic nature of the play experience. What 

are not broken down are the habitual skills, which by the capable stage are ingrained 

in the player’s body. Once skills become habit the actions involved demand a less 

concerted effort and allow the player to focus on new skills. For example, it is only 

after the figure skater has fully incorporated the feel and sensation of moving on the 

ice that they can begin to think about more complex manoeuvres. In learning these 

new manoeuvres or skills, that player is faced once again, with the arduous task of 

learning all over again.  
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With regard to the basic kinds of movement within play there seems to be a 

much more concentrated awareness of movement in the novice stage than there is in 

the capable stage. In the novice stage the player is overtly focusing on the movement 

itself, watching their hands or legs as they practise a particular skill, whereas in the 

capable stage these skills no longer demand such effort of concentration. In 

Phenomenology of Perception Merleau-Ponty discusses two movements that 

resemble the kind of movements apparent in play; he calls them ‘abstract’ and 

‘concrete’ movements.
41

 In describing the differences between the two types of 

movement that comprise of what Merleau-Ponty calls the ‘body at this moment’ he 

says abstract movement is centrifugal whereas concrete movement is centripetal.
42

 

Hence, the force of abstract movement comes from the centre of our being, while the 

force of concrete movement is directed towards the centre of our being. While both 

movements are quite common, abstract movements for people with impairments are 

a real struggle.
 43

 In fact, it was the study of abstract movement in pathological cases 

that raised the importance of these two movements in the first place. Abstract 

movement is whereby someone has to specifically focus on a movement. Abstract 

movement often occurs when a player is learning a new skill, for example, when a 

hurling player learns how to raise a sliotar (hurling ball) they must concentrate on the 

movement itself as opposed to the wider context – even though the wider context 

may be known. Likewise, when one learns to swim there are often times when one 

needs to concentrate on the movement of the limbs or the breathing; in doing so, the 

swimmer abstracts or retracts the movement from the concrete experience of 

swimming.  

Abstract movement is very common when it comes to learning skills and 

once the movement becomes embedded or understood by the player’s body it opens 

up the possibility of what Merleau-Ponty calls ‘concrete movement’, which may be 

the exact same movement, but it now has a place in the real, as opposed to the 

virtual. What seems clear, especially from the perspective of play, is that the player 
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can often move from concrete to abstract and back again momentarily. A good 

example of the two movements in play is a situation where a mountain biker’s foot 

momentarily comes off the pedal of their bike. Since this does not happen too often – 

if the right cleats are used – the mountain biker must momentarily switch from 

concrete movements (cycling the bike along the trail) to an abstract movement where 

they must focus momentarily on the movement of their foot, getting ready to reattach 

it to the pedal. The biker must concentrate on the movement itself whereas before the 

movement and bodily actions were in the background of the experience; indeed the 

idea of foreground and background is a useful demarcation regarding the two 

movements. Once the movement comes to the foreground it becomes abstract, 

whereas when the movement is in the background it is said to be a concrete 

movement.  

While the demarcation between these two movements arose from a 

pathological study undertaken by Goldstein, Merleau-Ponty’s reference to them goes 

well beyond the pathological. For Merleau-Ponty, Goldstein’s studies reinforced his 

earlier points made in The Structure of Behaviour in that Goldstein’s cases 

demonstrate that having the motor skills to perform a movement does not guarantee 

the movement in question can be performed at any given moment. In the case of one 

patient they are able to blow their nose as well as anyone, however when asked to 

point to their nose the patient in question is unable.
44

 The difficulty was not in the 

patients lack of mobility or physical ability but rather in the lack of context to 

undergo the movement in the first place due to an inability to anticipate the end.
45

 

What is quite interesting is that, given a context and understanding of the situation, 

the impaired person in question could move their body without any problems (and 

hence perform a concrete movement). However, if one suspends the context by 

focusing on the movement itself, (abstract movement) things break down and the 

same person is unable to perform a similar movement. For Merleau-Ponty it is not so 

much a discovery about people with impairments, but rather a discovery that behind 

or underneath everyday movement there is some kind of operative meaning from 

which the movement itself grows.  
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 Our ability to perform purposeful movement in play must relate back some 

kind of horizons of understanding and for Merleau-Ponty, as well as for other 

phenomenologists, the most important horizon of all is ‘being-in-the-world.’ This 

horizon of being-in-the-world is what anchors us and give significance to certain 

environments as opposed to some objective consciousness of the world itself.
46

 

Concrete movement, as opposed to abstract moment, is undertaken within the 

horizon of being-in-the-world and the person performing the movement understands 

the context in which it is performed. Concrete movements imply an underlying 

meaning and context that gives an orientation toward which the actions are directed 

and intended. The horizon of concrete movements is not a representation linked 

externally to the movement itself, but is actually immanent in the movement, 

“inspiring and sustaining it at every moment.”
47 Whereas with an abstract movement 

there is no background, the movement itself is everything – it does not stand out 

from a particular horizon. 

 Regarding play, concrete movement, coupled with habitual action is needed 

in order to progress and develop as a player. It is concrete movement which allows 

the player to put into practice the various skills that are learned, it also allows some 

kind of attachment or anchorage to the event itself. Take the example of the 

mountain biker at the capable stage, it is clear that certain actions or movements 

have become habitual, like the ability to balance while moving the pedals and 

steering all at the same time. This habitual nature allows the player to read the 

situation regardless of the play activity. In The Structure of Behaviour Merleau-

Ponty tells us that for the football player the football “field itself is not given to him, 

but present as the immanent term of his practical intentions,” in this way the player 

“becomes one with it and feels the direction of the goal, for example just as 

immediately as the vertical and horizontal planes of his own body.”
48

 While habitual 

movement is not a mandatory requirement for play, it is the case that once actions 

become habits the totality of the game or playful experience becomes more apparent. 

It is through concrete movement that the player begins to incorporate the totality of 

the game into their being. Concrete movement is what opens up the doorway to the 

final more advanced stage of skill development. Concrete movement also relates 
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back to the practical kind of interaction I discussed at the start of the chapter in 

reference to embodiment. Thanks to concrete movement the player begins to surpass 

the kind of mechanistic reactions encountered in the novice stage and reactions now 

begin to “adjust themselves to a ‘direction’ of the situation”
49

 as opposed to a 

particular stimulus.  

In the case of a capable basketball player, their reactions offer – at best – an 

orientation toward a situation, as opposed to some kind of constant exactitude. 

Reactions and reflexes, accordingly, have the power to orientate not by some 

mechanistic exactitude but by some kind of intrinsic meaning. If reactions were 

mechanistic based on certain stimulus then it would be impossible for the same 

player to react in two different ways when the stimuli are the same, for example, 

when a basketball player catches the ball in their hand there is a multitude of things 

they can do from this point onwards. No matter how much we pair the catching of 

the ball to the immediate throwing of the ball it is the situation that determines what 

will actually happen next, not the sensation of a particular stimulus.  

 

2.6 Bodily Intelligence 

 

One of the most revealing things about the final stage of skill development, which is 

the focus of this section, is that there is little to account for it or to be said for it. The 

method of analysis that this chapter has adopted so far is stretched when one tries to 

break down the final ‘expert stage’. In the earlier stages the player can be seen to 

struggle, to embrace, to excite and so forth in relation to the environment around 

them. There is a kind of dualistic relationship between the rules on one hand and 

skills on the other hand and it is the interplay between these that gives us each stage. 

However, when this demarcation ceases and the relationship becomes a totality it is 

difficult to probe it further. This last stage involves a kind of ease of actions and 

effortlessness with regard to the skills and calculations that make analysis difficult.  

The expert stage as the term suggests is reserved for those players who have 

mastered the game through a high level of skill and understanding or possibly an 

exceptionally natural talent. This is the stage where players become attuned with the 
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game to such an extent that they form a real symbiotic relationship; both the game 

and the players feed off each other. It is at this stage that the various horizons seem 

to fuse into one general horizon. In the capable stage, the player begins to move and 

act with real purpose; what was once getting the ball into the square (rule-determined 

play) is now getting the ball to a team mate in the square. In the expert stage there is 

very little calculation on a reflective level, especially in a dynamic situation. The 

players do not find themselves occupying a part of the soccer pitch or tennis court 

rather they find themselves occupying a particular situation. The players in question 

are already situated; they are already predisposed or orientated toward a particular 

action. At this stage, the player becomes one with their surrounding as well as 

becoming one with play itself. The game and the player are no longer separate from 

each other. What the player experiences is an intensification of meaning with regard 

to the play space and objects as opposed to some kind of spatial-geometrical 

playground which the onlooker sees.  

As stated already, this stage need not imply a lifetime spent learning the 

game in question. However, the clearest examples from the annals of accomplished 

sports players have certainly followed this route of commitment and perseverance. 

The child however, who plays with jigsaws or blocks may also portray the kind of 

mastery in which we are discussing. Until the level of intensity or challenge changes, 

the player may occupy this stage for quite some time. To clarify, it is not only those 

players who rank highest in the world who are capable of this stage, as Dreyfus 

seems to suggest.
50

 Anyone can enter this stage as long as the right skill level is 

obtained and the right challenge is presented. Dreyfus seems to present the stages of 

skill acquisition in correlation with more advanced form of play, for example his last 

stage which he calls the ‘expert stage’, talks of the chess Grandmaster; however, 

unlike this study he seem to deny the possibility of an expert six year old hopscotch 

player.  

It is at this stage, perhaps more so than the other stages, that play begins to 

take hold of, or constitute the player for a longer period of time. In the first two 

stages play may be experienced but perhaps for only short bursts, whereas at this 
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stage play becomes much more prominent – though clearly it cannot last forever. 

What I have presented above is best viewed as individual stages based on the 

understanding of particular actions and skills within play. In the first stage actions 

are performed under a basic understanding of the rules and the ability of the player. 

In the second stage the actions are performed under a more elaborate understanding 

of the game in question; the rules remain the same but the skills of the player have 

increased, thus creating a different horizon of understanding regarding the player’s 

abilities. In the final stage the two horizons of rules and skills seem to fade as the 

player, through bodily understanding, transcends all given horizons. Of course 

horizon here is understood as the backdrop from which action occurs, however the 

backdrop itself seems to melt away or become synchronised with the action itself.  

Through conditioning of bodily movement, and training in general, the expert 

is able to embody the game to such an extent that the movements become almost 

instinctual in that they seem to occur “without the express intervention of the will or 

understanding.”
51

 Through repetition and practice the player’s skills and movements 

become much more efficient. What essentially happens is that bodily intelligence 

takes over and the player begins to embody the game. When I use the term ‘bodily 

intelligence’ I do not mean a mechanistic reaction or habit, but an actual intelligence; 

a body that wills. What I am referring to is a body that understands thanks to some 

kind of operative intentionality that must itself be grounded on the body. The expert 

stage, and play in general, brings to the fore some kind of pre-reflective capacity to 

read the situation and cope with the situation; a capacity that is borne forth from the 

habitual actions of the body. Merleau-Ponty tells us that the habit-body can actually 

support the ‘body at this moment.’
52

 The ‘body at this moment’ is more overtly 

deliberate than that of habit or reflex even though the movements that comprise of 

the ‘body at this moment’ are not a “handmaid to consciousness.”
53

 

One of the main aspects of what I have called the expert stage is the ability of 

the player to bring on board an originality or style all to themselves. The expert 
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player is a creator, an inventor and an originator of the new and no matter how much 

habitual action grounds their performance at some point they surpass habit. At some 

point the second nature mentioned previously becomes first nature; it does not resort 

back to, or return to first nature, instead play brings second nature into the realm of 

the first. In doing so a number of things happen that confirm that the body thinks and 

that there must be some kind of operative intentionality that is grounded on the body.  

The kind of movement and skills in this later stage of development are 

actions that may never have surfaced before; it is where habit turns in to instinct. 

Habit, while useful to play development and skills, sits uneasily in this analysis 

because it implies a certain mechanistic or strict adherence to certain actions. Habit 

like conditioning, in a behavioural sense as outlined earlier, cannot simply be a 

matter of an exact causation, as Ravaisson tells us that habit can escape “entirely and 

irremediably both will and consciousness.”
54

 The player often acts out of what many 

call ‘blind habit’ and it is true that our habits often lead us into difficulties. Saying ‘it 

was a force of habit’ to excuse some kind of action sums up the difficulties and 

complexities of habit but more so than that it informs us that habit can also curtail 

the individualistic nature of a player’s performance.
55

 Players do not aspire to be 

robots and spectators do not wish to watch games where there is no individualistic 

flare. In play, no matter what stage one is addressing, there is a unity of experience 

that must go beyond habitual mechanistic forces.  

A really clear example of what I am talking about is that of a drummer. When 

one learns to drum the first challenges are the rudiments: the beats and the counting. 

It is only after the 4/4 time or 3/4 time has been ingrained that the movement 

becomes habitual and the real expression of the drums can unfold. The drummer 

having ingrained the timing into their body has now the opportunity, thanks to habit, 

to express something which surpasses the mechanical force of habit. Habit is the law 

of the limbs
56

 but it remains fallible and precarious at times. When the drummer or 

player for that matter, in the expert stage, reaches past habit they are stepping into 

the realm of instinct and it is this instinctual inclination that separates one player 

from another. Ravaisson, who worked so much to free habit from both the physical 
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 Ravaisson, Of Habit,2008,  p5.1 
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 I agree in principle with Ravaisson when he says that habit is an active intelligence, but the 

argument here is over the force of habit, not the intelligence behind it.  
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and rational theories, actually ascribes instinct a much higher place in terms of 

capabilities. He tells us that “instinct is more unreflective, more irresistible and more 

infallible. Habit draws near to, perhaps without ever attaining, the reliability, 

necessity and perfect spontaneity of instinct.”
57

 However, he also says that habit 

transforms voluntary movements into instinctual ones.
58

 The expert stage could just 

as easily be called the instinctual stage because at this level it is instinct and nature 

that steers the players.
59

  

 

 

2.7 Concluding Remarks 

 

Based on the above account there are a number of strong themes informing us that 

our bodies are capable of thinking. The above account of skill development should 

not be seen as a claim that the player originally willed their body into action and 

eventually the body broke free of their will, but that the separation of our will and 

body makes no sense in play. One of Merleau-Ponty’s repeated points in 

Phenomenology of Perception is that we must understand motility as basic 

intentionality;
60

 the modus operandi of intentionality is the body. It is not the case 

that “I think must be able to accompany all my representations”
61

 but rather the 

accompaniment must be ‘I can.’ Merleau-Ponty tells us that “consciousness is being-

towards-the-thing through the intermediary of the body.”
62

 The body and 

consciousness are one; they are not separate entities when it comes to understanding 
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and engaging in the world. Thought, as Alphonso Lingis tells us, is not an essential 

element of perception, “it is the representation of the layout of things presented in 

perception.”
63

  

The player’s ability to feel and sense the game along with their ability to pre-

empt and understand it “is not a particular case of knowledge,” it is a ‘praktognosia’ 

which must be recognised as “original and perhaps primacy.”
64

 ‘Praktognosia’ as 

practical knowledge allows us a direct reference to the world and objects with in it; 

praktognosia is part of bodily intentionality and it is always operating in the 

background. The body is always aware, even though we may not always be aware of 

its awareness. Merleau-Ponty tells us quite clearly that “my body has its world, or 

understands its world, without having to make use of my ‘symbolic’ or ‘objectifying 

function.’”
65

 Intentionality, as it comes across in play, must be of an operative nature 

as opposed to some kind of thematic intentionality that represents and objectifies the 

world around us. It is also clear that intentionality is not simply a vector; it is not in 

any way comparable to the search light in a sense of being directed at something.
66

 If 

above analysis shows anything it is that operative intentionality is directed at 

everything. The comparison of a search light to that of intentionality is perhaps fine 

with the thematic ‘objective’ intentionality, which we will examine in the next 

chapter, but operative intentionality is best compared to a flood light that subtends 

every intentional ‘act’.  

Every action and movement in play is supported by our bodies. It is our 

bodies that guarantee play for without our bodies we would not be able to create the 

unity and engagement needed for play to take place; this is also true of less physical 

games The above account is not an account of play per se, but rather an account of 

what makes play happen. The learning of particular skills and the development of the 

player’s capabilities may not guarantee play; at best they may promote play and 

encourage it. It is the body’s understanding and engagement with its surroundings 

that guarantees play. It is thanks to our bodily intentionality that we are able to begin 

to incorporate actions and movement to the point that they become habit and it is 
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thanks to this habit that we come to the point where instinct takes over at which 

point the player in question becomes completely constituted by play itself. It is a 

monumental point in the theory of play because it is at this point that nature meets 

nature, or to be more precise it is a point that shows our dualistic tradition is 

completely lacking when it comes to practical engagement. The above analysis, like 

the one Merleau-Ponty undertook with regard to body motility points towards a 

completely new meaning for the term ‘meaning’.
67

  

The notion of bodily awareness will be evident throughout the rest of this 

thesis, especially when it comes to the chapter on selfless play. The reason for this is 

that this bodily awareness is what helps the player operate in the kind of non-

reflective way that concerns this thesis. When the player becomes completely 

absorbed by the moment of play and seems to act without due concern or reflection it 

is their bodies that act as a kind of guarantor for the rest of their deliberate 

unreflective actions. This chapter has clearly shown that in the beginning reflective 

decisions were taken to ensure a level of understanding in order to play in the first 

place. These reflective, rational and overtly deliberate actions at the start transforms 

into habitual actions as the player progresses. This chapter has also clear shown that 

reflective actions at the start form the epistemic basis for non-reflective action. It is 

only through the medium of our bodies that we can act in an unreflective, yet 

deliberate, way.   

The next chapter will examine the kind of engagement and involved manner 

that play reveals. It will examine the player’s relationship and involvement with play 

objects as well as other players. Through the involved manner of the player’s 

engagement with these objects it will be shown that the objectivity of play 

instruments breaks down and instead what happens is an extension of one’s own 

subjectivity through play instruments. The next chapter will also analyse the notion 

of unified engagement that seems to be one of the main elements of the lived 

experience of play. 
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Chapter 3: Play and Play Object 
 

 

We can be nothing without playing at being 

       Jean-Paul Sartre
1
  

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The last chapter demonstrated that our bodies are an integral part of play. It is 

our bodies that allow us to understand the intricacies of play. Through some kind of 

conditioning process which leads to habit and eventually leads to instinctual 

performance, the player goes from an unskilled apprentice to a master of not only 

their own actions but of the game in general. It is the master who redefines and 

reshapes the game not through some kind of representational or thematic process, but 

rather through an embodied process that is best viewed as a symbiotic relationship 

between mind, body and play.  

In this chapter the focus will be on the minute details of play through an 

examination of the player’s relationship and interaction with play objects and space. 

From a simple tennis racket to a football, the way in which the player interacts will 

reveal a number of interesting issues. From a perspective of embodiment, it will be 

shown, once again, how crucial the body is when it comes to understanding. The 

notion of ‘Praktognosia’ that was discussed in the last chapter shall be investigated 

further.  

The first section will shall argue that the play object becomes an extended 

part of the player’s subjectivity. As such, the player’s tactile sensations, and reach, 

are extended to the degree that the object in the relationship loses its objective 
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character.
2
 The second section of the chapter examines objects that do not give the 

same tactile experience, objects that are only momentarily touched or felt, like a ball. 

With these kinds of objects the focus changes from that of extension to absorption 

and also raises the problem, as Merleau-Ponty does, of demarcating the visual from 

tactile experience. For Merleau-Ponty the immediacy of the tactile experience seems 

to place it above that of the visual experience however, in play this hierarchy seems 

misleading. Finally, the chapter will discuss the idea of other players and how they 

relate and interact with each other through the concept of inter-subjectivity in play. It 

will show once again that team mates, just like play objects, are best understood as 

extended appendages.  

 

3.2 Play Objects that are Held 

 

As shown in the previous chapter, in proper play – as a complete and total 

engagement – the player is fully embodied and is no longer thematically aware; 

instead, thanks to bodily intelligence they now operate without overt awareness of 

themes and concepts. Once the player has embodied the situation, representational 

thinking no longer has any kind of functionality. However, in the last chapter there 

were a number of issues left unexamined, like the player’s interaction with play 

instruments, other players and the play space. While it is clear that the Cartesian 

model of interaction does not sit well with the lived experience of play
3
 it is worth 

addressing the way the player interacts with the play instrument and play space.  

                                                 
2
 The difference between tactile and visual perception will be analysed presently, however when I 

refer to tactile perception in the case of a ball or bat, I am implicitly aware that every player is 

tactilely grounded to their own specific play area.  
3
 In play, the body assumes what would traditionally be seen as a cognitive role, in that it makes 

decisions and acts upon these decisions without explicit causality to what Descartes refers to as the 

cogito. In this way, the body thinks for itself. The Cartesian model sets up a distance between both 

and even though it might be argued that this distance may be purely paradigmatic it still betrays what 

actually occurs. To account for the full mobility of our bodies and to allow for habitual and reflexive 

actions, Descartes simply reverses the connectionist model from mind/body to body/mind. Descartes 

explains that if “someone suddenly thrusts [their] hand in front of our eyes as if to strike us…we still 

find it difficult to prevent ourselves from closing our eyes” even if that person is our friend and we 

know they will not harm us (Descartes, Passion of the Soul.) In this case, the sense organs inform the 

mind and the mind informs our eyes to close. What we get here is a forerunner to embodied cognition, 

which has been shown, does not go far enough when it comes to the way we interact when we play – 

this thesis claims that Descartes model is not applicable to selfless play. The simplicity of this model 

is attractive, and it certainly accounts for some of our everyday movements, however this account 

presupposes that our engagement with the external world is not an immediate one, when we hear a 
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As with all bodily movement in play there is a learning process and the 

process as outlined previously already hints toward the direction this chapter will 

take. Through habitual movement, the body incorporates the play space; the player 

becomes fully absorbed in the actions and movements to the extent that thematic 

awareness dissolves. The play space changes from a geometrical space into a 

meaningful space in the same way that the play object, i.e. cricket bat, dissolves and 

becomes an extension of the player’s subjectivity through what I claim is a profound 

kind of meaningfulness. The practical orientation of the body in play allows the 

player to not only absorb play space but also the play object into their being. Of 

course this only happens when the players themselves has become constituted by 

play.
4
  

When a player swings a bat or skates downhill on a skateboard the player is 

using the play object in an extremely involved manner; the player does not come to a 

true understanding of the object from an “objective distance.”
5
 Perhaps in the start 

when the player inhabits the novice stage the play object looks alien and may have 

felt strange and uncanny, however as the player progresses so too does their 

understanding and involvement with the instrument. The weight, size and general 

resistance of the object gives way as the object becomes known to the body. 

Heidegger discusses this kind of involved manner in Being and Time with regard to 

objects that are ready-to-hand.
6
 The act of swinging a hammer or a tennis racket 

brings us much closer to an understanding of the object than any amount of scientific 

investigations could because the object in question is never used in a singular 

manner, rather as Heidegger points out, it belongs within a totality. In play every 

object is itself part of a totality. For Heidegger this totality brings about the worldly 

character of equipment.
7
 All equipment for Heidegger is relevant to something: the 

tennis racket is only useful as a tennis racket if one has a tennis ball, net and court. 

Moreover, equipment or play instruments do not just involve other objects, i.e. 

hammer and the nail, bat and ball; they are part of a much larger context. Play 

objects have a direction toward other things and they always seem to already have a 

                                                                                                                                          
bell we think we hear a bell, when we see a light we think we see a light, akin to Kantian 

apperception.  
4
 The constitutive aspect of play is a theme I will discuss in more detail as the work progresses. 

5
 Johnson, Patricia, On Heidegger, Wadsworth. 2000, p8. 

6
 Heidegger, Martin, Being and Time, trans Joan Stambaugh, Suny Press, 1996, p64/69, Sec 15. 

7
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context and relevance, even before we play with them there is a context.
8
 Objects 

and instruments we use to play with, i.e. tennis rackets, golf clubs and toys reveal 

their playful character when we play with them; in picking up a tennis racket and 

using it, we open up a completely new horizon of understanding. 

Just as the movements and actions of play become ingrained in our bodies, 

the movement and actions involved in using a bat also become ingrained. A heavier 

golf club is momentarily strange because the body has become used to something 

different; however, thanks to bodily understanding and the player’s involved manner 

the adjustment toward a differently weighted object happens in an instant just as the 

organist or guitarist is not inconvenienced when they face an instrument of different 

size. As the player becomes accustomed to the instrument, and habitual actions 

grow, a new horizon opens up adding infinite possibilities. The golf club, which was 

initially used as a means of hitting a ball over a long or short distance, can now be 

used to add spin and curvature to the flight of the golf ball. It is this involved manner 

that reveals the object’s potential and in doing so reveals the scope and nature of the 

object. That said, there is another way in which the object discloses itself and that is 

in the exact opposite of what we just described as the ‘involved manner’.  

When the player miss hits the golf ball and it sends a vibrating shock into 

their arm or when a cyclist falls off their bike, the player learns something about the 

object as much as they learn something about the way that they use the object. When 

a bike skids underneath us it reveals a hidden aspect to the way we use the bike and 

in doing so, the involved manner the cyclist has with the bike is adjusted. The limits 

of the object are respected until the skidding can be overcome or actually 

incorporated in the way we use the bike. Mistakes give way to knowledge and 

understanding just as much as habitual actions. The disruption of movement and 

action can also occur when the instrument breaks down completely and this too aids 

in the player’s understanding of the instrument as well as the game. 

Heidegger discusses this kind of disclosure with regard to when a tool 

becomes unusable or damaged, as he says the tool or object becomes ‘conspicuous’ 

whereas before it drew very little direct attention.
9
 Before the failure of an 

instrument the object in question is so absorbed by the body that one is not overtly 
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aware of it, however when a failure occurs one is drawn to the object, or rather it 

draws one in. What was once weightless now becomes heavy; what was once an 

extension of one’s body now becomes a separate entity. It does not completely cease 

to be a ready-to-hand object, because it is still understood in the same context; 

however, it does disclose new aspects of the object, as well as our reliance and 

relationship with the object.  

The playfulness of the object then is revealed in a number of ways, all of 

which add to our knowledge and understanding of the object; both the thematic and 

operative relationship with the instrument helps the player to incorporate the object 

into their subjectivity. In Phenomenology of Perception Merleau-Ponty discusses the 

way in which an object is incorporated into a person’s subjectivity. He tells us that 

the blind man’s stick ceases to be an object, and it “is no longer perceived for itself; 

its point has become an area of sensitivity, extending the scope and active radius of 

touch, and providing a parallel to sight.”
10

 The blind man’s cane becomes an 

extension of one’s sense of touch in the same manner a race car driver will 

incorporate the cars width and dimensions into their own ‘body-subject’ in order to 

navigate their way through narrow constrictions and tight bends without mental 

comparison. What Merleau-Ponty demonstrates is that it is possible that an object as 

simple as a woman’s hat can become part of their own body-subject.
11

  

The play object becomes an extension of the body; what Husserl calls the 

“zero point of orientation” is extended from the centre out.
12

 The zero point does not 

change but the range does. The rally driver’s body remains the zero point, but the 
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width of the car becomes an extension of that point and even if they drove different 

cars their bodies have the ability to accommodate the new dimensions. That said, this 

analysis of play seems to go beyond the Husserlian notion that the body is somehow 

inserted in between the material and psychical world, as if the body were an 

intermediary organ of understanding.
13

 Once habitual movement or even practical 

involvement are underway the body is, and can only be, immediately connected to 

everything around it.  

In agreeing with Merleau-Ponty’s analysis that the object becomes an 

“extension of one’s own body synthesis”
14

 it is important now to seek out the point 

when this synthesis occurs. When the tennis player swings their racket in the air, it 

becomes an extension of their arm. The player develops a habitual sense for the 

racket’s spatiality; its length and breadth becomes absorbed into one’s own body. 

After a while it begins to feel like the hand feels. As a blind person starts to use a 

cane, they first feel the pressure on their hands to indicate the position of objects in 

front of them; there is a cane between the blind person and the object, however as 

they get used to the cane they begin to incorporate the cane into their own bodies. 

Eventually the tip of the cane becomes the point of sensitivity and not the hand.
15

 

What is incorporated into the blind man’s body-subject is much more than just the 

cane; he incorporates the environment and situation he finds himself in. In the game 

of tennis it is the racket that becomes the nerve ending; it is not sight that indicates 

when the strings on a racket are tired and dead, it is touch. A video gamer does not 

have to keep looking at the electronic control pad and the buttons on it, their entire 

focus is on the screen and having to look down at the control pad would detract from 

their playful experience. Their hands, as it were, watch over the movements, in the 

same way the blind person’s hands watch over the movements of the cane without 

any intermediary aspect. The player who cannot incorporate their instrument into the 

body-subject will never achieve greatness in their given sport.
16
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Each instrument used “modifies the intentional attitude of the lived-body, 

expanding and transforming its scope of possible activity;”
17

 but only by taking into 

account the situation of each moment. While skills and bodily efficacy can and do 

breakdown, play itself, by virtue of being a complete and total engagement, can 

never be a broken experience. Play is only ever an involved manner, when play 

breaks down we are no longer in the realm of play and while the context may still be 

with us, the lived experience of play is no longer there. As noted previously, in The 

Structure of Behaviour Merleau-Ponty correctly points out that for the football 

player the “field itself is not given to him, but present as the immanent term of his 

practical intentions,” in this way the player “becomes one with it and feels the 

direction of the goal, for example just as immediately as the vertical and horizontal 

planes of his own body.”
18

 The level of incorporation of the playground along with 

the play object should not go unnoticed. It is one of the greatest aspects of play; an 

aspect that allows the player to ‘become one’ with the surroundings in the fullest 

sense of the term. Our involvement and association with play objects and “things is 

not blind, it has its own way of seeing”
19

 which entails a special kind of knowledge 

bound up with the things ‘handiness.’
20

 What the player really experiences is nothing 

like a spatial-geometric awareness of their play-ground but rather they experience an 

intensity of meaning with regard to the various aspects of the play-ground or play-

space depending on the activity in question. The goalposts are never experienced as a 

few metres away, instead the distance between the player and goal is experienced as 

an intensity of the meaning, as opposed to a calculated measurement. As the ball 

grows nearer to the player so too does the intensity of the meaning pertaining to the 

ball and as such the meaningfulness, which leads to playfulness, masks the object’s 

extended nature.  

In putting forth the idea of intensity and meaningfulness with regard to the 

play-space and play object I am not suggesting that it is only in marked courtyards or 

sports fields that playfulness is disclosed; these things are not, in any way, a pre-
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requisite for play. In the kind of play I am addressing one obviously needs a play 

space, but this space does not need chalked lines or borders. Children manage to play 

in open fields without any borders, as do sailors amongst a thousand miles of sea 

without any distinguishable point of reference. The sailor, who may have no point of 

reference, still has an intense meaningful relationship with the sea. The intensity may 

vary when the sailor rounds a cape, but the relationship with the play space remains 

the same. Likewise, the same can be said of the play object, in fact it is much easier 

with regard to the play object because with or without it, is effectively the same 

experience since the object becomes part of the subject. The racket becomes the 

body’s nerve ending, so by replacing the racket with our hand (i.e. going from a 

game like racquetball to handball) adds little to the meaning of the experience.
21

 The 

same part of the brain is active in both cases, regardless of the tactile sensation.
22

 In 

either case what is important is that the involvement becomes habitual and the point 

of focus and sensitivity is extended. In the same way that the blind man’s cane 

extends the radius of sensitivity, in play the range of sensitivity is extended so much 

that is goes beyond the tactile. 

This special kind of understanding which comes in a non-thematic way raises 

another interesting concept of Heidegger’s philosophy, which is the idea of fore-

conception. For Heidegger we have a fore-conception of what is implicit in a 

particular act or in a particular situation. Early on in Being and Time he claims 

“every seeking takes its direction beforehand from what is sought.”
23

 In order to ask 

a question we must already have some form of understanding with regard to the 

subject matter of the question. In our practical involvement with the world around us 

we do not need to waste words when we put down a hammer because it is too heavy 

or inappropriate, nor do we need to explain why something was inappropriate, we 

simply choose another instrument. The lack of words need not imply a lack of 
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understanding.
24

 More importantly this idea of fore-conception implies Dasein is 

always already engaged in the world on a pre-reflective operative level. 

In Section 32 of Being and Time Heidegger provides us with an existential 

account of what he calls “the fore-structures of understanding”, which leads to the 

way we interpret things and situations. This process of understanding is a practical 

process that is always already underway. The fore-structures of understanding, which 

give way to interpretation, that Heidegger explicitly refers to are fore-having, fore-

sight and fore-conception. Each one helps us engage in the world in a practical, 

involved manner. When a player decides to play a game of golf they must already 

have some idea of golf, including the ‘in-order-to’
25

 of golf itself. The player must 

have some referential context in order to play and this is the player’s fore-having. 

Fore-having is the totality of what lies before us before we comport ourselves.  

Fore-sight is more specific in that it involves a direct or definite point of 

engagement for example the need to use a particular golf club to get out of the rough. 

Fore-sight approaches that which is already taken in fore-having.
26

 The player would 

not have the fore-sight to use, for example, a 9-iron club, if they did not already have 

a larger referential context regarding the totality of the game of golf. Finally, there is 

the fore-conception which is the conceptualisation of a particular thing or situation 

based on the fore-sight and fore-having. One could say that the concept of a golf club 

as a piece of equipment used in playing golf is taken from the first two modes of 

understanding. This kind of understanding need not involve a thematic interpretation 

of events: the understanding that Heidegger is discussing is wholly undifferentiated. 

Understanding is best viewed as a circular process with no beginning or end. 

In play our bodies understand through some kind of operative intentionality; 

what Heidegger adds is a structure of understanding that is built upon an operative or 

a priori way of being. We are already aware of, or in tune with, the situations or 

projects that make up our lives. The football player who passes a ball into the square, 

or the boxer who interprets their opponent’s movements, are both doing so with 

respect to the fore-structure of understanding. As players, the fore-structure of 

understanding underwrites every aspect of play in an un-thematic pre-reflective way 

which is brought about by the body’s ability to grasp the situation and to embody the 
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experience. It is clear from the above account that when we play we are able to bring 

the external into the internal in that what lies outside of our bodies can very easily 

becomes absorbed into our bodies. When this occurs objective or thematic thought is 

replaced by a subjective intensity driven by pre-reflective operative forces of 

understanding. 

 

3.3 The Case of the Ball 

 

The above account largely dealt with play objects that were held and felt; objects that 

becomes subjective appendages of the player who uses them. The play object, at 

first, acts as an intermediary object but this extension or intermediary dissolves in the 

engagement of play and becomes a direct and immediate aspect of one’s being. 

However, it is now time to examine a more complex play object and that is an object 

that is only momentarily felt, for example, one of the oldest known play objects: a 

ball. The question of whether a ball can become an extension of one’s body is a very 

difficult question because the play-thing in question is only ever momentarily 

touched. Soccer players, for example, cannot carry the ball but they can feel it and 

this is where this analysis must begin.  

The player feels the ball at their feet or on their chest, they feel the ball when 

it is kicked, but can one say this feeling is an extension of one’s body? When one 

watches a player like Lionel Messi make a ball stop dead on his chest and control the 

ball as if it were magnetically drawn to his body, can it be said that the ball is an 

extension of his own body? Extension seems to imply something like the blind 

man’s cane or the tennis racket. However, both these objects are also absorbed into 

the body as much as they are extended. Is the football absorbed into bodily space, as 

the woman’s feathered hat is absorbed into her bodily space in the example from 

Phenomenology of Perception.
27

 The player does not feel through the ball but feels 

the ball and this is crucially important. Merleau-Ponty’s example of the blind man’s 

cane was used as a sensory receptor whereas the football is not used in this way.  

An instrument which is held acts as a subjective appendage while the 

football, it seems, becomes incorporated into the player’s space. It has to be if the 
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player in question has any ball-control skills. The game of soccer, over the last few 

decades, has changed entirely to a game of possession where the ball becomes 

absorbed and released into the player’s bodily space. In the modern game of soccer it 

is only through this absorption that the ball can be moved with accuracy from one 

end of the playing pitch to the other. The difference between a ball and a racket is a 

difference of extension and absorption. The tennis racket extends one’s spatial field 

and possibilities whilst the football is absorbed into an already designated spatial 

field. What is clear is that once the ball is released the absorption disappears. It 

ceases to be an object incorporated into the player’s body-subject. Nonetheless, the 

player upon striking the ball never lets go of the ball itself, attentively the player 

watches the ball and perhaps wills the ball inch by inch into their opponent’s net or 

onto their team players. The ball becomes as it always was incorporated back into 

the game but perhaps by a different player.  

Merleau-Ponty tells us that the blind man’s cane ceases to be an object for 

him and that it becomes incorporated into the bulk of his body, thus the cane 

becomes a subjective part of the body.
28

 Since the blind man feels through the cane, 

it is akin to a hand touching the objects before us, even though the differences 

between a cane and an arm are obvious. What is not so obvious is the demarcation 

between the subject and the object in the example given. When the cane is folded up 

and left on top of the table it simply becomes an object much like the table it sits 

upon. However, when it is used it becomes incorporated and thus constituted by our 

own bodies as an extended appendage.
29

 In the above account it is clear that the 

borders of subject and object become blurred and confused. The objective language 

which Merleau-Ponty adopts in the Phenomenology of Perception fails to do play 

any real justice.  
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It is clear that the ball is always absorbed into the game; it would not be there 

if the game was not being played. Moreover, the idea that the ball is an object at all 

is questionable given that the ball itself is rarely objectified and conceptualised in the 

process of playing. The play-thing, whether it is constantly used like a tennis racket 

or one that is momentarily touched like a football, becomes part of not only our 

body-subject, but also a necessary part of the game itself. The ball, bat, ground and 

players are all part of the same totality and to say that, for example, a player is the 

subject and everything else is an object makes no sense. If the bat is absorbed into 

the player subjectivity, then surely the ball and grounds are also absorbed. Moreover, 

all the mentioned elements are absorbed into the game and perhaps into play. The 

absolute engagement that is inherent in play cannot be dissected into parts especially 

when one takes into consideration the lived experience of play. 

Getting back to the question of a football, there seems to be an inherent 

difference between a football and the tennis racket. The latter is a medium for 

perception, which loses its middle position once it is incorporated into the body-

subject. The former is not usually a medium of perception; it is more often than not a 

lure for perception itself.
30

 The ball’s givenness demands our attention and 

awareness. Through habit, the player’s relationship with the ball becomes a constant 

or fixed event; they never take their eye of the ball, not even for a moment. As their 

legs move left and right and their bodies turn and twist, the ball is always in sight; no 

matter how complex the action or movement the ball is always there. An overhead 

bicycle kick, as complex as you like, is performed through a bodily intelligence 

coupled with a fore-understanding of the ball. While the tactile feeling of the ball, in 

soccer, may not last very long, the presence of the ball always seems immanent.  

Either there is a situation where by the player that does not have the ball 

views it as an object and the player who has the ball ceases to possess an object; or a 

situation where one can longer speak of the object in play whatsoever. In the first 

situation the footballer who does not have the ball views it is an object - if we can 

use this term - worth acquiring whereas the objectiveness ceases for the player who 

has the football. Interestingly, in early ball play it is thought that the person who had 
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the ball had possession of the sun – metaphorically speaking. In a way the ball 

ceased to be a ball once it was caught by a player.  

There is another scenario that may help broach some of the above difficulties 

and complexities and that is the issue of a tackling player. The player who tackles 

another player surely set their sights on incorporating that ball into their own space. 

Again this is not done on an objective level, rather it is achieved by means of the 

habitual body, which is a body that provides an understanding for the body-at-this-

moment. The tackling player can only gain possession if they can incorporate the 

ball into their own space. This leads us to ask if two opponents can actually 

incorporate the same object simultaneously into their own body-subject, which shall 

now be addressed. 

A sport like Tug of War, where two teams take hold of a rope and try to pull 

their opponents across a median line, is a case where the rope can be incorporated 

into all the players’ body-subjects; it becomes the central nervous system for both 

teams. While this is clear-cut in the case of Tug of War where the rope is an 

instrument constantly being used, in football the problem is more opaque. The 

tackling player as we said before needs to incorporate the ball into their own space in 

order to gain possession, but at what point does the ball become incorporated? When 

the goalkeeper kicks the ball into the mid-field area and two opposing players go for 

the ball, what they are trying to do is incorporate the ball into their own bodily space. 

 It is clear that the presence of ball is not contingent on the perception of the 

ball, rather the ball is immanent to the player situatedness. Nonetheless, with respect 

to perception, the analysis so far has clearly been leaning toward tactile perception 

because it is reasonably straight forward like the blind man’s cane. However what 

about visual contact? Can one incorporate the ball into the body-subject before it 

enters our immediate space just through sight alone?
31

  

When a ball is kicked into a particular area a player often takes ownership of 

the ball long before it enters their immediate space, indeed in some forms of play, 

such as doubles tennis, certain zones in the court are designated to each player 

whereby ownership is already allocated. The language of ‘ownership’ and ‘agency’ 

might help guide this matter, the philosopher Shaun Gallagher has some strong 

claims regarding these two terms. He claims that ownership of one’s body is a pre-
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reflective experience.
32

 ‘Ownership’ for Gallagher means the subject is aware of 

their own body while ‘agency’ is viewed as the subject’s control over their body.
33

 

The subject is only an agent as long as there is an implicit recognition that it is they 

who cause such and such to move; without this kind of recognition agency does not 

occur.
34

 It is clear that a tennis player, who incorporates the tennis racket into their 

own body, must also have some kind of ownership of such a racket. However, by 

using the distinction of ownership and agency one has to say that the tennis racket is 

also being moved by the player. From the analysis above, it is not the case that the 

player has ownership of their body and then the racket, but rather ownership 

involves both parts simultaneously in an immediate reciprocity. Likewise, when it 

comes to hitting the ball, the player has both agency and ownership. 

Gallagher’s distinctions of ownership and agency are in relation to the 

concept of self and this must be kept in mind because what he is talking about is self-

ownership (a sense that my body is moving) and self-agency (I am the cause of 

action). Gallagher does not deal with action or movement in play, and like Merleau-

Ponty, he is also concerned with pathological cases that may help us understand the 

pre-reflective operations and interactions of the everyday. In certain pathological 

cases there seems to be an obvious distinction between ownership and agency.
35

 In 

play, the distinction can be demonstrated when someone is hit by a ball, for example 

a deflection in soccer is not intentionally caused by the player. The ball simply 

deflected off them, they did not act in any way to cause it, however they still retain 

ownership in that they feel their body’s involvement. Gallagher claims that 
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ownership of one’s body is a pre-reflective experience, the subject is aware of their 

own body whilst agency can be defined as the subjects control over that body.
36

  

While the two terms seem apt, one wonders if this distinction helps answer 

the question of whether a tennis player takes ownership of the tennis ball. There is no 

doubt that at the point of contact with the ball agency occurs which may lead to split 

second ownership. A better example is a hurler who carries the ball on the hurley 

when they are in the process of soloing. In this scenario the player has ownership of 

the hurley and is in possession of the ball; however can we say that they have 

ownership of the ball? Keeping in mind that ownership for Gallagher and embodied 

cognitive science involves an awareness of one’s own body in motion. If someone 

spun me around in my office chair I would still sense and feel my body in motion 

even though there was no agency on my part; however this sense and feeling must be 

attributed to the tennis ball if the player is ever going to claim ownership and it is 

hard to see how it could be. Since the ball never becomes a sensory receptor it would 

seem that ownership of it – in the sense of cognitive science – is never going to 

happen.  

Just because it does not happen in this way does not mean we do not have 

ownership in general of the ball and certainly from a lived phenomenological 

perspective it is precisely by possession that we do have ownership – a different kind 

of ownership perhaps, but an ownership all the same. When a player says they have 

the ball, it is not just a simple case of possessing an object. In the moment the player 

catches the ball, everything changes and it is almost as if the ball catches the player. 

Once the player gains possession of the ball everything else, all actions and 

movement, come immediately as a consequence of having the ball. Certainly an 

inexperienced player, who struggles to keep the ball on the hurley while also 

running, may not have any kind of ownership and may best view the ball as 

something that they must move or keep still as the case may be. That said, an 

experienced player probably does not have this kind of experience in that the act of 

soloing has become second nature which means that the ball could well be part of the 

player’s subjectivity through the hurley. There are invisible forces at work in play 
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that seems to confound all dualistic accounts of experience. Subject and object, body 

and mind and presently ownership and agency all seem to melt away in play. 

Still, in all the above expositions, it is tactile contact which is paramount for 

ownership/incorporation of the object into the body-subject.
37

 When two players 

jump for the ball it is only the person who actually makes contact with the ball that 

incorporates it into their subjective space. From that contact onwards, it may be 

enough to retain visual contact, however it does seem that in traditional object play 

one needs some sort of tactile perception before ownership or absorption can occur. 

So strong is this tactile perception and intelligence that in certain sports the player 

knows whether or not their action has produced the right result, like a golfer who 

walks away before the ball lands. Likewise, archery competitors often, through a mix 

of intuition and instinct, know where their arrow will land before the bow is released. 

Archery is an interesting case study as it involves as much tactile perception as it 

does visual perception. Somewhere between the draw and the release of the arrow 

the archer must incorporate the bow and arrow into the body-subject and in doing so 

they have to bridge the 25-yard gap between them and their target.
38

 It seems that in 

archery the visual and tactile must be an extremely precise relationship, especially in 

bow hunting (hunting wild game) where each circumstance demands a different 

response from the body. The archer must draw the bow the correct amount so that it 

coincides with the visual data that is been simultaneously gathered. Again, with 

practice and skill development this entire process becomes instinctual – 

coincidentally the name of the kind of shooting involved in bow hunting is known as 

instinctive. It seems that, in play at least, the demarcation of any kind of perception 

betrays the lived experience whereby everything must be perceived in unison.  

As this thesis has shown, the term ‘incorporation’ is multifaceted. However 

two overriding themes that help define it are firstly that when one incorporates 

something it no longer exists as an object for us and secondly, in some way it 
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becomes part of our body-subject. It seems that these two themes correspond to the 

above examples with regard to the racket or bow, however the ball or target still 

seem like they only meet the first theme, i.e. they cease to be objects. They do not 

however, on ceasing to be an object, become an extension of one’s immediate body. 

It is hard to ascribe any kind of ownership in Gallagher’s sense of the term, but 

ownership can still be used in the possessive sense of the term. The ball is always 

going to be a lure for perception as long as the game is in play, but this does not 

mean it will be incorporated into our body-subject. The issue here seems to fall on 

two kinds of perception; the first kind which leads to no complications with regard to 

incorporation which is tactile perception, whereas the second one, visual perception 

seems much more complex with regard to incorporating a play object into one own 

body.  

In Merleau-Ponty’s own writings he discusses the issue of tactile and visual 

perception and clearly sides with the tactile over the visual. He says that the “tactile 

experience, on the other hand [as opposed to the visual experience], adheres to the 

surface of our body; we cannot unfold it before us, and it never quite becomes an 

object.”
39

 Visual experience on the other hand “pushes objectification further than 

does tactile experience” and merely gives “the illusion of being immediately present 

everywhere and being situated nowhere.”
40

 Visual experience has the power to 

conceptualise whereas tactile experience does not; it avoids any kind of “synthesis of 

recognition in the concept” as such tactile experiences are “founded upon the unity 

and identity of the body as a synergic totality.”
41

 To pick up a ball and hold it is 

more immediate for Merleau-Ponty than watching the ball in flight as it approaches 

you. Nonetheless, the ball in flight or the ball being immediately present is 

something that must prevail in play.  

While Merleau-Ponty’s comments regarding the visual experience may be 

typical of a professional surveyor, they do little justice when it comes to play. Seeing 

an opportunity in soccer must come before the tactile experience follows; in truth 

they, like every other experience in play, seem inseparable. The reason for bringing 
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up this distinction of visual and tactile was to try to resolve the issue of incorporation 

and for Merleau-Ponty the tactile seems to offer a more immediate kind of 

experience especially with regard to incorporating a play object into the player’s 

body.
42

 That said, the ball or target, in either case are incorporated into the game, 

they are part of play and as such they constitute our movements and dictate what the 

player does. As part of the game they cease to be objectified and conceptualised, 

they lose their ‘objective distance’ the more involved they become in the player’s 

experience. Holding a hockey stick in one’s hands does not make one move, it is the 

puck that moves the player and while they may feel their way with their ice skates 

and hockey stick the reason or impetus for moving is down to an objectless thing that 

is neither held nor owned.  

From everything noted so far it would be wrong to say that the ball at some 

distance away can be incorporated into one body-subject.
43

 Just because our 

intentional arc has grasped sight of the ball does not mean it has somehow been 

incorporated into our own bodies. What does occur is that the ball ceases to be an 

object, the sense of the ball becomes habitual and involved and as such the ball is no 

longer presented as an object; there is no distance between the ball and the player in 

the same way there is no distance between the person playing the computer game 

and game itself. Of course computer games raise a plethora of issues around the idea 

of absorption and extension; they also raise and elaborate on Gallagher’s distinction 

of agency and ownership. For example, virtual reality (VR) games,
44

 which are now 

a real presence on the gaming market, are set up to create a false reality, but they 

create this false reality by manipulating and preying on the player’s perception. This 

kind of perceptual manipulation is not new. The cinema industry has been seeking 

ways of making the viewer more engaged since the early 1920s when the 

development of rudimentary widescreen formats began to emerge. In the early 

1970s, large-format cinema screens known as IMAX revolutionised the lived 

experience of movie enthusiasts. Where IMAX excels is in its large screen, which in 
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some cases takes up the viewer’s total field of vision when looking forward. This 

means that when focused on the movie there is nothing in the viewer’s peripherals; 

their whole vision is the movie screen. From this huge visual impact the viewer often 

feels themselves in motion when they are not. There have been recent cases whereby 

the viewers of 3D blockbuster movies like Avatar (2009) felt motion sickness or 

even got headaches from the overpowering aspect of this new technology. What is 

interesting is that our bodies do not move but yet they feel like they are being 

moved.  

The large screen on the IMAX can lead to a feeling of dizziness when the 

camera spins round quickly. Interestingly, we have a sense of ownership of our 

bodies even though they do not actually move; remember that this is a forced 

ownership in that it does not originate from us. We feel our bodies move when they 

do not; agency here is not an issue, but with virtual reality games we are both moved 

by the technology as well as actively moving. So vast and immense is the absorption 

into VR games that some feel they have the power to actually alter our sense of 

reality in general. Jaron Lanier, who coined the term “virtual reality” in the 1980s, 

has even hinted at some kind of restrictions being put in place.
45

 VR games are very 

similar to the Rubber Hand Illusion that Gallagher and others often discuss in their 

work.
46

 The Rubber Hand Illusion demonstrates that it is possible for a false arm to 

be incorporated into one’s own body to such an extent that self-ownership of the arm 

takes place for the subject perceiving this illusion. From a cognitive science 

perspective there are a lot of specific neurological processes happening in the 

background that allow this transfer of ownership, however what these experiments 

do is reaffirm Merleau-Ponty and Gallagher’s claim that the body is a form of 

operative intelligence. Even if the subject is forewarned of the outcome of the 

Rubber Hand experiment some can fall victim to the illusion.
47
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With regard to visual versus tactile experience it seems that tactile experience 

in general is more immediate with regard to play. What this means is that tactile 

perception is more of a catalyst than visual perception when it comes to selfless play. 

However, in certain circumstances like VR games it may be the visual field or even 

the audio field, etc. that dissolves the objective distance and allows the player an 

immediate non-objective experience. Both tactile and visual perceptions are in the 

end just perceptions, and as such this thesis is only discussing a difference in kind 

and not in degree. I have discussed cases where visual perception leads to a tactile 

sensation (Rubber hand Illusion) and I have also discussed when tactile experience 

becomes a field of vision for the blind man,
48

 and in all these cases what is 

happening, according to the neurological experts, is a kind of mutation. What was 

once recognised as the area associated with taste now becomes the area associated 

with sight. Nonetheless, no matter what cases are presented, what is crucial is that 

the operative nature of our bodies comes to the fore.  

 

3.4 The Problem of Other People 

 

To further this analysis I shall now examine another interesting perspective within 

play and that is our relationship not with the ball or play object, but our team mates 

or opponents. I implicitly raised the idea of intersubjectivity when I mentioned Tug 

of War, but something as simple as a tandem bike illustrates the point perfectly. In 

the case of a tandem bike the bike itself is incorporated into two body-subjects: both 

people have a different agency or control of the bike, however both also take 

ownership of the bike while it becomes incorporated into their body-subject.
49

 While 

the previous example remains straight forward, a game like Rugby is much more 

complex especially with regard to certain formations within the game itself. Rugby is 

one of the few sports where physical contact with opponents is as essential as 

physical contact with one’s own team mates. Rugby differs from other sports 

mentioned so far in that a player can play a great game, for example, without having 
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much ball contact, moreover, it can often happen that a number of players act as a 

single unit incorporating each other into their own body’s when they form a line out 

or rolling maul.
50

  

However, the classic example of a shared body space in rugby has to be the 

scrum. In a scrum the players become a solid unit of perception; they share a 

collective embodiment. This is one of the times where team mates act as sensory 

preceptors;
51

 the hooker becomes an extension of the props and the props become an 

extension of the flankers or locks. The players must incorporate each player into the 

subject-bodies for the scrum to work; like gymnasts making a pyramid if one falters 

the whole system collapses. Yet in the scrum the ball is only momentarily touched 

by certain players. It is possible under the right circumtances that one player 

manages to pass the ball back without any other player touching it. Even though the 

scrum-half may have started this movement each player must try and incorporate the 

ball, not as an individual but as a collective unit. One cannot rule out incorporation 

or ownership for the players who do not see the ball as we can do for other forms of 

play. Nor for that matter can we rule out incorporation and ownership for the player 

who never touches the ball. In the scrum, concentration and commitment in light of 

serious risk, means there is a collective bond where if one person falters the scrum 

will fail. Incorporation and ownership cannot be ruled out for player who does not 

possess the ball because the dynamics in rugby are unlike other forms of play. A 

forward can have a great tackling game without much contact with the ball and a 

rugby player often foregoes agency (while maintaining ownership) and allow 

themselves to be pulled from one side to the next by their own team mates.  

In an interview after the Munster victory in the 2008 Heineken Cup Denis 

Leamy told reporters that he was told to keep hold of the ball while he was pushed 

over the line by his Munster forwards.
52

 That try on the 33
rd

 minute was a 

combination of forwards carrying the ball – albeit in Leamy’s hand – over the line. A 

                                                 
50

 A maul in rugby is when an attacking player is in difficulty and they are offered support in the form 

of their team mates binding to either side of the attacking player. To a lay person it is a scrum-like 

movement where players are more upright and moving a lot faster and covering a lot more ground. 

Unlike a scrum, the ball is already possessed by the attacking team. In a rolling maul the ball is passed 

from the original attacker, backwards toward the player offering support whereby it is continuously 

recycled until the maul is stopped or there is an infringement.  
51

 Having discussed the scrum with a number of seasoned rugby players the idea that one feels 

through the other player does not fit as well as the notion that they all feel together; unity and 

collective consciousness seems to be the hallmark of a good scrum experience.   
52

 Sky Sports, 24 May 2008.  
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similar scenario exists for the line-out when one player is supported in order to gain 

control of the ball. Surely in this scenario as well as the last we can say that the 

player becomes incorporated into the other player’s body-subject, and in doing so 

they simultaneously incorporate the ball and their fellow team mate into their own 

body.
53

 Once again, this demonstrates another very clear example of the oneness in 

play and the problem of objective or dualistic language in the description or account 

of play.  

This scenario still remains problematic with regard to tactile and visual 

perception. From previous analysis, it is possible to say that the person holding or 

controlling the ball in some way incorporates it into their own body-subject yet in 

the case of rugby there are formations that require a collective movement or agency 

in order to carry the ball. A formation like a rolling maul is very complex and 

delicate; as the ball is swapped from player to player it must remain at the back 

whilst the other players offer support. The whole thing can be seen as a revolution of 

players; the synergy and synchronicity needed in order to gather speed is extremely 

skilful. Yet, it seems untrue to say that only the player that has the ball has 

incorporated it into their bodily space. Like the scrum, the players all take 

responsibility for the movement; as such they must collectively take control of the 

situation.  

The player who is holding the ball becomes an extension of the other players’ 

body-subject and in this way the player in question is akin to an instrument like the 

tennis racket. This does not mean that the player in question loses their status as a 

subject and becomes an objective instrument; on the contrary they retain their 

subjective status precisely because they are incorporated into the pack. They all 

share a collective purpose which is best described, for now, as inter-subjective. 

Nonetheless, even the very term inter-subjective directs us toward the viewpoint that 

anything outside of this unit should be regarded as an object which is not the case in 

play. The problem of the other person being regarded as an object comes up in the 

work of Husserl, who also recognised a certain paradox in the fact that “human 

beings are subjects for the world (the world which for consciousness is their world) 

                                                 
53

 I shall come back to this issue in the last chapter when it will be raised with Sartre’s notion of bad 

faith and inauthenticity. We are not claiming that those players who support the jumper in the line out 

can feel the ball like a golfer can when he swings his club; rather Iam saying that there is shared sense 

of ownership. Again, the rugby scrum illustrates the point much better than lineouts. 
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and at the same time are objects in this world?”
54

 While other philosophers have said 

much about the way we constitute the Other,
55

 it seems that in play the other is never 

an object, our team mates are never represented as the other person over there – 

again there is no objective distance in play as such everything in play is immediately 

present to us.  

The rugby examples that I mentioned a moment ago raises another interesting 

aspect which relates to the last chapter, and this is in relation to concrete versus 

abstract movement. Merleau-Ponty described abstract movement as centrifugal, as 

coming from oneself, however in the case of collective movement involving more 

than one person, where is the zero point from which movement takes place? Each 

subject is decentred and what happens is a new point of orientation that involves the 

totality of al the players involved. The player understands their actions to be part of a 

larger collective picture whereby their movement is in unison or coordination with 

all other movements. Given our above analysis inter-subjectivity is not about an 

overt awareness about the other person (object) nor does it involve an overt 

awareness that we all have the same world.
56

 Inter-subjectivity, in play, is an 

operative bodily orientation where talk of an ego-pole and an object pole
57

 are 

unhelpful and completely misleading. There is no ego in play whatsoever; in 

collective play there is not a collection of individual egos but rather openness 

towards none at all.
58

 

 In the last chapter, skills and movements were discussed and in doing so, the 

distinction between abstract and concrete movement seemed helpful, most notably in 

learning skills. However, after examining play in minute detail, it seems that these 

distinctions are not so important when it comes to actually playing, because when we 

play the force or impetus from which the action is driven is neither centripetal nor 

centrifugal; the drive comes wholly from play. The individual subject, as in the case 

of a collection of dancers, is decentred, as it were, and actions which empirically 

imply a centrifugal force are no longer felt or experienced as a force extending from 

                                                 
54

 Edmund Husserl, Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, 

Northwestern University Press, 1978, p180.  
55

 Most notable for us is Jean-Paul Sartre and Emmanuel Levinas.  
56

 Cf Husserl, Edmund, Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, 

Northwestern University Press, 1978. Husserl Crisis, Sec 53-56 
57

 Cf Husserl, E. Formal and Transcendental Logic trans by Dorion Cairns. Martinus Nijhoff 

Publisher. 1969 Sec 100, Cf Husserl, Crisis, 1978, Sec 50. 
58

 The cliché that there is no ‘I’ in team seems phenomenologically valid. 
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the body, but are instead sensed in a collective manner.
59

 The trapeze artists, perhaps 

at first felt such forces when they swung their bodies for the first time, however as 

practise turns to habit this feeling of centrifugal force subsides and instead the focus 

from abstract movement is overcome. 

When play as an absolute engagement occurs there is no centre as such, 

rather play becomes the focal point on which everything else is subjected. Play has 

the power to decentre the zero point of orientation. It also seems to have the capacity 

to unify all dualism from mind and body to subject and object. The ego-pole and 

object-pole make no sense in play. Once play is underway there are no longer any 

distinct parts as such, instead there is a complete and utter totality and yet this 

totality is never determined or known in advance. All movement, whether it begins 

as abstract or concrete simply becomes play movement when play is underway. The 

two movements that Merleau-Ponty discusses brings up the idea of distinct actions 

based on either an internal force or an external force. In play this distinction does not 

make sense.  

Merleau-Ponty also brings the idea of pointing and grasping into the 

distinction of concrete and abstract which does not seem helpful in this study of play. 

If we think about computer consoles and the new wave of bodily controlled 

interfaces like the XBOX Kinect or the Nintendo Wii Fit where there is no control 

pad to grasp, there is no tactile experience as such, at some stage the player 

embodies the character on the screen and what may have been abstract movements at 

the start are now concrete in the sense that the player is now perhaps playing with 

purpose. The players know the character, for example, needs to find the gold coin so 

when they walk the character over to the tree they are now performing concrete 

movement in a virtual world. A treasure hunt, whether real or a virtual one like on a 

computer platform game, involves concrete movement. That said, when we play with 

a computer game, or partake in a treasure hunt; the player becomes so involved that 

the idea of a centre point, emanating solely from the player or the converse, seems to 

makes little sense in the lived experience of play.  

                                                 
59

 Recent studies have shown that ballet dancers can become immune to dizziness when performing 

exercises like pirouettes – which starts of as a very centrifugal action - by shrinking the part of the 

brain that deals with dizziness. Of course this is not something that the ballet dancer does through 

some kind of reflective mind exercise; rather it is a consequence of training hard and allowing the 

body to make the necessary alterations. http://www.bbc.com/news/health-24283709 accessed 7/7/15 

http://www.bbc.com/news/health-24283709
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3.5 Concluding Remarks 

 

This chapter has shown a number of issues pertinent to our understanding of play. In 

the beginning of this chapter Heidegger’s and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological 

accounts of practical interactions pointed toward a much more unified way of 

approaching entities in the world. Heidegger seems to avoid the kind of language 

that invites a dualistic interpretation whereas Merleau-Ponty, certainly for the early 

part of his philosophical writings, seems to use a language of objectivity. However, 

as will be shown in subsequent chapters, he drops this kind of language as he 

progresses. This kind of objective philosophical language is a hindrance to any 

account of the invisible which is where his later works brings us. 

 This chapter provided a descriptive analysis of play and in doing so it 

provided a static phenomenological analysis of play examples drawing on various 

kinds of games and sports. This chapter raised the issue of the body-subject as well 

as bringing to our attention the notion of collective consciousness and 

intersubjectivity. The latter half of the chapter seemed to be steering towards the 

kind of analysis which betrays the unity and oneness that is found in play. The idea 

of agency and ownership are two concepts that while fitting well in the context of the 

phenomenology presented, do not fit so well with the interior forces of play as will 

be shown in the next chapter. Play necessarily involves struggle and opposition, 

however in this opposition a kind of union occurs; even between opponents.  

 The second half of the chapter showed that trying to divide and specify every 

aspect of play for example, visual from tactile perception, is futile when it comes to 

play itself; play does not see or touch. What this lack of clarity shows, if anything, is 

that movements involved in play cannot actually be demarcated because play cannot 

be broken into parts; it is a unified single entity. This was also evident when I 

considered multiplayer games like rugby that portray an immense and necessary 

inter-subjectivity. Play is a collective whole; it is a totality and should be viewed as 

such. The idea of breaking it down is actually alien to play. The subject matter I am 

dealing with falls asunder when one try to break it up into different categories. While 

it was necessary, the above analysis seems to have more to say about kinaesthetic 

interaction than perhaps play, but it was through this analysis that we see how 

engaging play is.  
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 Finally, it is worth pointing out that the kind of embodied action or bodily 

intelligence that I have referred to over the last two chapters is not robotic or 

mechanistic, nor is it devoid of thinking, as Dreyfus suggests, simply because it is 

not representational or conceptual.
 60

 While some may believe that actions without 

concepts are mere happenings, and cannot be expressions of agency,
61

 what play 

suggests is that there is another way of thinking that operates without representation 

or conceptual thought. To suggest that there is no thinking whatsoever in habitual or 

instinctual action is simply not the case given the unique style and expression of a 

player from one moment to the next.
62

 Playing a game is not the same as repeating a 

task over and over again until the act is habitual. Play is a dynamic event, always in a 

state of becoming and change. Therefore the player needs to be able to make 

decisions and judgements in order to progress, however as we have tried to show, 

these decisions are made intuitively without recourse to a reflective or thematic 

consciousness. In play, intelligent corporal judgements are made every second and it 

is these judgements that give way to the instinctual movements in play, not by 

representation or concept but rather by instinctual intuition and creativity.  

 Of course all this un-thematic, pre-reflective movement raises issues with 

regard to the role of the self in play. It is clear that the idea of a narrative or reflective 

self makes no sense in play because a self which involves overtly reflective thought, 

would hinder play. At the same time to say that there is no agent or self at all is 

problematic; the body corrects itself and adjusts to best suit particular movements so 

there must be some kind of intelligible normative action.  If there is a self in play, 

it must be an affective self, as opposed to a thematic self. The self must be pre-

reflective and as such the idea of self seems to be somewhat removed from the lived 

experience of play. I am not saying that the player becomes zombie-like
63

 – there is 

clearly bodily intelligence that under pins every action in play – rather I am saying 

                                                 
60

 Dreyfus, Hubert L, Overcoming the Myth of the Mental: How Philosophers Can Profit from the 

Phenomenology of Everyday Expertise. APA Pacific Division Presidential Address, 2005 
61

 This is the charge McDowell levels at Kant in Mind and World, Harvard Univerity Press, 2000, p89 
62

 Cf Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s Primacy of Movement, John Benjamins Publishing, 2011. She 

argues and indeed demonstrates that thinking comes from movement. First we move then we think. 

Just because the ‘how’ of bodily intelligence is difficult to explain and situate in an objective 

language does not mean it is not happening.  
63

 Gunnar Breivik, ‘Zombie-like or Superconscious? A phenomenological and conceptual analysis of 
consciousness in elite sport’. Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 2013. Vol 40, No 1, pp84-106 
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that in play we transcend the self; the player enters into a more primal space than that 

inhabited by the reflective self.  

What I wish to present in the next chapter is a more engaging examination of 

the oneness of play which will lead this work into the heart of selfless play. Due to 

the pre-reflective operative understanding that occurs in play the role of the self is 

brought into question. While I am not saying that we become robotic actors when we 

play, I am claiming that there is no self-concern which I shall address in more detail 

in the following chapters. Over the next two chapters this thesis will juxtapose play 

case studies and autobiographical accounts of play with important phenomenological 

texts of the 20
th

 century.  
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Chapter 4: Play as Selflessness 
 

…animals have not waited for man to teach them their playing. 

 

       Johan Huizinga
1
 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 

The last two chapters have focused on the kinaesthetic aspects of play. The 

work of Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger have illustrated just how practically engaged 

we are with the world. Their work, like Husserl’s before them, demonstrates that we 

are always already engaged in the world and this engagement is of an embodied or 

involved manner. Regardless of how the idea of embodiment comes across in these 

philosophers, i.e. weak or strong, it is secondary to the fact that they all agree that 

our bodies play an integral part when it comes to the way we constitute the world.  

It was also argued that the dichotomy of subject and object, and indeed 

objective language in general, must be cast aside if one is to get to a deeper 

understanding of play. The last chapter showed that there is no object in play 

because it is consumed by the player’s subjectivity. This chapter examines this 

phenomenon further and shows that the players themselves become consumed by 

play. One major question that this chapter raises is the status of the players 

themselves. In the realm of classical phenomenology, when one says that the player 

‘becomes constituted by play’ there is an implication that the player loses their own 

subjective status and in some sense must be regarded as an object or indeed a 

plaything. The remaining chapters will show that in play everything has to be 

understood as subjective, even those player who find themselves being constituted 

by play itself.     

This chapter will take up some of the concluding comments from the last 

chapter in relation to the self and play and will show that in play there is apparent 

loss of self, which is coined ‘selflessness.’ This selflessness develops from a number 

                                                 
1
 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992, p1. 
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of key aspects of play, from the embodied pre-reflective aspect to the autotelic nature 

of play, (discussed in this chapter); the self is of no concern in play. The ‘autotelic’ 

nature of play refers to a movement or event that has its own end and is carried out 

for its own sake. It is a Greek term that Aristotle uses in relation to certain kinds of 

activities.
2
 This term helps sum up the kind of experience already attributed to play. 

For many sports players and play-theorists the autotelic experience is not only the 

motivator of play but also a defining aspect of what play is. As the idea of the 

autotelic experience is developed it will be noted, through various accounts of sports 

players, that within this experience a loss of self occurs where by the player becomes 

the sum total of their actions and nothing more.
3
 Reflective thinking no longer plays 

any part in the process; as such the player leaves the world which incidentally 

coincides with the loss of the self. The fundamental category of being-in-the-world 

will be challenged through an examination of the lived experience of play alongside 

an examination of the early writings of the French phenomenologist Emmanuel 

Levinas who positively claims we can and do leave the world. Levinas deals with the 

idea that we can leave the world in his early work when he discusses enjoyment 

which is comparable, according to Levinas, to play.  

This chapter is notably different to the last two chapters in that it no longer 

examines how embodied understanding constitutes the player but rather how play 

itself through the body constitutes the player. More importantly, it asks what 

becomes of the self once play takes hold; the answer to this question will be a 

combination of philosophical enquiry coupled with autobiographical accounts of 

players who have experienced what this thesis claims to be the true nature of play. 

The notions of skill development and interaction that concerned the previous 

chapters are important, but must be viewed as secondary to the experience of play, as 

poor skills do not exclude play. 

 

                                                 
2
 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Oxford World Classics, 2009. The distinction between activities 

done for the sake of some other reason and those that are done for the sake of themselves is 

introduced in the first section of Book 1, however in the final part of the Nicomachean Ethics (Book 

10) with regard to the contemplative life it seems to be placed in superior light than that of non-

autotelic activity.   
3
 It is perhaps unfortunate the term ‘auto-telic’ implicitly refers to the self (auto). That said, when I 

talk about the loss of self I am talking about a loss of self-regard or self-concern. We are not claiming 

that awareness does not involve some kind of explicit self-reference. 
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4.2 The Autotelic Moment 

 

This section examines a number of aspects of play. Firstly, it shows that when we are 

in proper play our actions becomes effortless; a sense of ease occurs in proper play 

which makes everything more fluid. While high-level skills may bring a kind of 

effortlessness to play, they are not mandatory. Players of all capabilities can find this 

flow of ease. Secondly, it looks at how this occurs through the work of the 

Hungarian psychologist Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi who claims it is an outcome of 

what he calls an ‘autotelic experience’, which arises out of an activity which is done 

for the sake of itself rather than anything else. Finally, this section will show that the 

players themselves are being played and this in itself raises serious issues about the 

understanding of the player when they play. 

 In all the accounts and descriptions of play that this research has come across, 

the one thing that stands out is the player’s acknowledgement that things become 

much easier when the player in question gives way to play. In the last chapter this 

was illustrated when it was shown that as the player develops an understanding of 

the play, their ability to incorporate the game into their subject-bodies increases. 

When this process occurs the flow of the performance increases with a minimal 

amount of effort; certainly in comparison to the early development of skills. John 

Gill, one of the early pioneers of technical rock climbing, tells us that the sooner we 

submit to play the easier things come.
4
 Gill brought two aspects to the activity of 

rock climbing: maths and gymnastics. This allowed him to push the activity to a new 

realm and eventually create a new discipline called Bouldering.
5
 Gill tells us that it is 

possible to reach such an advanced stage of technical skill that you no longer feel 

exertion and it is only then that you “really begin to feel the climbing … you have to 

get good enough to reach a point and strong enough to reach the point where you can 

feel this quintessential lightness.”
6
  

                                                 
4
 John Gill (1937-2012) Prof. John Gill taught Maths in University of Southern Colorado. He obtained 

his PhD in classic complex analysis in 1971. He has published a variety of academic papers in 

Continued Fractions as well as authoring a number of books. Cf Pat Ament, John Gill: Master of 

Rock, Stackpole Books, 1998.  
5
 Bouldering involves small short climbing ‘problems’ that are technically demanding. Since the 

climbs are usually only a few metres in height there is no need for a rope or protection which means 

the climbers can fully concentrate on the technical challenge.  
6
 Cited in Eiger Dreams by Jon Krakauer, Pan Books, 1998 p24. While Gill is cited regarding the 

concept of minimal effort and lightness, this thesis disagrees that one must obtain superior skills 
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 Gill is referring here to the expert stage of competence, which I discussed 

previously; but more importantly, it is the term ‘quintessential lightness’ that is 

interesting because minimal effort and the feeling of floating along are hallmarks of 

the kind of play this thesis is interested in. He goes on to describe this lightness when 

he says: 

 

I get so involved with the flow and the pattern of the climb that I lose touch 

with who I am and what I am and become part of the rock – I’ve actually felt 

at times as though I was weaving in and out of the rock.
7
  

 

Gill’s powerful description points toward the profound oneness that is felt in play 

when the play space and objects become an extension of the player. Just as a cane 

ceases to be an object for the blind man, the rock itself ceases to be an obstacle and 

begins to play with the player. Nature, on such occasion, actually plays with the 

outdoor player albeit sailor, mountaineer or BASE jumper.
8
 The initial entry into 

play may be marked by dualistic tendencies and a thematic awareness of what it is 

one must do; but this is supplanted by a symbiosis between the environment and 

player as soon as play occurs.
9
  

Writing a few decades before Gill another famous climber William H. 

Murray, describes his experience of playing in the mountains: “at each move I was 

taking the right holds at the right time – but no, I did not ‘take’ the holds – of their 

own accord they came to me. Hand and foot, and eye – nerve and muscle – they 

were co-ordinating, and my climbing effortless.”
10

 Just like Gill, Murray is 

describing a point where effort disappears and a relationship begins to take shape 

between the natural environment and the player to such an extent that the rock gives 

itself to the climber. This aspect of ‘givenness’ is quite telling as it informs our 

understanding of the relationship between player and environment. It tells us that 

                                                                                                                                          
before this can happen. For example a novice climber may find this kind of lightness if they attempt a 

climb that suits their physical nature and is within their capabilities, not too boring and not too 

challenging.  
7
 Cited in Eiger Dreams by Jon Krakauer, Pan Books, 1998 p24 

8
Joseph, Esposito, ‘Play and Possibility’, Philosophy Today, XV111 Summer 1974 p137-146. In this 

paper Esposito raises the notion of ‘possibility’ as being essential to play and it seems accurate.  
9
 The term ‘play’ here is referring to when the player has entered into an absolute and binding 

engagement with play itself, as opposed to some kind of exercise or activity for the sake of recreation.  
10

 William Murray, Mountaineering in Scotland & Undiscovered Scotland, Bâton Wicks, 1997, p10 
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there is no possession as such from the perspective of the player; what there is, is a 

sense of belongingness. In an odd, but revealing, way the player belongs to the 

experience not the other way around for the simple reason that play is not situated in 

either the subject or the object. Play is the merging of subject and object into one 

total experience. Once in play, the player finds an effortlessness that is unparalleled. 

The French climber Lionel Terray describes this effortless style of play when he tells 

us that when he climbs it is as if he were an automaton, climbing in a trance-like 

state.
11

  

This state is similar to what the footballer Zinedine Zidane described once 

when he was asked to talk about a particularly magnificent goal he had scored. 

Zidane was lost for words, saying that after the match he looked at the goal on a 

video replay. Even though he watched the particular move fifteen times, he could not 

understand how he had done it.
12

 One would think that since Zidane made the move 

and scored the goal that he would be able to reflect and comprehend what it was he 

had done, yet this is not the case. This effortlessness and trance-like experience is a 

major characteristic of proper play, but how does one end up in such a state? While 

the above examples are clearly from highly skilled players at the top of their game, 

play is not simply the reserve of  of highly skilled players. Everyone can play and 

everyone can find this level of effortlessness and oneness, as long as the right 

conditions are in place. The trance-like state or zombie state is something that creates 

huge complexities in this study because at first glance it seems that the players, in 

this state, are no longer the agents of their own actions. This is a point I shall return 

to again. 

In order to get into this trance-like state players must actively engage in such 

a way that the right balance of concentration and challenge begin to grip and take 

hold of the player; a balance that must be achieved with respect to the competence 

and capability of the player in question. Too much challenge and the player does not 

have a chance; not enough challenge and the player will not need a high level of 

concentration. The wonderful thing about concentration and challenge is that a 

novice player may find that even bouncing a basketball over a long period of time 
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 Terray, Lionel, Conquistadors of the Useless, Mountaineers Books, 2008. p130   
12

 Cited in Hughson and Inglis ‘Accounting for Experience: Phenomenological Argots and Sportive 

Life-Worlds’ in The Indo-Pacific Journal of Phenomenology, Vol 2 Edition 2, Sept 2002. Their 

brackets. 
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creates the right balance to allow them to enter into play, whereas the professional 

basketball player may need to meet the right opponents, in a more sustained and 

challenging competition in order for it to happen.   

This kind of effortlessness which comes about from a high level of 

concentration and challenge has been described by the Hungarian psychologist 

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi as ‘flow experience.’
13

 Flow, according to 

Csikszentmihalyi, is a state in which people are so involved in an activity that 

nothing else seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people will 

continue to do it, even at a great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it.
14

 

Csikszentmihalyi’s early research mainly focused on chess players and rock 

climbers, but as his work grew he began to find flow experience in all aspects of life. 

His early research which includes interviews with a variety of sports players reveals 

some interesting aspects of play which are in accordance with this thesis. With 

regard to the trance-like state, one tournament chess player who Csikszentmihalyi 

interviewed said that “the concentration is like breathing – you never think of it. The 

roof could fall in and, if it missed you, you would be unaware of it.”
15

 In another 

interview with a dancer we are told that during the dance performance “your mind 

isn’t wandering, you are not thinking of something else; you are totally involved in 

what you are doing.”
16

  

Play is essentially this feeling of being gripped by a totality and a sphere of 

completeness that does not allow room for the ‘I’ to take precedence. One rock 

climber in Csikszentmihalyi’s study says that “you are so involved in what you are 

doing [that] you aren’t thinking of yourself as separate from the immediate 

activity… you don’t see yourself as separate from what you are doing.”
17

 In play one 

cannot think of oneself for to do so would be to remove oneself from the totality of 

play. To think about the self is to break the communion between player and play. In 
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 Csikszentmihalyi, M. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, Harper and Row, New York, 

1990. Csikszentmihalyi’s work is part of positive psychology that is situated within cognitive 

psychology and follows the same trajectory as Maslow, Rogers and Beck who began to look at the 

optimal experience and holistic approaches to clinical practice. In effect, all were moving away from 

the psychoanalytical approach. 
14

 Cf. Csikszentmihalyi, M. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, 1990 Cf Csikszentmihalyi, 

M, Beyond Boredom and Anxiety, Jossey-Bass, 1982, Where he sets up a model of enjoyment that is 

situated on the right amount of challenge and concentration as outlined above.  

Csikszentmihalyi, M. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, 1990, p54. 
16

 Csikszentmihalyi, M. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, 1990, p53. 
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 Csikszentmihalyi, M. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, Harper and Row, New York 

1990, p53  
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all accounts of play researched in this thesis, the one thing that stands out is the 

player’s lack of self-concern. The pre-reflective operative understanding that occurs 

in play weakens any link to the self. While players do not become robotic actors 

when they play, there is doubt that self-concern disappears.
18

 

This does not mean that the self is no longer a part of the play, it simply 

means that the presence of the self does not accompany the player
19

 in much the 

same way that the rules of the game are no longer overtly present when the player in 

question has mastered the skills and incorporated them into their very being.
20

 

Likewise the term ‘effortlessness,’ like the examples used in the above passages, 

does not imply that if someone else were to take over that they too would feel no 

effort; the state of play prohibits effort. When we are in play we no longer feel stress 

or effort. One could say that objectively the weight of the shot put is 7.260 kilograms 

and is the same weight for every field athlete. However, this objectivity as I have 

already argued is nowhere to be found in play. When one plays one enters a 

subjective realm where a shot put, for example, can feel a lot heavier depending on 

the players performance. When rock climbing the same sensation occurs if one is in 

play; gravity seems to disappear completely and each move is made with such grace 

that it seems to defy the reality of the situation.  

Everything comes together to bring about an effortless state of existence. 

According to the American philosopher Michael Novak, this is one of the great inner 

secrets of play. He tells us in his book, The Joy of Sport, that “there is a certain point 

of unity within the self, and between the self and its world, a certain complicity and 

magnetic mating, a certain harmony, that conscious mind and will cannot direct.”
21

  

From the above accounts it is clear that play seems to entail some kind of 

harmony or oneness; despite the uncertainty and tensions there is a kind of totality in 

play that removes the self, or rather joins the self to its environment in a very 

immediate way. In this joining the self remains secondary to the experience and in 

this way the state of play involves some kind of loss of self. In no case can one really 
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 Cf Brown. S. Play: How It Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul. NY 

Penguin Group. 2009, p17-18. Stuart Brown describes this element as a diminishing consciousness of 

self and is one of the few thinkers on play to raise this aspect explicitly.  
19

 I shall return to the idea of selflessness toward the end of the chapter.  
20

 Hubert Dreyfus, ‘Overcoming the myth of the Mental’. Topoi (2006) 25:43-29. Springer Science, 

2006. 
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understand the totality of play because the self is no longer in proximity with what is 

happening in play. Investigating this event is difficult because one is not fully 

present to grasp its meaning. Only afterwards do we taste the bittersweet of what has 

just occurred. It seems that we only learn from play through hindsight and 

retrospection. Retrospectively we can evaluate our performance and we can try 

changing our tactics for the next game; however, knowledge in this situation always 

follows the event. Nonetheless, due to the embodiment nature of play, it is possible 

to investigate play.  

Even though we become less aware of our actions whilst in play, we act 

nonetheless. It is patently obvious that some kind of subject is always present. Play 

is not nothingness there is something there, yet what that something is remains 

opaque. For example, the notion of self-correction in play is essential to progressing 

skills and to understanding of the game, yet this self-correction is simply just a 

correction done by the body; more often than not it is done without any deliberate 

awareness even though the act of correction is extremely deliberate.    

For Csikszentmihalyi’s the experience of ‘flow’ is comparable to what I have 

said already about the experience of play, and for Csikszentmihalyi it reveals two 

important things. Firstly, that ‘flow’ is an autotelic experience (an experience done 

for the sake of itself) where the player is so caught up in the experience that 

everything else disappears, as such nothing else matters; the world could fall apart 

and it would make no difference. Secondly, it is this autotelic aspect of flow that 

people seem to enjoy more than any other aspect of it. While Csikszentmihalyi 

provides empirical evidence that this aspect of experience is itself motivational he is 

not the first to pick up on an aspect which many consider essential to play. Huizinga 

also tells us that play takes place within its own time and space and that the activity 

is removed from normal everyday life and worries.
22

 This autotelic experience in 

play, according to Huizinga, is partially down to the player’s willingness to enter 

into the ‘magic circle’ or the play arena. Accordingly, it is within this space that play 

occurs.  

Eric Zimmerman, a well known game designer and author of Rules of Play 

has a full chapter devoted to the idea and the necessity of the ‘magic circle’. 
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Zimmerman claims that the player must adopt what Bernard Suits calls ‘the lusory 

attitude’ in order for play to actually occur. Stepping into the area is not enough. For 

Suits, a lusory attitude is a prerequisite to play and it is an attitude whereby the 

player accepts, almost with a kind of faith, the rules in order to be able to play the 

game. For Zimmerman, and Csikszentmihalyi alike, this lusory attitude is a state of 

mind which accepts the rules of the game in order to bring about the simple autotelic 

pleasure that the game establishes. Zimmerman borrows the term ‘entrainment’ 

which has a double meaning of ‘being carried along with’ and ‘being trapped’ to 

describe the type of engagement in play. He says that “the patterns of a game, 

initially draw us in, moving us forward, encouraging us to play. But somehow, at 

some point, something changes. We find ourselves not just playing a game, but 

being played by the game as well.”
23

 

The player becomes constituted by play as long as they are open to this 

constitution; as long they allow themself to be carried along by play itself. In order to 

enter into play we must have the right frame of mind or lusory attitude even though 

play itself is not simply a state of mind. In many ways the player suspends their 

normal lives in order to enter into something which they regard as different. Once 

they are in this ‘entrainment’ they are no longer aware of the self nor are they aware 

of the ordinary sphere of life which they have somehow managed to leave behind. In 

play the player returns to an antecedent state of being, a state where the self is of no 

concern; however it is not an empty state on the contrary it is a full state of Being.  

Csikszentmihalyi’s account of the flow experience runs extremely close to 

other accounts of the play experience. For example, Csikszentmihalyi makes a list of 

flow conditions which he outlined in his book entitled Flow: The optimal 

Experience; these include challenges within a goal-directed, rule bound, system 

where the concentration is so high there is little room for anything else. He also tells 

us that self-consciousness disappears and time becomes disorientated before finally 

adding that the activity is done for its own sake. The only element that he doesn’t 

share with the conditions of play that we find in Huizinga, Caillois and Brown is the 

condition of a free and voluntary action.  
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It is hard to distinguish between play and flow on a number of occasions in 

Csikszentmihalyi’s work because he actually borrows from the accounts of players 

and play theorists as much as he does from successful business people. In certain 

respects one could actually read Csikszentmihalyi’s work as a defence of 

incorporating play into every days routines and work in order to become happier 

people. While it may prove difficult to completely distinguish play from flow, or 

flow from play, the point is that it is possible to get so caught up in the activity that 

everything else doesn’t matter – the world dissappears. Writing along the same lines 

as Csikszentmihalyi, Stuart Brown, an author and psychiatrist who has extensively 

researched play tells us that in play “we stop worrying about whether we look good 

or awkward, smart or stupid. We stop thinking about the fact that we are thinking.”
24

 

While flow may allow some kind of reflective feedback, play does not.
25

 If feedback 

occurs, as in the case of self correction, it seems to emanate from the bodily 

awareness of the situation thanks to the involved manner of play more than it does 

from some kind of ego.  

William Murray, the Scottish climber, referred to earlier, describes ‘being 

played’ as some kind of deus ex machina, whereby the actor and plot of a theatrical 

play is saved from dire straits by an intervening God, often lowered onto stage by a 

crane.
26

 Murray tells us that he has seen men “move with unprecedented certainty 

and precision, as though some deus ex machina had descended out of the clouds to 

take charge of them, and so save the situation in defiance of probability”
27

 In play 

there seems to be a submission to the act itself whereby once in the state of play 

there is no resistance or effort of any kind, as long as we remain gripped and 

constituted by play; again, as long as the right mixture of concentration and 
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 Brown, Stuart. Play. How it shapes the Brain. Penguin Group, NY 2009, p17 
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challenge are evident then the player should continue to play. Once these elements 

are broken the player in question ceases to play.  

Returning to the idea of the autotelic experience Fran Richards from 

Transworld Skateboaring Magazine tells us that skateboarding “isn’t about winning 

or losing, it’s about the process, it’s not about the end it’s about the means.”
28

 When 

the goal is no longer the raison d'être we are left with an action that no longer relates 

to an external terminus rather the act clings to itself. This talk of means and process 

brings us back to the idea of abstract movement we discussed in the previous chapter 

with regard to Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology. Abstract movement according to 

Merleau-Ponty is a movement done for the sake of the movement itself, whereas 

concrete movement is a movement done for the sake of something else. Concrete 

movements have a context outside of the movement in question whereas abstract 

movements have no such context. There is no denying that abstract movement can be 

compared with the autotelic experience, since abstract movement is movement done 

for the sake of itself, however the autotelic experience with regard to play contains 

its own end. Abstract movement has no end goal or purpose.  

This autotelic experience of play is often motivated by the need to take leave 

of one’s ordinary life. The term ‘escapism’ is often used to describe this need to 

leave ordinary life for a while and recent studies have shown that there are both 

negative and positive aspects of escapism,
29

 however given the current train of 

thought it might be much more accurate and altogether more positive if the word 

‘escapism’ is replaced with the word ‘return’ or ‘arrive at’. Even the term 

‘homecoming’ seems more apt than ‘escapism’. The antecedent state of being that 

play reveals means when we enter into play we are actually returning to a state that 

precedes the one we wish to leave. We might be escaping the stress and hassle of 

modernity but these attributes of modernity are not true attributes of the self; the cup 

that holds the water does not constitute the water. Play is an elemental state of being 

and as such it necessarily comes before the concept of self; in the same way that 
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 Dogtown and Z Boys, dir Stacey Peralta, Agi Orsi Productions, 2002 (DVD).  
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movement comes before actions and thoughts. Play returns us to a completely 

embodied state which is closer to our original state of being.     

This section has shown that the effortlessness and flow that is found in play 

leads to a situation whereby the player is being played. Through the right amount of 

concentration and challenge the player becomes played; they fall into ‘entrainment.’ 

When this happens the player in question is reduced to a mode of interaction unlike 

the kind we find in our ordinary lives. This interaction which is an autotelic 

experience is not concerned about aims and objectives,
30

 nor does this interaction 

differentiate the player from the environment they find themselves in. In this 

experience of selfless play the player and the environment do not relate to each other 

as if the player were a point within a Cartesian coordinate system. There is no 

distance in play that one could measure because in play the very notion of a 

relationship as a connection or correspondence must be cast aside in favour of a total 

oneness; there are no separate parts in play. Murray once wrote after a successful 

first ascent of a rock climbing route in Scotland that the “granite crags, the bare 

summit and the lands below, were with ourselves idealised as though in a point out 

of time and exalted into oneness.”
31

 The difficulty and indeed the beauty of this 

oneness brought on by the autotelic experience is that it removes the player from the 

very world that established play in the first place. The life-world from which play 

derives is suspended in play as is the category of being-in-the-world which will be 

the focus of the next section.   

 

4.3 Leaving the World 

 

This section returns once again to the idea of being-in-the-world which was referred 

to in Chapter Two. It re-examines the idea of what it means to have a world and 

shows that it is possible through various modes of existing to leave the world 

understood as the horizon of theoretical and practical intentional relations and enter 

into a ‘world’ of enjoyment and play. In doing so, it examines the early existential 
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work of Emmanuel Levinas, wherein he deals specifically with the idea of leaving 

the world. He also shows that this happens much more than Heidegger’s analysis, 

particularly in Being and Time, demonstrates. According to Levinas, our everyday 

living necessitates a break with the world if we are ever to enjoy the grace of life.  

While certain philosophers claim that we somehow swap our ‘ordinary’ 

world with that of a ‘play’ world
32

 , this chapter will show the contrary, that in play 

there is no worldly horizon, indeed the idea of horizon is questioned because it 

implies a distance between the object and the horizon from which it stands forth, 

which does not seem to be the case in play. Levinas’ idea of ‘living from’ will 

demonstrate that leaving Heidegger’s fundamental category of ‘being-in-the-world’ 

is more commonplace than one might expect. Moreover, in showing a break from the 

world Levinas’s work also deals with the notion of self-identity which is an 

important and recurring theme in this chapter. 

In play we enter a state of being that is not tangled up with ordinary life; this 

state has no concern for the happenings of the world nor does it care for the world. 

Play relinquishes all concepts, that is, relinquishes world as a conceptual framework 

in which to order and interpret things for a knowing subject.We become world-less 

in play which is a problem for a phenomenological account of play when one takes 

into consideration phenomenology’s reliance of the categorical horizon of the world 

as found in Husserl’s life-world and Heidegger’s being-in-the-world which Merleau-

Ponty also insists upon. ‘Being-in’ according to Heidegger is not something we can 

pick up or put down as we wish, it is an existential.
33

 However, as our inquiry 

suggests, in play we abandon the world; being-in-the-world is no longer a 

constitutive category of Dasein. We enter play via our everydayness which is 

constituted by being-in-the-world but once we are in play the world dissipates. It is 

neither foreground nor background and it ceases to be a constitutional category of 

being as Heidegger claims.
34
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As with Husserl, the world is a horizon from which things are allowed to 

stand out and be encountered. The world for both Husserl and Heidegger is an 

already existing background from which every kind of understanding is derived. 

Levinas, on the other hand, tells us in Existence and Existents that “in our 

relationship with the world we are able to withdraw from the world,”
35

 and as I will 

demonstrate this break from the world establishes a way of Being for Levinas that is 

outside of ontology or rather the ontological climate of Heidegger’s Being and Time. 

Levinas is one of the few philosophers to actually break away from the 

phenomenological theme of being-in-the-world, and as such his work is worth 

examining, given that this thesis is making a similar claim with regard to play. This 

work however differs from Levinas’s in a number of key ways which shall be 

pointed out as the discussion evolves.  

 Levinas’s entire work, from his early texts like On Escape to his later texts 

like Otherwise than Being, tries to capture the nature and essence of a being who is 

capable of withdrawing from the world; indeed his ethics are fundamentally based on 

such an idea. For Levinas this withdrawal also involves a withdrawal from the very 

things that establishes a world in the first place. In one of Levinas earliest texts On 

Escape he tells us from the start that the idea of humans as being self-sufficient is the 

spirit of bourgeois and Western philosophy.
36

 For Levinas it is the insufficiency, 

inherent in each of us, that determines our very being. He tells us “escape is the need 

to get out of oneself, that is, to break that most fundamental and unalterably binding 

of chains, the fact that the I is oneself.”
37

 This fleeing of oneself is a very positive 

moment in one’s existence because it is through this escape that our human nature is 

revealed. For Levinas, the very essence of our being is dissatisfaction, which should 

be viewed as a positive thing.  

Need, according to Levinas, seeks something that is other than ourselves and 

yet this search for sufficiency is simply life itself; our embodied existence is one of 

                                                                                                                                          
‘world’ and this enigma follows his writing right up to the notion of the four-fold world in his later 
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needs and limits. Nonetheless, we are not slaves to our needs, in fact, we are happy 

for our needs;
38

 our needs are what fill up our lives. Whilst many of these needs are 

basic to our survival Levinas is quick to point out that these needs are not just a 

matter of nourishment or survival. Whilst Heidegger has brought our attention to the 

‘equipmental’ being of equipment’ Levinas is trying to show the non-equipmental 

side of human relations. Levinas is trying to bring our attention to the other side of 

our relationship with things; that is the delight we have in filling our needs; “we live 

from our labour which ensures our subsistence: but we also live from our labour 

because it fills (delights or saddens) life.”
39

 When Levinas claims we “live from 

‘good soup’, air, light, spectacles, work, ideas sleep etc...”,
40

 he is referring to a 

mode of existence that does not entail a kind of representational thinking. The main 

point of interest for this thesis with regard to Levinas’s work is the notion that while 

we are enjoying ourselves the object-ness of things disappears because there is no 

representational thinking in enjoyment.  

The lack of reflection and contemplation in what Levinas calls ‘living from’ 

is encountered in play and both modes of existence seem to point toward a kind of 

non-worldly way of being. Levinas is adamant that the objects from which we live 

are not in any way akin to Heidegger’s hammer,
41

 we simply live from them. Whilst 

many things may be necessary, they are more than that: “they make up the grace of 

life.”
42

 It must be added that this ‘grace’ of which Levinas speaks of is itself 

enjoyment and importantly in Totality and Infinity enjoying life is synonymous with 

play.
43

 It is clear in Levinas’s work that enjoyment is taken as the very platform of 

human activity and as such humans must fully embrace the seriousness of this 

enjoyment.  
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Nonetheless this ‘living from’ “delineates independence itself” and yet 

conversely the “independence of such happiness always depends on a content.”
44

 

The dependence here is more than mere subsistence; it is the gateway to enjoyment. 

For Levinas these contents of life are more cherished than our own being for without 

them our life would be empty. What Levinas is describing here is a fundamental 

relationship with things in the world, a relationship that founds our very being; but it 

does so in a way that Heidegger may claim to be poor in world.
45

 For Levinas this 

relationship of needs and enjoyment involves transcendence and as such, it is outside 

or beyond ontology.
46

 It is beyond the realms of both comprehension and reflection 

precisely because enjoyment and happiness precede these realms. There is 

satisfaction in enjoying life not because there is an absence of needs rather because 

needs are filled and satisfied.
47

  

Enjoyment and play, like ‘good soup’, provides nourishment for the soul in a 

way that leaves the world behind. The representational distance or for the matter the 

equipmental distance between subject or Dasein and its objects, which the 

horizonality of world entails, fall away. Our relationship with things is not 

equipmental but rather essential to who we are. This enjoyable interaction, which we 

find in play, leads to a level of disinterestedness which establishes a break with the 

world as a constitutive horizon. As this section has shown, this break with oneself is 

a necessary element of play. While Levinas claims this is a positive aspect of ipseity, 

this thesis needs to examine this process in a bit more detail and examine in what 

way the break with the world leads to a break with the self.    
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4.4 The Selflessness of Play 

 

This section will argue that once in play, the self as constituted by being-in-the-

world dissolves; moreover, it will show that the moment the self becomes an object 

of inquiry, play ceases. I will continue to build on Levinas’s work as he reaches 

beyond the epistemological framework of Husserl and shows that the true self 

operates on the mode of affective sensibility as opposed to objective thematic 

rationality. The return to affective sensibility which leads to the loss-of-self as 

experienced in play will be described as ‘selflessness’. Selflessness need not imply a 

lack of an agent, but it does imply that the self who interacts in play has no concern 

for themselves. At the end of this section there will be a clearer understanding of the 

self with respect to play as well as an understanding that a complete dissolution of 

dichotomies must occur in the process of selfless play which leads to complete 

oneness of Being.  

 What follows below is a phenomenological account of selflessness; however 

many other theorists working within empirical sciences have mention this kind of 

experience. Csikszentmihalyi, who I referred to previously, consistently tells us that 

people loses their self-centredness
48

 in the flow experience which is comparable to 

play.
49

 He has also gathered hundreds of interviews with players over a 20 year 

period where this idea of a lack of self-interest seems to come up very frequently.
50

 

Stuart Brown tells us in Play: How is shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination and 

Invigorates the Soul that “when we are fully engaged in play, we lose a sense of the 

passage of time. We also experience diminished consciousness of self.”
51

 This 

diminishing awareness of self is the same kind of experience as selflessness. Others 

like Huizinga also argue something similar saying that the player loses 

consciousness of "ordinary reality."
52

 The question for this thesis is not whether 

selflessness is a characteristic of play, but rather what selflessness, as a 
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characteristic of play, can teach us about the human condition and in what way does 

play make this self-transcendence possible. As stated in the introduction this 

selflessness is not unique to play, however it is a unique moment within the play 

experience and therefore it needs to be fully investigated.  

 While it is possible to experience selflessness in various aspects of our lives, 

from eating good soup to manual labour (as we shall see shortly) in play we 

experience selflessness through the medium of play and while the lived experience 

may be similar the approach or orientation is of a different kind. In play we are 

already aware of the non-instrumental, intrinsic nature of the activity we are about to 

engage with. I have already discussed the autotelic nature of such an experience 

along with the rules and structures that governs it. And yet while the player is overtly 

aware of entering into play once the player becomes fully absorbed by play, they can 

abandon themselves, “both body and soul to the game, and the consciousness of its 

being "merely" a game can be thrust into the background.”
53

 The disappearance of an 

overt play horizon is the key to selfless play; in fact it would seem to be the key to 

selflessness in general.  

 When reading a good book or watching a good movie, it is precisely when 

consciousness of merely ‘reading’ or ‘watching’ is thrust into the background that 

we begin to experience selflessness. While the experience of selflessness, or rather 

the characteristics of selflessness may be the same with regard to watching a movie 

and playing a game the structure is different. In play one is actively and dynamically 

allowed to, and indeed encouraged to, interact in a way that changes the way the 

game is experienced. In play there is no predetermined outcome, whereas no matter 

how many times one gets gripped by a good book or movie the ending will always 

be the same. The structure of the game allows for more of a dynamic engagement, 

where as other kinds of selflessness are usually ones where by the person is griped or 

engrossed by something in a more passive manner. Someone watching a movie on 

TV and someone playing a computer game may be watching the same TV screen; 

however the gamer is more involved in that they can change the very plot and 

outcome of the game. The gamer’s engagement is an interactive one and the medium 

itself is something that is dynamic and forever changing. The selflessness of play 
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requires an active engagement with the game which precisely as such engagement 

allows the self to lose itself more completely. 

 With respect to the selflessness in play, it is the high level of challenge and 

concentration that leads one into selfless play. The Scottish climber William Murray 

claimed that after climbing the ever changing Tower Ridge on Ben Nevis Mountain 

he “felt something of the limitation of personality fall away as desires were stilled; as 

I died to self and became more absorbed in the hills and sky.”
54

 Murray’s reflection 

on his experience led him to claim that the narrative self, as a personality, fell away 

and instead was replaced by something much deeper. He goes on to say that the 

beauty of the surrounding area “entered into me, until they seemed with me and I 

with them… Later, while we walked across the plateau, it became clear to me that 

only the true self, which transcends the personal, lays claim to immortality.”
55

 The 

true self, for Murray, Levinas and as I shall note presently, for Jean-Paul Sartre, is 

not the socially conditioned self but rather the impersonal, anonymous self that lies 

beneath our conditioned selves.     

For Levinas the self is a disjointed being always stepping beyond itself. In 

the ‘I’ we find a separated existence due to the insufficiency inherent in our own 

nature. The ‘I’ is a being that is always outside of itself, separated from itself. The 

act of enjoyment which I have been discussing is a manifestation of the self, and as 

one moves toward existence “we are possessed by existence.”
56

 The relationship that 

Levinas is discussing is the very origin of ipseity but one has to be clear that ipseity, 

or the I, does not support enjoyment.
57

 In fact, it is the other way around: enjoyment 

is the basis of the self, I and the Ego. In enjoyment, the ‘I’ is withdrawn into oneself; 

as Levinas says it is an act of involution. “The upsurge of the self begins in 

enjoyment, where the substantiality of the I is apperceived not as a subject of the 

verb to be, but as implicated in happiness is the exaltation of the existent as such.”
58

 

This existent is isolated to such an extent that it remains outside of comprehension 

and, as such, the self finds its freedom but also its limitations. In this act of enjoying 
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life, the self “frees itself from the weight of the world.”
59

 Levinas’s account of 

selfhood brings a whole new meaning to the trite idea that play builds character; in 

this case it would seem that the self is built from the enjoyment of life.
60

 For the ‘I’ 

to exist it must already be beyond being; for the ‘I’ to be, it must just enjoy.
61

  

Levinas tells us that when “the I is identified with reason taken as the power 

of thematisation and objectification it loses its ipseity.”
62

 To present oneself under 

the power of reason, or to say it another way to represent oneself, is to abolish the 

very substance that once founded the self. In certain ways what Levinas is claiming 

is reminiscent of Jean-Paul Sartre’s claim in the Transcendence of the Ego where he 

distinguishes the reflective self – the ‘I’ or ‘Me’ – from the non-reflective self. Sartre 

is very clear that there must be moments in our lives where the ‘I’ does not 

accompany my actions. Sartre, throughout his writings, defends the view that there is 

no ‘I’ in consciousness, or rather the ‘I’ only ever appears as an object for 

consciousness and never within consciousness.
 63

 Sartre does not reject Kant’s unity 

of apperception whereby the ‘I think’ must be able to accompany all representations; 

rather he brings one’s attention to the fact that the ‘must be able’ aspect of Kant’s 

apperception is something which follows the representational, or indeed non-

represential experience. Sartre is explicitly rejecting the Husserlian notion that 

lurking behind every act of consciousness there is an ego or an ‘I’.
64

 On an almost 

parallel trajectory as Levinas, Sartre is saying that consciousness, which we can 

regard as a non-positional anonymous self, is always fleeing from itself due to its 

directed intentional nature. Sartre, like Merleau-Ponty, views intentionality in a 

much more positive way than Levinas. Sartre claims that it is actually consciousness 

that constitutes the ‘I’ and not the other way around. What is interesting is that this 

constituting consciousness is a reflective kind involving comprehension and 

representation,
65

 which seems far removed from the lived experience of play. 

For Sartre, and indeed for Levinas, it is clear that we can live without an ‘I’, 

without some kind of personal self; reason and thematisation are necessary at times 
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and both thinkers go as far to say that reason makes human society possible,
66

 

however for Levinas the ‘self’ seems more concerned with nourishment and 

enjoyment than that of understanding.
67

 The clear fact of the matter is that for 

Levinas, knowing is founded on ipseity, it does not constitute it.
68

 Both philosophers 

seem to be claiming that the self (which is impersonal and non-positional) is not 

conditioned by reflective understanding, rather the self runs much deeper. While 

Sartre and Levinas’s accounts differ with respect to Sartre who rejects any idea of a 

transcendental self – be it anonymous or otherwise – they both share the idea, like 

Merleau-Ponty, that there is some kind of operative affectivity at the core of our 

humanity. I shall return to Sartre, however for now the discussion needs to examine 

Levinas’s dismissal of intentionality in the act of enjoyment.    

Levinas also considers how it is that enjoyment escapes the intentionality of 

representation; representation in Levinas’s sense means an intelligible experience.
69

 

He offers a solution which I have addressed already in this work, a solution that 

propels our body to the very grounding of our existence. What follows is a position 

not dissimilar to Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy of embodiment; however Levinas’s 

position regard embodiment as an affectivity, the existence of which illuminates our 

very ipseity. Levinas claims that one of the reasons intentionality, taken as a form of 

representational knowledge,
70

 cannot be ascribed to enjoyment is because in 

enjoyment we hold onto the exteriority through an affirmation of the world by 

positing oneself in it corporeally. He tells us “to posit oneself corporeally is to touch 

an earth, but to do so in such a way that the touching finds itself already conditioned 

by the position, the foot settles into a real which this very action outlines or 

constitutes.”
71

 As we have described above what we eat is not first represented; our 

embodied actions takes hold of exteriority without representation. The bread is not 

first represented and constituted before it nourishes us we simply eat it. This ‘living 
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from’ remains non-constitutional not because of some inconceivable content or 

irreducible meaning rather the very moment of constitution is reversed.
72

 

Enjoyment like play is not concerned with, nor does it address or become 

aware of, the system from which it emerges; in the act of enjoyment the “medium is 

not reducible to a system of operational references and is not equivalent to the 

totality of such a system, nor to a totality in which the look or the hand would have 

the possibility of choosing”; in affect the ‘medium’ in question has its own destiny.
73

 

As humans we need to eat, however in ‘living from’ good soup that act of eating is 

experienced in its own right; a good steak is experienced as enjoyable much more 

than it is experienced as a functional necessity of keeping oneself nourished.  

In ‘living from’ we are captivated by the non ‘I’; we are held by a primary 

agreement of happiness. “The primary agreement to live does not alienate the ‘I’ but 

maintains it, constitutes its being at home with itself.”
74

 Enjoyment is maintained by 

a relationship with exteriority, with the non I, however this in turn means that while 

“the non I feeds enjoyment; the I needs the world, which exalts it.”
75

 Sartre makes a 

similar but actually stronger claim than Levinas with regard to the world and ‘I’ in 

that Sartre claims that the ‘I’ or ego is outside of consciousness, as such the ‘I’ is in 

the world, “it is a being of the world.”
76

 The ‘I’ needs the world in order to find 

enjoyment and yet in the act of enjoyment the world no longer retains a constitutive 

grip because the ‘I’ no longer accompanies one who enjoysr. Once engaged in 

enjoyment or play we are no longer concerned with finality or purpose. What I have 

referred to as an autotelic experience, Levinas refers to as the “disinterested joy of 

play.”
77

  

I am claiming that this level of disinterestedness or autotelic experience leads 

to a situation where by the world disappears and in doing so it seems to takes the self 

with it. There seems to be a loss-of-self, however there is a problem with this kind of 

terminology. I have been drawn to the notion of ‘loss-of-self’ because in play the 

world of understanding – ‘being-in-the-world’ – is suspended and as such self-
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understanding is lost and replaced by a oneness within play. The loss of worldly 

understanding in play leads to a loss-of-self. However, the contrary can also be 

stated: in the oneness of play we are returned to ourselves not on the level of 

comprehension but to a pre-comprehensive level of being. Our identity of self in play 

loses the characteristic of logical or tautological form and takes on a nature of 

enchantment;
78

 we find ourselves in play as a being that first and foremost exist. This 

loss-of-self is actually a loss-of-self-understanding which, as I have shown, for 

Levinas is a necessary step in our ability to actually experience the self; albeit a 

different kind of self than traditionally proposed. Nonetheless, I feel that the term 

‘loss-of-self’ is too strong and creates a nuance of a complete removal or a complete 

lack of involvement or agency. I believe that the term ‘selflessness’ is much more 

apt for describing what this thesis is claiming happens in play. Selflessness is best 

regarded as a lack of concern for one’s self. An act of selflessness does not imply an 

abdicated agent but rather an agent that acts with no due reference or concern for 

their own self.
79

 This thesis is categorically arguing that there is no ‘I’ in play. This, 

no more than the trance-like state I mentioned earlier, leads to a place where the 

agent is no longer overtly or thematically in charge of what they do since they have 

become constituted by play. As such this work will have to ask at some point: who 

does the playing? Or rather to ask the question who is the self that is losing itself in 

selfless play? 

While I am arguing that the self as a reflective decision-maker is secondary 

to play, what is not secondary according to Levinas and this research is sensibility. 

According to Levinas, sensibility is the modus operandi of enjoyment.
80

 Sensibility 

here has nothing to do with representation: “enjoyment does not belong to the order 

of thought but to that of sentiment, that is, the affectivity where the egoism of the I 

pulsates.”
81

 One does not know sensible qualities, one simply lives sensible qualities, 

as he tells us “the green of these leaves, the red of the sunset”
82

 are lived. Levinas is 
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investigating a level of interaction that does not link an object with a subject.
83

 

Sensibility then does not “constitute the world…but constitutes the very contentment 

of existence, because its rational insufficiency does not even appear in the enjoyment 

it procures me.”
84

 In enjoyment the rationality that led to it must bow its head and 

withdraw; no more than the world that establishes play must be placed beyond our 

concerns while we are in play. What we are left with is a self-positing affectivity that 

rather than concealing Being actually allows access to Being.  

What Levinas is describing is an intentionality of a nonrepresentational 

consciousness of affectivity. As I said before there are times when he seems to run 

very close to Merleau-Ponty’s analysis of basic interaction and in fact, he 

acknowledges Merleau-Ponty’s work in a positive way.
85

 Nonetheless, while 

Levinas’s project as portrayed in the above analysis seems apt to what we are 

claiming to be the experience of selfless play there are some aspects of his work that 

fail to offer us any leverage with regard to our lived experience of play. The account 

given in his early work about leaving the world through a kind of enjoyment where 

we allow the non I to captivate us is itself the starting point of a rigorous ethical 

project that spans Levinas’s career; however this project is of little concern to this 

research. What this section has demonstrated, through the help of Levinas, is that 

when we leave the world we leave the constraints of reason and comprehension and 

enter a realm of affectivity and sensibility whereby we cease to view things as 

objects; just like the kind of interaction we find in play. While Levinas will claim 

that this interaction involves a transmutation of the other into the same this thesis 

will argue in the next section that what actually occurs is not the assimilation of the 

‘non I’ into the ‘I’ but rather a complete disbanding of the ‘I’.  

Two very different notions of the self have emerged in the above passages. 

On one hand, there is an affective self that is so engaged with what it is doing that it 

has lost all concern for itself and on the other hand, there is a reflective self that is 

the object of one’s consciousness or a self that, as Heidegger says, is concerned for 

their own self. In play there is no self-concern or understanding that is overtly 
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derived from the reflective self.
86

 The actions and orientation in play must relate to 

some kind of agent, however they must also relate to play, and to say one is more 

prominent than the other would be misleading. Consciousness in play is an embodied 

kind of consciousness whose intentional awareness is brought about through bodily 

intelligence without an ‘object’ in sight. Intentionality itself implies some kind of 

self-relationship; however, our awareness of this only comes after the lived 

experience. While there may be some kind of affective subject, there is certainly no 

kind of self-concern and when the term ‘selflessness’ is used it is to bring our 

attention more to the latter point than to the first, even though the latter is a 

consequence of the former. 

Before moving on, I would like to answer the question posed earlier: who is 

the self that loses itself in selfless play? In play there is no self, there never can be a 

self. I have already cited testimonials and interviews that support the lack of self in 

play. If there is a self then play – as an absolute binding engagement – is no more. 

The self seems to be a complete negation of play and yet paradoxically it is this very 

self that enters play and exists play. While the self is nowhere to be found in play, 

the subject retains a foothold on the situation. The body-subject, our very 

corporality, remains intact and capable of decision-making that leads to the actions 

and movements of play. At the very basic level of our existence is a body-subject 

that thinks and acts without direct reflective control and self-awareness.  

 The previous two chapters have shown, through the work of Ravaisson and 

Merleau-Ponty, that the body-at-this-moment is a substrate for all human behaviour, 

including unreflective behaviour. While this experience is a diminishing of one’s 

sense of self and can lead to situations where the self is nowhere to be found, at no 

point does this involve a lessening of consciousness. There is a loss of self, not a loss 

of consciousness; in fact, consciousness is more than likely to be in a heightened 

state when one plays due to the possible complexities of the game in question. The 

claim that a body-subject thinks and acts without recourse to reflection is not saying 

that there is no conscious awareness or that because there is no direct reflective 

immediacy that the temporal structures of consciousness simply cease to exist. And 
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this is the point: pre-reflective consciousness in play is brought to heightened levels 

of intensity. Unlike my pre-reflective consciousness of walking in the park, day-

dreaming, while going to work, in play the self gives itself over to its pre-reflective, 

body-subject, which is conscious precisely in the manner explained in the preceding 

two chapters: operatively intentional, habitual, engrossed in the playful act, 

orientated to nothing beyond the act itself. As has been pointed out, it is possible to 

participate in a playful event without actually playing. For example, football training 

may not be play even though one is clearly acting in a play like manner. This type of 

participation within a structured event like sport does not guarantee play will occur. 

What does occur is some kind of participative exercise, where the autotelic nature of 

the activity has not yet taken hold.  

There is also kind of participative exercise that involves an absolute 

engagement with the structures and rules of the playful activity to such an extent that 

the player has an autotelic experience. The player knows they are playing, they know 

that they have stepped outside the realm of the ordinary and entered into what 

Huizinga calls the play-sphere. Whatever concerns the player may have are all 

contained within the game itself. It is in this element of play that it is possible to 

enter into what a state of selflessness. This happens when players allow themselves 

to be played by the game itself. As Gadamer rightly tells us “play fulfils its purpose 

only if the player loses himself in play.”
87

 This state of selflessness is not unique to 

play, but it is quite a unique moment within play itself. Play is “a basic existential 

phenomenon” and like other existential phenomenon it is an “essential element of 

man's ontological makeup.”
88

 However, the lived experience of selfless play calls 

this ‘ontological makeup’ into question. What selfless play reveals is that there is no 

ontological difference between the play thing, the playground or indeed the player 

themselves.  

Selflessness is not exclusive to play -  as already noted selflessness also 

occurs in certain kinds of rituals as well as other aspects of life like watching a 

sunset, reading a book or to use Jean-Paul Sartre’s example, in the caress. However, 

there is something playful about selflessness and this has to do with the particular 
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orientation towards an activity which is done for its own sake. Arguably in the cases 

mentioned here – ritual, relaxation, sexual intimacy – it is the playfulness of these 

activities which leads to the experience of selflessness. A priest saying mass under 

the watchful eye of his bishop, a student reading a novel in preparation for an exam, 

a lover anxious of his partner’s interest in his advances fail to reach that playfulness 

which leads to selflessness. What brings all these disparate activities together is that 

self-concern or an overt awareness of self is trumped by a willingness to give oneself 

over to the experience.  

Some might argue that the kind of selflessness that might be experienced, 

say, by a Whirling Dervish is different from play. The difference here, however, is 

not so much in the experience itself as in the significance of the action. Play is done 

for its own sake, the Sema (Dance) that the Whirling Dervishes perform is done for 

external reasons. It is not done for the sake of spinning round; rather it is done as a 

way of connecting heaven and earth in order to invoke God. Likewise while Tantric 

practise involves sexual experience the ultimate goal is spiritual freedom. Play is 

different in that it has its own goals and purpose. Real play has no other purpose 

outside of itself. While of course a game may be played to win a tournament, playing 

in that game and the selflessness which can arise thereby occur without reference to 

this prize; the Whirling Dervish dancer looses himself in order to invoke the divine.  

When the chess player, or formula one driver begins to think of the next 

challenge before completing their present challenge they will remove themselves 

from selfless play. It makes sense for the formula one driver to anticipate the next 

corner, however the necessary elements needed to navigate safely through a chicane 

is not a reflective mind but a ‘body-at-this-moment’ which allows the player to get 

on with it, either reflectively, or unreflectively depending on whether they are in play 

or not. Instead of self-awareness there is a bodily-awareness that underpins the kind 

of behaviour we find in play. 

 

 

4.5 The Realisation of Oneness 
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Since the play described in the thesis, is an engaged totality, I begin to finish this 

chapter by examining the negativity and contempt Levinas’s work portrays towards 

totality in general, especially when it comes to the way we transform or indeed 

totalise the other into the same during the act of play and enjoyment. I will try to 

avoid passages of texts that deal directly with his ethical project
89

 and focus instead 

on play and enjoyment. In the end I will show that in play there is no violence as 

such to the Other because in play there is no such concept as the Other.
90

 This in 

some ways goes against Levinas’s philosophy, however in other ways it seems in 

keeping with his thinking because as I have already argued play does not involve the 

kind of representation and conceptualisation which Levinas regard as a violent force 

toward that which is other to us.  

For Levinas it is through a special relationship between the ‘I’ and the non ‘I’ 

that we find enjoyment, however in doing so according to Levinas we transform the 

other into the same. The nourishment, which we use as a means of invigoration, is in 

the end a “transmutation of the other into the same which is the essence of 

enjoyment.”
91

 In play something like this also occurs: that which is other to us 

becomes part of us. I have already discussed how a player can incorporate their 

instruments into their body in the previous chapters, however we did so without 

leaving the realm of objectivity and in doing so, according to Levinas, we ended up 

in a realm of thinking where by the other is grasped and comprehended as an object. 

This realm or climate for Levinas is that of Husserlian and Heideggerian 

phenomenology where things are objectified and used as instruments and even 

though Heidegger’s ready-to-hand goes beyond the scope of objectivity it still 

remain within the climate of utility.
92

   

Levinas tells us that in the manifestation of the ‘I’ the other is brought into 

the same; it is only when bread becomes consumed into the same can it nourish me 

or when the football field ceases to exist as exteriority can the interiority of the 
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relation define our ipseity. Play then, as well as enjoyment, can be seen as a twofold 

process. In order to play one must transform that which is other to us into the realm 

of the same for example one must conceptualise and do violence to a tree to make a 

cricket bat. In this way we transform the otherness of the tree into a realm of the 

same.
93

 However, as we have seen in Chapter three once the bat is held and swung 

and once the player in question starts to enter into selfless play, they do not actively 

conceptualise the bat, in fact they are no longer holding an object because in 

affective sensibility and embodiment, which are inherent in play, one no longer 

represent; play and enjoyment transcends the intelligibility of representation.  

Of course, for Levinas, a bat has no face and as such, it is perhaps a bad 

example of something that is mutated into the same through conceptual violence. For 

Levinas, we must to some extent violate the Other when we see them as a defender 

or as an opponent for in doing so we fail to see their alterity; their uniqueness is 

masked by the role they play. Once in that role there is a certain level of expectation 

and preconceived notions that shape the role and make it homogenous with the 

game. The Other’s heterogeneity, with regard to play, is gobbled up in the totality of 

the game.
 94

  

Selfless play then is a very revealing and important aspect of the human 

condition, for in play we find ourselves first as existing and sharing in something 

that comes to define us. Nonetheless, we do not comprehend nor do we represent 

objects and define goals. We do not cast judgements; in play we simply are. We exist 

in the here and now where any thoughts of the future would rob us of play itself. In 

play not only do we find the core of our existence but through the very act of sharing 

in one relation we, according to Levinas, actually discover ipseity. The idea that play 

builds character and virtue is a very old notion, from the early Olympians to the 

pedagogical writings of Coubertin, play has been valued for its ability to shape 

humans both physically and mentally;
95

 we now seem to have, through Levinas’s 

writings, a phenomenological account of how this might happen. 

                                                 
93

 Levinas’s primary concern is with the Other person from an ethical perspective, and as such the 

cricket bat example is purely demonstrative.  
94

 This issue brings up the notion of ‘bad faith’ in Sartre’s work which I will examine in Chapter 6.  
95

 It did not end with Coubertin; many schools from the late 19
th

 century onward began to include 

some kind of physical education. In fact certain schools like Kurt Hahn’s Salem school (1933) 

brought virtuous aspect of play to whole new pedagogical level, leading to the existing breed of 

Outward Bound schools today.  
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With regard to the assimilation of the ‘other’, what we end up with is two 

types of relationships. Firstly, we have a totalisation of the ‘other’ that begins with 

representation but has no standing with regard to our ipseity. This kind of 

relationship is how one labours and utilises things around them. Secondly, we have a 

totalisation of the ‘other’ that begins with affectivity, however this time we retain our 

selfhood and identity precisely because we do not represent the ‘other.’ This kind of 

relationship is described as enjoyment. If the ontological climate that Levinas wants 

to leave is delineated by comprehension and representation, then Levinas has found a 

different climate in terms of enjoyment because enjoyment resists comprehension; as 

such the transmutation of the ‘other’ into the same cannot be of the same kind we 

find in the ontological climate he leaves behind.  

Indeed the transmutation of the other in enjoyment is a very positive act 

because it founds our selfhood; nonetheless, Levinas still sees it as a transmutation, 

which in his work is a negative term. For Levinas, in play and enjoyment, we do not 

share in an event that contains an entity that is other to us but rather we consume or 

even rob the otherness from that entity. If this level of engagement is without 

representation then surely the otherness of the entity is retained or rather cannot be 

conceptualised or differentiated once in play.
96

    

The moments of play have nothing to do with the consumption of the Other 

into the same, rather play has the revelatory aspect of showing that the Other, the 

play things and the players are the same; they are no different. Play, and enjoyment, 

is what consumes both parties into a complete oneness. The other and the same 

embrace each other in play. One aspect of the relation does not own another aspect; 

there is no hierarchical dominance in play as there is with Levinas’s ethical project. 

There is no otherness whatsoever because every part of the relationship is 

conditioned by everything else. There is nothing that is isolatable; the dichotomies of 

other/ same, as well as object/subject are demarcations that seem futile in the 

description of the lived experience of play. 

That said, Levinas is correct in that the self is not part of the experience as a 

reflective ego; the self is made prior to itself in what I have already called the 

                                                 
96

 Unlike the Autrui (Other), the Autre in Levinas, can be consumed into the ‘same’ and it is this sense 

of otherness that is converted into the ‘same’ according to Levinas in enjoyment and indeed in labour 

and possession also. Autrui however, remains outside of any relation and as such it cannot be 

consumed. 
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antecedent state of being. Levinas’s idea of the anonymous self seems very similar to 

what I have being discussing with regard to the idea of selflessness. Moreover, the 

Levinasian account above is based on a form of embodiment that seems to resemble 

many of the features already raised in the previous chapter. The notion of a rational 

actor is cast aside in favour of a sensible actor who grows from affectivity and who 

dwells in the sentimental. That said, Levinas’s idea of transmutation and violence 

throughout his writings goes against the kind of oneness that I believe is fundamental 

to play. Whereas Levinas spent a lifetime writing against any kind of totality, play as 

a phenomenon demonstrates how totality is quite a positive aspect of one’s life. The 

point is that because there is no representation and conceptualisation in play this 

totality is not actually violent or destructive in the same way totality is regarded in 

Levinas’s work. In the argument presented the totality of play actually avoids the 

same kind of representational thinking that Levinas’s ethics avoid; albeit by a 

different route.      

 

4.6 Concluding Remarks 

 

In this chapter I have looked at selfless play and found that it contains in its essence 

a oneness where everything becomes a totality. It was also noticed that this totality is 

constituted by play and not the agent or actor. I showed evidence and testimonies of 

players who have lived through this kind of totality, as well as accounts of players 

who spoke of a reversal of perspectives where by the self is no longer in charge. I 

examined the idea of escapism before turning toward the work of Levinas. In 

Levinas we encountered the notion of enjoyment and play which are the exact 

opposite of conceptual representational thinking. Not only do these activities lack 

conceptual thinking but in this lacking the notion of selfhood is founded. Between 

the accounts of players’ and Levinas’s account of enjoyment it is clear that there is a 

kind of selflessness in play. In fact, if Levinas’s claim is taken seriously, one could 

say that the self is only created after the event of enjoyment, which is play. 

Play as far as this thesis is claiming is defined by two major happenings 

which occur simultaneously; the player finds themselves entering a compelte toality 

where everything is consititued by autotelic play and the enters selfless play, which 
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is typified as an absolute engagement. Once the player becomes constituted by play, 

they begin to experience an absolute and immediate relation that replaces any 

concerns for the self. What is experienced is a kind of oneness or totality that is 

conditioned by the autotelic nature of play. It may be worthwhile to think of 

Merleau-Ponty’s reference to centrifugal and centripetal forces
97

 to illustrate the kind 

of oneness that is experienced in play. Within play, centrifugal and centripetal forces 

actually exist in unison; they work with each other as in the case of the hammer 

throw, the player can only achieve a good throw if both forces act together in 

complete oneness. While the physical forces involved in the hammer throw 

demonstrate the kind of oneness I am talking about, I have also shown that there is 

also a fusion of the player, the play area and the plaything. This kind of oneness is 

much more philosophical and it is more difficult to define. This kind of oneness is 

best thought of as a kind of extended consciousness where everything, within the 

immediate borders of play, is experienced with a pure immediacy that in turns gives 

way to oneness.   

The totality of play is not just an extension of one body-subject to a bat or 

racket but to the whole event of play including the courts and nets. If we think of 

some playful activities like sailing, we end up with a situation whereby the sailor 

does not just incorporate the boat but also the wind and sea into their very being. I 

believe that this kind of oneness has a profound impact on one’s character and 

selfhood but only if the player in question is granted a permanent residue or trace of 

the lived experience of play. In the next chapter I wish to examine play further by 

examining art creativity which is most definitely autotelic; however whether all art is 

created through play will have to be decided. Since I have alluded to games and 

sports through this work a change of focus may help in understanding the more 

refined aspects of play.   
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 CF Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, Phenomenology of Perception, trans Colin Smith, Routledge, 2005, 
p128. Merleau-Ponty uses the distinction between the two forces to illustrate the difference 
between concrete and abstract movement.  
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Chapter 5: Play and Art 
 

Everything we see hides another thing; we always want to see what is hidden by 

what we see. 

 

       René Magritte
1
 

5.1 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, play will be examined in relation to art. The chapter will 

examine the artistic act of creation with regard to the notion of selfless play. 

The main concern in this chapter is the way art is created, as opposed to the 

way it is preserved or experienced by the onlooker. The goal is to see if there is 

a relationship between selfless play and the creative artistic experience. The 

aesthetics of the artwork and indeed the artwork itself is of little concern. It is 

the artist’s creative experience that matters, regardless of whether the art in 

question is considered a work of art. The aim of the chapter is not to come to a 

greater understanding of art, even though that may happen, but rather to gain a 

better understanding of play through the experience of artistic creation. Art 

then is no different from soccer or chess when it comes to play because play, 

especially selfless play, is indifferent to the medium from which it grows. Art 

like games and sports is simply a catalyst for play to occur, it in no way 

guarantees that play will occur or how long it will last for. 

When one looks for another activity outside of games in which to study 

play, art seems to be one of the most obvious activities for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, art is often done for its own sake; it is autotelic and like play can seem 

to be somewhat removed from the everyday hustle and bustle of life. Art is 

self-rewarding and can often be an activity whereby the act of creation is just as 

important as what is created. No more than play, art is often seen as a way of 

                                                 
1
 Rene Migrette quote cited in Surrealism: Surrealist Visuality, Silvano Levy (ed), Edinburgh 

University Press, 1997, p102. 
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coping with the stress and anxiety that everyday life presents us.
2
 Again, the 

product of artistic creativity does not concern this thesis; it does not matter if 

the art in question is a painting or sculpture or whether it is well received or 

highly criticised, all that concerns this thesis is whether or not selfless 

kinaesthetic play is part of the creative act.  

 The last chapter examined a number of issues including the autotelic 

aspect of play along with the selflessness of play. This chapter will look at an 

activity that seems to fall within, or to parallel, those aspects of play that seem 

most important. It’s worth saying again that this thesis is not suggesting that 

play is prohibited from the work environment, a building project, education and 

so on; the point is that these areas rarely offer a way into play when compared 

to games, sport and indeed art, as this chapter shall argue. The lack of autotelic 

structure in work, education, construction, etc., means that these activities are 

less prone to play, although one cannot rule out play occurring in this activities 

from time to time. 

The goal of this chapter is to show that creative artistic experiences 

often involve selfless play and that the lived experience of creating art equates 

with an absolute embodied engagement where self-reflective actions give way 

to un-reflected instinctual actions that are done for the sake of the act itself. The 

issues discussed in the last chapter around the self are pertinent to this chapter 

because it claims that the artist creates art through play. Themes such as 

selflessness, agency and ownership are all important because if art is an act of 

play, then like the player, the artist to some extent seems to have at best, a 

partial creativity, or rather creativity that happens in unison with forces external 

to the artist.  

It is also worth pointing out that for some thinkers, certain arts lend 

themselves more to the act of playing than other arts. For example, Huizinga 

tells us that music never leaves the play-sphere, whereas poetry’s 

representational ideations do eventually leave the play-sphere. 
3
 A large amount 

                                                 
2
 For more comparisons between art and play, see Dissanayake, Ellen. ‘A Hypothesis of the Evolution 

of Art from Play’, Leonardo, MIT Press. Vol. 7, No. 3 (Summer, 1974), pp 211-217.  
3
 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens, Beacon Press, 1992, p158. For Huizinga, music, which is so closely 

related to ritual, dance and poetry, falls within the play-sphere, whereas non-musical art seems at first 

barren of play. Merleau-Ponty, on the opposite side, claims that music is too far on the hither side of 

the world that it can only depict certain aspects of being like its ebb and flow, its upheaval and its 
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of what has been said so far regarding bodily intelligence and embodiment in 

play could just as easily be said of music, dance and other performance art. In 

fact this work has already drawn examples from certain arts such as music, to 

strengthen and support our claim around bodily intelligence and habitual 

action. While musical arts may seem to be more closely related to play, this 

chapter will shall show that this is not the case, most notably at least, for the 

artist.  

In keeping with the methodological approach taken so far in the thesis, 

this chapter will approach art through the lived experience of the artist as it 

examines the process of making and creating art.
4
 It is within the process of 

creating art and not the outcome or product of art where selfless play is to be 

found. The lived experience of the artist, or rather the examination of the 

experience of creating art is something that does not emerge too often outside 

of traditional aesthetics, and in even within aesthetics it seems secondary to the 

art work. Through the guise of aesthetics, philosophers have made many claims 

and arguments about the function and origin of art, and the necessities and 

benefits of art, but only a small handful have actually tried to get to the core of 

the artist’s creative experience.
5
 

                                                                                                                                          
turbulence. (Cf ‘Eye and Mind’ in The Merleau-Ponty Reader) Merleau-Ponty sides with the painter, 

whereas Heidegger sides with the poet (Hölderlin and the Essence of Poetry). It is interesting to see if 

the hither side of music is more apt to the sphere of play than that of painting. Since I am discussing 

20
th

-century philosophers we should note that music is also viewed in high regard in Levinas’s work 

because it the quintessential non-representational art and as such it does the least amount of violence. 

(Cf Existent and Existence.) The following quote from Leonardo da Vinci may dispel some of the 

hierarchical tendencies of both Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty when he rightly says “Painting is poetry 

that is seen rather than felt, and poetry is painting that is felt rather than seen.” Leonardo da Vinci, A 

Treatise on Painting, London, 1835 

(https://ia902605.us.archive.org/27/items/davincionpainting00leon/davincionpainting00leon_bw.pdf) 

access10/11/2014. 
4
 To clarify, I am not saying that you cannot have a playful experience of judging an artwork, but 

rather the focus here is on the embodied experience of making the art.  
5
 Kant deserves to be mentioned here for his discussion on fine art in his Critique of the Power of 

Judgement where he begins to describe the artist’s creative process with respect to the genius. He also 

brings the genius and nature together which this chapter will discuss later. For Kant the characteristics 

of a genius include originality and exemplariness. The genius for Kant is used in a narrow sense to 

depict a great artist as opposed to, for example, a scientist like Newton. Kant tells us that for the 

judging of beautiful objects, taste is required; but for producing beautiful objects genius is required. 

This thesis is not concerned with the product, i.e. beautiful object, but the process of production 

which Kant seems to suggest is the talent of the genius. The point I’m making is that all art, bad or 

good – if one can use such terms – can be created through the process of play. Immanuel Kant, 

Critique of the Power of Judgement, Paul Guyer (ed) Cambridge University Press, 2002. Sec 46-48. 

(Here-after referred to as the 3
rd

 Critique.) 

https://ia902605.us.archive.org/27/items/davincionpainting00leon/davincionpainting00leon_bw.pdf
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This chapter will start by bringing art into what has previously been 

discussed regarding bodily intelligence, habit and instinct. It will then examine 

if selflessness, like that experienced in play, actually occurs in art creation and 

if so what are the factors that lead to it? Is it play or something else? To 

conclude the chapter will steer its comments and examination towards what can 

best be described as the happening or the event of art, as it comes across in the 

later work of Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger.  

 

5.2 Art is Action 

 

No more than play, art seems to encompass an embodied interaction that seems 

absolutely engaging and this section will examine the act of making art. I will 

examine art production, creation, and the kind of actions needed for art to 

occur. On a very simplistic level, in order to create or produce art one must use 

(and sometime abuse
6
) one’s body. Art, like play, is expressive, and as such the 

artist must rely on the skills, techniques and competence that all grow from a 

direct relationship between body and art. While the artist may conceptually 

think about what it is they wish to create, for example a landscape painting or a 

sonata for piano, the fact remains that in order to achieve ambitious projects the 

artist needs bodily intelligence. It is this kind of embodied action within art that 

allows play to surface and support the artist’s creation.  

The role of the body and lived experience is something that underlies all 

of Merleau-Ponty’s major philosophical works and his work on painting is no 

different. “Indeed we cannot imagine how a mind could paint” without the 

lending of the artist’s body; as Valery rightly says, “the painter takes his body 

with him.”
7
 When a painter sees a canvas, the possibility of touching or 

painting that canvas is already contained in the act of sight, not the thoughts 

that flow thereafter. As Merleau-Ponty says, everything the painter sees is in 

                                                 
6
 We can’t help but think of Marina Abramović or Chris Burden’s work when we think of bodily 

abuse and art. Both artists have endured unthinkable pain, both physically and psychologically for 

their pursuit of art.  
7
 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, ‘Eye and Mind’, The Merleau-Ponty Reader, Ted Toadvine and Leonard 

Lawlor (eds), Northwestern University Press, 2007, p353 
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principle within reach and is marked upon the map of ‘I can’.
8
 It does not 

matter what art one examines, whether one examines music, painting, 

sculpting, dance or even cooking one must recognise that the artist in each case 

takes their bodies with them. The utensils and instruments used to create the art 

are simply absorbed into their bodies; they become an “extension of the bodily 

synthesis.”
9
 However, this only happens when one has become accustomed to 

the artist’s instruments, in the same way the player becomes accustomed to the 

instruments of the game they play. In this regard, there is no difference from 

the skill or competence development that was discussed with regard to playing 

games than that of an artist. Playing games and creating art both seem to 

require a basic level of skill, competence and understanding.  

 As much as the soccer player must develop an understanding of the 

rules of the games, the artist too must develop an understanding of the rules 

entailed in their art. For example, the musician learns certain scales and chord 

formations that work best, whilst the painter must try and grapple with 

perspective, colour and shading if they wish to paint a landscape. It is only 

when the artist has incorporated these into their body-subject that they can 

move onto the next stage of development in order for them to progress in their 

given art. The progression from one stage to another is not a necessity of play 

occurring and as noted in previous chapters, even the most basic of skills can 

invite play; one need only watch a two year old scribbling lines on a sheet of 

paper to see evidence of play. However, advanced skills are important later on 

because they help create the challenge needed in order for one to become 

immersed in the act itself. Drawing a balloon will only entice play for a short 

period of time until the artist or child becomes bored by the repetitive nature of 

a circle with a small triangle underneath.  

Once the artist has become accustomed to the basic skills and rules, or 

better, the norms of the art in question, they can move onto the next stage 

which entails a deeper and more robust understanding of their given art. Like 

the capable stage mentioned previously, the artist begins to develop a more 

assured approach to what they are doing. The artist begins to paint without 

                                                 
8
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, ‘Eye and Mind’, The Merleau-Ponty Reader, 2007, p354 

9
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception,  2005, p176.  
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having to explicitly think about certain things, for example, the artist no longer 

has to equate or compute when it comes to mixing colours. Instead of having to 

explicitly think about how to create green, the artist simple mixed two primary 

colours together to gain the secondary colour needed. At this stage the artist 

begins to find their own form and style much like golf players who understands 

the lay of the green, not by a geometrical science, but by a deeper, unreflective 

understanding. The golfer understands what the ball will do in relation to the 

golf green based on sediments of knowledge engrained into the golfer’s bodily 

intelligence.  

This stage also sees a symbiotic relationship forming between the artist 

and artwork; the level and depth of these relationships is something we have 

already come across in play where the subject and object become fused 

together, akin to, as Merleau-Ponty says, a transubstantiation.
10

 At some point 

in the artist’s experience, as with the player, they begin to lose sight of all 

objective properties and begin to experience interaction in a new kind of way. 

Raymond Cuijpers, a contemporary painter, working mainly with oils, says that 

when he works on a big canvas he likes to disappear into the painting, to reach 

a more unconscious or pre-reflective state.
11

 As noted before, this pre-reflective 

state is down to the bodies’ understanding of the movements and actions 

entailed in the activity. Cuijpers tells us that movement is everything and he 

goes on to say that “my own movements, literally the brush on the canvas, are 

essential to me. I definitely could not have made those larger canvases if I 

could not have been able to move.”
12

 In an almost Merleau-Pontian way, he 

says:  

 

                                                 
10

 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, ‘Eye and Mind’, The Merleau-Ponty Reader, Ted Toadvine and Leonard 

Lawlor (eds), Northwestern University Press, 2007, p353. Merleau-Ponty uses the term 

transubstantiation with regard to how the painter changes the world into a painting via the body. 
11

 Cf ‘Mayako Nakamura’, The Act of Painting 

http://www.theactofpainting.com/interviews/interview-mayako-nakamura/ accessed 5/10/14 
12

 Raymond Cuijpers’, The Act of Painting, http://www.theactofpainting.com/interviews/interview-

raymond-cuijpers-english/ accessed, 5/10/2014 

http://www.theactofpainting.com/interviews/interview-mayako-nakamura/
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I’m not only a moving eye; I’m also a moving being. Ultimately all of 

the movements in the painting solidify and sublimate onto the canvas, 

forty years of movement at a glance.
13

 

 

The artist, no matter if they are a caricaturist, singer or actor, must use 

their body; moreover this chapter will demonstrate that they must at some point 

in their artistic development allow their bodies to control the artwork, as the 

artist Jackson Pollock so wonderfully illustrates in his ‘action painting’. 

Pollock explains the necessity of the body so succinctly when he tells us:  

 

On the floor I am more at ease. I feel nearer, more a part of the painting, 

since this way I can walk around it, work from the four sides and 

literally be in the painting.
14

  

 

Pollock and his action painting allowed him to walk around the painting 

without ever losing sight of it, as well as allowing him complete freedom with 

regard to movements, action and approach to his work. This is not new, as 

Pollock himself notes, for example, Indian sand painters also create in a similar 

way.
15

  

The idea or rather the combination of art and bodily movement is also 

very apparent in Shodo, a Japanese art of calligraphy, often called a ‘Zen art’. 

The reason why this style of calligraphy comes to mind is that one cannot go 

back and touch up or erase characters that fall short of the artist’s ambitions. In 

this way, the action and movements involved in creating the characters have to 

be perfectly in line with the actual character itself, moreover this kind of 

calligraphy is often associated with Japanese martial arts (budo). The embodied 

state of the calligrapher is often compared to the embodied state of the warrior 

where each move is final and both the warrior and the artist must commit fully 

to every action for they know they cannot retract it once it has occurred. To 

paint is to move, to work, to act and without these elements art is nothing; as 

                                                 
13

 Ibid  
14

 Pollock, Jackson, ‘My Painting‘, Possibilities Vol. 1, no 1, winter 1947-48, p79 
15

 Ibid.  
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Picasso says “Inspiration does exist, but it must find you working.”
16

 Art, no 

more than play, is embodied movement. 

Only when the artist has become fully accustomed to the movement and 

action of the given art can they proceed into the final stage where bodily 

intelligence and the unreflective element of interaction really take hold of the 

process. Merleau-Ponty gives a really good example of the pre-reflective 

process that happens to some painters when he discusses examples of how the 

body works the canvas much more than the mind. One such example is taken 

from a documentary about the painter Matisse, whose hand scans the canvas 

unbeknownst to Matisse himself before the pencil finally touches the canvas. 

Matisse said afterwards: “I was unconsciously establishing the relationship 

between the subject I was about to draw, and the size of my paper.”
17

 Matisse 

himself seems amazed by the recording, however for Merleau-Ponty the 

unconscious gesture of Matisse is just another example of the importance the 

body plays when creating art. Merleau-Ponty remarks Matisse “did not have in 

his mind’s eye all the gestures possible, and in making his choice he did not 

have to eliminate all but one,” moreover by a “simple gesture he resolved the 

problem which in retrospect seemed to imply an infinite number of data.”
18

 

Reiterating Merleau-Ponty’s point, the Dutch artist Marie van Vollenhoven 

remarks that one’s “painting becomes virtuoso because there is great logic at 

the moment of action; a few moments in a row, or even during every nano-

second, or even: a timeless logic.”
19

 She goes on to say that even “the less 

masterful moments are just as logical because they prepare for virtuosity.”
20

 

The skill and competence of an artist according to van Vollenhoven is not 

down to the thought process or the metal preparation but the actual logic within 

the actions that necessarily make up the painting. A logic produced by the body 

as opposed to an overtly cognitive production of logic. 

                                                 
16

 Richard, John. Robert Adam: The Search for a Modern Classicism. Images Publishing, 2010  
17

 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, ‘Indirect Language and the Voice of Silence’, The Merleau-Ponty Reader, 

Ted Toadvine and Leonard Lawlor (eds), Northwestern University Press, 2007, p247 
18

 Ibid. 
19

 Marie van Vollenhoven’, The Act of Painting, 

http://www.theactofpainting.com/interviews/interview-marie-van-vollenhoven-english/ accessed 

5/10/2014. 
20

 Ibid  

http://www.theactofpainting.com/interviews/interview-marie-van-vollenhoven-english/
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No more than the final stage examined with regard to skill development 

in play, one finds, within the final stage of becoming an artistic virtuoso, that 

whatever rational or thematic process may have accompanied the initial stage 

of skill development, seems to fade and give way to the un-reflected process, 

whereby the body seems to do a lot of the work, as in the case of Matisse and 

van Vollenhoven. Moreover, just like play this stage in skill development is the 

most difficult to penetrate because like play it would seem that the dualistic 

connotations implicit in our thematic and rational thinking collapse as our 

bodily intelligence begins to take over. Again, like play, in this stage of artistic 

creation and development one finds a kind of selflessness occurring that many 

artists have tried to articulate. In the next section I shall draw on these 

articulations and show that what some artists experience is a kind of selfless 

play.
21

 

 

5.3 Selfless Play and Artistic Creation 

 

This section shall continue to use examples from various artists who discuss the 

kind of un-thematic engagement involved in the production of their artwork. It 

will then move on to examine Merleau-Ponty’s writing on art where we find an 

implicit relationship between the artist and the artwork that will be shown to be 

best viewed as a kind of selfless play. The greatest aspect of Merleau-Ponty’s 

work for this study is that he approaches art from both the side of the artist and 

the onlooker, whilst always emphasising the role of embodiment. Merleau-

Ponty’s writings on art are contra to the tradition of aesthetics, and like 

Heidegger, for the main part steers clear of the more established aesthetical 

themes.  

The last section finished with our attention being drawn toward the 

bodily process at work in the act of artistic creation in the opening part of this 

section I would like to discuss this further, as it is precisely when the body 

                                                 
21

 It is not the case that all artists experience selfless play within their work. It may be the case that 

only the Naïve poet, as Schiller describes, can come close to this experience. Cf Schiller, ‘On Naïve 

and Sentimental Poetry’, Aesthetical Essays, October 26, 2006 [EBook #6798] 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/6798 accessed 4/3/05 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/6798
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takes over that the artist can truly enter into the selfless play. No more than the 

player or coach, who believes thinking is a hindrance, it seems that many artists 

also feel the same way. Pollock, whom I mentioned earlier, is very clear when 

he says: “when I am in my painting, I am not aware of what I’m doing.”
22

 As 

argued in the previous chapter, the ‘I’ is never aware when one is totally 

absorbed in what they are doing, moreover Pollock’s expression ‘in my 

painting’ is not uncommon amongst painters, as noted in the quote from 

Cuijpers, who talked about disappearing into his paintings.  

In perhaps the most appropriate interview with regard to play, the artist 

van Vollenhoven discusses the idea of losing oneself in the painting. She says: 

“I find that miraculous. But losing myself altogether is something that only 

happens to me now and then and it never lasts very long.” She is happiest 

painting, she says, when her actions become one and it is something that 

happens to her more and more as she paints.
23

 Importantly, Van Vollenhoven 

goes on to say that “the same happens when I’m playing table tennis. 

Sometimes I play very well and that is because I forget everything around me. 

Then it looks like magic [returning to painting again]. But I can’t do it at will 

and I can’t keep it up for very long”
24

  

The loss of oneself seems to be something that is important in the act of 

artistic creation, but it begs the same kind of questions already raised with 

regard to authenticity and ownership in play. When the artist allows, or rather 

bows down to their body-subject or unreflective part of themselves, they seem 

to become constituted by the action and artwork. The relationship, or rather 

oneness of the experience, becomes constitutive of what they do to such an 

extent that they become part of the experience as opposed to the experience 

being part of them.
25

 When musicians play their favourite piece of music on an 

instrument, which they hold and play with their entire being, they not only 
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 ‘Marie Van Vollenhoven’, The Act of Painting, 
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become attached to the instrument like the tennis racket to the tennis player, but 

they also become attached to the music.
26

  

When Jackson Pollock was asked to describe the relationship between 

his work One. Number 31. 1950. and that of nature he told the reporter “I am 

nature.”
27

 Pollock is emphasising a common trend amongst artists who claim 

that in the act of painting they seem to transcend the self and find true nature.
28

 

The writer Edger Allan Poe once remarked: “If I were called upon to define 

briefly the word Art, I should call it the reproduction of what the senses 

perceive in nature, seen through the veil of the soul.”
29

 There is no doubt that 

the artist like the player, in losing themselves, experience an intensity of vital 

energy that is so far removed from the paradigm of the ‘rational actor’ that it 

conjures up ideations of nature and the elemental. Perhaps the reason for this is 

the fact that the artist, like the player, returns to some kind of antecedent state 

of Being, a precursor to the reflective self that only ever emerges in the 

aftermath of the experience.  

In ‘Eye and Mind’ Merleau-Ponty tells us, with regard to looking at a 

painting, that “I do not gaze at it as one gazes at a thing, I do not fix it in its 

place. My gaze wanders within it as in the halos of Being.”
30

 The work of art 

then does not stand forth as a thing or an object; in fact the painting loses it 

thingness; “rather than seeing it, I see according to, or with it.”
31

 The exact 

same thing can be said of the soccer player who perceives according to the ball 

or the sailor who perceives according to the elements.  

For Merleau-Ponty, the painter’s ability to reach beyond the “visual 

givens” and open upon a texture of Being is often described in a divine or 

magic prose. Not only that, but we also see that there is a kind of reversibility 
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in the artist’s approach to the world. The mountain which stands ‘over there’ 

makes itself appear to the painter so that the painter can “give visible existence 

to what profane vision believes to be invisible.”
32

 The use of depth of field and 

perspective is one way the artist has of bringing into being something which 

Merleau-Ponty says is “either nothing or else it is my participation in a Being 

without restriction.”
33

 The contemporary artist Kirsten Hutschemakers says 

something similar when describing her own painting as a search “for the non-

something, rather than the nothing. This involves liberating the viewer and the 

artwork itself from the interpretative frames and conventions that rule our 

perception” in the end the aim is to allow objects and images to “hold a middle 

ground between something and nothingness.”
34

  

The artist, whether they are a poet, painter, musician or dancer, 

approaches the world in a way that allows the world to approach them. They do 

so because, like the player, they are willing to transcend what the post-

modernists have called the ‘hyper-real.’ The artist seems to be capable of 

engaging with the world in an almost primordial way; the artist like the player 

seems to connect to an antecedent state of being. Van Gogh tells us that it is the 

language of nature which the artist should listen to, it is even more important 

than their feelings for pictures,
35

 while centuries before Leonardo da Vinci told 

us that painting is born from nature or, to be more accurate, that it is the 

grandchild of nature.
36

 While it is hard to know exactly what these great 

painters meant by nature, we do find between the time of da Vinci and Van 

Gogh, specifically the Romantic Era, countless works by both philosophers and 

artists who all seem to suggest that nature, in its elemental form, is fundamental 

to art.
37
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Neither the poet nor the painter defines or controls what is actually 

happening, they merely allow a place for the happening to occur. They neither 

name nor point at, nor do they label and define, rather they allow the essence of 

that which they approach a chance to breathe and grow; to stand forth in the 

clearing. According to Merleau-Ponty, the artist’s vision “is no longer a view 

upon an outside, a merely ‘physical-optical’ relation with the world” rather “the 

world no longer stands before him through representation.”
38

 Instead, “it is the 

painter who is born in the things as by the concentration and the coming-to-

itself of the visible.”
39

 In the experience of painting, the artist is born inside of 

Being; inside the very entity that gives itself to the artist. 

Merleau-Ponty, in speaking of Cézanne, tells us that he would say "the 

landscape thinks itself in me, and I am its consciousness."
40

 However, this 

extraordinary reversal seems to come about only after Cézanne has become 

engrossed with the painting itself; the artist, no more than the player, must 

physically move into this space. The point being argued is that action and 

movement are a stipulation for this way of being to occur. Cézanne would 

firstly establish some kind of motif, for example he would sketch a landscape, 

but as he worked over the motif with paint, an intensity would emerge and all 

of a sudden he would became absorbed in an embodied unity of action and 

Being; in this state the artist is able to penetrate the invisible. For Merleau-

Ponty, the artist as a human being “is capable of such a vision which penetrates 

right to the root of things beneath the imposed order of humanity.”
41

  

                                                                                                                                          
because she satisfies our mind or our taste, but merely because she is nature.” (Gutenberg.org) 
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The artist then has to reach past the mandates of society and humanity 

into the very depths of being from which Being can emerge. The artist as 

presented in Merleau-Ponty’s work is actually undergoing an epoché of kinds 

and is penetrating the very ground of Being, not because they are disciples to a 

tradition but rather because they are more open to Being than they are to the 

established traditions who dictate style, method and purpose. The painters that 

Merleau-Ponty cites in his work like Matisse, Cézanne and Klee were all 

innovators as well as dissenters, wishing to go beyond the historical confines of 

their art. Merleau-Ponty writes of Cézanne’s innate ability to return to the 

primordial experiences from which notions of science and objects are derived 

and in which they are inseparable; his thought is transfixed on the emergence of 

being.
42

 Cézanne, like other gifted and not-so-gifted artists, works in a space 

where nature is allowed to come forth and where the concealing of Being gives 

ways to the un-concealment of Being. The artist for Merleau-Ponty takes what 

remains concealed to most men and makes it visible through the artwork.
43

  

While Merleau-Ponty’s first essay on Cézanne entitled ‘Cézanne’s 

Doubt’ was written sixteen years before ‘Eye and Mind’, and it is clear that 

Merleau-Ponty’s thought remained fixed throughout this time on trying to 

account for the ‘lived experience’ in a way which would allow the experience 

to come forth of its own accord. Having established this kind of experience by 

way of a dialogue with the artists in ‘Cézanne’s Doubt’ and ‘Eye and Mind’ 

Merleau-Ponty in his most mature writing would try to philosophically unravel 

the nature of these artistic experiences through an analysis of the flesh which is 

very important in understanding how we interact with the world around us. 

This chapter shall deal with Merleau-Ponty’s notion of the flesh before it 

concludes. However, for now it will try to bring to a close our examination of 

art and play.  
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5.4 Play and Being 

 

There is no difference between the experience of the player and the artist once 

they enter into selfless play. In selfless play the whole realm of objectivity 

collapses and gives way to an intensity of meaning that no more comes from 

the player or artist than it comes from the game or the work of art. The selfless 

play this work is concerned with is not a psychological state, nor is it a physical 

state; rather it seems to us that it has to be considered a state of being.
44

 If it 

were purely psychological, it could simply be accounted for as a ‘flow’ or 

‘peak’ experience, however the such experiences often implies an awareness of 

what one is doing with regard to the worth of what one is doing, in order to 

create the ‘optimal experience’ in ones life. Moreover, contra to play, the fact 

that a person stops to think about what they are doing does not necessarily 

detract from the ‘optimal experience,’ instead, if they view what they do 

positively they can maintain the flow experience.
45

 If the experience were 

purely physical, then it would be possible to find the causations and triggers 

needed to enter into play whenever we like, but as I have argued this is not the 

case. Establishing rules and creating a game does not guarantee play.  

The experience, and the invisible forces contained in play, must make 

contact with something, and not just the goalpost or soccer pitch. Simply 

stating that play makes contact with play is better than saying that the artist or 

player makes contact with the game or the canvas. In Sense and Non-Sense 

Merleau-Ponty claims that when we confront art “we know that a contact has 

been established with something.”
46

 In his later unfinished work it seems that 

he is trying to unravel what exactly this contact is and the notion of the ‘flesh’ 

might be the best answer his work is likely to provide, however the ‘flesh’ is a 

very complex and opaque idea.  

While Merleau-Ponty has touched on the notion of flesh in previous 

works, it is in The Visible and the Invisible, which was published 

posthumously, made up of working notes and unfinished manuscripts. The 
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chapter entitled ‘Intertwining: The Chiasm’ is where the notion of flesh seems 

to come to the fore. The manuscripts make up the first part of a text Merleau-

Ponty was working on and in no way do they constitute a finished draft; as such 

what one gets is an exploratory text that raises serious questions regarding 

Being as well as a critique of philosophical methodology. The flesh is difficult 

to describe, however what Merleau-Ponty seems to be working towards, as the 

title of the essay suggests, is the way the invisible becomes visible and it seems 

that the painter, as much as the phenomenologist, are capable of this very feat. 

What is of interest to this thesis is with regard to the flesh is that it seems to 

point toward a kind of coming together or encroachment of various elements 

similar to what we find in play. With the idea of the flesh we find ourselves 

entering a fold, for want of a better word, between the visible and invisible.  

‘Intertwining: The Chiasm’ is the last chapter in the text and it consists of an 

exploration into the crossing over of the seer with that which is seen and a 

crossing over of the touched with that which is touching. The reversibility 

mentioned in ‘Eye and Mind’ is a theme throughout this late work; however, 

this intertwined relationship is established within a wider notion of the flesh.  

He says that “there is double and crossing situation of the visible in the 

tangible and the tangible in the visible” and yet they do not merge into one;
47

 

even though he also tells us that we cannot possess the visible unless we are 

possessed by it; “unless he is of it.”
48

 I shall return to this lack of merger in this 

relationship shortly, first however, one needs to understand the concept of the 

flesh. It is worth noting that in this essay Merleau-Ponty is no longer talking of 

how the painter sees but rather he is now talking about sight in general
49

 and 

there is little doubt that Merleau-Ponty is writing out of a phenomenological 

reduction. Merleau-Ponty places the flesh between the seer and the thing seen 

as a constitutive means of communication yet this flesh is not matter, is not 

mind and is not substance; accordingly, he thinks there is no name in traditional 
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philosophy to designate it.
50

 It would seem at first that the relationship already 

described between the artist and their work, and of the player and the game, 

takes place in the medium of the flesh which itself is part of a pre-objective 

existence.
51

  

The difficulty is that Merleau-Ponty denies the very oneness that we 

have argued is essential to play. He tells us that while the visible and the 

tangible belong to the same world, they never cross over; they are never 

superposable, because the two parts remains exactly that, two total parts.
52

 Paul 

Klee, an artist who both Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger greatly admired, says 

that while it is difficult to survey the totality of nature or art it is even “more 

difficult to help another find such a comprehensive view” because we lack the 

ability to discuss “something that possess simultaneously a number of different 

dimensions.”
53

 While Klee is right to suggest the difficulty in describing 

something that is both simultaneous and separate, Merleau-Ponty seems to 

deny the simultaneousness. The notion of flesh in this thesis is understood, 

metaphorically, as something similar to water in a pond that, while connecting 

everything and bringing things together, is not actually of these things. Here it 

is claimed that in selfless play, that which brings everything together is 

simultaneously everything. While trying to overcome traditional dualism 

Merleau-Ponty seems to develop a non-traditional dualism by maintaining a 

divergence, however it is this divergence between touching and being touched, 

between the sentient and the sensible that actually maintains subjectivity.
54

  

That said, one has to be careful to avoid crossing into some kind of 

misguided account of Merleau-Ponty’s later work. One feature that seems quite 

important in the ‘Intertwining’ essay is that Merleau-Ponty does not seem to be 

engaging directly with the artist’s experience. It seems that he has already 
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covered that ground in the early texts and seems happy to build upon them in 

order to understand the general everyday interactions. Moreover, he is certainly 

not dealing with play. This is important to note because play for us, while being 

an everyday occurrence, is still ephemeral. Hence, there is no real difficulty in 

discovering that our own investigation runs contrary to Merleau-Ponty’s, even 

though at first the parallels seemed so promising.  

There is, however another clue found in Merleau-Ponty’s ‘Intertwining’ 

essay and that is the notion of subjectivity, and indeed objectivity, which are 

both maintained by the flesh of the world.
55

 While everything is associated with 

the intertwining, nothing is allowed to become, if you like, the intertwining. 

The flesh is a meeting point, a point of encroachment which should not be 

thought of as a subject or object or as matter or spirit; it is simply an elemental 

manner of being.
56

 While Merleau-Ponty seems to embrace the coming 

together of self and world in the sense that the world is intertwined with us as 

much as we are intertwined with it
57

 he still retains that each part, no matter 

how much it encroaches on the other is still distinct.  

To clarify, this thesis has argued that in play there is no such distinction 

between object and subject and Merleau-Ponty seems to agree with that. This 

work has drawn continuously on his writings in this respect. However, where 

this thesis seems to disagree with Merleau-Ponty is the claim that play is the 

coming together of all things into one thing. Play is a singular plurality where 

the totality of the experience allows subject and object to melt into and mix 

with something else. It is one thing to say, as this work has done in agreement 

with Merleau-Ponty, that the play object becomes a subjective appendage, 

however it seems the claim that the player is play, or the painter is the painting, 

may seem to be a claim too far for Merleau-Ponty.  

This distinction may be another case of Descartes’ warning that the 

body lived and body known will always be different; it may be the case that 

Merleau-Ponty is assuming the perspective of the theoretician. In any respect 

his later work certainly seems to challenge the monist perspective that play 
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seems to raise.
58

 Moreover, this thesis is claiming that since there is no 

reflective self in the lived experience of play, the objective, as opposed to 

simply the object, must disappear. In play, the distance or flesh which could 

support a subject, is dissolved by the totality of the experience. Indeed, it has 

already been argued that the idea of distance in play is something that does not 

make any sense to the person who is constituted by selfless play. The problem 

of course is that Merleau-Ponty’s idea of flesh is not an object, even though it 

is thematic and distinguishable from the subject.  

Merleau-Ponty, along with Heidegger, Klee and many others seem to be 

trying to reach beyond the objectivity and intentionality that is present in 

Husserl’s work; nonetheless, this idea of the intertwining creates its own 

problematic with regard to operative intentionality as it is presented in 

Merleau-Ponty’s own writings.
59

 To be ‘aware of’ means to have a perspective 

and even though Husserl raises the embodied sense of the ‘zero point’ from 

which all else is orientated it seems that this perspective must be rejected with 

regard to the reversibility outlined above because according to the artists 

Merleau-Ponty cites, the ‘I’ becomes an object of consciousness for the 

landscape.  

The operative intentionality as demonstrated by the intentional arc in 

Phenomenology of Perception now becomes engulfed in the ‘perceptual faith’, 

which resides in the flesh of the world. Intentionality itself becomes reversible, 

but only if we recognise that Being is not an object. If Being remained an 

object then the kind of reversibility that Merleau-Ponty is asking us to accept 

would dissolve into a subject/object orientation whereby the subject would not 

only retain subjectivity but it would also remain the master.
60

 Françoise Dastur 

tells us that for Merleau-Ponty “Being is not a great Object on which thought 
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should tirelessly work in order to make itself adequate” rather it is the 

“universal dimensionality on which all the dimensions are set apart in advance 

without any one ever expressing it completely.”
61

  

Merleau-Ponty is not concerned about the existence of objects or what 

is there rather he seems concerned about what is it to be? Stephen Priest points 

out that by virtue of asking ‘what it is to be?’ the ground Merleau-Ponty 

analyses in The Visible and the Invisible must be ontologically prior to that 

ground which Phenomenology of Perception is built upon. He also notes that 

the propositions of truth in Merleau-Ponty’s later work cannot be undone by 

claims made in his earlier work precisely because Merleau-Ponty is seeking a 

deeper more primordial ground than that of his earlier work.
62

 

In selfless play there may be a kind of intertwining, or crossover of 

parts, however this thesis has argued that one cannot say that the relationship 

entails distinct parts as Merleau-Ponty does. Nonetheless, there are other 

positive aspects within Merleau-Ponty’s work where he relates directly with 

art, which seem to resonate with the notion of selfless play. For example, 

Merleau-Ponty tells us in Sense and Non-Sense that “the meaning of the work 

for the artist or for the public cannot be stated except by the work itself; neither 

the thought that created it, nor the thought which receives it is completely its 

own master.”
63

 Merleau-Ponty is pointing toward a meaning that only arises in 

the midst of a number of different factors but most importantly for us none of 

the factors has a hierarchical hold over the work itself. In the Origin of the 

Work of Art Heidegger makes a similar claim regarding the various elements 

involved in bringing about a work of art when he says “the artist is the origin of 

the work. The work is the origin of the artist. Neither is without the other.”
64

 

Art, like play, is about an interaction between various elements whereby no 

element is the sole support of the other.
65
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5.5 Art as Play 

 

It is encouraging that the later texts of both Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty are 

not only similar to each other, but also similar in certain ways to this thesis. To 

begin with, it is clear that both philosophers are moving beyond the subject-

objective dichotomy with regard to the question of Being, in the same way this 

thesis has sought to move beyond the subject and object dichotomy in play. 

They consistently tell us that representational knowledge – which is epitomised 

by the sciences – is not the only kind of knowledge, and its hierarchical 

position within society is questionable. This thesis has also noted the problem 

of representational thinking with regard to play. Both philosophers turn to art in 

order to help them understand Being because the artist approaches Being in a 

way that does not prejudge: the artist’s approach remains open and faithful to 

Being in a way that objective sciences fail to accomplish.  

Nonetheless, not everything that has been said by both philosophers 

may be said of play, as this chapter already pointed out; nor can it be said that 

play is the flesh, or that play is what Heidegger calls Ereignis.
66

 That their later 

works have a comparison to what thesis has described as play is more likely 

down to the fact that their work is concerned with the experience of art and as 

Huizinga tells us the bond between art and play should be considered 

indissoluble.
67

 Their reliance on art brings about a necessary reflection which 

inadvertently raises a series of questions about the playful nature of art and 
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even though play is not considered by these philosophers
68

 it nevertheless 

cannot avoid being brought up if art is being examined.  

There is a definite comparison between selfless play, as previously 

outlined, and how both philosophers understand artistic engagement. Art is a 

kinaesthetic act that is embodied in a way that allows for a complete an utter 

unification of the artist with their surroundings in the same way the player is 

unified with their surroundings. The artist’s brush becomes an extension of 

their embodied state, which is not a state of mind. The creation of art 

necessarily involves a high level of concentration and focus and of course, the 

challenge is in the act itself: creation. The challenge of all art is to create, to 

produce, to make or manifest the invisible. In this challenge to create I am 

claiming that the artist must give way to selfless play in order to find the 

encompassing engagement that will allow the painter to see through the veil of 

the soul.
69

  

The claim this chapter is making with respect to the artist and selfless-

play should not be viewed as a definitive statement about art in general. For 

example, questions relating to what makes a great work of art, or even the 

problems of defining art are not relevant to this work. From an observed 

position, art and play are actually dissimilar with respect to a number of 

issues.
70

 Art, according to Gadamer’s Aristotelian tendencies, needs an 

audience claiming that the “spectator belongs essentially to the playing of the 
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play.”
71

 For Gadamer the “creation of the genius can never really be divorced 

from the congeniality of the one who experiences it.”
72

 The artwork, according 

to Gadamer, must be supported and appreciated by the audience for it to be a 

work of art. The same cannot be said of play, in that it does not need an 

audience to support the event as play. It does not make a difference to the 

players, once they are in play, if there is an audience or not. Indeed many 

people play in solitude, like the solo navigator or cross-country runner. The 

same, as already argued, can be said of the artist, in that they rarely have an 

audience when creating or composing their work of art; nonetheless, they can 

still find selfless play in the act of creation. 

Art may well need the support of the audience for it to become an 

artwork, but whatever way it is judged has no bearing on the process of play 

that may have produced it. Even if as Gadamer says, the process of judging the 

artwork involves a playful dialogue between the onlooker and the artwork 

itself, it has nothing to do with the act of creation.
73

 It is the creative expression 

of the artist when creating the artwork that resembles the embodied play which 

this study is concerned about. Once the artist has grasped the basic concepts of 

what painting or poetry entails, and we do mean basic, then it should be 

possible to experience selfless play. The creation of a painting is not dissimilar 

to any other kind of play as Merleau-Ponty himself testifies in “Cézanne’s 

Doubt” when he claims that “the rules of anatomy and design are present in 

each stroke of his brush just as the rules of the game underlie each stroke in a 

game of tennis.”
74
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The canvas is the boundary, the brushes and tools are the play 

instruments, and the paint is the medium that makes the process come alive. 

Once engrossed in what they are doing, the artists can quickly slip out of the 

mundane and into play. The artist plays with what he or she sees; they play 

with the things in front of them through the medium of paint. However, as 

Merleau-Ponty points out, this kind of embodied relation does not allow the 

constituting of objects. Accordingly, the artist does not paint that which he or 

she names or objectifies; through the kinaesthetic embodied moment they 

actually begin to relate to Being itself through a unified event. 

Notwithstanding this, prior to the artistic creation the artist needs to 

have some rudimentary knowledge of the ‘object’ they wish to draw; even 

Dali’s melting clocks are numbered one through to twelve, but the clocks at 

some point must have lost their objectiveness in the course of painting that 

picture. The fact that Dalí’s painting of melting clocks in The Persistence of 

Memory remains a masterpiece in no way means that the process of 

engagement taken to create this painting was more playful than other paintings. 

The point this research is making is that if an amateur tries to draw a clock, and 

if the process occurs through play, they will have undergone a similar 

experience to those artists cited in this thesis. The amateur who writes a poem 

about their day in the park, if the process occurs through play, will have 

experienced something similar to Rilke, Goethe, Shakespeare and all the other 

great writers.
75

 The right mix of concentration, challenge and structure is all 

that is needed to invoke play, and this mix is entirely subjective; there is no set 

formula.
76

 The artist paints not at a distance to their chosen subject, as if they 

were somehow detached from it, but rather they paint through their chosen 

subject; they step into their canvas. The feelings and emotions that a painter or 

poet invests into their works elevates and transforms the paint and prose into a 
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living thing.
77

 Words for the poet are not abstract things, they are concretely 

felt. They come alive through the art but only when there is a complete and 

utter unity between the artist and their subject, between the perceiver and the 

perceived. This unity as demonstrated is a fundamental aspect of play and there 

is no reason to deny this unifying aspect of play from the creation of art. 

The kind of art that Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger are discussing with 

regard to Being is an art that, as Klee tells us, “does not reproduce the visible, it 

renders the visible.”
78

 Behind their analysis of this art that renders the invisible 

visible, is a creativity that is bound by instinct, to play itself. Every artist that 

both Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger seem to be drawn towards are innovators 

who were not afraid to break with tradition in order to capture the other side, 

the hidden side. This need to capture the invisible is the motivation of a great 

number of artists and philosophers alike, because creativity and vitality are part 

of the same process, whereby the artist brings forth and makes present that 

which lies hidden. As the surrealist artist, Magritte says:  

 

Everything we see hides another thing, we always want to see what is 

hidden by what we see. There is an interest in that which is hidden and 

which the visible does not show us.
79

  

 

The same moment of creative play that occurs in Magritte is the same moment 

of creative play that a child undergoes when they draw. The artist, whether they 

are a painter, a poet, a musician or a sculptor, receives their form and content 

through a relationship that for us is play regardless of whether the work will 

become a great composition or a simple jingle for an advertisement. The skill 

and finesse of the artist, along with a sprinkling of historical context, 

determines whether the work in question becomes a great artwork, however 

play has no concern for such a title.  
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5.6 Concluding Remarks 

 

This chapter has brought the realm of art and play together. It started by 

examining art as action and in doing so, the similarities between the movement 

and actions in art with that of play became apparent. It was also noted that in 

the act of artistic creativity the artist find themselves lost in their own 

experience. They, at times, fall into selfless play, most notably at the point 

where they become one with their work. The ‘artistic’ texts of Merleau-Ponty 

were examined in order to better understand what we interact with when we 

play; the finding was that the artist as a player interacts with Being in a 

primordial way. The parallels between the artist’s comments and the players 

already quoted in previous chapters supports the claim that selfless play is part 

of the artistic act of creation.  

Merleau-Ponty’s ‘Intertwining’ essay can be read as an essay on artistic 

play, even if its focus is not entirely that of art or play. It encapsulates the very 

essence of the artist’s approach to the world in a way that we cannot say is 

credible for everyone. In fact, all of the Merleau-Ponty’s writing on art for us 

describes, with exactitude of brilliance, how the artist approaches and sees the 

world. That said, for us it remains an approach and nothing more. The artist 

quite often approaches the world in a way that allows the world to approach 

them, without doing violence to it. Nonetheless, once engaged in selfless play, 

which the artist often inhabits, this approach becomes purer still to the point 

where there is no longer any direction or approach because the distinct part 

which may have helped the artist or the player approach the event are no longer 

evident.
80

  

This chapter has shown that selfless play can be found in the artistic 

experience, in the same ways that play can be found in games and sports. While 
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it is not claiming play is a necessary element, it does seem to go hand-in-hand 

with what artists strive for. Not in the outcome of their work or their product 

which is entirely different, but in the process of their work. The work of art in 

many ways is similar to the final score in a game of football in that both are an 

outcome of creative play; the artwork and league tables for football share the 

same significance in this work.  

Play transcends all activities and it is this transcendence which has 

remained our sole focus. This transcendence for us allows us to experience life 

in an antecedent state of being, as primordial creatures devoid of concepts and 

objective intentionality. In play the entirety of what makes us human, both 

mind and body, spirit and matter, the world and its contents comes together in 

the most enigmatic way to create what this work regards as one of the most 

special moments in a humans life. Play cleanses; it wipes away the worries of 

the world because once we enter into selfless play everything that was once 

held as important evaporates as we allow ourselves to be constituted by the 

most superior of vital force; we allow ourselves to be played with.  

In the next chapter I will examine an activity that can be regarded as 

being the exact opposite of play. In doing so the chapter will show how alien 

reflective thinking, or a concern for oneself, is in play. I shall also engage with 

the issue of freedom and authenticity in play, especially since, as has been 

shown,  there is no ‘I’ in play. 
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Chapter 6: Play and Adventure 
 

I went in search of myself 

       Heraclitus (F101)
1
 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

The previous chapters have shown just how elusive and ubiquitous play can be and 

whilst this study has examined a number of absolutely essential features of play, 

none of the features individually are exclusive to play. Based on the features and 

characteristics this work has examined one could formulate a definition along the  

lines of play is an engaging structured activity where the self disappears. However, 

this doesn’t seem to offer much in the way of an explanation. Play as defined as a 

structured selfless engagement, like so many other play definitions, can be used for 

so many activities that would normally fall outside of our everyday understanding of 

play. Since this work claims that play is not exclusive to particular activities, the 

broad definition is not a problem. However, there must be some kind of limit to 

play’s reach. Huizinga tells us in Homo Ludens, after trying to find an opposite 

concept of play, that the attempt to construct a comprehensive term expressing 

something as not-play must have been very feeble as every word that might be 

construed as play’s opposite, from work to earnestness, can all be part of play.
2
 The 

task in this penultimate chapter is to find play’s opposite, so that further light can be 

cast on what play is. 

 The subsuming power of play was dealt with in the first chapter. It was noted 

that all kinds of activities can lend themselves to play. However, in light of the last 

two chapters it must be categorically stated that self-reflective thought is not part of 

play. All the accounts this research has come across, from chess players who claim 

the roof could collapse in the middle of a game and they wouldn’t notice, to artists 

who describe themselves as being lost in the act of painting, point to the fact that the 
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2
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self, and any thoughts pertaining to the self, are not part of play.
3
 Thoughts that 

relate to the ‘I’ or the ‘self’ are detrimental to play. Thought in general, as we have 

shown is not detrimental to play; in fact thoughts are essential to play. However self-

reflective thoughts, i.e. thoughts concerned with oneself, are detrimental to play and 

are capable of destroying the flow that allows play to occur.  

 The key to this chapter is to find an activity that leads the player from play to 

self-reflective thought. It is easy to find activities that are clearly not play, like 

lighting a fire in the kitchen stove, however if one really tried it may be possible to 

find play in this simple activity. The point noted earlier by Huizinga is that all 

activity seems to have the power to be pulled into the realm of play. Trying to find 

an activity that somehow avoids this tendency is not easy, however that is what this 

chapter aims to do. It has already been shown that self-concern is the antithesis of 

play, so all that is left is to find an embodied activity that leads to self-concern, 

preferably something that originates in the play-sphere. Since all activities have the 

power to be subsumed into play it makes more sense to start with an activity that is 

already playful and see how play breaks down.  

 One playful activity that stands out more than any other, which often raises 

self-reflective thought, is an adventure activity like sailing or mountaineering.
4
 In 

examining how adventure is different, or rather how it disrupts play, this chapter will 

show a number of characteristics of play that have gone unnoticed so far as well as 

illuminating some characteristic already noted. In the first section of the chapter 

adventure will be defined and demarcated from play in order to illustrate their 

differences. The analysis of adventure that follows will show that with adventure 

comes anxiety, fear and self-reflection which are not part of selfless play.  

 In the middle part of this chapter, evidence is examined that backs up the 

claims that adventure is the opposite to play as well as bringing in the work of 

Heidegger who is no stranger to the question of anxiety and self-concern. Through a 

variety of sources that deal with the adventure experience, first-hand accounts will 
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be referenced that describe certain aspects of adventure that indicate its opposition to 

play. These aspects of adventure amount to what is best described as existential 

angst. The middle to end section of the chapter will deal exclusively with the 

relationship of existential angst as it comes forth in adventure; in doing so issues 

relating to self-awareness, being-in-the-world, authenticity and freedom will be 

examined.  

 By the end of this chapter, adventure – by way of existential angst – will be 

shown to be the opposite of play. Play as seen comparatively against adventure does 

not allow for any kind of self-awareness, fear or anxiety. The question of freedom 

and authenticity will be dealt with and shown that in selfless play these two 

existential pillars are quite problematic. In selfless play, the player is constituted to 

such an extent that these pillars remain extremely questionable. It seems that play, as 

characterised in this thesis, presents a challenge to many existential themes found in 

twentieth-century philosophy.  

 

6.2 What play is Not 

 

This section will address an area often neglected by play theorists and that is 

the question of play’s opposite. While playful activity is ubiquitous, entering into 

selfless play is less common than one may think. There must be something that 

prohibits us from finding selfless play. The search is important because if there is an 

opposite to play it may reveal and strengthen our argument for what exactly play is. 

The comparative value alone is enough of a reason to venture down this route, 

however more than mere comparison is the opportunity to examine a very unique 

and philosophically rich activity that rarely, if ever, gets a mention in the annals of 

philosophy and intellectual thought. In many ways, the adventure experience as seen 

as the opposition to play is as potent as play itself, when it comes to philosophical 

richness. 

This section will begin with an overview of the problem associated with 

finding the antithesis of plays before moving on to providing a definitive answer to 

what the opposite of play is. In defining the opposite of play I am implicitly 

supporting and developing an image of what this study considers play to be. While 
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the concept of play is represented in all the world languages, Huizinga tells us in 

Homo Ludens that the concept of its opposite is not represented very well.
5
 The fact 

that play has only a few opposites according to Huizinga shows how important play 

is, or at least it points towards a lack of any real clarification of that which is 

opposite to play. The real diversity of play is only appreciated when one tries to 

adopt some kind of apophatic rhetoric in order to claim, by way of a negative 

approach, what play is not. Unfortunately, this yields very little results. The 

difficulty is that every opposite of play can in fact be used to describe elements of 

playful actions. For example, seriousness and earnestness can both be viewed as 

opposites to play however play itself can involve both. Even work, which according 

to Aristotle is the opposite of play, can itself be played. Actors and professional 

sports players both play for a living even though Huizinga and Callios believe that 

professionalism robs the players of true play.
6
 If every act is saturated by the 

motivation of financial gain then the player in question, according to Huizinga and 

Caillois, will never find play. However, not everyone involved in professional sport 

will at every moment be motivated by financial gain. All professionals can enter into 

selfless play once they let go of the prelusory goals like winning or prestige. Play is 

so engaging that the professional must, at times, be so engrossed that they enter into 

selfless play.  

The difficulty in finding something that could be considered the real opposite 

to play is telling. Play is either so ubiquitous it is capable of taking any opposite into 

its environment or alternatively play is too undefined and obscure that it lends itself 

to every act imaginable; which may in turn lead to its ubiquitous nature. However, 

play is not entirely ubiquitous for example right now I am certainly not ‘in play’ as I 

type these words, but that should not imply that creating words cannot be a form of 

play.
7
 Everything in our normal lives from common actions to work practices can all 

be played, however play itself remains outside of work. While it seems that every act 

can be part of play, play cannot be part of every act. For example, I can play at work, 
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6
Huizinga, Homo Ludens, 1992, p197. Huizinga comments that professional sport has no place in the 

play-sphere. Caillois says that when ‘boxers, cyclists, jockeys or actors’ earn money it is clear that 

they are not player but workers. Caillois, Man, Play, Game, 1961, p6 The out this work is making is 

that while a professional may enter the play arena as a professional, once in play they inhabit the same 

place as the amateur.  
7
 Words games are too many in number to list but we should pay homage to the humble crossword 

puzzle and the game of Scrabble to illustrate a few. 
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however play itself can never be work. If I am lucky I might find play in school, but 

school itself is not play, likewise I might find play in sport but sport is not play – 

sport is a formally organised event controlled by governing bodies. In fact, it seems 

clear that a reversal of subsuming categories cannot go the other way; play subsumes 

acts and not the other way round.  

Whether play is encountered in the playground or at work, it breaks down once 

the player begins to think about things that reside outside of play. It also breaks 

down when the player tries to compute what went wrong, or perhaps when they 

begin to assess their performance. Once this happens, play ceases to exist 

momentarily; at least until the player in question can once again lose themselves in 

the act of playing. From what was said in previous chapters, without an 

understanding of the basic rules of play one cannot play. One must be familiar with 

some basic concepts or rules of the game or activity that will help create a remit for 

play. Once someone has the basic principles – and we do mean basic – then play 

may begin but without these principles play will for the most part remain dormant. 

Again, how one understands the rules does not matter to play itself. For example, if a 

novice snooker player believes that the yellow ball is worth the same as a green ball 

it would have no effect on play itself, likewise not understanding how to castle in 

chess will not mean one cannot find play in the game of chess.  

Questions pertaining to certain decisions or reflective analysis of a 

performance, including the thoughts of tomorrow while actually performing, all 

impede play.
8
 This work is not suggesting that thought cannot reside in play, rather it 

is claiming that play cannot reside in self-concerned reflective thought. Thought-

provoking questions like ‘What move to play next?’ and ‘am I any good at this 

game?’ are entirely different questions; the first remains within play whilst the 

second question is outside of play. It seems that any kind of self-reflection will in 

fact destroy play. This is very important as it brings back the issues already raised in 

previous chapters.  

Deliberate action, as this thesis has shown, is essential to play, however when 

the awareness turns from the attention of the game toward the subject or agent 

playing the game it ends up removing the player from selfless play. Games that 
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involve a high level of self-reflection are hard to come across. There are games 

played in the professional arena involving huge amounts of money and profiteering 

that must contain an element of self-reflection for the players involved. One can only 

imagine what kind of thoughts go through a professional golfer’s mind before teeing 

off at the last hole in the US Masters, knowing a birdie will mean victory. In 

situations like this, self-reflection and self-assessment may mean the difference 

between winning and losing but they are not part of the experience of selfless play. 

While this type of thinking belongs to the totality of the sport
9
 it does not belong to 

the experience of selfless play.  

That said, something most wake up the reflective self. When we switch into 

play mode we have no concern for the self and yet when faced with immense 

pressure to finish with a birdie to secure victory in a golf tournament the reflective 

self surfaces, even if we wish it hadn’t. Obviously, in this situation the pressure has 

become too much for the golfer and the ‘reflective self’ feels the need to take 

control. As already argued, the player in selfless play is actively conscious of what is 

happening, however this consciousness is not concerned with the self.
10

 The change 

from selfless play to self-reflection will be examined by focusing on extreme forms 

of play where the situation and our power to handle the situation all seem to shake 

the player into a self-reflective mood, and in doing so completely undoes play. 

Interestingly, the golfer above may decide to put the reflective self away and refuse 

to think about the pressure; they might adopt what Suits calls the ‘lusory attitude’. 

Many sport players claim that self-reflective thinking is a hindrance, so it is in the 

player’s best interest to return to play as soon as possible. In order to do this, they 

must adopt some kind of lusory attitude, a state of being that accepts and gives 

oneself over to play.  

Instead of examining the professional arena to see how self-reflection destroys 

selfless play, this chapter will examine adventure sports. The inherent danger and 

risk in these sports means that many people who participate in adventure pursuits 

find themselves faced with life-threatening situations where the self is called into 

                                                 
9
 Cf Breivik, Gunnar, ‘Zombie-like or Superconscious? A Phenomenological and Conceptual 

Analysis of Consciousness in Elite Sport’, Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 2013. Vol 40, No 1, 

84-106.  
10

 In play there is no self-consciousness; by this I mean that there is no consciousness that is 

concerned or preoccupied with the self. In selfless-play consciousness is only conscious of play.   
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question. Adventurous activities generally involve two broad experiences; firstly the 

adventurer seeks and often finds play in the hills and oceans around the world. 

Playing with nature (ourselves included) is one of the main factors that motivates the 

adventurer. However, the second experience is where the adventure finds something 

they did not seek, and that is they find their lives being called into question which 

raises the level of self-reflection and awareness to the point of destroying that which 

they originally sought: play.  

It is important to stress that thinking is part of play, but when the thoughts turn 

to thinking about  the self there is a removal from play. As stated before, the fact that 

the player is aware implies a subject, but simply being aware of a ball or of a team 

mate doesn’t imply a reflective self-relation. In the following section, this self-

reflective nature will be examined through an analysis of adventure sports, to show 

why play and reflective thought are polar opposites. 

 

6.3 Adventure and Play 

 

The section will begin by introducing adventure and the various aspects of 

what it means to participate in an adventure sport. It will also provide a brief 

etymology of the term adventure before going on to examine a case study that will 

help situate the arguments made in the remainder of the chapter. The main purpose is 

to show how adventure is distinct from play, even though the adventurer starts off in 

play. While a comparative study between formal kinds of play like field sports, 

indoor activities, etc, and adventure sports would reveal a number of interesting 

structural differences, the results would point away from the aspects of play that 

interest this study. Nonetheless, it is worth stressing that adventurer’s play in the 

outdoors, hence they are like all other players; however the crucial difference is that 

in given moment the outdoor player can be pulled into an adventure.  

Adventure sports in this work are categorised by activities played in a natural 

environment where the possibility of an accident may be life threatening; in this way 
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all adventure pursuits are extreme, but not all extreme sport is adventurous.
11

 While 

reference was already made to adventure sports in previous chapters, at no point was 

the adventurous aspect of these types of high-risk play examined.
12

  With respect to 

high-risk activities like rock climbing and white water kayaking there is no 

difference between them and other forms of play. Once in selfless play, everything 

else disappears. This means that the fear one might expect to have on a 500ft vertical 

rock face is no longer present in the same way that the fear of losing the football 

game is also not present in selfless play. Selfless play contains no self concerns; 

therefore there are neither anxieties nor fears in play.  

Two elements that are essential to the adventure sports mentioned in this 

thesis are the outdoor environment and risk.While the adventurer cannot control the 

outdoor environment they can at least try to minimise the level of risk involved. Like 

all players, adventurers train very hard at what they do in order to minimise the risk 

involved. Mountaineers start out climbing small rock faces in order to gain 

competence and confidence in the same way a Formula One driver usually starts off 

in the less powerful and smaller Formula Three cars. What might seem alien to the 

onlooker more than likely seemed alien at first to the adventurer. Nonetheless, 

through careful preparation and commitment the adventurer begins to find play even 

though the objective risk never disappears. 

The concept of risk, which is inherent in adventure, is often regarded as the 

motivating factor for those involved in adventure sports. A lot of research on risk 

takers has focused on adventurers, as they seem to defy the normal amount of risk 

taken in most people’s lives. Many social researchers and psychologists have 

focused on the role risk plays in extreme adventure sports with the aim of 

understanding why certain people are drawn toward risky activities.
13

 This kind of 

research presupposes that risk is the primary motivating factor in adventure sports 

                                                 
11

 Krien, Kevin, ‘Nature and Risk in Adventure Sports’ in Philosophy, Risk and Adventure Sports. Ed 

Mike McNamee, Routledge, 2007, p81. Eg. Half Pipe Skateboarding is regarded as an extreme sport, 

however the likelihood of dying is miniscule in comparison to cave diving.  
12

 We will use the term ‘high-risk play’ to describe the kind of play that is experienced in outdoor 

pursuits. For example mountaineering is a high-risk form of play, while at the same time being a kind 

of selfless play. In fact the risk element is forgotten about once the mountaineer enters into selfless 

play. 
13

 Cf Hunt, J. ‘Divers’ Accounts of Normal Risk, Symbolic Interaction’, (1995), 18(4), pp. 439-462, 
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which is completely untrue for the majority of adventurers.
14

 Adventurers are all too 

aware of the risk involved, which is why training and gradual progression seems to 

be standard practice for nearly every adventure sport. The minimisation of risk, and 

the elimination of human chance, is absolutely crucial to all play, and adventure 

sports are no different; both mountaineers and contact sports players wear helmets to 

protect their head and keep injury to a minimum. Sailors and white-water kayakers 

wear protective clothing for the same reasons – to reduce risk. The idea that 

adventurers are motivated by high-risk thrill-seeking, put forth by psychologists 

trying to understand personalities types in the early ’80s, has for the most part been 

debunked.
15

 That said, risk is a fundamental element of the adventure experience. 

It’s fundamental to the experience because it provides the challenge which induces a 

high level of concentration which allows selfless play to occur. 

While risk is important to adventure, it is only important in that it provides 

the challenge and it is the challenge, along with playing in natural surroundings, that 

attract the adventurers. Since many adventure sports do not involve competing 

against other teams or opponents, the difficulty needs to be increased in order to 

keep the right amount of challenge and commitment for play to occur. This is the 

same with regard to all kinds of non-competitive or solo play like crossword puzzles 

or Sudoku whereby the player will increase the level of difficulty as they progress. 

The difference in adventure sports is that the consequence of not getting the answer 

right are much more life altering than that of most other activities mentioned. While 

the adventurer needs to advance in order to sustain the challenge, akin to Sudoku or 

computer games, the activity itself couldn’t be more different from these with 

respect to kinaesthetic activity and the environment they are played in. Indeed, for 

many adventurers, it is the environment that lures them more so than anything else. 

An appreciation of the outdoors, along with the need to immerse oneself in nature 

has to be one of the primary motivators for why people undertake such adventures. 

In ‘Nature and risk in adventure sports’ Kevin Krein examines what motivates the 
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 Brymer, Eric (2010) ‘Risk Taking in Extreme Sports: A Phenomenological Perspective.’ Annals of 

Leisure Research, 13 (1/2), pp. 218-23 
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 Brymer, Eric, ‘Risk Taking in Extreme Sports: A Phenomenological Perspective’, Annals of 
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adventurer and comes to the conclusion that adventurers are drawn to nature because 

they know that it can provide the potential for an exceptional athletic experience.
16

 

There are number of factors that make adventure sports different from other 

playful activities. While risk may be the first factor that comes to mind there are a 

number of other characteristics that help provide what Krein calls an exceptional 

experience. In the outdoors things change, a ski run one season will become 

something new the next season likewise the surfer never catches the same wave 

twice. This level of changeability makes the challenge more exhilarating than other 

sports. The adventurer must literally embrace and overcome new ground every time 

which means new situations and new insights are constantly occurring. While many 

adventure sports are non-competitive the fact that the environment is dynamic means 

that it can take on the persona of a competitor or challenger. A heavy spell of ran 

beckons the river kayaker in the same way that a big swell at sea calls the surfer; the 

adventurer is almost in dialogue with the outdoors. The adventurer is motivated by 

an exceptional playful experience brought about through the interaction of the 

players and the outdoors. 

The best place to find a philosophical discourse on the notion of adventure is 

in the biographies of those individuals who push themselves to the limits in extreme 

environments. Their writings are philosophical precisely because the activity of 

adventure opens up a rare kind of discourse with the self which is the exact opposite 

of what happens in play. Adventure is used, in this chapter as an antagonist to play 

because it contains at least one element that is absolutely alien to play and that is a 

heightened awareness of oneself during the activity. More often than not the catalyst 

for this self-awareness is due to the potential risk the player faces if they do not 

succeed in what they set out to do. Play is a friend to the adventurer and from the 

literature reviewed in this study, and from the authors own lived experience of 

adventure, it is outdoor play that the adventurer seeks above and beyond all else. 

Adventurers, like all players, seem to be motivated in part by what we referred to as 

the autotelic experience and in part by the beauty of their surroundings whether it is 

the sea, forests or the mountains.  
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There have been a number of thinkers who have alluded to adventure sports 

in their own writings, but outside of literature directed toward ‘adventure education’ 

it is hard to come across. Nonetheless, in Man, Play and Games the French 

sociologist Roger Caillois discusses mountain climbing with regard to a category of 

play he calls Ilnix. The term itself is Greek for whirlpool yet it is related to vertigo 

which in Greek is ilingos. It is a category of play that Huizinga doesn’t draw upon 

directly; however he does refer to frenzied behaviour in rituals but he never seems to 

come close to Caillois’ remarks on the subject, which are vague at times and where 

examples are few and far between. Nonetheless, it is the only place in Caillois’ 

literature where adventure sports appear as a category of play. As adults we often 

experience ilinx when we ride a rollercoaster; which was made for this exact purpose 

of inducing vertigo. Caillois identifies the player’s disposition toward risk and 

sensation seeking as the motivating factor of high-risk play, however this thesis will 

show presently it is not risk, but challenge in the great outdoors, that motivates the 

player.
17

  

 Caillois also refers to chance which is certainly an element of 

adventure sports. Caillois gives these games of chance their own special category 

which he calls alea which is the Latin name for dice games.
18

 This work has already 

noted the undetermined or uncertain nature of play and it is an element of play that 

both Huizinga and Caillois agree on with varying enthusiasm; however the 

uncertainty that was discussed previously, albeit briefly, was created though one 

major avenue: human weakness. Questions that seem to be in the back of every sport 

fans’ mind like “do they have it in them to win?” and “can they beat their opponents” 

sums up this type of uncertainty. In games like running, boxing, tennis, basketball 

etc., winning or losing is solely the outcome of the individual who plays. The 

uncertainty comes from the players. Huizinga points out that when uncertainty, in the 

form of chance predominates the game, then it quickly falls into the realm of 
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 Cf Csikszentmihaly, M, Beyond boredom and anxiety, Jossey-Bass, 1982, p33 makes reference to 

Caillois, but like ourselves sees that the risk in dangerous sports is not the motivating factor. More 

recent studies like Carla Willig’s ‘A phenomenological Investigation of the Experience of Taking part 
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18
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Games, 1961, p13 
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gambling, an area which Huizinga always seems to denounce. However, as sceptical 

as he is, he does claim that games like dice are certainly a form of play, especially 

when used in ritual rites.
19

 

There is certainly a high element of chance in adventure sports, both 

subjective and objective. For example, a climber may not make it to the top of the 

mountain because they are not fit enough
20

 or because of an avalanche which is 

outside of their control. Caillois uses the term alea to designate that the latter kind of 

chance outcome is independent of the player, over which he or she has no control 

and where winning is by fate as opposed to triumph.
21

 Whereas other categories of 

play like contests or mimesis encourages, indeed necessitates, training and practise, 

alea is the exact opposite, it negates work; no amount of training could ever place 

the unlucky player above the lucky player.
22

 Adventure sports seem to fall 

somewhere in between a contest that is played out between interal attributes like 

one’s skill and external attributes like the uncertainty of nature. Sailing does not have 

the same randomness as throwing a dice; however, the natural elements mean that 

the experience remains largely unpredictable. While alea seems more pertinent to 

adventure sports, Caillois erroneously ends up placing adventure sports like 

mountain climbing and skiing into the category of ilnix and in doing so compares 

them to frenzied behaviour one finds in certain rituals.
23

   

Etymologically the word ‘adventure’ actually relates to chance. The Latin 

adventura implies: chance, accident, and occurrence. Adventura is the future 

participle of an older Latin word which is advenire which relates to an event or 

happing and is made up of Latin ad (to) and venire (come).
24

 Both advent and 

adventure contain the term advenire, which means to arrive or come to, depending 

on past or future tense. Advent then implies a movement toward something of 

importance, something that has great significance but also grave consequence. We 

need only think of the phrase ‘advent of Christ’ to appreciate the linguistic power of 

this word contained within adventure. Moreover, venire is also the root term for 

venue which was a site of significant purpose; originally a place where a case of law 
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is tried.
25

 Adventure, from an etymological perspective, relates to the arrival of 

something quite serious through chance of accident. 

Adventure is first and foremost an event, the happening of which is marked 

by an arrival. This arriving or movement is toward something of great significance. 

In adventure one journeys toward and comes to the self. One returns to one’s 

historical temporal self who is gripped by rational objective thought; a self who is 

conditioned by being-in-the-world. The players return to Dasein which is one of the 

best models of the hermeneutical self. In adventure, one returns to a authentic 

meaningful existence whose very presence is itself threatened by the likelihood of 

absolute nothingness: death.
26

 It seems appropriate that the idea of court of law is 

still retained in the term adventure because in reality the deliberation and judgements 

made are in fact carried out in the same seriousness as a court of law.  

Adventure can be quite a sombre affair, which is one characteristic that is lost 

in selfless play. In order to demonstrate the difference between adventure and play 

and to show that they are mutually exclusive, this section will conclude by focusing 

on one of the worst sailing disasters the world has ever witnessed. Due to press 

coverage at the time and a number of accounts afterwards in the form of 

autobiographies and historical documents, the Fastnet Sailing Disaster of 1979 

serves as a useful indicator to illustrate that in play there is no worry, no effort and 

no self-reflection. All of what has been said previously with respect to play should 

be evident in the account of the Fastnet race below. 

On the 14
th

 of August, 1979 the competitors on the famous Fastnet Yacht 

Race were ripped asunder by a storm force 10 wind
27

 which led to the death of 15 

sailors whilst a further 173 sailors were rescued; 23 boats were abandoned and 5 of 

these were lost at sea; in total 194 boats out of 302 were retired from the race in one 
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 Etymology Online, http://www.etymonline.com/index.php, Accessed 10-10-09 
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of the largest peace-time maritime rescues in history.
28

 Whilst many sailors found 

themselves in the absolute grip of terror experiencing conditions beyond their 

imagination, one yacht named the Assent managed to sail through the night without 

being overly alarmed by the huge waves and relentless seas. Alan Kerr the 23 year 

old skipper of the boat said “we didn't consider stopping as an option so we just 

carried on. I thought maintaining a course towards the Fastnet was the seamanlike 

thing to do because all the time it was giving us more sea room up the St George’s 

Channel.”
29

 He goes on to say that they managed a steady 8 knots in the 32-foot 

yacht the whole way back to Plymouth.
30

 In reading Alan Kerr’s account of this 

infamous race it would seem that it was play, and clearly good skills, that saved them 

more than anything else. As he became more absorbed in play, he seems to have 

become less concerned of any real sense of danger. In this state of play he was not 

gripped by negative thoughts, any thoughts were contained within the totality of 

play. This kind of selflessness implies that Alan Kerr must have been in a state of 

play. He tells us that around 2am some boats started to abandon the race and the sea 

became confusing, and that at this stage they had experienced a couple of 

‘knockdowns.’
31

  

 Another Fastnet competitor, Nick Ward, who lost two crewmates on 

the same night, describes these knockdowns as “lethal, striking out of the blue with 

many times the power of a controllable broach. Like whiplash, it cannot be stopped” 

he goes on to say that “ if you are lucky enough and remain with the boat during it 

you end up crumpled in a corner of the cockpit.”
32

 If you are not so lucky, then you 

may find yourself on the deck usually tossed into the sea “with only your harness 

and lifejacket retaining and supporting you. Once the boat rights herself, you have to 

drag yourself back on board by the rope of your safety harness.”
33

 Dragging oneself 

back into a boat in huge swells and ferocious winds is not only life-threatening but 
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could hardly be considered playful, yet Alan Kerr’s attitude to knockdowns on the 

night in question is altogether different. He tells us “We certainly had one situation 

[knockdown] when we were beyond horizontal. But we didn't see it as a major issue. 

We were all of the same mind: that it was really, really rough and this was the sort of 

thing that was going to happen.
34

  

Kerr even goes on to describe one such knockdown whilst on the deck which 

is by far the most serious, as simply “interesting.” Having read other people’s 

accounts of this horrific night, most notably Nick Ward’s encapsulating account in 

Left for Dead one might ask if Alan Kerr was in the same race. In an interview 27 

years later, Nick Ward claims that he was so badly traumatised by the experience 

that he was not able to speak about it not even to his closest family members 

including his wife Chris.
35

  

There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of Alan Kerr’s experience of that 

night. The truth is he was in the same race, but was certainly not in the same state of 

being as some of the other competitors. While worry and contemplation more than 

likely arouse, he seems to have been able to negate these thoughts through play. This 

occurrence is common amongst adventure sports because competence and skill can 

create a situation where danger and risk are no longer elements that cripple the 

experience of play. The adventure this work is discussing grows out of high-risk 

forms of play, but it is not guaranteed that just because one plays these games that 

one will automatically have an adventure.
36

 One can only experience an adventure 

when play breaks down and self-reflective awareness returns through the medium of 

fear and anxiety as Nick Ward’s account of the Fastnet race demonstrates.
37

 When 

faced with the strangeness of the elements and the uncertainty that they bring, the 

adventurer finds themselves in a state which is very removed from play. Uncertainty 

and chance are inherent in all play, indeed it is one of play’s consistent 
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characteristics, however, the level of uncertainty, or rather the consequence of such 

uncertainty in adventure often leave one in a heightened state of self-reflection.  

This level of self-reflection in adventure sports leads to a large amount of 

contemplation. While the kinaesthetic movement of low-risk play
38

 and adventure 

sports are similar, the impetus for movement in adventure comes from a broken 

rather than unified force. In play one becomes selfless and absorbed into the activity 

to such an extent that the question ‘who am I?’ is no longer of any importance or 

consequence. In adventure the opposite is the case. In adventure the ‘I’ is always 

present; always there to make sure that no action is completed without first being 

sanctioned. Adventure is a dialectical activity, in the truest sense of the term; it is a 

constant overcoming of the elements in a very calculated and methodical way. 

Adventure is the ‘I’ being called back into question; it is a return to a reflective self-

awareness that is completely absent in play. Adventure provides us with a model that 

is the exact opposite of play and yet in an ironic way all that the adventurer seeks is 

play. The unity of embodied action found in play is uncommon in adventure. In an 

adventure all that is left is an ego trying to conceptualise the ordeal the body finds 

itself in. For many adventurers play and the feeling of oneness with nature is the 

attraction, however, at some stage all high-risk players will reach a point where a 

large element of chance is introduced into the situation that disrupts everything. 

Whether the level of chance is due to human weakness and lack of competency or 

because the environment changes, it seriously disrupts the flow of play. Adventure 

only begins when chance and risk become foreboding; up until that point the 

adventurer is in play.  

It is possible for the high-risk players to find themselves in a nice 

comfortable spot on the side of a mountain having lunch without having either a 

need to play or to be self-concerned. As adventurers are normally engaged in their 

activity over a longer period of time than most games it would almost be impossible 

to maintain play over such an extended period. It may seem like this work suggests 

that the high-risk player goes from play directly into adventure and that there are no 
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other stages involved, however this is not the case.
39

 This research has purposely 

chosen examples whereby the high-risk player are living the adventure in an almost 

aggressive manner because these examples are the most revealing as they 

demonstrate more forcibly the difference between play and adventure.  

 

6.4 Let the Adventure Begin 

 

Through the writings of famous mountaineers, and other adventurers, this section 

will examine the moment when play breaks down and adventure appears, as well as 

showing the kind of experiences that gives rise to adventure. It will argue that effort, 

worry and contemplation are never part of selfless play, instead they belong to the 

realm of adventure. The section will begin to show that the kind of relationship the 

self is afforded in adventure marks a clear difference between it and play. From a 

educational perspective, there is no doubt that adventure provides us with the 

greatest fruitfulness for our own self-understanding. Adventure is one of the most 

heuristic experiences one can possibly undertake.  

In all forms of playful activity something has to happen in order for play to 

naturally end (winning the game) or for it to break down (fatigue, adverse conditions 

etc) and for self-reflection to return. High-risk play is no different.
40

 High-risk play 

can break down in a number of ways. It can happen objectively, for example, when 

an avalanche occurs or it can happen more subjectively, i.e. getting a cramp because 

one failed to warm up properly. It can happen when the natural conditions or the 

player’s physical conditions gets worse as they begin to burn up the last of their 

energy. Jon Krakauer, an American climber, discusses this break from play in his 

book Eiger Dreams, when he encounters some old crumbly ice which is practically 

incapable of supporting his own weight. He tells us: 
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I suddenly became overwhelmed by the fact that the only things preventing 

me from flying off into space were two thin steel picks sunk half an inch into 

a medium that resembled the inside of my freezer when it needs to be 

defrosted.
41

  

 

The bad ice conditions forced him to close his eyes and take a dozen deep breaths 

before he could resume climbing. The French climber, Lionel Terray, also notes 

during a long and arduous climb in the French alps, that he reached a point in the 

climb where he tells us “all my nerves, too long stretched to breaking point, seemed 

to go slack: I became aware of all the dangers that surrounded me and was paralysed 

with fear and fatigue” he goes on to say that “the last pitch seemed to me to be the 

hardest of the whole lot, though in fact it was relatively easy.”
42

 

The absence of exertion and struggle that was noticed in play is no evident in 

adventure. The sense of effortlessness and enjoyment spoken of in the previous 

chapters is completely removed from the adventure experience, as another climber 

John Gill tells us “you never feel the joy of movement when you’re struggling.”
43

 

The high-risk player is all too aware that while every fibre of their being is given 

over to controlling the situation, it may not be enough. Levinas, almost reiterating 

Gill’s above insights, tells us “effort and play are mutually exclusive.”
44

 They cannot 

exist on the same realm. There is a huge amount of effort involved in play but this 

effort goes unnoticed, or rather transcends the experience of play itself; it remains 

un-thematic. The high-risk player must calculate the effort it will take to complete 

their goal and try to make allowances for this effort. However, at some point in the 

player’s experience their effort will give way to fatigue, both physical and mental.  
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Fatigue, as Levinas tells in Existence and Existents, is like a wrong note 

played in a melody; it will not die away.
45

 Effort felt in adventure is effort par 

excellence, precisely because the adventurer not only finds themselves at the very 

limit of their being but they are intuitively aware that this limit may lead to the very 

negation of their being. The football player can be replaced by a substitute when they 

tire; in adventure this is not an option. Fatigue hits the adventurer as a feeling of the 

“impossibility of following through”
46

; the climber feels the hand, “little by little 

letting slip of what it is trying to hold on to, letting go even while it tightens its 

grip.”
47

 No amount of comprehension can bring their energy back. Once the body 

has decided that it can longer go on, the player has no choice but to wait for their 

energy to return.  

Sartre also mentions fatigue in Being and Nothingness and while it begins in 

the same place as Levinas, it spills over into an analysis of freedom and one’s 

fundamental project. Both philosophers accept that fatigue originates in the body; it 

is something one suffers.  However, for Sartre even though the body is in pain and it 

suffers fatigue it is not the body that eventually wants to give up. While both 

philosophers broach the same ideas with respect to fatigue Sartre will go on to 

analyse and emphasise the various ways that we can accept or reject fatigue with 

regard to life’s fundamental project. In fact, it is the recognition of reflective 

consciousness that our body is suffering that actually brings fatigue into existence. 

Sartre tells us “reflective consciousness is directed upon my fatigue in order to live it 

and to confer on it a value and a practical relation to myself.”
48

 He goes on to say it 

is only through reflective consciousness that “fatigue will appear to me as bearable 

or intolerable.”
49

 Sartre rules out the possibility that fatigue could ever be anything in 

itself. He tells us “no factual state whatever it may be is capable by itself of 

motivating any act whatsoever.”
50

 The motivation for an act must come from the for-

itself, our free consciousness. 

Levinas does not move beyond the instant of fatigue and certainly does not 

engage with fatigue from the perspective of for-itself or reflective consciousness. 
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Instead, Levinas talks about the instant of fatigue as a corporeal event and says it 

should not be confused with a judgement.
51

  Pain and fatigue are events and as such 

comes before any conceptual grasp of what is happening. Levinas’s point, which is 

important, is that fatigue exists first as a feeling and it is this original state, as a 

feeling, that he draws our attention too. Levinas discusses fatigue as something that 

compromises our freedom,
52

 for to be weary is to be weary of being, prior to any 

interpretation.
53

 For Levinas fatigue has the ability to tear our world apart and turn it 

into pieces, but in doing so fatigue becomes an instant marked by a birth of existence 

itself. Fatigue in Levinas’s work is situated before reflection. When we suffer, we are 

in the suffering, when we feel fatigue we are in the fatigue to such an extent that 

Levinas tells us “even effort in sports, is a suspending of all playing.”
54

 While their 

account of fatigue goes in different directions both accounts necessitate a break with 

play because one suffers fatigue and it is in this suffering that play breaks down.
55

  

With regard to the adventurer who is fatigued, all they can do is wait 

patiently and precariously for their energy to return. Each time play is broken and 

adventure appears, the seriousness of the situation begins to encroach upon them; the 

risk that provided a backdrop is no longer in the distance but is staring them in the 

face. This is opined by the accounts of the Italian climber Walter Bonatti, who set 

himself the challenge of solo climbing the ‘unclimbed’ South West Pillar on the Petit 

Dru Mountain in the French Alps. What has been described as the most important 

climbing achievement ever to take place in Mountaineering
56

 turned out to be a 

seven-day assault on both the man and mountain. In one passage Bonatti tells us of 

the absolute fatigue he felt on the fifth day of his solo adventure:  
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I felt drained of all physical and moral energy; for at least an hour I could not 

move, and stayed where I was, glued to the single piton that supported the 

sack and myself in total isolation, above an abyss that almost made me feel 

sick.
57

  

 

With two days still left to go, Bonatti managed to summon the strength to stir 

himself from despair. He tells us that he could no longer just sit there and wait for 

death.
58

 The fact that Bonatti is making value judgments, about himself,tells us he 

was completely removed from play during certain moments of this ordeal. 

Nonetheless, even in this desperate state Bonatti would soon return to play and 

overcome the most formidable of obstacles. In a passage from a Austrian 

contemporary of Bonnati’s, Herman Buhl describes having to face another difficult 

pitch after a long day where daylight is running out and things are getting on top of 

him, he tells us that “all I had to do was switch off my thoughts and my nerves and 

things went considerably better.”
59

 Buhl is clearly describing how best to ‘get on 

with it’ by adopting a disposition that encourages play to resume which had become 

lost in the thoughts of getting stuck in the darkness in sub-freezing conditions.  

Whilst play is a coming together of subject and object, adventure is the 

negation of this unity; in adventure the subject and object existence is predicated on 

a disjunctive relationship. The natural environment is not an object that one can 

understand or place into some kind of rational framework; there is always an aspect 

of uncertainty in the elements the adventurer faces. In Totality and Infinity Levinas 

discusses the incomprehensibility of nature when he writes about the elemental.
60

 

For Levinas, the elemental provides us with the sustenance we enjoy in ‘living from’ 
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which was discussed previously. The elemental provides the nourishment from 

which enjoyment arises however the elemental is “essentially non-possessable.”
61

  

This thesis is claiming that one of the main reasons for the worry and 

contemplation that is experienced in adventure is that nature has no form and it 

cannot be thought or contained in knowledge; the elemental is “content without 

form.”
62

 The earth and the sea cannot be grasped or possessed because of their 

inherent lack of totality; moreover we can only ever get a foothold in these 

elements.
63

 For Levinas, the elemental comes from nowhere and everywhere; we are 

steeped in it, and yet “the side it presents to us does not determine an object” it 

remains “entirely anonymous. It is the earth, sea, sky, air.”
64

 In only ever presenting 

one side, the elemental remains a phenomenological enigma; it remains 

indeterminate and it brings to the adventurer a foreboding sense of uncertainty. 

There is an otherness within the elements that cannot be grasped or contained; it 

cannot be reduced to the same.  

The adventurer, as opposed to the player, tries to bring the otherness of 

nature into their own understanding; the adventurer tries to objectify that which is 

beyond objectification. In order to become safe and secure and in order to lure 

oneself away from being-toward-death one has to try to rationalise and totalise the 

situation. The adventurer must try and convince themselves in the face of danger that 

they have some kind of grasp over the situation. The adventurer must betray the 

reality of the situation in favour of a false reality whereby everything is rational and 

comprehensible. Adventurers try in vain to control their environment; climbers place 

protection to hold a fall whilst river kayakers will scout the river first to take away 

some of the surprise. Sailors will reef their sails when the winds demand it but no 
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matter what they do the only way one can live and share in the oneness of the 

elements is to play with them and not try to objectively control them.
65

  

When the adventurer tries to objectify or account for the totality of the 

situation, the ‘I’ becomes master of nothing; the body lags behind the crippling acts 

of contemplation. The sensibility and affectivity that I referred to in the previous 

chapters are no longer present; being is no longer in unity rather it is a dislocation of 

the ‘I’ from itself.
66

 This dislocation in adventure establishes a distance with oneself 

and it is by virtue of this distance that existence itself becomes a revelation to the 

adventurer. The adventurer enters into an existential mood precisely because of this 

dislocation between the ‘I’ and itself or what may better be described as a dislocation 

between the ‘I’ and the ‘am.’ In adventure the ‘I’ wants to know what it is doing, 

whereas in play the ‘I’ does not even surface. While this language may be confusing 

the point is not; any kind of reflective understanding involves a necessary distance 

between the reflective self and the object, which they are reflecting on. Reflective 

understanding needs this distance in order to create the objective rational space 

needed for this kind of understanding to occur.  

There is a powerful relationship at work in adventure. On the one hand, you 

have the elements, which by their very nature shall never truly give up their 

command, and on the other hand, you have the adventurer who has long since lost 

any sense of play and who wills the body through the most serious kind of calculated 

action knowing that the wrong move could be their last. In this situation, there is 

feeling of being alive that is hard to describe for anyone who has not experienced it. 

In The Gay Science Nietzsche tells us that the greatest fruitfulness is experienced 

when one lives dangerously
67

 and in adventure this seems to be the case. This ‘will 
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to live’ does not surface very often but in adventure it is in abundance and as I will 

show in the next section, it is quite a powerful experience.  

 

6.5 Play and Anxiety 

  

This section will show that the kind of worry and contemplation that occurs in 

adventure is best viewed as existential angst. It will examine fear and anxiety and 

their differences through the work of Heidegger and Sartre. Authenticity, in an 

existential sense, will be shown to be an important aspect of adventure which cannot 

be said for play. In the course of examining existential angst this section will deal 

with being-in-the-world and being-toward-death; both concepts are particularly 

pertinent to adventure. It is their relevance to adventure and not to play that will 

allow us to gain a deeper insight into selfless play and to bring us to the final section 

where recurring themes of agency and authenticity come to the fore once more.  

 Adventure seems to be the complete embodiment of existential angst; to 

have an adventure means living in the moment of anxiety where the demand to 

question oneself is so overpowering it is beyond the subject’s control. In adventure 

the subject addresses themselves through this anxiety; the adventurer needs to 

address this anxiety if they have any chance of succeeding. Of course, the adventurer 

may wish to address this anxiety by trying to find play once again or they can “spent 

a life time of worry and contemplation”
68

 on every move they make until they 

eventually find safety. 

While the activity of adventure is contrary to play, it is the anxiety which is 

inherent in adventure that is perhaps most contrary, as such, it is most detrimental to 

play. Heidegger’s thoughts in Being and Time regarding fear, anxiety and 

authenticity seem quite apt to this discussion in this chapter with regard to adventure. 

The adventurer often experiences anxiety, which is brought about by a sense of fear. 

The fundamental horizon in adventure is risk and it is only when this risk comes to 

the foreground that fear becomes a factor. While risk creates the challenge the player 

is looking for; when play breaks down and adventure appears, fear begins to take 
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hold. Heidegger tells us that fear is always a fear of something specific in the world 

whether it is something at hand or something objective; moreover whatever the 

specific thing is, it brings with it a “relevant nature of harmfulness.”
69

 Entities in the 

world bring fear to us; the roaring wind carries fear with it, yet in the face of such 

fear we are fearful for ourselves. The “about which fear” that Heidegger refers to 

discloses a being who is afraid for itself for “only a being which is concerned in its 

being about being can be afraid.”
70

  

Whilst solo climbing a vertical face more than a mile high in Yosemite in 

America, the English climber Andy Kirkpatrick, for most of the hard sections, was 

fixed by dread and incomprehension. As Kirkpatrick tells us “I was more afraid than 

I had ever been before. This is life and death. This wasn’t a game. This wasn’t 

climbing.”
71

 Due to fear and anxiety Kirkpatrick could not find play; fear as a state 

of mind overtook play. Fear for Heidegger discloses Dasein and in doing so, it 

reveals a being who is concerned. However, what the adventurer fears may not be 

real; fear is a state of mind that can be overcome. The uncertainty of nature however 

cannot. A high-risk player may fear that the weather is going to change and that the 

conditions will deteriorate enough to cause serious harm however it may never 

happen; the sun may come out and the weather may change, at which point the fear 

subsides. Alternatively, the high-risk player focuses on the ‘here and now’ and 

adopts a playful attitude in which case he forgets about the possible change in the 

weather.  

With regard to play, this ‘about which fear’ is enough to swallow up the 

entire experience, reducing the high-risk player to a fearful state of mind. What 

Heidegger’s analysis of fear tells us is that there is an axiological judgement being 

made by Dasein and that is enough to inform us and to show that fear like effort and 

fatigue is exclusive to play. Fear denotes an object, it names and conceptualises, and 

it comprehends that which is fearsome. For Heidegger it is fear’s direct and 
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immediate relation with an object, which marks a notable difference to anxiety 

which has no direct relation with anything.
 72

  

Heidegger tells us that while the characteristic of fear as “fear in the face of” 

and “fear for” he also claims that “anxiety is indeed anxiety in the face of . . . but not 

in the face of this or that thing. Anxiety in the face of . . . is always anxiety for . . . 

but not for this or that.”
73

 Anxiety or angst is much more difficult for Dasein to face 

because there is no ‘this or that’; there is no objective thing which Dasein could 

avoid or overcome. One cannot hide from anxiety in the same way one could try and 

hide from fear because anxiety for Heidegger reveals the nothing. Before Heidegger 

begins an analysis of anxiety in ‘What is metaphysics’ he introduces boredom, which 

marks a difference from fear in that fear is a fear of a particular thing whereas 

boredom is a boredom of everything, nothing is of any interest when one is in 

‘profound boredom.’
74

 Anxiety has the same universal manner as boredom (as 

opposed to the particular manner of fear) but rather than things being revealed that 

are of no interest, in anxiety it is the lack of anything or the disclosure of nothing that 

makes Dasein so unsettled or not-at-home. Heidegger claims that “with the 

fundamental mood of anxiety we have arrived at that occurrence in human existence 

in which nothing is revealed”
75

 This foreboding nothingness calls into question a self 

which is embroiled in its own understanding of its own possibilities.  

Much of the difficulty that leads to the disclosure of the self in adventure, 

through the medium of anxiety or fear, is from the harmful level of uncertainty that 

the adventurer faces. As noted in the last section, this uncertainty is introduced by 

the natural environment, but it is the consequence of this uncertainty that arouses in 

the adventurer, the Heideggerian horizon of ‘being-toward-death.’ There is a 

moment in most adventurers lives when they simply accept death as a consequence 

of their next act; death can often be taken as a given. To move in these situations is 

to act within the sphere of death; the adventurer dances with death. Experience, 

undoubtedly helps overcome this fear and dread but as Herman Buhl tells us the first 

few years of climbing are the most dangerous because the climber has not yet gained 

sufficient experience to enable them to keep out of harm’s way and to know their 
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limits.
76

 All the sciences in the world cannot help the climber when it comes to 

making a judgement regarding their safety because their safety for the most part is 

illusory given the unpredictability of the environment they play with.  

In adventure play is suspended, because in adventure the player becomes 

self-reflective; for the first time they become acutely aware of their own mortality 

which is in no doubt brought on by the experience of anxiety and fear. “Death is the 

possibility of the absolute impossibility of Dasein” and as such death is absolutely 

concerned with being-in-the-world because death raises the idea of no-longer-being-

able-to-be-there.
77

 Factically we are always being-toward-death but in falling prey to 

the entanglement with the everyday, we actually evade death.
78

 We also evade death 

in play, however in adventure when angst strikes the obviousness of death could not 

be more impending; in adventure there is an immediacy about death. Adventure is 

not just a being-toward-death but a being-with-death as every act is taken within the 

proximity of death. What the adventurer realises when faced with such immediacy 

toward death is that their concern is actually directed, not at the ‘I’ who may die, but 

rather that the world and everyone in it that will cease to be for the ‘I.’ True fear is 

not death but the negation of the world, both public and intimate, brought on by our 

own mortality. While death may be nothing, losing the world and everyone in it, is 

everything, and paradoxically it is precisely this world and everything in it, that is 

lost to us in play.  

Absurd as it is, the player plays in order to forget and lose the world, and yet 

the player who meets adventure is more worried about the world and everything in it 

than ever before. Play suspends being-in-the-world and being-toward-death, whereas 

adventure upholds both horizons of understanding. What makes the adventurer’s 

situation so daunting is the fact that they cannot simply walk away from their 

adventure; as stated before they cannot be substituted because they are having a poor 

day. The adventurer has to face the ordeal. Heidegger tells us that “one knows about 

the certainty of death, and yet ‘is’ not really certain about it” as the entanglement of 

the everyday avoids ‘being-certain.’
79

 However, in light of the seriousness faced by 
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adventurers this looming death goes from a ‘not-just-yet’ to ‘at-this-moment’ 

because the one thing that the adventurer can guarantee is that through uncertainty of 

the nature that surrounds them, death is extremely close – put perhaps not as close as 

life can be in those situations.  

The adventurer must take stock of the situation they find themselves in, and 

more often than not what they find is a real conflict of interests; a paradox if you 

like. What the adventurer finds is that the only way to remain alive at the present 

moment is to do nothing yet deep down they know that indolence in these situations 

invites personal harm and death and yet to move in the face of so much danger will 

surely invite the same personal harm and even death. There is no respite from the 

forces that threaten to annihilate the subject who has freely entered into this 

situation. There is also very little comfort to be gained from the surrounding natural 

landscape because there is nothing to guarantee, until the adventure is over, that 

around the next corner of the rock climb or coastal headland, that there will be a safe 

haven or that the route chosen will ease. This monologue of possibilities that cannot 

be sanctioned with any kind of rational authority stands in the way of safety and as 

long as the adventurer fails to act, they will remain in angst and gain no solace. 

The anxiety and fear that is experienced in adventure is brought about by the 

ineffable environment they find themselves in. There is no exact science when it 

comes to an understanding of the environments that adventurers find themselves in. 

The uncertainty of nature leads to anxiety which in turn leads to being-toward-death 

or as suggested, it leads to the adventurer being-with-death as an immediate moment 

rather than something that is far away. Anxiety for Heidegger, has no ability to 

rationally comprehend the situation it finds itself in, however, in this confusion, 

Dasein actively seeks clarity and it is in this sense that Dasein begins to question 

itself and faces the possibility of authenticity. In the experience of fear and anxiety 

that adventure brings, Dasein has the potential to become authentic and to fully 

realise its own most potentialities.
80

 In play, however, there is no authenticity, and as 

such one has to ask who plays because as the next section will show the existential 

self philosophy is nowhere to be found. 
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6.6 Authenticity and Freedom in Play 

 

The notion of authenticity, freedom and agency has arisen on a number of occasions 

throughout this research, with regard to habit, embodiment and selflessness within 

play. The claim that play constitutes the player needs to be addressed in such a way 

that asks what happens once this constitution takes place, especially with regard to 

one’s authenticity and freedom.
81

 Given that this thesis has argued for a selflessness 

in play, coupled with the notion that the ‘I’ never surfaces in proper play, it would 

seem that the idea of freedom and authenticity have been expelled from play. The 

problem of course is whether or not one can even speak of such concepts at all, in 

relation to play, if one takes on board what has been claimed so far in this thesis. 

Taken in the general existential sense, freedom implies the ability to make a 

choice but it also has the power to define our lives, by those very choices, however, 

it is only when we truly acknowledge this freedom that we come face to face with 

our authentic self. With freedom comes authenticity, but even to deny this 

authenticity is itself an act of freedom, as such we are in a way condemned to be 

free.
82

 Authenticity, in the existential sense of the term, relates to an act or decision 

that can resolutely be called my own; authenticity allows us to recover ourselves 

from alienation and the absorption into the anonymous “one-self” that more often 

than not, characterizes us.
83

 Authenticity then, is a kind of self-affirmation in the face 

of the free choices we make; choices that we alone are wholly responsible for. Being 

authentic implies that one is true to one’s own values and beliefs, but it also implies 

a sense of ownership or authority over one’s own situations. For many existentialists 

authenticity is hailed as the quintessential quest in life.  

An example of inauthenticity is provided by Sartre in the example of Pierre 

the waiter, who adopts a particular role, and in a way plays at being a waiter.
84

 In 

assuming the role of a waiter, Pierre foregoes his own authenticity in favour of a role 

that comes with duties and responsibilities that are not of his making. This 

inauthentic living, which Sartre terms ‘bad faith’, is a confirmation that one often 
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lives “in a mode of being of what I am not.”
85

 Nonetheless, playing at being a waiter 

must necessarily imply that in some sense I am a waiter, otherwise, as Sartre points 

out, I could simply call myself a diplomat or a reporter.
86

The waiter endorses the 

factical situation of waiting tables and forgoes the transcendence of the situation, 

which may lead to possibilities and freedom. In fact, in bad faith the waiter goes one 

step further in that they believe the factical to be transcendence and the 

transcendence to be the factical. The person in bad faith is “a being who is not what 

he is and who is what he is not.”
87

 

‘Bad faith’ as an inauthentic mode of existence and selfless play have a 

number of common characteristics, most notable, however, is the fact that both 

involve adopting a preordained role in a way that renounces our authenticity and 

freedom
88

 – until as noted in the last section something profound like adventure 

rouses us back to a more authentic existence.
89

 Sartre compares falling into bad faith 

to falling asleep, which is brought on by a non-reflective involuntary act whereby 

once asleep, or in bad faith, waking up is very difficult. Bad faith perpetuates a kind 

of objective, representational existence that is conditioned by a ‘being-in’ as opposed 

to a ‘being-for.’ The waiter must, as Sartre says, play the game; they must gesticulate 

like a waiter, walk like a waiter and work like a waiter as such they adopt a role of 

‘being-in’ a waiter in a similar way that players must adopt the role of being-in-play. 

Once in play, the player like the waiter, must give full regard to the normative 

conditions to such an extent that they seem to enter into bad faith.  

There are certainly times within sport, as noted by Emily Ryall, whereby 

inauthenticity seen as bad faith might appear. For example, when adopting a 

particular role like that of a coach, manager or even the substitute who accepts their 
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supportive role on the bench,
 90

 however none of these roles are fundamental to play. 

Neither the coach, manager nor the substitute are fundamental to play; what is 

fundamental is movement, structure and the loss of self. Ryall claims that the 

substitute player can avoid bad faith by recognising that they are a being for-itself 

and that they choose to be part of the team panel, which may mean becoming a 

substitute rather than a starting player.
91

 Ryall is suggesting that the player, albeit a 

substitute, transcends the facticity of their given situation, however, the situation she 

is referring to while in the totality of sport is outside of the kind of play this thesis is 

addressing. If however, the substitute was allowed play for even a short time it may 

be possible to find selfless play, in which case the very idea of being a substitute is 

of no relevance in the same way that once a professional player finds selfless play 

the idea of money or earnings are no longer relevant.      

While our account of play raises the issue of inauthenticity, the circumstances 

or rather the situation in which inauthenticity occurs seem somewhat removed from 

Sartre’s bad faith. While there is no doubt that the player must adopt a role, a 

number, and perhaps a position, once in the play none of these things are constituting 

the player. They are not acting a role, the player is not pretending to be part of play, 

they are fully gripped by play itself. In such an experience, there is no lie or self-

deception because in play there is no self or I that could fabricate such a deception. 

Interestingly, Sartre himself says toward the end of Being and Nothingness 

that a study of play would be a very special kind for it aims toward a radically 

different being
92

 than what Sartre has so far concerned himself with. In play we 

return to an antecedent state of being where we simply exist, not as a self or object 

but as a being which simply is. Authenticity implies a sense of ownership over the 

decisions one makes and yet in play, as I have shown, this sense of ownership is at 
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best implicit in our deliberate yet unreflective actions. These deliberate and 

unreflective actions however, are constituted by play itself and once in play the 

subject (the non ‘I’) is granted full reign in order to get on with the task at hand, as 

established by play. By way of a somewhat strange analogy, play itself remains 

completely autonomous and undetermined, whereas the player becomes a servant to 

play’s free and spontaneous forces.  

 Play is played within the sphere of the unreflective consciousness and as 

such there is no overt awareness of the self, again this work is not denying some kind 

of subject-related orientation. All it is arguing is that this non-reflective self is an 

extremely important aspect of who we are; in fact it may well be our most basic 

aspect. Sartre rightly tells us that “the unreflected has the ontological priority over 

the reflected because the unreflected consciousness does not need to be reflected in 

order to exist.”
93

 Similarly, Heidegger tells us that:  

 

The self is there for Dasein itself without reflection and without inner 

perception, before all reflection. Reflection, in the sense of a turning back, is 

only a mode of self-apprehension, but not the mode of primary self-

disclosure.
94

  

 

Taking the above comments on board play has an ontological priority over most 

other things because it is prior to the reflective consciousness.  

Play is one of the rare lived experiences that are outside of the confines of 

representational or rational thought. In selfless play, which is the true form of play, 

we enter a space that frees us from the confines of modernity and allows us to take 

part in an event that brings together all things under the commonality of play. In 

play, we become one with playful existence. In doing so, authenticity and freedom 

seem to be moot points.  This thesis has challenged philosophical themes like 

freedom, authenticity and agency with respect to the individual who plays, however 

this work has mainly argued against the existential idea of freedom, which reaches 
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its zenith in Jean Paul Sartre’s early work.
95

 This thesis argues that freedom, as 

defined by one’s ability to transcend the situation that one finds oneself in, is not part 

of play. Moreover, even when Sartre concedes that freedom may be somewhat 

limited by the situation, he goes on to say that one may still act authentically, if one 

has a true and lucid consciousness of the situation and assumes the responsibilities 

and risks that this freedom entails.
96

 Freedom in the cannon of existential philosophy 

has always gone hand-in-hand with responsibility, however this thesis challenges the 

idea that a player who is in selfless play is wholly responsible for their actions.
97

 It 

seems the only way to claim that the player is responsible is to allow the body-

subject primacy with respect to actions and movements. This, however, implies that 

embodied operative intentionality is so much more than what Merleau-Ponty claims 

it entails. In Phenomenology of Perception Merleau-Ponty claims, in connection to 

the situations one finds oneself in, that an impersonal existence can be taken for 

granted. However, he goes on to liken this pre-personal existence as an inborn 

complex.
98

  

Merleau-Ponty claims that this pre-personal or ‘tacit cogito’ is the foundation 

for the personal ‘explicit cogito’ which is the cogito that reflects and judges. It is 

unlikely that Merleau-Ponty would say that the tacit cogito is entirely responsible for 

one’s actions, indeed he claims that the “confused grasp of primary subjectivity” 

taken as the tacit cogito, must become a speaking subject and that “the tacit cogito is 

a cogito only when it has found expression for itself.”
99

 Merleau-Ponty does say, as 

already noted in earlier chapters, that “it may even happen when I am in danger that 

my human situation abolishes my biological one, that my body lends itself without 
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reserve to action”
100

 however the question remains who is responsible for these 

actions. This thesis claims that the selfless-subject devoid of the explicit cogito is at 

best, complicit without consent, as the selfless-subject has no idea what 

responsibility actually is. In keeping with Merleau-Ponty, this work agrees that the 

‘I’ and indeed ‘Self’ are expressions of something that has already taken place. In his 

later work Merleau-Ponty claims that the tacit cogito is in fact impossible
101

 which is 

closer again to the point this thesis is making when it says there is no I, self, or a 

Cogito (in a Cartesian sense), in play.  

 Both Sartre and Merleau-Ponty Sartre’s work seem to come together with 

regard to the notion of a pre-reflective cogito, and even though Merleau-Ponty brings 

a more embodied approach, both kinds of pre-reflective actions seem to come before 

the existential concepts like freedom, responsibility and authenticity.
102

 An 

underlying principle behind these concepts is the idea of free will; it certainly seems 

relevant as it is usually ascribed to one’s ability to choose one thing over another. 

This thesis takes the idea of free will to be synonymous with the ideals of freedom 

already discussed in chapter four; however, many philosophers have challenged the 

idea of absolute free will.
103

 This thesis agrees with an idea of degrees of freedom
104

 

in which case in selfless play freedom and autonomy are denied. 

That said, there is a blindingly obvious challenge to this lack of freedom 

when one considers people who have walked away from play, such as the case of 

Ronnie O’Sullivan who walked away from the 2006 UK Championship Snooker 

quarterfinals and many other players who seem to concede or give up during 

performances. Nonetheless, these are not clear-cut examples of being free to leave 

play. In O’Sullivan’s case, he said afterwards “Today I got so annoyed with myself 

that I lost my patience and walked away from a game.”
105

 This is clearly not 
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someone who was in selfless play; indeed most people who walk away from games 

do so because they are not in play at all.  

Someone in selfless play never actually leaves the game because they are 

being-played. The only way a player leaves the game is if selfless play breaks down. 

In that case, freedom and agency are vested back to the player and they may leave. 

Selfless play can and often does break down for a number of reasons; however, some 

of the more common reasons surely include fatigue, lack of attention span, lack of 

interest, and general distractions coming from outside the play sphere. The body 

needs food and sustenance; without being healthy, we risk everything, including 

contemplation.
106

 No matter what happens and no matter how balanced 

concentration and challenge may be, eventually play will break down; play cannot 

go on forever.   

 

 

 

6.7 Concluding Remarks 

 

This chapter has shown that adventure, or rather the thought process that 

occurs during adventure, is a complete and utter negation of play, precisely because 

it brings the self-concern back into the equation. The extreme cases of adventure that 

I have discussed shows that in adventure the self is wholly aware of being-in-the-

world, being-toward-death and being-with-others. In adventure these horizons can 

act as a burden to play, however they can also motivate and help the adventurer. 

They are a weight that pulls the adventurer down, holding them back and slowing 

their pace and progress. Whether the subsequent actions of the adventurer are made 

because they want to embrace these horizons and return home safely or whether they 

merely wish to once again find play the adventurer must commit to an act. However, 

the adventurer has a choice, and they are wholly aware of this freedom even in 

defiance to the reality of the situation.  

In high-risk play, the adventurer plays with the footholds of the elemental, 

however a time will come when the foothold will give way to extreme uncertainty; 
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an alterity if you like that will call our existence into question. In this rare but 

enlightening experience we come to share in the meaning of existence, both its 

shadow and its light. This relationship to alterity in the elements is a profoundly 

heuristic relationship the kind of which I have not heretofore examined and will be 

unable to fully examine in this work. When we play in the hills and oceans we enter 

into an open discourse with the elements, when play turns into adventure we enter 

into a dialogue with the self as constituted by being-in-the-world. 

There is no alterity in play because in play all things come to be one thing 

and everything is a shared presence. In adventure, which is a departure from play, 

alterity via the natural environment or the elemental can raise questions with respect 

to our mortality, morality and freedom.  In play we belong to an altogether different 

side of life; a side that does not even acknowledge life for to do so would be a 

reflection. In play, there is no freedom because we willingly submit ourselves to the 

rhythm of selfless play. Once in selfless play, there is no dialectic or dyadic 

relations, hence certain existential themes seem to collapse. These themes as we have 

shown include being-in-the-world, being-toward-death, and freedom and 

responsibility. Of course this raises serious issues regarding the factual or empirical 

side of play with respect to ethics and player conduct since what this work has 

argued adds credibility to the excuse one often hears on the sports pitch which is ‘I 

wasn’t even aware of what I did’ or that the player acted without thinking. This is 

exactly what happens when one is being played by something external to them.  
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Conclusion 
 

Men do not know how, what is at variance agrees with itself; it is an attunement of 

opposite tension like that of the bow and the lyre. 

       Heraclitus (F51)
1
 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

 

While play itself is both ubiquitous and ambiguous, the aspects of play that this 

thesis has examined are less ambiguous now than when the research began. While 

play in the grand scheme of things will always remain a mystery, this research has 

managed to concretise and understand certain elements of play that are most 

fundamental to its own nature. This concluding chapter will begin by summarising 

the themes and findings that arose in each chapter. Once these fundamental aspects 

of play are discussed and concluded, the chapter will then examine the consequences 

of the findings with respect to these aspects of play. This thesis has remained, where 

possible, within the lived experience of play. This meant that certain themes that are 

relevant to play such as ethics, freedom and time were not as prominent. 

Nonetheless, it is precisely these themes that shall be dealt with in the latter half of 

this concluding chapter both as a way of illustrating the wider implications of the 

results of this research and also as a way of opening up new discourses beyond the 

scope of this thesis.  

Before beginning with a detailed summary of the findings it is worth pausing 

for a moment to reflect on the methodology used in this research. The 

phenomenological method was chosen for this study precisely because the focus has 

always been to examine the subjective lived experience of the player. By adopting 

the perspective of the player I have had to draw from a number of sources including 

the author’s own experience of play, however it is a testament to the method used 

that this work has invariably crossed the paths of other areas and disciplines, sharing 
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certain findings and in some cases going beyond established findings. In one sense a 

lot of what this thesis says is not new; players the world over have a deep affinity 

with the ideas that this thesis has addressed. Concepts like engagement, flow, 

embodiment and selflessness, along with practical elements like rules and skills are 

common to anyone who plays. However, through phenomenological analysis of the 

lived experience of play, this work was able to get beyond the familiar and into the 

heart of what these concepts relate to.  

The play that this work examined is the ordinary everyday kind of play that is 

part of a whole range of activities: games, sports and arts. These are only a small 

sample of such activities. Given that play is an everyday occurrence in society and 

culture it is inevitable that this work would arrive in similar territory to other play 

theorist’s and philosopher’s findings. However, the fact that this thesis ended up 

sharing the same kind of findings, found in such distinct fields as ethology, 

psychology and other social sciences gives credibility not only to this work but also 

to those distinct fields. Husserl believed that phenomenology is an originary science, 

as such, this work should be viewed as something that supports the social sciences 

and not the other way around.  

In adopting the lived experience of play and maintaining that lived 

experience throughout, this work has come to a point where the findings claim that at 

the heart of play is play. There is certainly no self, no ego, no ‘I’ and rather than 

simply saying there is nothing when clearly there is something, then play is the most 

conclusive answer. Play fills the empty void of our bare existence by giving us a 

unifying experience in which all things come together without concept or 

representation. Play allows us a rare chance to see the invisible, to touch the 

intangible and to experience a state that is completely different from our normal 

everyday self-engrossed lives.  

7.2 Summary of Research 

 

I shall now work through the chapter in sequence and try to reiterate the fundamental 

aspects of each one. The very first epigraph in this work was taken from the 

philosopher Heraclitus, who tells us that nature loves to hide. Taken liberally, this 

means that the nature of things in general (as this work has shown), are concealed 
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and hidden. It is only when something becomes uncanny or when an investigation is 

underway that the true nature of things begin to disclose themselves. Play is no 

different in this regard; however where the difference lies is that when play is 

disclosed, its nature still seems to remain elusive and somewhat concealed. Listening 

to Heraclitus’ claim about nature, the first and most steadfast objective in this study 

was to try and reveal play’s very own nature, as a distinct thing in its own right. In 

order to try and reveal the nature of play this study started by examining the most 

general aspects of play, i.e., exercise, recreation, games, fun, and so forth. It then 

worked through each one of these aspects and asked if they are really elemental 

aspects of play or merely a consequence or attribute of play itself. In this respect this 

thesis avoided approaching the subject matter with a working definition, which was 

ardently defended; instead this thesis opted for a more open approach. In doing so 

this study tried to keep within the presuppositionless approach that phenomenology 

offers.  

 The first observation with respect to play was its breadth and diversity. Its 

history alone is enough to confound any kind of analysis due to the variety of 

different activities that all seem to fall under the heading of play. The first really 

strong claim this thesis made was that the rules and equipment that allow us to 

recognise play are in fact always secondary to the lived experience of play. 

Moreover, all the rules and equipment in the world may not allow the player to 

actually experience the play this thesis is concerned with. The claim made in the 

early part of this work, and there after consistently argued, is that games and sports 

must not be used to determine or define what play is, since they themselves are 

derivatives of play, not the other way around. Play, or rather the true nature of play 

as it is consciously experienced, can only be examined through the experience of the 

player. There is no other way if one wants to get to the essence of play. 

The normal association of play with games and sport seems to only 

perpetuate the confusion as to what play actually is. This confusion regarding play 

and games was an obvious starting point and the finding that play and games are 

distinct and separate is something that underscored all other aspects of this work. In 

his article called ‘Words on Play’, Bernard Suits begins by saying that playing 
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games and play itself are logically independent.
2
 His main argument to help 

demonstrate this point is the way in which people use the word ‘playing’ to describe 

someone who participates in a game; in fact he goes on to suggest that if we can 

substitute play with the words ‘perform’ or ‘participate’ we are no longer discussing 

play’s true nature.
3
 Suits also brings to our attention the fact that logically connecting 

play with games can lead to some illogical consequences, for example, he explains 

that while Johnny may be playing with his food, under no circumstance would we 

ask him to finish the game he is playing and eat his food. In general this thesis agree 

with Suits that playing has become synonymous with participating, more than 

actually being in play.
4
  

This thesis began in earnest with the separating of play from games in a 

number of different ways, some of which relate to Suits’ analysis, and others that 

went further. While the etymological analysis of the word ‘play’ revealed much, the 

initial and most obvious starting place regarding the difference between games and 

play came from the lived experience of play. There is a huge difference between 

playing a game – as a complete and total engagement – and merely participating in a 

game; while participation is a formal requirement of playing, playing itself is not a 

formal requirement of participating in a game. It is quite common to participate or 

‘play a game’ without ever experiencing play in its truest form. In fact, to experience 

the true nature of play is rarer and certainly more extraordinary than merely 

participating in a playful activity, whether it is a game, sport or another recreational 

activity. While Suits wanted to separate play from games in order to create a more 

refined and narrow definition of play, this work chose an alternative path. By 

adopting a phenomenological approach this work chose to start with the lived 

experience of the player and in this experience the separation between games and 

play is intuitively obvious. Moreover, in separating play from games, Suits did ont 

actually achieve a tidier definition of ‘play’. While distinguishing play from games 

does mean that the tendency to ascribe one to the other is no longer an automatic 

association it does mean that play’s independence can now show up in areas 
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completely removed from games and sport. This broad-reaching aspect of play 

implies that all people and professions from a mechanic to a scientist can play in 

work. It also implies, and rightly so, that all professional sports players can also find 

play in what they do.
5
 Certain activities like games, sports and art may provide a 

better catalyst for play to occur, due to the kinaesthetic nature of these activities, but 

in the end it is down to the players themselves and not just the activity.  

The point is that no matter what the activity there is no guarantee that play 

will actually occur. It is the subjective aspect of play, or what Huizinga called the 

‘consciousness of something distinct from normal life’ that invites the player to play 

but this consciousness is so much more than a mind-set or attitude. Play is about a 

commitment to play. It is about a dedication to engage with something from a 

distinct perspective. When one finds play at one’s work, it is not that the labour 

changes, it is the fact that the worker has changed their approach and in doing so it 

opens the way to play. What motivates and encourages the player to find play is 

something this work has not discussed in great detail as it seems to direct the study 

away from the interiority of the play experience. Since the opening chapter this work 

has argued that the inner forces of play are the foundation to all external aspects of 

the play. The motivation and attraction of play that leads one to embrace these inner 

forces seem too numerous to mention. Contrary to Suits, this work claims that the 

lusory attitude, for want of a better name, is not something that necessarily leads one 

into play.
6
  

The lusory attitude as Suits explains in Grasshopper: Game, Life and Utopia
7
 

is the final aspect of entering into a game. He tells us that all games have specific 

aims or state of affairs, which he calls prelusory goals; an example of these might be 

the wish to win the competition or merely to take part in order to get fit and healthy. 

In order to achieve these goals we have to remain within the permitted rules or 

means; he calls this aspect the ‘lusory means’. The final aspect which is the lusory 

                                                 
5
 Contrary to the findings of this thesis, Suits provides an example of a tennis match in the latter part 

of ‘Words on Play’ where the ability to play is denied to the professional player because they 

undertake the activity for non-autotelic ends, i.e. for a money prize.   
6
 There is no doubt that a certain type of motivation may induce selfless play more quickly. For 

example it makes sense to suggest that if one is only interested in ‘showing off’ they may find it 

harder to find selfless play than the player who is only interested in playing, however, it may still be 

possible that the former finds selfless play. Within the lived experience of selfless play the extrinsic 

type of motivation just referred to remains dormant.   
7
 Suits, Bernard, Grasshopper, Games, Life and Utopia. University of Toronto Press, 1978. p41  
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attitude, is where rules and means “are accepted just because they make possible 

such activity.”
8
 There are a number of problems with what Suits terms ‘lusory 

attitude’ with respect to this thesis. For example Suits is clearly talking about games 

and since we have already separated games from play it would be problematic for us 

to use the term. Indeed, everywhere lusory is mentioned in the numerous pages 

devoted to an explanation, as well as Skepticus’ cross examination of the term, it 

relates entirely to games. All the lusory aspects mentioned by Suits, i.e., goals, rules, 

means and attitude, are no more informative than the elements Huizinga’s provides 

in Homo Ludens. Accepting the rules of a game and understanding the means in 

which one can achieve the goals of the games as outlined in the second chapter 

provide, at best, some of the conditions needed for play to occur. However, as this 

thesis has consistently argued, these rules and understanding in no way guarantees 

that play will definitely occur. A player may adopt a lusory attitude and still fail to 

achieve play for a myriad of reasons; it could be that they are worried about losing or 

they could be too excited about winning (they cannot get prelusory goals out of their 

minds). In either case they will not find play because they are too self-aware. 

Likewise, the opposite may happen whereby someone who is working finds play, not 

because of a lusory attitude, but because the right amount of bodily engagement 

coincides with the right mix of challenge and concentration.  

Secondly, Suits’ account of attitude seems to be a moot point when one 

considers, as this thesis has already demonstrated, that play constitutes the player and 

not the other way around.
9
 Even if one disregard the kind of physical play that this 

work has focused on and turns to the more prominent philosophical accounts of play 

as provided by aestheticians, most notably Gadamer, we see that play is something 

that constitutes us. From a phenomenological standpoint there can be no doubt about 

this. When we play, we are being played. If we could adopt an attitude that provides 

a gateway into selfless play, then we would always find selfless play, but as it stands 

we seem to slip in and out of play. As stated already, play is ephemeral, and while a 

                                                 
8
 Ibid, p41 

9
 One classic example of when a person is constituted by something other than themselves is Sartre’s 

wonderful account of shame in Being and Nothingness. Of particular significance is the analysis of 

how the subject (for-itself) becomes an object of the other’s gaze, when caught looking through a 

keyhole. In this analysis the person looking through the key hole is constituted by the Other’s gaze. 

To somehow ask what kind of attitude allowed the subject to become objectified by the other’s gaze 

misses the point.  
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positive and lusory attitude may be applauded they do not seem fundamentally 

necessary. It is possible to find play in other areas of our lives where there may be no 

established prelusory goals.  

Finally, the kind of play that Suits discusses seems somewhat out of context 

for this work as he seems to turn away from play and more toward games in 

Grasshopper: Games, Life and Utopia. Contrary to Suits this work claims that one 

cannot simply think themselves into play; the lusory attitude is not that potent. If 

there was some kind of cocktail of ingredients that might lead one into play, it would 

surely be a mix of everything from motivation, attitude, interest, physical challenge, 

skill, understanding as well as the energy or vitality of play. At some point the 

player, through the mix of elements above, gives themselves over to being-played. 

Zimmerman, as noted in Chapter Four, cleverly borrows the term ‘entrainment’ to 

describe play which has a double meaning of ‘being carried along with’ and ‘being 

trapped’ to describe the type of engagement in play. He says that “the patterns of a 

game, initially draw us in, moving us forward, encouraging us to play (to carry 

along). But somehow, at some point, something changes. We find ourselves not just 

playing a game, but being played by the game as well.”
10

 

What one is left with after stripping away the baggage so often associated 

with play is a very complex relationship between the player and play. The findings 

of this thesis show that one can no longer speak of the relationship with the player 

and the thing they play with because the ‘thingness’ or ‘equipmental’ aspect of play 

instruments and playgrounds fade once play is truly underway. The relationship then 

in its barest form is between player and play. Within this unified experience of 

player, interaction and play there is one thing that seems certain and that is that the 

middle component is an embodied interaction. Play in this work has been defined by 

this embodied interaction and as such the examples of play in this thesis are closely 

associated with kinaesthetic activity. When one thinks about play one is almost 

instinctively drawn toward physical play; from children running and jumping, 

pulling and pushing to adult sports players of all kinds. We tend to picture a fit, 

healthy, agile player whose skills and talents stand out. At every point, this intuitive 

sense of play as a physical activity has shaped this research. It may seem limited to 

                                                 
10

 Zimmerman, Eric, The Rule of Play, MIT Press, 2004, p342. Brackets added. Gadamer makes the 

same point with regard to play. Cf Truth and Method, 2006, p103 
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only draw from bodily kinds of play, but the aim here is to understand play in a 

universal way, not in a particular way. Play that does not contain bodily movement 

of some kind, however minimal, is the exception to the rule as it is far from being the 

norm.
11

    

While this research concerns play, it is clear that the body is a prerequisite to 

all interaction and understanding, whether we play or not. In fact this research has 

shown, in the early chapters, that thinking in general involves a body, and unlike 

those who claim that the body helps informs our cognitive faculties, this research 

goes much further and claims that our bodies can understand. Through the 

examination of play skills and habits this work has shown that the body itself is 

capable of thinking. The inner forces of play are in many respects forces that relate 

to one’s body. This kind of practical understanding that is the norm in everyday life 

is also the norm in play. It has been shown in this thesis that play actually presents us 

with a model of understanding that goes much further than those espoused by 

embodied cognition. This research has examined bodily intelligence from the 

perspective of skill development and even though skill development is not a 

prerequisite for play, it did provide more of an insight into the role of the body in 

play. The classical ideas of conditioning and stimulus/response theories of behaviour 

were examined and found wanting with respect to the kind of embodied actions one 

finds in play in the later development of skill acquisition. It is the situation the player 

finds themselves in, as opposed to a particular stimulus that needs to be understood if 

one hopes to come to terms with the kind of actions and behaviour found in play.  

One may object and say that habit leads to certain repetitive behaviour, and 

this to some extent is true at the beginning of skill acquisition. However, as one 

progresses and becomes more competent, habit gives way to instinct and creativity. 

One of the things that stood out regarding Ravaisson’s work was the placing of 

instinct within the context of habit. Chapters Two and Chapter Three argued that 

habit is one of the main elements that allow selfless play to occur. Through repetitive 

                                                 
11

 It is hard to find a true case of play where body movement does not matter, however I am thinking 

about thought experiments and riddles. Once the riddle has been said it is possible for someone to 

remain still and pensive without moving too much and still find selfless play; the riddle itself provide 

the structure for play to occur.  
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movement which leads to habit, reflection is completely replaced.
12

 Habit, as 

Catherine Malabou explains, is an immediate intelligence where subject and object 

are confounded “in which the real and the ideal, being and thought are fused 

together.”
13

 It is habit that transforms voluntary movements into instinctual ones and 

it is at the level of the instinct that we find the final degree of habit which is nature 

itself.
 14

 Once habitual action becomes ingrained in our body’s intelligence – that is 

once actions proper to the conduct of the activity in question becomes second nature 

– we are afforded an opportunity to experience what can only be described as ‘first 

nature’, which is of course the kind of instinctual action we encounter in play. At 

some point, once the player has reached a high level of competence, actions and 

movement becomes so expedient that what were once compound movements 

become single movements and actions. Movement and mastery never seen before 

originate in the spur of the moment. At times, as this thesis has shown, these actions 

confound the very agent who one assumes is responsible and in control. The magic 

and respect attributed to great players is predominantly down to these seemingly 

‘unreal’ actions and movements. This thesis has called these actions ‘instinctual’ as 

the actions in question are not learned in any kind of traditional sense. Instinctual 

actions transcend the rudiments of what supports them. They are actions that almost 

seem to create themselves. It is at this point, within play, that what was once 

regarded as second nature becomes first nature.     

Play as the early chapters show has an involved manner about it; a practical 

disposition where the context is already underway. In examining Heidegger’s fore-

structure of understanding this work was able to demonstrate that play itself no more 

than other activities, is based on a way of knowing that is not thematic or objective. 

Play is an activity where everything pertaining to it is, as Heidegger says, ready-to-

hand. As Merleau-Ponty’s example of the blind man’s cane shows, the readiness of 

such objects actually hides their objectiveness. The involved manner of play ensures 

that everything from the play instrument to the playing field are experienced not as 

mere objects, but as subjectively meaningful. Whether one wishes to draw insight 

                                                 
12

 With respect to a contemplative game like chess habit still finds its way into the game. Playing a 

Spanish opening for some players is a matter of habit. Likewise, defensive or attacking manoeuvres 

can also occur out of habit, i.e. returning the Queen to D1 for safety.     
13

 Ravaisson, Felix, Of Habit, 2008, Preface, xiii 
14

 Ravaisson, Felix, Of Habit, 2008, p61 
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from Heidegger or Merleau-Ponty, both are suggesting a kind of pre-reflective 

operative engagement in the world that certainly seems to be the case when one 

examines play.  

This kind of special involved manner or Praktognosia goes so far that it 

actually modifies the intentional relationship of the lived body. When one picks up a 

tennis racket our ‘intentional arc’ must adapt to accommodate this new way of 

engaging with our environment. Quite often this new way of engaging with the 

environment transforms and expands the scope of possible activity. For example, a 

cyclist who uses cleats for the first time is immediately struck by the loss of freedom 

with respect to his feet, but also to the increase in efficiency when it comes to 

cycling up hill; after a while the first aspects subsides as the efficiency aspect takes 

over. This thesis has argued that in play the only kind of relationship that occurs is 

one of an involved manner whereby the intensity of meaning is what guides the 

actions. There is no objective relationship in play whatsoever, it is wholly subjective. 

This thesis has demonstrated that the kinaesthetic understanding in play takes 

place without representation or conceptualisation. When this kind of learning or 

knowledge acquisition occurs, something very interesting happens in the process 

whereby the traditional object/subject divide breaks down. Thanks to the involved 

manner of play the instruments of play are no longer objects but instead they become 

a subjective part of the player. Whether it is a player playing tennis or even a 

surgeon performing an operation in America on a patient in Paris, through embodied 

action humans have an amazing ability to project beyond their immediate body 

schema.
15

  

The above example, like others, questions the very notion of the body schema 

with respect to understanding our relationship with the world around us. There is no 

doubt that in certain sports, such as white-water kayaking, the person, the paddle and 

the kayak are a complete sensory unit whereby no element is any more important 

than the other when it comes to understanding the line taken through the rapids. The 

resistance that the kayaker feels with regard to the paddle blade as it cuts through the 

surface tension of the water, along with the way in which the current pulls and 

pushes the blades, allows the kayaker to understand the water beneath the surface. In 

                                                 
15

 For more information on the idea of telepresence with respect to Merleau-Ponty and 

Phenomenology Cf Dolezal, L. (2009) “The Remote Body: The Phenomenology of Telepresence and 

Re-Embodiment”, Human Technology, Volume 5 (2), pp. 208-226.  
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this respect, kayakers often talk about reading the water, or describe themselves as 

being in tune with the ebb and flow of the river. The kayaker’s body schema 

certainly extends to the kayak and paddle, but does the kayaker’s body schema 

extend to take on board the actual water? Does the body schema of those who play 

with the environment extend into the environment in such a way that our body 

schema becomes infinite? Does the body schema of the sailor who feels through 

their boat extend beyond the boat and also into the wind?
16

 It could be argued that 

what I am talking about here isn’t actually an extension at all; instead the profundity 

of this ‘extension’ may simply be a realisation that all things are one.
17

 One of the 

most immediate aspects of the lived experience of play is the complete and total 

engagement between the player and the play space. This unifying engagement is 

something that, at times, shrouds rational analysis and at times, no more than 

Ravaisson’s account of habit and Heraclitus’ monism tends to drift toward 

metaphysics.  

Regarding this unified experience of play, it is plain to see that the classical 

phenomenological divide of subject/object that seemed appropriate for a cursory 

account of play is lacking when it comes to an investigation into the more subjective 

and embodied elements of play. Questions surrounding ownership, absorption and 

indeed the dividing point between the instrument and playground and that of the 

player’s themselves became opaque and difficult to resolve as the above kayaking 

example demonstrates. If one was to extend Merleau-Ponty’s analysis of the blind 

man’s use of a cane to that of a guide dog, we might have something more 

conclusive to say.
18

 However, as this thesis has shown, the dividing line between 

certain kinds of perception, i.e., visual or tactile, is problematic when it comes to the 

lived experience of play. The example of the archer or virtual reality games raises 

serious questions regarding the kind of static or objective phenomenological analysis 

that marked the beginning of the 20
th

 century.  

                                                 
16

 Cf Bernard Montessier, Long way round, Sheridan House, 2003. In this text which I referred to in 

the previous chapter, is anything to go by the answer to the question is yes.   
17

 Heraclitus F B 50 really sums it up where he says that “It is wise to hearken, not to me, but to my 

Word, and to confess that all things are one.” The experience of selfless play understood in the light 

of Heraclitus’s fragments might indicate that play discloses a metaphysical reality of unity. 
18

 Our own understanding of Merleau-Ponty would suggest that the guide dog would not make any 

difference; the harness held by the blind person would still act as an extension of perception, albeit a 

different kind of extension to the cane. The feeling and sensation given by the dog becomes the blind 

man’s own feelings and sensations.   
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In the middle section of this thesis the focus moved away from embodied 

interaction and more toward the inner experience of the player and the most apparent 

aspect of this inner experience was the trance-like state the player experiences when 

play begins to constitute their state of being. In this trance-like state the player 

begins to lose touch of who they are and begins to exist in an almost effortless state 

of existence. There is no effort or resistance because the play relationship brings 

everything together as one. There is no distance to overcome in selfless play as there 

are no parts as such, just a collective whole. In the flow of play everything occurs 

without question, it simply is.   

This work has argued that play involves a kind of withdrawal from the world 

and away from the self and at the same time a return to a level of intelligent 

corporeality. The notion that play is removed from the ordinary everyday world is 

not new: Huizinga tells us it is one of the basic elements of play. However, this 

thesis has argued something more fundamental than simply claiming that play 

involves removing oneself from the ordinary world. Through the support of 

Levinas’s early work, it has been shown that we actually leave the constitutional 

category of being-in-the-world when we enter selfless play. The lived experience of 

play demonstrates that the most immediate horizon of understanding and the only 

constitutive horizon of understanding in play is the play horizon.  

Enjoyment and play, like Levinas’s example of ‘good soup’, provides 

nourishment and contentment in a way that allows us to leave the world behind us. 

Our relationship with things is not equiprimordial but rather essential to who we are. 

The enjoyable interaction that we find in play leads to a level of disinterestedness 

with the objects around us and, since this level of interaction doesn’t consist of 

utilitarian needs, it establishes a break with the world as a constitutive horizon. This 

kind of corporeal sensibility acts without representation and it also acts outside of a 

thematic worldly horizon. Play allows us an opportunity to experience one of the 

purest forms of sensibility; a sensibility so pure that Levinas claims it is the origin of 

the ‘I’. Finally, Levinas’s claim that the contents of life, which this kind of 

sensibility relies on, are more cherished than our own being gives us a clue as to the 

lack of self-regard and indeed lack of self-restraint one often finds in play. The fact 

that certain players continue to play with broken limbs or that they act in a way 
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unbecoming to their character is down to the fact that at that moment in time play is 

all that sustains their lives.  

All of these insights, regarding the subjective experience of the player, lead 

to the adoption of the phrase ‘selfless play’. In all the findings of this research the 

thing that stands out most is the claim that there is no self in play; of course by self 

we are talking about self-referential understanding – quite simply a relationship with 

the ‘I’ is missing. The reflective ego plays no active part in selfless play. Self 

concern is absent and with it any self-reflective relationship. However, constitutive 

of such self-less play is a heightened consciousness of one’s surroundings, which 

allow for no withdrawal into the self but are ‘at one’ with that which is being played, 

such that the player is as much ‘being played’ as playing. At no point has this 

research came across an account of play that claims that the reflective ego is present 

in selfless play. The removal of the self is so apparent that sports stars like Zidane 

are left confused by what occurs in play. 

The self, according to this thesis, is a construct and consequence of the 

spatio-temporal worldly horizon that conditions our thinking and almost every other 

aspect of our lives. However, if play shows anything it is that there is something 

beneath this socially constructed self, something more elemental. There is a subject 

who acts and moves without the involvement of the self precisely because the 

subject in play acts outside of objective representational consciousness. While the 

involved manner that Heidegger speaks of does not involve representational 

thinking, it is always within an existential horizon of the world and as such the self 

in its everydayness is a they-self, whereas the authentic self is a self that explicitly 

grasps itself.
19

 In play there is no self because the subject who plays neither allows 

the they-self, nor the authentic self, to define or grasp itself. In play we are left with a 

selfless subject who acts within the realm of sensibility and affectivity. The subject, 

who plays, acts without recourse to the crowd or to the conditioned self. The self is a 

derivative of the body, the instinctual, elemental, animalistic side of being that 

informs and contributes to our everyday lives as much, if not more than the reflective 

conditioned self. 

In the act of play, the player does not deny or renounce the self; it is not that 

the player makes a conscious decision to abandon the self, it is simply that through 
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 Heidegger, Being and Time, 1996, p121/129 
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the challenge, concentration and interaction of play, the player becomes so in-tune 

with the moment of play that they necessarily tune out of all other aspects of their 

lives. The affectivity of play is so immediate that the middle part is no longer 

needed. This state of being is antecedent, as such, it seems to point to a raw or 

elemental state of being. In play we seem to encounter the ‘am’ of ‘I am’ without 

having to pass through the ‘I’ to get to it.
20

 Play reveals, with considerable force, the 

reality of a selfless subjectivity; a subject bereft of the self.  

There are many different philosophies that focus on the self and some relate 

to what this work has already argued, others challenge this work; however new terms 

are emerging and making their way into philosophical discourse. Terms like ‘No-

Self’ theories, ‘minimal self’, the ‘Narrative Enhanced Account’ of self and 

‘Narrative Centred Account’ of self have all been used to try and explain what 

exactly the self is.
21 

All of these theories make claims regarding the self and many 

deal explicitly with themes already covered in this work like agency, ownership, 

narrative, reflection and embodiment. For example, the narrative self is a self that is 

constructed through narrative over time and tends to hold to the view that the self is a 

constant entity; of course, Ricoeur has added that this narrative self is deeply 

involved with the Other, which necessarily decentres the self to some extent.
22

 With 

respect to the minimal self Gallagher tells us that “even if all of the unessential 

features of self are stripped away, we still have an intuition that there is a basic, 

immediate, or primitive ‘something’ that we are willing to call a self.”
23

 While it is 

difficult to know what Gallagher means by the ‘unessential features’ of self, it does 

seem that once everything associated with the self is stripped away we are still, 

strangely, left with something Gallagher still wishes to call a self.  

Dan Zahavi is right to raise the obvious point with respect to all these 

theories, namely that the meaning of the term ‘self’ in each theory is quite different. 

For example, he even argues that some No-Self theorists actually embed 
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 Rumi, the eastern mystical poet once asked: Will I ever be able to get to the ‘am’ of ‘I am’? This 

thesis claims the answer is yes – you will find it in play.  
21

 Within the Narrative approach we find a distinctions between Narrative Enhanced Account of self 

and Narrative Centred Account self which may be useful. Cf Krueger, J. ‘The who and the how of 

experience’ in Self, No-Self?, eds. Dan Zahavi, et al., Oxford University Press, 2011 p27-55. 
22

 Cf  Paul Ricour, Oneself as another, Chicago Press, 1995 
23

 Gallagher, Shaun, ‘Philosophical conceptions of the self: implications for cognitive science.’ 
Trends in Cognitive Science, Vol 4, Issue 1, 1 January 2000, Pages 14–21 
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fundamental features of minimal and narrative self theories into their work.
24

 On top 

of all this, there is a tendency to use ‘subject’ as a term for the self.
25

 A number of 

challenges occur all at once the minute one utters the term ‘selfless subject’, and 

when one examines the above theorists it seems that each one has something 

applicable to say with respect to this research. For example, what Gallagher calls the 

‘Immunity Principle’ implies that an ‘I’ is part of every experience. For example, a 

person may state “I see the wall as green” and may be wrong with respect to the wall 

being green; however the ‘I’ to whom they refer is unmistakably themselves.
26

 Even 

Zidane, who could not recall how he scored a goal, still knew that it was himself that 

had scored the goal. Of course, this example involves hindsight and reflection, so the 

immunity principle is always going to stand up even if the truth or claim made is 

nonsense. For example “I saw 17 Gods today and none of them were made of 

bananas.” The ‘I’ aspect is still unmistakable, even though the claim made may be 

nonsense. 
27

 

The point that this work has laboured to make is that the ‘I’ comes with 

reflection and is simply not part of play. The self in this thesis is characterised by a 

reflective ego that is conditioned by ‘being-in-the-world.’ That there is no self in 

play does not imply there is no subject; after all play is experienced and in order to 

have an experience there must be a subject which is aware.
28

 Consciousness is 

obviously a subjective experience and this work does not deny that. The idea of a 

minimal self runs very close to the kind of anonymous self that this work has already 

discussed; however, even the minimal self account seems to fail us in play. 

According to Gallagher, the minimal self retains a sense of ownership and agency as 

already discussed in preceding chapters. In this work the minimal self’s retention of 

agency is challenged through evidence of player’s accounts of losing themselves in 
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 Zahavu, Dan, ‘The Experiential Self: Objections and Clarifications’, Self - No Self?, ed Mark 

Siderits, Evan Thompson, Dan Zahavi 
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 Galen Strawson writes in relation to the self: I mean the subject considered specifically as 

something ‘inner’, something mental, the ‘self’, if you like” and goes on to use subject and self 

interchangeably. Strawson, ‘Radical Self-Awareness’ Self, No-Self?, eds. Dan Zahavi, et al., Oxford 

University Press, 2011, p281 
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 Gallagher, Shaun, ‘Philosophical conceptions of the self: implications for cognitive science’. 
Trends in Cognitive Science, Vol 4, Issue 1, 1 January 2000, Pages 14–21 
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 Cf Cambell on pathological exemptions in ‘Schizophrenia, the Space of Reasons and Thinking as a 

Motor Process.’ as cited in Gallagher’s Philosophical Conceptions of the ‘Self: Implications for 

Cognitive Science’, Cognitive Science, 2000. 
28

 Notice it is a subject which is aware, not a subject who is aware. 
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play. While it is unmistakable that they did do something, they often question the 

ownership of such an act and talk about not being able to do it again.  

A fundamental claim of this thesis  is that the self is a construct of a reflective 

ego, and without such an ego the self does not exist. What this thesis shows is that 

the mode of involvement in play, and life in general, involves a ‘selfless subject’ that 

doesn’t need to be accompanied by an ‘I’ or any other concept relating to self. 

Nonetheless, while the primordial or elemental subject is the basis on which the self 

is formed, the self can also inform the elemental subject as in the case of habit as 

already discussed. Neonates can and do act without any concept of self, in fact 

without concepts at all, and they still manage to interact with their surroundings in a 

manageable way.
29

 They may be aware that movement is possible and that 

movement is originating from a zero point. While none of these observations implies 

a self they do imply a subject.
30

 This thesis, contrary to Gallagher, has argued that an 

unknown self, i.e. anonymous self, is not really a self at all.   

The selflessness in play occurs because one enters into a state of Being-

Played. In the unity of the play experience, the player simply becomes constituted by 

play to such an extent that they are ‘play’. Again, this is difficult ground to articulate 

because at the level play was investigated, it remains a paradox, or rather the self 

remains a paradox. One of the most definite claims in this thesis is that self-reflective 

thinking, or self-concern if you like, is nowhere to be found in selfless play. The 

famous tennis player Monica Seles once remarked that “when I am consistently 

playing my best tennis, I am also consistently in the zone” and that “once you think 

about being in the zone, you are immediately out of it.”
31

 In play we return to an 
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 Piaget’s work on the cognitive development in children actually uses the term ‘pre-conceptual’ as a 

sub-stage within the preoperational stage. His work shows that in the pre-conceptual stage children 

clearly get confused over certain things like volume and quantity, but they can still manage to do 

things without having a conceptual framework, like brushing their teeth and putting on their clothes. 

They can also clearly play catch and play with toys. Cf M B. Bibok, U. Muller, and J. Carpendale 

‘Childhood’ in The Cambridge Companion to Piaget, Ulrich Muller et al (eds), Cambridge University 

Press, 2009.  
30

 Cf. Krueger, ‘The who and how of experience’ Self No Self,  2011. Krueger’s article outlines a way 

around some of the issues relating to self by introducing an enhancement theory of self based on a 

narrative. He believes there is a basic self that interacts without drawing explicitly on the narrative 

self, however the narrative self still plays an important role in the subject’s life. The narrative self 

enhances the basic self’s understanding.  In many ways the argument this thesis makes adds 

credibility to what Krueger is saying. 
31

 Krug, Matthew, ‘Playing Tennis in the Zone’, Athletic Insight, Online Journal of Sports 

Psychology, November, 1999. Volume 1, Issue 3, p17. 
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antecedent state where this is no reflective thinking regarding the self, or for that 

matter, the state or zone the self may be in. 

This idea of an elemental or instinctual subject also comes across in Art. The 

experience of creating art, as depicted by various artists, is very similar to what was 

already said of play. Every fundamental theme of play seems paralleled by the 

artistic experience; absolute engagement, embodied interaction, autotelic experience, 

outside of ordinary life and most importantly selflessness all seem to be present in 

the act of artistic creation. Artistic creativity, as far as this thesis is concerned, is first 

and foremost an action. As Valery says, the artists take their body with them; to 

create art is to move in accordance with the creation of the art work. The body sizes 

up the canvas and coordinates the movements needed; it is the body that supports the 

creation of the work. Art is action.  

Of course, the coordinated movement, which goes from habitual to 

instinctual, is developed over time just like the skill acquisition in play. The artist’s 

brush, through bodily understanding, becomes an extension of their hands just like 

the racket for the tennis player. Interestingly one can simply paint with one’s hand 

(instead of a brush) in which case the process becomes more immediate, but only 

from the tactile perspective. The immediacy, as this thesis has argued, has nothing to 

with distance. Once the artist is in play with the canvas, it does not matter if they 

hold a brush, have no brush or use their hands; the absolute engagement is primary 

to everything else and in this engagement, there are no separate parts or objective 

space. Artists often use the expression ‘part of the painting’ or ‘in the painting’, 

implying that there is no difference between the painting and the painters. Notice, 

that the painting is never a part of the artist; even in its creation it seems to have a 

life of its own, in the same way that player is part of the play experience.
32

  

Like sport players, the level and intensity of artistic action varies between 

different art forms from the absolute minimum, as in the case of tableaux vivants 

(living statues) to what may in some cases be of maximum intensity like Irish step 

dancing. However, regardless of the intensity, the body is always involved in a 

primary and necessary way and it seems that this kind of involved manner is one of 

the factors that lead the artist into selfless play. One could claim that artists are not in 
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is used to denote that the experience at times seems independent from the person experiencing.   
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play and that they are simply in a zone that leads to selflessness. However, the 

parallels with play seem only too apparent. Outside of the fundamental themes 

mentioned here, art seems to also have structures and rules. For example, music is 

more often than not performed within a set key and scale, likewise cubist art is 

created within a multi-perspective approach and to diverge from this would not be 

Cubism. However, like play once you are in it, deviation can often be merited. 

Breaking rules can be part of play experience and certainly within art breaking rules 

and norms seems to be something that makes the artwork stand out more.
33

 The 

point, as already noted, is that some basic structure is needed before play takes place, 

but once in play these structures begin to fade. 

What the analysis of art brings to the thesis is the question of what one is 

actually playing with. Merleau-Ponty cryptically says that the painter is in contact 

with something, however, what that something is, is hard to say. The same can be 

said of play, as the player, no more than the artists are in contact with some non-

physical force that is not entirely derived from them. At times, through this work, the 

answer seems to hint toward nature. In the early part of this work, nature began to 

come to the fore with respect to Ravaisson’s work on habit. For Ravaisson habit is a 

dividing line between the will and nature and while “habit is an acquired nature, a 

second nature, that has its ultimate ground in primitive nature”
 34

  an instinctual 

movement seems to be able to get us back into that primitive ground. In the heat of 

play it is instinctual actions that come to the surface and the same can be said of 

artistic creation. Nature, as was noted in the chapter on art, seems to be part of the 

creative artistic experience. All the artists I referred to seem to hold nature in high 

regard and seem to suggest that art, is itself, a product of nature. It is worth keeping 

in mind that the nature being discussed here is a far cry from the mechanistic 

Newtonian view of nature.  

Nature, which this thesis refers like the artists whose work I have examined, 

seems to call to mind a nature that is best viewed as a kind of vital energy. It is clear 

that nature is not the mountain or the sea, nature is ubiquitous and when this work 

claims that the player or artist is in contact with nature it is not so much a connection 
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as much as a realisation. We are nature, there is no hiding from this, but the self 

seems so removed from this realisation that we forget our origins.
35

 Play brings us 

closer to nature than most other activities because play is nature. Play belongs to 

nature first and foremost; the fact that there is human play at all is because we are 

nature.  

While the outdoor activities like climbing and surfing have provided this 

thesis with ample evidence of selfless play, this research also concentrated on the 

adventurous aspects of such activities in order to show that play and adventure are 

distinct. Adventure is an overtly foreboding awareness of one’s socio-historical self 

with respect to a situation that involves chance and risk. Adventure is first and 

foremost a heuristic experience where reflection, worry, and heightened awareness 

of one’s own mortality and social relations come to the fore. It is in this way, as this 

work has argued, that adventure is the opposite to play. While the mountain climber 

may climb all day in a kind of peaceful play, it may also happen that this play is 

interrupted by adventure and when this happens the outlook quickly changes from a 

situation where one goes from an absolutely binding experience that allows subject 

and object to melt into, and mix with something else, to a situation where everything 

becomes distinct and objective. Adventure is the ‘I’ being called back into question; 

it is a return to a reflective self-awareness that is completely absent in play. 

Adventure is a call of conscience that returns us to being-a-self.
36

  

The adventurer in this work seems to epitomise the existential hero. Many of 

the adventurers we referred to, especially the mountaineers, like Bonatti, Buhl, and 

Terray seem to have a great affinity with existentialism. Lionel Terray’s 

autobiography entitled Conquistadors of the Useless could easily have been a title of 

a one of the many existentialist works in the 20
th

 century. Walter Bonatti’s epic solo 

climb on the Petit Dru where he almost lost his life on numerous occasions was a 
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 The self is obviously an enhancing aspect of our human nature, but it seems to be more conditioned 

by artificial nature than ever before.  
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 This claim is similar to what Heidegger says in Being and Time, Sec 56, where the call of 

conscience silently calls Dasein to itself, to its own authentic potentiality to be. However, he also says 

that “the call does not mandate a “trial” for the self which has been summoned, but as a summons to 
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discussion at this point in Being and Time has Kant in mind. According to Allen W. Wood, in Sec 56 
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Kantian Ethics, Cambridge University Press. 2008, p186.   
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direct result of his need to define himself as an authentic individual agent against the 

media and gossip of the time.
37

 Bonatti not only achieved the impossible, but he also 

achieved a sense of authentic and genuine individuality and freedom; after the solo 

climb on the Petit Dru no one could ever doubt his ability again.  

There is an absurdity to the whole affair. Climbing a 3,000ft vertical wall of 

rock to get to the same place that a tourist can get to via a cable car seems, to many, 

absolutely ridiculous. Sailing around the world twice in one go seems like another 

pointless exercise. Why do adventurers take such risks and why do they constantly 

challenge themselves to such extremes? This research has argued that they do all this 

to experience selfless play in the outdoors. What motivates adventurers to be alone 

for 21 days on a vertical rock face, or underground without any natural light for the 

same length of time? In this work the answer is clearly the need to find selfless play 

in the outdoors. The oneness felt in the outdoors, through selfless play, returns one to 

the elements in a way that seems to motivate the adventurer.  

Adventure is the exact opposite of play in that in adventure one actually 

returns to the authentic self that is lost in play. Having just come back to the self the 

adventurer now longs for the world once more, but there are insurmountable 

obstacles and challenges along the way. The adventurer must act and fight to 

preserve their existence; in great danger and the most sombre of atmospheres, they 

chase after life. Through their own most potentialities the adventurer experiences a 

life less ordinary than most, even though this kind of life is accessible to most 

people.  

The existential modes of anxiety and fear also made their way into this work 

as dispositions that negate play. They induce the kind of self-concern that resides 

outside of play. In both anxiety and fear there is an ‘I’ or self that is worried or 

concerned about their own relation to that thing that is causing the fear or the 

absence of the thing causing anxiety. Regardless of Heidegger’s analysis of the 
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difference between fear and anxiety, the major point for this thesis is that there is a 

necessary overt awareness of the self, involved in both moods. These moods come 

into being when the player was faced with a challenge that disrupted the affective 

subject that underlines their actions. The totality of play is blown apart by the advent 

of self-concern which is brought about (in adventure at least) when the player 

experiences a foreboding risk to one’s life. The adventurer fully recognises that they 

are being-toward-death in an extremely immediate way.    

In Georg Simmel’s essay entitled ‘The Adventurer,’ which tends to focus on 

adventure from a different perspective, he argues that in spite of adventure’s 

isolation and accidental nature, it is defined by its capacity for necessity and 

meaning.
38

 Adventure, as Simmel tells us, has a distinct ability to organise 

significant meaning with a beginning and an end and despite its accidental nature 

with respect to everyday life “it nevertheless connects with the character and identity 

of the bearer of that life.”
39

 The account of adventure in this thesis runs close to 

Simmel’s accounts, especially regarding the heurestic nature of adventure. 

Adventure in this work encourages the kind of narrative self that is absent in play; in 

fact adventure is a narrative in many ways. Adventure is a discourse between the self 

and the world.   

Adventure, as this work has argued is the opposite to play in that play is a 

selfless, unreflective activity that does not fit in very well with existential themes. 

There is no authenticity in play thanks to the selfless nature of play, even though 

there are acts of genuine originality and creativity in play. One may ask why play, as 

selfless and unreflective, seems to upset the existential themes in Sartre’s work when 

Sartre himself is an advocate of the unreflective consciousness. While Sartre’s idea 

of the unreflective consciousness, along with his argument against some kind of 

transcendental ego, in some ways fits with the findings if this thesis, in other ways 

Sartre’s work contradicts these findings. For example, in Sartre’s philosophy all 

consciousness is self-consciousness in the sense that there must be someone, for 

whom the object appears, regardless of what the object is. To put it another way 

there is always a particular perspective, like a Husserlian zero point. In Sartre’s 

unreflective consciousness, which is primary consciousness, there is a self, however 
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this self is not posited itself as the object of consciousness – this would be reflective 

consciousness. This unreflective ‘self-consciousness’ is not personal, there is no self 

identity as such involved which fits with what I have said of selfless play. However, 

where the distinction between this thesis and Sartre’s occurs if that for Sartre the 

unreflective non-positional consciousness is only conscious of itself through the act 

of going outside of itself. For Sartre to be conscious means to be conscious of some 

thing (intentionality), but also at the same time consciousness - is conscious of itself 

– not as a thing or self but rather like a background that supports the object contained 

in consciousness.
40

 In selfless play, there is no ontological distinction between player 

and the object played, between playing and being played, hence the unreflective 

consciousness has no self to be conscious of – it is for this reason that I have 

removed the self completely from the experience, even though there is clearly a 

subject which experiences. 

 It is also the case that Sartre’s philosophy is predicated on a strong and 

relentless subject/object dichotomy. There is an either/or element in Sartre’s 

philosophy that just does not hold true in play; for example we are either object or 

subject, we are either master or the slave, however we cannot be both a master and 

slave, subject and object, all at the same time.
41
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 Sartre, Being and Nothingness, 1993, Introduction and Part 1.   
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 This is not to say that Sartre does not try to overcome this dichotomy at times throughout his 
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7.3 Discussion of Findings 

 

This section will discuss some of the findings of this thesis with respect to major 

themes within philosophy like ethics, freedom and time. The rationale for this 

discussion is to help illustrate play’s ability to call these themes into question. It also 

aims to add some clarity to issues raised in the previous chapters most notably issues 

surrounding authenticity and agency. Selfless play is typified by an apparent lack of 

authenticity and agency and it seems that these two aspects of our lives are key 

components to the themes mentioned above, namely, freedom and ethics. However, 

the lack of authenticity and agency also has repercussions in other areas that are 

deeply related to play like pedagogy, for example.
42

 The purpose of this section is 

not to finalise or conclude but to point to further study and to simply readdress the 

deep impact this study has on certain suppositions regarding play’s nature.  

The lack of authenticity and agency implies that the player has no 

sovereignty. In play the player’s subjectivity becomes defined by the elements of 

play; the player becomes constituted by play. Transcending the ‘they-self’ is a 

positive step in realising and indeed embracing one’s own potentialities and it is, 

according to the existentialists, a step toward authenticity and genuine living. That 

said, there seems little point, from the existential perspective at least, to transcend the 

‘crowd’, if you are not going to encounter the authentic self. To be authentic, in the 

existentialist sense, is to ponder, to question, to critique, to think, to reflect on one’s 

projects and one’s life – all of which are abundantly apparent in adventure. However, 

as noted previously, at no stage in play do we come across existential authenticity.  

If what this thesis claims with respect to authenticity and agency is brought 

into an ethical discourse, it seems to suggest that there can be no ethics in play.
43
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How can there be an ethics if the self is nowhere to be found in the experience? 

While ethics did not inform the main body of this work it certainly seems relevant 

and the question of what kind of ethics can exist in play, if any, needs to be 

addressed. The kind of play discussed in this work seems quite removed from ethics 

for a number of reasons; but the two most obvious reasons are that there is no self-

reflective thinking in play and there is no ‘I’ in play. The lack of an authentic agent 

in selfless play immediately suggests there can be no ethics; however this claim 

needs further examination as there may be an underlying ethic already in place or it 

may be the case that selfless-play is pre-ethical.  

Play as discussed in this work transcends the activities most closely 

associated with it and as such it seems that when one discusses ethics in play it is 

important to keep in mind that play is not defined by the activity itself. As such, 

ethics in play could refer to ethics in games, art or any other structured activity. 

While the idea of ethics in sport can be encountered and found in philosophical 

journals and after-match TV analysis, ethics in art is less emphasised, even though it 

is far more extreme with respect to ethics than many games and sports.
44

 There is no 

doubting that one’s own values and ethics provide a certain lure toward certain 

activities that seem to promote certain behaviour. Some people find the computer 

game Grand Theft Auto offensive and will therefore not play it, while others may be 

drawn to it for all kinds of reasons. The lure of certain games must be related to each 

individual’s values and ethical makeup, and as such ethics must play a role in one’s 

decision to play certain activities.  

While certain play activities will attract certain people the question of what 

happens ethically in the lived experience of play seems more appropriate to this 

thesis. The idea of players who carry on with broken limbs or who try and excuse 

their unethical behaviour by saying they were in the ‘heat of the moment’ was 

already raised in this conclusion. It was raised in connection to Levinas’s claim 

regarding sensibility and affectivity in which the contents of life are more cherished 

than the human who experiences these contents. In play the player becomes so 

                                                                                                                                          
that this prowess must be measured against the rules of the game. There seems to be an order to play 

that almost prohibits ethics.   
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 While ethics in art comes across as more extreme, the kind of art that pushes ethical boundaries, i.e. 

Chris Burderns Shooting, Vito Acconci's Seedbed, and pretty much anything from Marina Abramovic 
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absorbed with play that the self disappears and the subject that is left is solely 

supported by the elements and contents of play. The subject is play. 

Within the most common play activities like sports we find ethical discourses 

all the time from sports pundits and match analysts who often question players’ 

actions and referees’ decisions. The use of the term ‘professional’ or ‘cynical’ foul to 

describe the action of a player who deliberately tackles another player in an 

inappropriate way to prohibit progress is something that has become familiar jargon 

in sporting discourse. The foul usually occurs as a consequence of a desperate 

situation where all fair means possible are no longer an option. High contact sports 

like Gaelic football seem to have a lot of these so called cynical fouls; however, an 

argument could be made that there is nothing unethical about such actions since 

winning the game is de facto the preferred outcome. In a very controversial tackle in 

a 2013 Tyrone versus Monaghan game, Sean Cavanagh who dragged another player 

to the ground illegally to prevent a goal, said he would do it again if it meant Tyrone 

would win the game.
45

 Interestingly, it is worth noting that Cavanagh excused his 

actions by pointing out that he dragged the player backwards which slowed down the 

player’s momentum thus making the tackle safe, but illegal. Cavanagh’s remarks 

seem to suggest that there was some kind of deliberation in his actions, even if he 

was not aware of it at the time.    

There is a distinction, on one hand, between making an overtly rational 

decision to take an opponent out of the game by foul means, and, on the other hand, 

playing a game and actually doing the same thing.
46

 While the former may be 

considered an ethical issue, the latter in our analysis seems to fall outside of ethics 

because while the action was deliberate it did not come from some kind of ethical or 

moral contemplation. As we have already argued the action is instinctive and comes 

from a force of habit rather than moral reflection. Of course habit and ethics are 

closely related and Aristotle’s examination of both illustrates this point. Briefly 

stated, for Aristotle we become virtuous by habituating virtuous behaviour. 
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 Cavanagh, when asked if the card system was enough of a deterrent to stop cynical fouling said that 
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However, habit alone does not make us virtuous. On top of this habitual behaviour, a 

virtuous act must contain knowledge of what one is doing, it cannot be accidental. 

Finally, for Aristotle, a virtuous act must contain moral knowledge thus a virtuous 

act must involve some kind of moral contemplation.
47

 

While moral contemplation and reflection are at odds with this study’s 

account of selfless play, the idea of habit is not. It seems plausible, taking Aristotle 

into account, that it is possible to act ethically if the player in question can habituate 

this kind of conduct; however, the ethical behaviour will often be one that is 

performed like a preordained act. If someone is of good character before taking up 

the sport, there is a chance that their good character will come through in the way 

they play that sport. When pundits say that ‘such an act was out of character’ for a 

particular player there seems to be an implicit acknowledgement that some kind of 

characteristic, in this case virtuous, can be revealed in sport. While it is possible to 

play a game within the rules, and many sports players show a great deal of care to 

stay within these rules, the minute play begins to constitute us even the most virtuous 

characters have a way of being re-constituted. This thesis goes against Aristotle’s 

prerequisite for moral responsibility, which involves voluntary actions.
48

  As has 

been claimed in Chapter 4, once the player becomes constituted by play voluntary 

action diminishes drastically. If skills that are honed by habit can lead to a kind of 

enhanced instinctual performance, then it may also be possible that as ethical 

behaviour becomes habit, over time it may be retained in the player’s performance. It 

could be true that a player learning a sport puts ethics first with respect to principles 

of fair play and decency and that this trait becomes consistently part of the player’s 

disposition as they continue to play. However, taking Aristotle on board, it would 

seem that while the player plays fairly, they cannot – in selfless play – play ethically.  

With respect to ethical and unethical behaviour, many play activities have 

rules determining player’s conduct and basketball is a good case in point. While I 

have mentioned that professional foul as being viewed as particularly unethical by 

sport pundits, there are certain games whereby the rules themselves, which may 

encourage fouls, could be deemed unethical. For example, physical contact fouls in 

basketball like hitting, pushing, slapping, holding and tripping, are all prohibited. 
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Some of these fouls will be due to bad technique, for example, a bad screening 

technique may lead to a foul. From an ethical perspective however unintentional 

fouling can hardly warrant the title of being unethical since it is not voluntary and 

deliberate.
49

  

The alternative is also possible and that is the foul was committed 

deliberately in order to injure or take out a player as in the professional foul referred 

to already. The standard rules in basketball allow for five fouls to be committed by 

one player over the duration of the game, so fouling may actually be a strategic part 

of the game. In this case it seems that unethical actions are allowed, but only up to 

five times. In other sports, like ice hockey, fighting may also be strategic serving the 

purpose of upsetting the momentum of the winning side or taking a player out of the 

game. In ice hockey the penalties for fighting, which involves either punching or 

wrestling, are largely down to the discretion of the referee, while other behaviour 

like head-butting carry a compulsory penalty.  

This thesis claims that ethical behaviour, whether right or wrong, happens 

outside of selfless play. For example, Eric Cantona’s assault on a Crystal Palace 

supporter when he played with Manchester United was due to a fiery temper, which 

was evident in other games before the incident. In fact, most cases of direct assault 

seem to be deliberate and an outcome of pent-up anger and frustration, which implies 

selfless play is not actually an issue. Where it becomes an issue is perhaps in a late 

tackle where the player is in selfless play but gets the timing wrong or the case 

mentioned previously where the basketballer commits a foul. If ethical behaviour is 

understood as a deliberate contemplative action, then there is no room for ethics in 

selfless play. This does not mean that there is no room for ethics in sport or other 

playful activities. From the very outset, this thesis has been discussing a moment in 

play that is short lived; outside of this rare moment of selfless play, ethics do have a 

large role in sports, games and art.   

Match fixing, performance drugs, player safety are all ethical issues that 

relate deeply to sport and the way one performs when participating in sport, however 

they are issues that remain outside of selfless play. Selfless play is pre-ethical and to 

act immorally or morally the player must be ethically aware of the action before it 
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happens. When a surfer intentionally catches a wave through unfair means
50

 they are 

not yet in play, play comes when they ride down the face of the wave. When 

mountaineers have had to cut the rope connected to their climbing partners play is 

nowhere in the vicinity..
51

Selfless play discloses an ontological totality where 

everything is part of an autotelic experience. Any ethical theory of play would have 

to begin with an attempt to capture or rethink this totality, which would be a futile 

task. Play is pre-ethical in the sense that any ethic from play would have to be based 

on an already established system – a system that has rules and structures already in 

place. Finally, play is orientated towards itself and there is no standard of judgement 

outside of play that actually matters when one is in selfless play; in the same way 

there is no ‘I’ to deliberate over ethical issues when in play.  

The idea of ethics, as noted above, raises the idea of voluntary and deliberate 

action, which in turn raises the question of freedom and agency; a theme this thesis 

has already addressed. However, while this thesis challenges the idea of freedom 

within selfless play, it is important to conclude what exactly the impact of this lack 

of freedom has on the play. In selfless play there is no freedom; once the player 

becomes constituted by play they lose their autonomy. Interestingly, this should not 

lead one to say that play is pre-determined in any way; it is not. Play remains un-

determined, autonomous and sovereign; it is the players who are anything but un-

determined, autonomous and sovereign.  

I have always argued that play is ephemeral which raises the idea of 

temporality, which like freedom and ethics remains at the periphery of this work 

because in the lived experience of play neither of these things are of primary 

concern. While they are relevant and contextual they seem to demand their own 
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not have an ethic at all unless it becomes some kind of self-ethic. For example is it unethical to cheat 

on a crossword puzzle so you can go onto the next clue, or to ignore or change a card while playing 

Solitaire?  I think it is bad form, but it is hardly a questions of ethics, unless one goes on to claim an 

actual prize.  
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study with respect to play. At any rate, time, ethics and freedom are all subsequent to 

the moment of play. From a historical point of view time has a long standing 

relationship with play that goes back as far as the earliest human rituals performed at 

special times throughout the year; from harvest festivals to yuletide celebrations we 

find playful activities that are not only played out at a particular time in the year, but 

are sometimes played within their own time, for example, music. However, in the 

lived experience of play neither the month of the year nor the tempo seems to have 

an immediate hold on the player. Rather, like rules in sport the timing in music and 

the stopwatch in sport seem to fade away.  

Time offers games and sports a number of key elements including structure, 

challenge and intensity. Once the clock starts to run down time can change the way 

the game is played; for example, play may become tenser as time runs out. Time can 

also provide more of a challenge and focused attention. This kind of objective time 

however is not apparent in all kinds of play. A child who plays ‘dress-up’ may have 

no need for the time; the same could be said of the person doing a crossword over a 

few days. Many school ground activities like ‘hopscotch’, ‘crazy maze’ and ‘stuck in 

the mud’ have no formal time requirement, yet within each game there may be stages 

where time is running out. For example, one player in a game of hopscotch may be 

running out of opportunities to catch up with the player in front. This provides a kind 

of temporal framework for the players involved that remains absolutely subjective. 

This personal time arises from our ability to project ourselves into the future while 

retaining a unity with the present as well as the past.  

What I have called subjective time and what I have called objective time are 

both chronological in structure and there is no doubt that this kind of time helps to 

provide order to play. However, in the experience of selfless play time is not so 

much a succession of instants but rather a flow or coming together of all instances 

into a single event. When a mountain biker is racing down a hill there is only the 

moment, everything else outside this moment is nothing; that moment contains 

everything needed. In play there is just the present moment and whether it is 

conditioned by the past and future is secondary to the lived experience of that 

moment. In the lived experience of play the objective chronological time quite often 

remains external to the experience. As I have argued, the experience of play is a 

unified totality where the player in question can experience the event in a way that 
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chronological time does not come into it. The kind of time that is experienced in play 

is indivisible; time cannot be experienced in a quantitative way when selfless play is 

underway. In play we lose the time, which means that while time exists, it is hard to 

find it in the lived experience of play.  

Selfless play is not mechanistic or determined in any way and that through 

embodied interaction the player experiences an intensity of meaning that is not 

spatialized or temporalized. Play can hardly be called a-temporal, but it is really hard 

to say that it is temporal if the paradigm of time is measureable and objective. 

Levinas tells us that real time cannot be assimilated by experience or comprehended 

by consciousness.
52

 This reiterates, in some ways, the claim that Bergson also makes 

regarding time, saying that pure time cannot be known to the intellect but rather only 

to intuition. For Bergson the intellect, much like Levinas’s use of comprehension, 

involves conceptualisation, which divides the flow of time into manageable parts for 

the intellect to grasp.
53

 However, in breaking up time the intellect, comprehension, 

and indeed reflection are no longer in the flow of time itself. Bergson and Levinas 

share, as well as disagree, over a number of issues pertaining to time, however the 

one common ground is that time does not seem to as synchronic (relating to past, 

present and future) as one may first think.  

Play involves the coming together of what seems like so many diametrically 

opposed forces. There can be little doubt that at the heart of play there is conflict, yet 

it seems that what is in conflict or at variance actually agrees with itself. Conce in 

selfless play this conflict dissipates. Likewise, there can be little doubt that freedom 

and voluntary actions lead us into play and yet when we are actually in selfless play 

this freedom and voluntary actions also dissipate. Like time, the very things that 

seem primary from the outside remain secondary on the inside. Together the forces 

of the ‘I’, ‘we’, and ‘self’ allow us to access play and yet when we find ourselves in 

selfless play the ‘I’, the ‘we’ and the ‘self’ are replaced by a constituting force that 

suspends all self-reflection. Play is derived from the world we live in and yet in play 
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  Levinas, Otherwise than Being, p9 and p19, cited by Hutchens, B.C. Levinas: A Guide for the 

Perplexed. Continuum, 2004. It is worth stating that time for Levinas is eschatological and the 
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we no longer inhabit that world. Play is an enigma. It is a paradox and it must remain 

as such if play is to retain its importance in society and life. 

What play does is unique and yet it is extremely difficult to convey because 

we are, to a large extent, trapped in a language and rational framework that, as 

Heidegger rightly tells us, is part of the incubation period running right through 

Western philosophy and culminating in the principle of reason: nothing is without 

reason.
54

 What this thesis points toward is that there are no reasons or causes behind 

play. Play is not a ratio or correspondence where one part signifies another; instead it 

is the complete totality without parts. The very idea of play as selfless embodied 

engagement has led this research into acknowledging something quite profound with 

respect to not only play but Being in general and that is at our most basic primordial 

state of being (Play) all things are one: εἶναι ἓν πάντα.  

 Play does not float in and out of our lives; life flows in and out of play. The 

purity of life itself is felt in play when all reason is abandoned and where the 

subject/object dichotomy collapses and gives way to play. Phenomenologically, the 

unique moment of being played discloses a basic existential condition of a subject 

that is constituted before it constitutes; a subject that enters an intense, deliberate 

and yet unreflective relation that is antecedent to the kind of detached reflective 

relation that comes afterwards. Play also discloses the erroneous nature of Cartesian 

dualism and shows that the body, whether active or passive is a fundamental element 

of any kind of play; the body is what grounds the player in play. Play does not leave 

the player with a trace of something; it leaves the player with a trace of everything. 

In being-played the player plays with Being in the fullest sense of the term. 
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